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PREFACE 

THE student and the general reader alike still 
greatly need a volume which provides them with 
a brief but connected narrative of modern Indian 
history ; a knowledge of the past is an essential to 
an understanding of the present-; and so the 
purpose of this volume is to explain how the 
India of our fathers has been transformed into 
the India of our own day, to sketch the causes 
which have produced this remarkable change, and 
to outline the manner of their operation. It is 
not an easy task. In so complicated a story much 
must be left untold ; amid a multiplicity of
causes some must be omitted, some may be mis
taken ; above all the principal figures of receht 
events are still distorted by the passion of conflict 
and obscured by the dust of controversy. But in 
spite of these disadvantages, I hope that an attempt 
to tell the story dispassionately may not lack its 
use~, if only to point the moral ::t.h'!-t although men 
may commit crimes, they are much more likely 
to commit blunders. 

The greater part of the material on which the 
present work is based consists·::Pf printed matter 
-the correspond.en,.-c~· ·of the leading actors, the 
official correspondence· ahd othe;r documents of the 
Parliamentary Papers and official reports, and the 
documents issued by the Government of India, 
together with the chief b~oks dealing with various 
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parts of my subject. At the end of this book I 
append a select bibliography,. intended rather to 
guide the reader irt further studies than to indicate 
my own innumerable obligations. 

I must particularly acknowledge the kindness of 
Mr. John Buchan in allowing me to. read the draft 
chapters relating to India in his Lord Minto, 
and of Lady Minto in allowing me to read in its 
entirety the demi-official correspondence exchanged 
between Lord Morley and Lord Minto during the 
latter's viceroyalty. These letters, part of which were 
printed by Lord Morley in his Recollections, give 
a very different impression as a whole from that 
suggested by the printed selection. 

ScHooL oF ORIENTAL STuDIES, 

LoNDON. 

H.D. 
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INTRODUCTION 

IN I 8 58 no one would have denied that India was 
held by the sword ; in I 9 I 8 this had ceased to be 
true. In I 8 58 the Company's covenanted servants 
constituted in effect the Government of India ; 
in I 9 I 8 appeared a scheme to transfer the Govern
ment to popularly chosen hands. In I 8 58 the 
control of the Home Government was confirmed 
and emphasized by the creation of a Secretary of 
State for India ; in I 9 I 8 Secretary of State and 
Governor-General signed the report envisaging the 
immediate relaxation and the ultimate extinction of 
that control. · These contrasts may s.erve as a· rough 
measure of the changes that have transformed the 
Indian problem in the last two generations. 

We must not, however, exaggerate the magnitude 
of these changes. They loom large because they 
are near .. to us in point of time. But rightly con
sidered they are the contit:mation and development 
of momentous and rapid changes in the period that 
preceded the Mutiny. In I 8 58 there were many 
men still living who remembered the Presidency 
of Bengal as consisting mer~ly of that province and 
Behar, the Presidency of Madras as a few strips of 
territory lying along the Coromandel Coast, and 
the Presidency of Bombay as some small islands 
and a little land in Guzerat ; men who remembered 
the days when it was customary tq w\t.hh9ld the 
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2 HISTORY OF INDIA 

revenue until it was collected by force ; who had 
weighed the chances of Sikh or Maratha in a war 
against the Company; who had seen French 
officers commanding the troops of Sindia and 
Nizam 'Ali ; and who had been the first pupils 
in the first schools subsidized by the funds of 
Government. T4e changes within .living memory 
in I 8 58 were at least as remarkable as those which 
we can remember to-day. 

Further, the period which led up to the Mutiny 
resembles in general outline the period which led 
up to Mr. Gandhi's Non-Co-operation Movement. 
The parallel is not exact, because, when history 
repeats itself, it does so with variations. The 
principal interests in the earlier period are those of 
the Company's territorial expansion and the restora
tion of administrative order ; whereas the principal 1 

interests of our own age have been those of educa- · · 
tional progress and political development. But in 
both periods the British Government urged forward 
the spread of Western influences, Western ideas 
and Western culture ; and in both periods this 
provoked a great reaction, in which the leaders 
employed Western machinery to overthrow Western 
predominance. The unsuccessful appeal of the 
leaders of the Mutiny to the sword, the unsuccessful 
appeal of the leader of Non-Co-operation to moral 
influences, constitute an interesting variation in 
the pattern. 

There was, moreover, one great factor that only , 
began to count for much in the latter period. Th.e 
dominant fact in the history of the last two gener
ations has been the shrinkage of the world, The 
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development of transport and communications, the 
steamship and the railway, the telegraph and the 
daily press, have transformed man's relations with 
his fellows, and profoundly changed the nature of 
governments and the quality of their interaction. 
The different parts of the earth have become inter
dependent in a new and much more intimate sense. 
London and Shanghai are to-day nearer together 
than were London and St. Petersburg a century 
ago. The operations alike of trade and war have 

· become world-wide. And though war and crime 
have not been banished, though the old sanctions 
of public and private morals have in some respects 
been weakened, our human outlook has undoubtedly 
broadened, and the new conditions have made 
possible a sense of human unity which of old was 
inconceivable. Men are not becoming perfect, but 
they are most assuredly being changed. 

The transformation has been great in Europe ; 
but it has been greater still in Asia. In Europe 
economic conditions ever since the 15th century 
have incessantly undergone change after change, so 
that society in the . Western world has perforce 
remained relatively flexible. But in the East it 
was not so. There economic forces were for 
centuries in a position of balance. Population did 
not grow, for the potential increase was regularly 
swept away by war, pestilence, and famine. Wealth 
did not grow, because the surplus was seldom used 
but for the adornment of palaces and the filling of 
kings' treasuries. Knowledge did not grow, for -
Eastern philosophies were incurious of the world of 
experience, and devoted to the analysis of what 

B 



4 HISTORY OF INDIA 

may lie behind and beyond. Social forms thus 
became obstinately fixed, and custom remained the 
great rule of life. These medieval conditions 
persisted over the greater part of Asia until the 
close of the I 9th century. 

In India the forces of stability were exceptionally 
strong, for social groups had been crystallized into 
castes ; · and so society, solidified by economic 
equilibrium, became in itself a peculiar obstacle to 
change. But here also forces from without were 
perhaps stronger than anywhere else in Asia. 
English political predominance, established in I 8 I 8, 
had i.n the s4cceeding forty years brought with it 
new and powerful influences, moral and economic. 
The ancient knowledge had been attacked in the 
new sche!ills ; the old economic system had been 
undermined by the new administration. In the 
latter part of that period these forces had been 
applied with considerable activity ; and had pro
voked that wi~e-spread uneasiness which found its 
principal expression in the Mutiny. 

But at that time the forces of change had made 
little progress. They had been enough to alarm, 
but not enough to influence. Outside the English 
centres of administration, the old ideas prevailed. 
A village head-man in a newly-occupied district 
could still prove his zeal by sending in to the 
Commissioner before breakfast the heads of the 
dakoits whom he had caught the day before. Hill
peoples signalized the temporary collapse of British 
authority by a resolute attempt to stamp out from 
their midst the whole brood of wizards. Khonds 
still secured the fertility of their fields by the annual 
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human victim, bought with a price. Caste Hindus 
could not cross the seas without almost inexpiable 
pollution. Government was still personal. It still 
rested on military force, just triumphantly vindi
cated ; and the India thus held by the sword was 
the old India, utterly indifferent to politics, careless 
of what might happen elsewhere, ready to obey and 
assist any government that could maintain. itself, 
and accepting the bloody retribution that followed 
the Mutiny as according with the practice of great 
kings. 

Since that time the forces of change have played 
unceasingly upon InCiia; with far-reaching Aeon
sequences, . .political, moral and_ economic.· They 
are stiV very incomplete-possibly they may never 
be completed. When you are dealing with a great 
mass of people-at the time of the Mutiny India 
contained probably 2. 50 million-changes seldom 
are pervasive. Every country exhibits a wide. 
difference between the ideas and the standards of 
its highest and its lowest classes ; and the greater 
the area and the larger the population, the greater 
is the likelihood of such divergencies. The culture 
of ancient India never penetrated all the strata of 
society ; nor does the cultur~ and thought of 
modern India. The essential fact seems to be that 
between I 8 58 and I 9 I 8 external influences affected 
a sufficient proportion of the population to make a 
marked, almost a revolutionary difference. 

The strongest .influence has .been. economic; The 
old balance of forces has been destroyed. Since the 
Mutiny. the population __ of India. has increased 
approximately. by. a third. It is crowded together, 
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even in rural districts, in densities which in Europe 
would connote large cities and vigorous industries ; 
but in India agriculture is the normal correlative 
of dense population. Its growth has compelled 
resort to poorer and poorer lands. We cannot 
follow the process everywhere, for lack of early 
statistics ; but in Madras the cultivated area has 
more than trebled since 1 8 53· The average modern 
cultivator has then to work harder than his grand
father was accustomed to do, save in the few regions 
where the tendency has been off-set by extended 
irrigation. 

Alongside of this, and as a direct consequence, 
has gone a consider~ble agrarian displacement. 
As land increased in value, and the steady operation 
of the law-courts facilitated the recovery of debt, 
both real and fictitious, many enterprising persons 
lent money on land and subsequently foreclosed ; 
and besides this the rising middle-class of the larger 
cities steadily bought land wherever they could. 
These processes, familiar to the student of economic 
history in Europe as well as in India, have tended 
in spite of legislation to replace the small cultivator 
with possessory rights by the small cultivator with 
no rights at all. 

·Then, too,:new methods of earning a living have 
appeared. The professions-the law, medicine, 
education, journalism-have arisen. They existed 
indeed before the Mutiny, but since then they have 
developed with extraordinary rapidity. So also 
has the demand for clerical labour, which is sur
rounding the Indian cities, as it has surrounded 
London, with mean suburbs. In short, a middle-
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class, both higher and lower, with an eco.nomic 
rather than a hereditary basis, has established itself 
in India, though the individual members are still 
cut off from marriage outside their particular 
castes. 

Alongside of this new class we find a nascent 
industrialism. Just as the professional class has 
sprung up to replace a group of Europeans who in 
1 8 58. still en joyed a practical monopoly of medical, 
legal, and journalistic functions in India, so too the 
industrialists have followed the .example of the 
Europeans who introduced modern large-scale 
production into their country. But this develop
ment has been much slower than that of the pro
fessional class, in part owing to a lack of capital, 
in part to the rigid free-trade policy followed by 
Government. A protective system would un
doubtedly have facilitated the speedier development 
of such a class ; and on the whole English policy 
has evidently favoured the professions much more 
than industry. But though Indians very generally 
regard this as proving the subordination of Indian 
to British interests, it should be remembered that 
an early adoption of protective measures would have 
favoured, not so much Indian industrial enterprise 
as foreign capital which would have established 
itself in the country. · 

As things were, ·only two large centres of factory
production were developed-one the cotton factories 
of Bombay, the other the jute mills of Bengal. 
Round them, and the other lesser examples of 
modern industry in India, has gradually formed the 
nucleus of a class of industrial workers. For a long 
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time these men were scarcely differentiated from the 
agricultural population. Most of them as members 
of joint families had an interest in the land, and for 
a long time many of them paid an ·annual visit of 
some duration to their native villages, in order to 
take part in the harvest. However this practice 
gradually died out ; and a class of proletariat labour 
is visibly forming round the class of Indian 
industrialists. 

Lastly, Indian trade has not only expanded at 
an almost incredible speed, but it has passed under 
the control of world-wide influences. The price of 
wheat or jute or cotton is no longer determined by 
Indian conditions ; since 18 58 the power of external 
influences on the course of trade has multiplied a 
hundred-fold ; and the Indian markets are to-day. 
directly affected by a hurricane in the United States 
or a bumper crop in the Argentine. This extends 
even to currency and the general level of prices. 
One of the main elements in the rise of prices 
which began in· India in the first years of the 2oth 
century was the general rise in prices in Europe ; 
so that the same train of events curtailed the luxuries 
and straitened the existence of a clerk in London 
and a clerk in Calcutta. 

In all these ways subtle penetrating forces have 
operated, with an ever growing power, to destroy 
that economic in~'ependence and rigid condition of 
Indian society which had continued for perhaps 
twenty centuries. 

Like results may be traced in the moral as in 
the economic world. Western education had been 
introduced long before the Mutiny ; and the 
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decision to establish Indian universities had been 
~akef!~)n ___ !..8 54· But the universities themselves 
were only. established_in 18,57, and the policy of 
constantly expanding the scope of educational 
activities really· dates from that year. As in the. 
economic world, so also in the moral, the effects 
at first were scarcely perceptible. But as money 
and energy were more and more largely applied, 
the educational movement rolled on in geometrical 
progression until it became self-actuated and assumed 
the character of a popular movement. In Bengal 
alone there are as many university students as there 
are in England. As the Calcutta University Com
mission justly observed, nothing comparable has 
been seen since the Middle Ages. 

. In its moral aspects this development offers 
many similarities to our own Renaissance. Western 
science has exercised much the same solvent effect 
on Ind.ian tradition as Greek thought did on the 
medieval world. It has provoked the spirit of 
enquiry and criticism ; it has awakened intellectual 
curiosity ; it has created vernacular literatures. 
So that a group of influences, which on one side 
attacked · the social and political structure by 
altering economic conditions, on another attacked 
the mental acquiescence on which that structure 
depended by altering the mental outlook, just as 
in Europe the influx of precious metals reinforced 
the intellectual movement of the Renaissance. 

The common tendency of the economic and 
moral influences working in India in the last two 
generations has been principally manifested in the 
political changes with which the following pages 
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are directly concerned. The new forces affected 
both the policy of Government and the attitude of 
the people. 

The policy of Government reflects these changes 
in many ways. The development · of transport 
and communication intimately modified its oper
ation, bringing the whole Indian organism 
within reach of orders from London, subordi
nating the provincial Governments more closely 
to the Government of India, and the district 
officials to the local Governments. Nor was 
this limited to the scope of formal orders. 
Political influences radiating from London pene
trated much more rapidly and effectually into 
official circles. The telegraph carried the news of 
India to England while still fresh and warm ; and. 
the same instrument could carry back within 
effective time not only orders or advice •based on 
the last development of circumstances, but the 
public criticism of the Houses of Parliament and 
of the English press. 

The same ease of movement and communication 
of news aided to conceal if not to change the 
essential basis of Government. In 18 57 evidence 
of its military power was everywhere apparent. 
But since then the troops which formerly were 
scattered over the whole face of the country have 
been concentrated in great cantonments, and nor
mally soldiers are seldom seen. Increased rapidity 
of fire, from artillery as well as small arms, has 
diminished the relative powers of a disorderly mob. 
The invention ·of wireless has established a method 
of communication which cannot ·easily be inter-
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rupted; and th~ aeroplane has robbed ancient 
fastnesses of their security. 

But while governments have thus become 
stronger against attempted rebellion, they have also 
become more liable to. external attack. This has 
been peculiarly the case with India. Time had 
been when the gradual desiccation of Central 
Asia had driven great masses of men west and 
south, towards Europe and into India. But such 
days had closed. The scanty population of those 
decaying regions had centuries since ceased to 
constitute a political danger. The forces producing 
these countless invasions which had brought and 
established in India the Aryan speech and the 
Mohammedan religion had long spent themselves. 
But a new threat emerged in full force in the second 
half of the I 9th century. The desert might be 
bridged by the railway ; and before the period. 
dosed Russia had assembled at the rail-heads of 
Russian Turkestan material to continue her lines 
to the very frontiers of India ; and Germany had 
planned a road that was to have led direct from 
Berlin to the Persian Gulf. Politically as well as 
morally and commercially India had fallen within 
the constricting influences of the present age. • 

It could not be expected that the classes of 
Indians affected by the new moral and intellectual 
influences should fail to respond to the political 
tendencies as well. Furthermore, their response 
was likely to differ from that of Government and 
involve consid.erable political dislocation. 

Western . studies .,b_rought .Jhe, polit~cal ideas .of 
the West ; the railway, the telegraph, the news-
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paper spread them broadcast. The .teachings of 
Burke and Rousseau, of Mill and Mazzini, found 
a new and appreciative audience, which contrasted 
the despotic, form of Government maintaine~t. by 
the English in India with the evident demo~1atic 
tendencies of Western political theory and practice. 

One result was the adoption of democratic theory 
as the basis of what the Indian Government ought 
to be. Another was the development of nationalist 
ideas. In Europe these had grown up on a founda
tion of common speech, common religion, and 
belief in a common race. These were not present 
in the vigorous form in which they occurred in 
Europe. For one thing the Indian area was vastly 
larger than that of any European country except 
Russia, and so the unifying forces were 'slow and 
diffused in operation. Each province had its own 
group of languages, quite distinct from the others ; 
Hinduism is too various and indefinite a faith to 
offer a good rallying point ; and India was visibly 
partitioned out among too many races, and the 
separate racial spirit too strongly conserved by the 
institution of caste, for a feeling of racial unity to 
develop. spontaneously. But these disadvantages 
were counteracted by the new influences. . English 
served as a common speech ; transport develop
ment familiarized the middle classes of the several 
provinces with one another ; newspapers acquainted 
them with common needs and common desires ; and 
finally a sense of nationality emerged, not from ·a 
common identity which indeed was lacking, but 
from the common contrast which all the Indian 
races displayed in relation to their foreign rulers. 
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In India as in Italy, a sense of unity developed under 
the pressure of foreign dominion. 

The ideas of democracy and nationality long 
remained confined to the educated classes. But 
gradually the causes which had facilitated their 
birth facilitated their extension. Nationalist prop
aganda could be and gradually was disseminated 
among the people at large. 

Up to a certain point these changes did not 
involve any political conflict. The English despots 
in India were democrats at home. But while the 
Indian Nationalists were formulating their views 
on the development of the Indian Government, 
the governors of India still had not formulated even 
to themselves the political line that should be taken. 
Everyone agreed that the foreign administration 

·of India could not go on for ever. Everyone agreed 
that the English were acting as trustees until 
Indians should be capable of protecting their own 
rights. But no one had thought out the conse
quences of this position or could indicate a line of 
progress. The main concern of Government was 
how to provide India with the best administration 
compatible with the exigencies of finance. This 
involved the employment of a larger and larger 
European element. 

Thus under a common pressure of modern 
political ideas, Government and the educated 
Indians reached mutually destructive conclusions. 
The one sought good· government, the other self
government. Hence the emergence, in the late part 
of the period, of a struggle between the educated 
classes naturally desirous of power and the bureau-
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cracy naturally anxious to preserve their excellent 
and elaborated system of administration. 

In England itself sympathy was much divided. 
Englishmen were proud, and rightly proud, of 
their wor~ in India ; but their whole political life 
and history was founded. on the practice of self
government, and they had always viewed with 
favour the efforts of other peoples to follow in their 
own footsteps. The question, as they reckoned. it, 
was to what extent could the bureaucratic Govern
ment be modified in a popular direction without 
endangering the work already accomplished. 

On the whole the decision favoured popular 
advance, though not so far or so fast as Indians 
demanded ; and this situation towards the close 
of the period added groups of political extremists, 
followed mostly by the very young, and seeking to 
obtain by violence what had been refused to argu
ment, to those elements of the Indian population 
which had always been hostile to foreign rule. 

Finally the war of I 9 I 4 brought this political 
·development to a definite stage in its progress, 
marked by the announcement of I 9 I 7 and the 
Report of I 9 I 8. Just a century after the establish
ment of British predominance in India, the goal of 
British rule was defined and a path to it projected. 
The event gives completeness to the period which 
preceded and led up to it. Until I 9 I 8 none knew 
certainly whither the progress evidently made 
since the Mutiny had been tending ; and whatever 
the fate of the Reforms, whatever becomes of the 
principle of dyarchy, the year will continue to serve 
as·; .a: fSreat historical landmark, such as cannot 
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elsewher~ be found since the Mutiny. It definitely 
marks the end of the period in which India was 
held by the sword. 

It seems to me that three ... _co~§ideraJ21~ .... ~r:rors 
may be traced in the British policy as .a whole. 
For one thing there was a growing tendency for 
the Home Government to· interfere more than had 
been the custom in past.days. It had normally been 
content with laying down the general principles of 
policy and beyond that merely exercising a veto on 
the conduct of the Government in India ; but after 
the Mutiny the broad tendency was for more and 
more of the administration to be conducted from 
London. The activity of the 'Secretary of State 
gradually became more detailed. In . part this 
sprang from accidents of individual character. 
Some men are more self-assertive than others ; 
and towards the close of the period office fell 
into the hands of one or two who were peculiarly 
self-assertive, and whose example, one may suppose, 
affected the conduct of successors naturally less 
domineering. But in the main this tendency was 
the fruit of circumstances-of the Red Sea Cable ; 
and so far the fault can be laid at no one's door. 
Similar events were strengthening the hold and 
increasing the influence of the Government of 
India on the provincial Governments, and of these 
on their subordinate officials. In short the conditions 
under which the whole government was carried 
on strongly promoted the growth of centralization 
in every branch of the Indian polity. In some 
conditions this· is not necessarily pad. But w~e~ 
it is applied to a s'-!b~ontinent like India~~filere01tlf1 ~ . 

( 'P. 0 ., J Lq,: <..<! 
'"~. ;~ u/·~ ; . ~ ~ (,.,. ...., ..;.. ....... .., 

• '& J u L 198q . ~ LIBRARY. ~ 
-'\"- .. 
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the people of Tinnivelly differ as much from those 
of Peshawur as the Spaniard does from the Swede, 
the uniformity which centralization presupposes is 
a manifest evil ; and this evil is incalculably 
exaggerated when the central point of control lies 
on the other side of the world-as if Western 
Europe were administered from Tokio. 

In the second place it is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that efficiency in administration actually 
was over-valued by the Indian Government. It 
was natural and admirable for the very able men 
who formed that Government to hate disorder 
and anomalies and mistakes and to do their utmost 
to root them out: But when they decided time 
after time to do so by introducing new European 
elements into the administration, they were taking 
the easy road. Cromer's principle-of only em
ploying a European where he could not get the 
work done by Egyptians in any sort of way-was 
a .sounder and safer method. But here again the 
fault was no man's. It was due to the greater and 
ever greater influence 'which European ideas of 
administration were coming to exercise upon the 
Government, and which precluded the old simpler 
methods by which Cubbon was enabled to manage 
Mysore for forty years with only half a dozen 
Europeans under him. So far, of course, as the later 
policy increased efficiency, it was a gain, because 
bad administration is necessarily an evil. But when 
it came to be used as an argument for employing 
Europeans instead of Indians, and for reserving 
the higher services as far as possible for Europeans 
while their numbers steadily grew, the matter evi-
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dently became charged with a racial quality of 
a dangerously explosive kind. In this way Govern
ment suffered from the defects of its qualities. 

In the third place, when we look back on the 
years that have elapsed, it is easy to discern that 
many difficulties might have been avoided had 
Government defined its purpose in India and devised 
a definite scheme by which that purpose was to be 
achieved. Instead of that we see experiments made 
in one direction by Canning, in another by Lytton, 
in a third by Ripon, in a fourth by Minto. There 
was no sequence or continuity in our efforts to 
introduce political reforms ; and consequently they 
lost much of their effect. But when we consider 
history as a whole, we must admit that such is the 
usual course of affairs. Foresight is perhaps the 
rarest of gifts ; and a succession of men who will 
strive in the same definite direction, and who must 
therefore view the changing current of affairs with 
unchanging eyes, can be secured only by a miracle. 
Here again the fault lies mainly in the general 
defects of human nature and the circumstances in 
which we live ; and it is easier to note it and trace 
its consequences as we look back, than to say at what 
precise time and in what precise manner it should 
have bee~ avoided. 

In pursuing this story of mixed gain and loss, of 
good and ill, I shall seek to show the effects of these 
modern influences firstly on the executive Govern
ment . and its administrative policy, then on the 
foreign policy of the yovernment of India, and 
lastly on the political development of the people 
and its reaction on the structure of the Government. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE HOME GOVERNMENT 

BEFORE the Mutiny the . management of Indian 
affairs in London· had··· followed that leisurely, 
prosperous, self-satisfied train which char.acterized 
early Victorian politics. Control had been divided 
between the Court of Directors in Leadenhall 
Street and the President of the Board of Control 
in Cannon Row. The commercial functions of the 
first had been brought to a close over twenty years 
earlier; but the Court was still divided between 
opulent merchants of the city and retired servants 
of the Company. The Board of Control had 
never (except at its very beginning) been more than 
a name. Its powers were exercised by the President 
alone, and he was usually an ad:ive politician of 
the second rank. Indeed, ever since the time of 
Dundas, the office had not been held by a man of 
real eminence except as a stepping-stone to some-
_thing better. · 

The exact relation between these two authorities 
is hard to define. It certainly varied much from 
time to time, and depended largely on perso_nal 
factors. In the last resort the President could 
enforce his orders by obtaining a mandamus against 
the members of the Court; but public legal proceed
ings were obviously undesirable; they shocked the 

ZI 
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decorous temper of the age, and the directors 
- possessed in any case great powers of obstruction 

and delay. Differences of opinion led more com
monly to compromise than to the victory of either 
party, and, I think, arose more frequently over 
personal matters-appointments to high office, the 

. pecuniary claims of individuals on the Company, or 
the supersession of a Company's servant-than 
over matters of principle and policy. The one 
notable exception was the Afghan War, brought 
about by the Russophobe policy of Palmerston. 
But that can scarcely be quoted as proving the 
advantages of ministerial predominance. 

The division of the Home Government had this 
important consequence, that it increased the inde
pendent power of the Government of India. In 
any case, before the laying of the Red Sea Cable 
in 1870, that body was remote from control. 
When political events were moving at all rapidly, 
it always could, and indeed was obliged to, act 
on its own responsibility, leaving the home author
ities with little choice except to approve what had 
been done. And this position was strengthened 
by the fact that, if one of the two halves of the 
Home Government disapproved the Governor
General's conduct or policy, there was a good 
cha~ce that the other half might support him. 

In general it may be said that, while the Home 
Government had always been supreme in theory, 
circumstances had entrusted the Governor-General 
with a large though undefined, and indeed undefin
able discretion, the exercise of which, as Wellesley 
very truly wrote to Castlereagh, could not be 
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determined by rule but " must be decided in com
mon with every practical question of government 
by reference to the particu'lar circumstances of each 
special case." In other words, the exercise of this 
discretion varied with personal character, so that 
the relations between the Home and Indian 
Governments were as variable as those between the 
Court of Directors and th'e Board of Control. 
The more vigorous the Governor-General the more 

J,~tt. certain were disputes between him and the author-
ities in England. Wellesley's quarrels are familiar:'. 
to every student. Lord Hastings complained that' 
the Directors expected as blind· a compliance. with 
their orders as the owner of an English estate might 
expect from his steward. I)_a1housie_ vigorously 
defended the dignity of his ,office " whose respon
sibilities are in danger of being increased, its 
character lowered, and its usefulness marre_9J~, by 
the undue f!-Ssumption and vulgar expressiodil1of a 
disproportionate authority at home " ; and the 
same Governor-General described the Board of 
Control as a board of interference. 

But these complaints were usually elicited not 
by the receipt of orders to do something in the 
future but to undo something in the past-by the 
exercise of a power that circumstances did not 
suffer to be a power of action so much as one of 
veto. But it ~s always easier to excuse or defend 
past action than to induce a superior power to 
assent to things as yet unaccoinplished; so that 
despite their complaints, the Governors-General 
really embodied the executive power of the Indian 
Government. They held all the advantages of 
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position, and in the great majority of cases succeeded 
in imposing their will upon their distant over. 
lords. 

_, The Mutiny, however, produced a reaction 
against this system. Both the Sovereign and the 
Parliament of Great Britain resolved, under the 
early alarm a~d horror of the news, to take a larger, 
more direct, and more resp~nsible share in -the 
conduct of Indian business._/ The Queen, indeed, 
had long regarded the Company as an undesirable 
anomaly. She strongly disapproved the grant of 
medals by the Company for military service in 
India; and had permitted the Governors-General, 
from Ellenborough onwards, to correspond with 
'her as though they had been governors of a royal 
province. The shocking news from Delhi encour
aged this feeling, and is sa!d to have inspired the 
Prince Consort with the wi§h to decorate his wife 
and sovereign with the title of the Great Mogliul. 

In a like manner Parliament exhibited an 
extraordinary willingness to burden itself wjth the 
solution of Indian problems and to perpl~ itself 
with the intricacies of Indian finance. .J -

At the same time it was generally admitted that 
the functions hitherto divided between the East 
India Company and the President of the Board of 
Control could not safely be confided to the unlimited 
control of a parliamentary Minister. A Minister 
would inevitably be chosen, neither for his know
ledge nor for his experience, but for the convenience 
of the party in office. Neither he nor a fluctuating _ 
majority in Parliament could be wholly trusted to • 
determine complicated matters of which they knew 
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little or nothing. The deep-rooted English distrust 
of the expert had to be sacrificed; and while it was 
agreed everywhere but in Leadenhall Street that 
the Company must go, it was equally agreed. that 
the new Government must in some form ·or other 
~mbody that Indian experience evidently necessary 
for the proper conduct of business. and hitherto 
~rovided by the Court of Directors. • 

It was decided therefore to set. up a Council
the Council of India-to advise and assist the new 
Secretary of State. But the degree in which real 
power was to be bestowed upon this body was much 
debated. Some wished to establish a Council so 
strong by its constitution as practically to carry 
over the dual system into the new regime. Disraeli, 
for example, was induced to propose a council in. 
which nearly half the members were to have been 
elected-by the cities principally interested in the 
Ea~t India trade, by the holders of East India 
Company and Indian Railway stock, and by the 
retired members of the Indian services. This 
proposal was soon abandoned under the ridicule , 
with which it was received. But clear vestigesof 
the ideas which had inspired Disraeli's plan were 
visible in the plan which was finally adopted. 
The Councillors were appointed "during· good 
behaviour," so that they were invested with some
thing of the independence of an English judge; 
a considerable proportion of them were to be 
nominated in the first instance by the Court of 
Directors; and all subsequent vacancies occurring 
in that particular group were to be filled by co-option. 
Their assent,was necessary to the appropriation.and 
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expenditure of Indian revenue and to the appoint
ment of ordinary members of the Viceroy's Council. 
While, therefore, in many matters the Secretary 
of State could overrule their wishes, and while he 
enjoyed powers similar to those formerly held by 
the President of the Board of Control in all business 

.. -, which he considered either urgent or secret, never
i~ • theless the Council of India, as constituted by the 

'Act of I 8 58, was evidently designed to possess a 
lar e sha · t e determination of olic . 

And beside this extraordinary institution for 
limiting the independence of a Secretary of State, 
there stood of course the normal and regular checks 
upon his authority. Queen Victoria had from the 
fir~t doubted whether the existence of a council 
would prove compatible with the constitutional 
position of the new Minister; and she was deter-

r? mined that at all events this constitutional position 
'f-..: should be duly recognized. Accordingly in 'her 

memorandum, dated September 4, 18 58, she laid 
down the methods of business to be followed .by 
the new .office in its relations with the Crown. 
They were founded on the practice of the Foreign 
Office. Despatches from India were to be sub
mitted to her on receipt; despatches to India were 
to be seen by her before being sent off; important 
measures were to be discussed with her~before being 
brought into the Council; and her pleasure was to 
be taken before any communication was made to 
persons proposed for high office. The Cro~p. 
was thus ~.p.at:ed_to exercise its traditi.Qhal moder
ating influence; and he.side it there s.tJ:lQ<LJhe 
authority_o.Lth.e High CQurt:Q.L&cl~!,JoJY.hich 
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the Secretary of State was responsible~_in which he 
could at any time be required to explain and 
justify the policy he had adopted, in which he had 
to produce the Indian accounts, and before which he 
laid his annual report on the moral and material 
progress of India. 

An observer of the early 'sixties. would then 
almost certainly have inferred that the Secretary 
of State for India was hedged in by the same li~ita
tions as circumscribed the power of the other 
Secretaries of State, and that in some respects he 
was even more closely hedged in than they. His 
authority was regarded with suspicion, and special 
safeguards set· up against its improper exercise. 
In fact, however, such expectations were entirely 
baseless. The interest aroused in .Indian affairs 
by the Mutiny died away. For the most part the 
statutory obligations of Parliament were discharged 
in a purely formal manner; the decrees presented 
to it by the Secretary of State . were registered; 
the annual accounts were debated languidly in the 
thinnest house of the session; the Reports on the 
moral and material progress of India lay unread, 
a neglect amply justified by the arid composition 
of all but the first few issues. The Houses of 
Parl!ament had in fact too much to do, in affairs 
of nearer moment, to spare time for subjects that 
demanded much preliminary study and investiga
tion. As a rule you could count bn the fingers of 
one hand the members of either House who had 
paid any special attention to Indian questions; and 
these members were as a rule faddists who carried 
little weight. Parliamentary control, as the authors 
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of the I9 I 8 Report observe, cannot in fact be called 
a -reality. 

Nor with_ t-he best will in the world was the 
Sovereign better able to keep pace with the develop-. 
ment of Indian business. Even the industry which 
the Prince Consort had bequeathed to Queen 
Victoria could riot enable her to carry out the 
pr~ramme which she had laid down in I 8 58. 
Her interest remained undimmed, but her time 
was limited; and within twenty years the India 
Office was no longer submitting the papers called 
for- in I 8 58, but only those relating to serious 
questions with the Native States or. to the progress 
of affairs in Central.Asia. 

In fact then the ordinary constitutional checks 
upon a Minister's action were less operative upon 
the Secretary of State for India than upon any 
other member of the Cilbinet; nor were the special 
restrictions set up in I 8 58 as effective as some at 
least had expected. Indeed, within a few years 1· they had been successfully attacked and reduced. 

I ~The Council of India_had..ll_e~n .. seLu_pjv.__place ofJ:he 
East India CQJ.!lpilJJ._y..;_b_ut when it attempted to 
· ustify this succession by drafting despatches, the 
Minister had torn them up and prepared new ones 
1 
ntirely contrary to its opinions. 

! Then, too, the inde,eenden~e_cilllferred on the 
Council in I 8 58 was materially_i.tn....p.aired bv the 
Act of I 8_6_9· Thenceforth Councillors held office 
for a fixed term of ten years, only renewable at the 
pleasure of the Secretary of State; their privilege 
of co-opti~g to certain of ~he vacancies was taken 
away; the1r consent- was no longer needed for the 
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appointment of members of the Viceroy's Council. 
Many good arguments were adduced in support 
of these changes; but the point with which we are 
here essentially concerned is to note that they 
elevated the Secretary of State's position. 4-_s 
Sir Chades Dilke observed . in the House of 
Commons: " At the time the Council was appointed, 
the idea was to curb the power of the Secretari of 
State; that feeling had passed away, and it was now 

q recognized on all hands that the Council should be 
~:,a consultative and not a controllingjlody." The 

Act of I 86g thus marks a palpable reduction in the 
,status of the Council. It is true that that body 
;retained definite powers, notably financial. " No 
grant or appropriation of any part of [the Indian] 
revenues," says Ilbert, " or of any other property 
coming into the possession of the Secretary of State 
in Council by virtue of the Government of India 
Act, I 8 58, may be made without the concurrence 
of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council 
of India." To those familiar with the importance 
of financial control such a provision seems to secure 
to the Council the final word on Indian. policy; 
and such was doubtless the expectation of those who 
prepared and passed the Bill. But the control has 
not operated in the same manner as the financial 
control exercised by the House of Commons. 
It was in fact too great a power for so small and un
representative a body as the Council of India to 
assert effectively. For questions of high policy th_e 
Secretary of State is responsible not to his Council 
but to Parliament. If. for instance he approves 
warlike preparations in India, it would not be 
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possible for the Council to refuse the funds necessary 
for that purpose, nor even to decide how much or 
how little should be allowed: Again, at the other 
end of the scale, many questions of expenditure are 
too minute to be considered at all in London. 
Consequently this financial control cannot be exerted 
at all in certain cases either against the Secretary of 
State or against the Governments in India; and as 
re~rds the intermediate cases it amounts to 
influence rather than control, for in the event of 
decided difference of opinion arising between the 
Secretary of State and his Council, the latter cannot 
push opposition to that extreme which alone would 
give it effective power. Its position is that of the 
very high official, who has much authority over 
detail but little over policy. 

Thus on the whole the intentions of the statesmen 
of I 8 5'8 were never realizeq. They had anticipated 
a combined supervision over Indian affairs, shared 
between the Crown and Parliament and the Council 
of India. Instead of that, they had broken up the 
old dual organization, and concentrated power in 
a single person, provided with plenty of technical 
advice, in general escaping alike the influence of 
the Crown and the control of Parliament, and 
usually able to override or circumvent the specific 
powers vested in his Council. Instead of being 
the least powerful of all the Secretaries of State, 
he was freer than any of the others from external 
autllority . 

.v{In a le~al sense t?~ changes of 1_8 58 made no 
difference m the r-ositlOn of the Indian as regm:_ds 
the Home G_oy_emxnent. The old Court and Board 
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had been as supreme as the new India Office; the 
despatches signed by the Directors as authoritative 

0 as those signed by the Secretary of State. But in 
h'~~a constitutional sense there was a con,siderable 

ifference. Several circumstances combined to 
ender the new ho~ powers more effective than the 

,old had been. 
'' In the first place, the establishment of the Rew 
Secretaryship of itself implied a greater degre! of 
influence. The holders of the new seals would 
be persons of greater weight in the Cabinet and of 
greater political consequence in Parliament than the 
former Presidents. The average occupant of Cannon 
Row had been a mediocrity_;, the average occupant 
of the India Office has been somethin~. It has 
been held by the Duke of Argyll, Lord Salisbury, 
Lord Hartington, Lord Randolph Churchill, 
Lord Morley-some eminent by character, some 
by talents, and some by both. Before the Mutiny 
the Governor-General had almost always been a 
bigger man than the President; that is not true of 
the later period. The change necessarily made fqr 
an increased degree of influence exercised from 
{&ndon oyer India. 

In the second place, the former duality had been 
abolished. The President could no longer'hold out 
promises of help in case the Directors atkacked the 
Governor-General's conduct, nor could t1{e Directors 
encourage a line of conduct which tMe President 
was known to dislike. The one a1ithority now 
established was likely to become } much more 
vigorous than the old by this remf/al of possibly 
conflicting powers; and here agai/ was a reason 
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why the Home Government should.count for more 
than formerly. · 

In the third place, while the Council of India 
was precluded from P.laying the ComP.any's role, 
it was in its own sphere likely to display much 
greater activity than the Court of Directors had done. 
Many Directors had never set foot in India; many 
had other and important avocations; whereas nearly 
all Ohe new Councillors had served in India, and 
none of them had anything else particular to do. 
It would be fully in accordance with human nature , 
if they considered themselves as wise in Indian 
matters as the Government of India, and would 
regard as an error any departure from the system 
under which they had worked unless they themselves 
had initiated it. A Secretary of State strong in 
their support would evidently be a formidable 
opponent even to so distant a government as 
India. 
~' the financial powers,~.PP~l!illltly 

confided to th-e Council, actual!y fell into the 
SecretarY- of S.t:rrc::~ands, and in them displayed 

- their . usual influence in determining policy. The 
f' ex enditure of the Government of India in the P.E:S.t 

1 
a rest~~ery much with itself; it was now subject 

to the scrutmy: and contrQ.l.QfJ:]}~~t;ru:y_ill_li_t1lJe. 

1This prob\bly ~as the most imp_o!Jru1tl:Qttstit';ltional 
change maQ.e m ·1 8 5.1:- Matenals are lackmg to 

] trace its inflwence in detail; but at one point during 
the Morley :\egime the Government of India was 

. almost broug t to a standstill by the exercise of 
this control. · 

The foregoi. g causes of the increased importance 
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of the Home Government resided in the changes 
of I 8 58 themselves. But in I 870 a further ch.ang~ 
took place that brought this new Government in__to 
touch with India in a manner which the old had 
never known. Ever ;ince I 84 5 the establishment 
of a telegraph line between Engla:nd and India had 
been under consideration. By I 8 57 nothing had 
been done but issue prospectuses. But under the 
pressure of the Mutiny the development of events 
was hastened. A line was constructed by way of 
Basra and Baghdad, thus linking up with the 
Turkish line to the latter city. But this worked 
imperfectly; long delays occurred in transmission; 
and at last in r 8 to a direct line was completed by_ 
submarine cable wa of the Red Sea. __ 

It would be hard to exaggerate the · -portance 
of this event. In both the economic and the 
political field it increased immeasurably the rapidity 
of reaction between the two countries. From the 
point of view of Government, the Home authorities 
were for the first time placed in a position from which 
they could issue detailed and positive orders. 
In the past the advantages of position had lain with 
the Government in India in being able to confront 
its superiors with accomplished facts. This ceased 
to be the case. Although the statute-book.remained 
unaltered, the powers of the Government of India 
had been profoundly affected. 

The results of all these changes speedily made 
themselves felt in the relations between the Secretary 
of State and the Governor-General. In r 8 58 it 
was agreed on all hands that the executive authority 
lay in India. "The Government in India," wrote 
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Lord Ripon, " ought, as it seems to me, to be made 
as much as possible the real executive of that country, 
and the functions of the Home Government should 
be restric;:ted in practice within narrow limits." 
For these reasons, he thought, it might be as well 
that a Minister, chosen not for his knowledge, but 
for his influence and position in Parliament, should 
be subjected to the dilatory and checking influences 
of a Council. Northcote, some years later, described 
the Government set up in I 8 58 as " an executive 
machinery in India subject to a controlling 
machinery in England." But in fact these ideas 
were never fully realized, even at first. From its 
creation the new India Office was much more 
active than the old divided Government had been. 
It had not been in operation two years before the 
Council of India proposed to cut down the 
Governor-General's Councillors into Secretaries; 
and had that been done, the Council of India would 
have become the sole authoritative exponent of 
Indian official opinion. In the early 'sixties, a 
great deal of sharp criticism was sent home to the 
address of the India Office. Bartle Frere, for 
example, pointed out that the Secretary of State 
should content himself " with acting as the repre
sentative and colleague of the . Viceroy in the 
Cabinet and Parliament, and as the exponent of the 
Viceroy's measure[s] to the English Parliament 
and people." The early working of the new 
machine involved much friction until the various 
parts had ground down into place. The initiation 
of administrative measures was particularly resented 
on the one side and claimed on the other, while, 
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as we shall see later, a determined.attempt was made 
to legislate for India in London. 

After the laying· of the Red Sea cable the change 
naturally tended to become still more marked, and, 
as is well known, came to a head during the Vice
royalty of Lord Northbrook and the Secretaryship 
of Lord Salisbury. The particular subject of their 
differences was foreign~po_licy, and the individual 
aspect of it will be dealt with later. But as regards 
its general aspect, Lord. Cromer, who as Major 
Baring had served as private secretary to his cousin, 
Lord Northbro~k, wrote a very valuable memoran
dum, which was printoo in that statesman's 
biography. "There can be no doubt," he says, 
" that Lord Salisbury's idea was to conduct the 
G,overnment of India to a very large extent by 
private correspondence between the Secretary of 
State and the Viceroy. He was disposed to neglect, 
and I think to underrate, the value of the views of 
the Anglo-Indian officials. . . . This idea inevit ... 
ably tended to bring the Viceroy into the same 
relation .with the Secretary of State for India as that 
in which an Ambassador or Minister at a foreign 
court stands· to the Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs .•.. Lord Northbrook's general view was 
the exact opposite of all this, and I am strongly 
convinced that he was quite right. . . . He recog
nized the subordinate position of the Viceroy, but 
he held that Parliament had conferred certain 
rights, not only only on the Viceroy, but on his 
Council, which differentiated them in a very 
notable degree from subordinate officials." 

Lord. Salisbury's attitude was no doubt em
D 
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phasized by his well-known and rooted distrust of 
the expert; but the change against which Lord 
Northbrook strove in vain must have been due as 
much to the circumstances of the time as to personal 
feelings and opinions. I twas unabated by Salisbury's 
transfer from the India Office to the Foreign Office. 
It was as evident under the Government of Mr. 
Gladstone as it had been under 'that of Mr. Disraeli. 
Lord Ripon, who had been familiar with the 
practice of the India Office at an. earlier period, 
complained, after his arrival in India as Viceroy, 
of the altered conditions. It had formerly been the 
rule, he said, to Jay down principles which the 
Governor-General was a11owed a large freedom in 
applying; but now the India Office passes orders on 
matters of detail as well as laying down policy. 
" I am not sure," he concludes, " thatifl had known 
exactly how matters stood I should have come out 
here." Ten years later Lord Elgin was telegraphing 
to -Sir Henry Fowler for instructions twice a day. 
The undue control freely alleged in the controversies 
that arose out of the administration of Lord Morley 
(whose own Recolledions show him to have been the 
most domineering of the Secretaries of State), and 
out of the conduct of the early campaign in 
Mesopotamia, evidently has its roots deep in past 
:years. In fact the new form of government estab
lished. in I 8 58, and the subsequent development of 
communications led to unforeseen consequences, 
and transformed by accident the basis on which the 
Government of India had been originally con
structed. Before the Mutiny, circumstances were 
such that in spite of its subordination ~he Govern-
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ment of India could usually get 'its own way alike 
in small and in large matters; since the Mutiny, 
and particularly since I 870, the same feat-where 
any difference of opinion has arisen-has demanded 
boundless tact or a will of iron. 

The extent to which the administrative powers of 
the Secretary of State have grown at the expense 
of the Viceroy may be illustrated by a few of the 
incidents of Lord Morley's rule at the India Office. 
He claimed, for example, complete liberty to 
correspond direct with any official in India. Minto 
n;tturally objected to this. He quoted the rule of 
the Colonial Office, that all correspondence with 
the Secretary of State should be forwarded through 
the Governor. "Nothing to my mind," he wrote, 
" is so disagreeable as the suspicion that a back
stairs correspondence is going on between one's 
own subordinates and officials of high rank belonging 
to some other department, with the chief of which 
one is oneself in direct official and private corres
pondence. I believe endless harm has been done 
by this ..•• " But in Morley's view, as his letters 
show, such opinions were contrary to that omnipo
tence which the Secreta·ry of State should enjoy. 
He threatened to consult the Prime Minister. 
He was not a chance member of the Ministry, 
but the man responsible to Parliament for everything 
done or omitted by the whole Indian administration. 
He was never satisfied with what had been the 
regular course of procedure. He _ . essayed · a 
correspondence with Lord Kitchener,. who Jet it 
drop. He · forced a correspondence on another 
member of the Viceroy's Council; he welcomed 
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the correspondence which a third offered to 
him. 

Another poinL of difference arose out of the 
appointment of Lieutenant-Governors. In I 8 ss 
this had been taken away from the Governor.,. 
General in Council and given to the Governor
General subject ·to the Crown's approvaL This 
was clearly intended to vest the right of selection 

.. ----:-with the Viceroy, leaving a power of veto with the 
. Secretary of State; Morley asserted a claim to a 
\~predominant voice in the matter. When his 

Under-Secretary publicly described the. Viceroy 
as the Secretary of State's agent, Morley admitted 
the infelicity of the phrase, but asserted the sound
ness of the constitutional doctrine implied. When 
he sent out the Decentralization Commission to 
enq1:1ire what powers might be tran'sferred from the 
Government of India to the provincial governments, 
he especially debarred it from considering the 
utility of the control exercised from the India Office; 
but, as wrote a close observer from behind the 
scenes, '' that is where the evil starts. If the final 
authority is perpetually calling for detailed reports 
and is given to interfering in cases which are within 
the competence of the Government of India, and 
even of local governments to decide, no measure 
of decentralization . . . will have any practical 
effect." His perpetual inter:ference and his attempts 
to grasp the whole of the Indian administration 
made the conduct of affairs peculiarly difficult. 
" No one for an instant," Minto .. wrote_to a relative, 
" denies his supreme control, but that must be 
taken together with' the _ powers given to the 
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Government of India by various Acts of Parliament, 
which evidently intended that the direct adminis
tration of India should be entrusted to the Govern-

11ment of India, always of course subject to the 
/..Jupreme control of the Secretary of State. But the 

present Secretary of State does not read the Acts 
in that way, and claims .. his right to interfere with 
and command every individual in India-direct. 
. • . Legally his position .. may .be sound, but 
constitutionally it is impossible." Minto's .comment 
fairly sums up the situation that had been created 
by circumstances and exaggerated by the peculiar 
character of Lord Morley himself. 

In dealing with these matters I have hitherto 
regarded them only from a general point of view, 
and sought to show how circumstances . by them
.selves enlarged the Secretary of State's powers of 
interfering with administration, and thus acquiring 
functions which formerly were. lodged with·, the 
Government of India. But there is another aspect 
of the matter which must not be forgotten, though 
it cannot as yet be dealt with fully. I refer to 

· the.personal.equation, which may for a time.reverse 
the effects of circumstances or again vastly accelerate 
their working. All the increased influence of the 
Secretary of State may evidently be neutralized 
by his own indolence or the Viceroy's vigour. 
An illustration of the latter-at once familiar and 
notable-is afforded by Lord Curzon. No Viceroy 
since Lawrence has known so much about his 
business; none has been so conscious of his superior 
knowledge, so sure that he was right, so bent on 
making right prevail. He succeeded-in.reversing 
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for a time the whole tendency of affairs. An 
observer, so placed as to know well what was actually 
going forward and· to comp~re it with the practice 
of the past, bears witness that Lord Curzon when 
Viceroy successfully revived the old claims of the 
Government of India to semi-independent power, 
that he claimed a right, not only to be consulted, 
but to be consulted on equal terms, and that, if 
the Secretary of State rejected his views, an appeal 
should lie to the Prime Minister or to the Cabinet 
at large. Nothing but the greatest energy could 
have succeeded in thus reversing the stream of 
events ; and the sudden termination of his govern
ment shows perhaps as clearly as anything could 
do how he had deranged the natural, but I think 
unhealthy, disposition of political forces. It is 
clear that the centre of the general balance of power 
had shifted from India to England, and could only 
be removed to the former by great and continuous 
effort. 

It may seem paradoxical after this to assert that 
the political reforms of the close of our period,, 
those of I 908 and I 9 I 9, were in the main originated 
in India and not in England; and it is true· that 
without a Secretary of State heartily disposed to 
work in the same direction .neither Lord Minto 
nor Lord Chelmsford could have succeeded in 
doing what they did. But the fact remains that, 
when we have made every allowance for the increased 
efficacy of the orders that issue from the India 
Office, the old discretionary power of the Governor
General \has not altogether disappeared. I shall 
.show in a late-r ,chapter that the reforms of I 908 
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owe quite as much to Lord Minto as to Lord Morley, 
and that perhaps-here I cannot speak with equal 
certainty-the principle of Dyarchy owes as much 
to Lord_ Chelmsford as to Mr. Montagu. The 
Secretary of State may be supreme, but the abler he is 
the more he feels the limits of his knowledge; and 
in such circumstances he is certain to lean upon the 
man who, technically his subordinate, is so much 

t?"better placed than himself for knowing and estimat- ' 
_ Jng the factors of the situation. It_is_also_.dear 

1 that every step in constitutional progress brought 
into play new tendencies to counteract those that 
had transferred so much of the government of 
India from Calcutta to Whitehall, and thus tended 
to redress a situation which, as Minto said, had 
become constitutionally impossible. 



CHAPTER II 

THE GOVERNMENT IN INDIA 

THE Mutiny Settlement left the Government of 
India unchanged in form. It still consisted, as 
it had done in the days of Warren Hastings, 
though then only called the Government of Bengal, 
of a- Governor-General and Council. The 
Governor-General had seldom been chosen from the 
ranks of the Company's service; indeed, ever since 
the Regulating Act of I 77 3 the office has been per
manently held by only three professional Indian 
administrators; and in the two cases which have 
occurred since 1 7 8 6 experience has scarcely justified 
the departure from custom. Neither Shore nor 
Lawrence were really equal to the greatness of 
their office. Instead of these the men usually 
selected have been distinguished by a wide political 
and administrative knowledge rather than by any 
specially oriental qualifications_. They have, like 
Cabinet Ministers, been amateurs, judging the 
problems of government by the criteria of common 
sense, and only following the advice of experts 
so far as those criteria warranted. With few 
exceptions they have justified their choic~, bringing 
with them a width of outlook and an absence of 
prepossessions which are not naturally developed 
by the career of the professional administrator. 

42 
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Usually good party-men, they have seldom belonged 
to the fanatics of their side. 

This has been a necessary precaution. Except 
when foreign policy has been a dominant question, 
party politics have had little influence on Indian 
government; and a Viceroy appointed by one side 
has usually on a change of Government continued 
at. his post. It is what Canning did in I 8 58, 
Northbrook in I 8 7 4, and Lord Reading twice in 
our own day. For it would be ridiculous to change 
the Viceroy because his party had been defeated 
on a question with which the Government of India 
has nothing to do, and to send out a new man to 
learn his work from the beginning in order to carry 
out a policy essentially similar to that which was 
guiding his predecessor. 

The fact, however, differentiates the office· of 
Viceroy from the Cabinet offices. Though not a 
professional administrator who is expected to be 
willing to carry out any orders that he may receive, 
and whose protests are never expected to be pushed 
to the point of resignation, the Viceroy nevertheless 
may find himself in an analogous position. He 
holds high political office, but on a tenure by which 
no other high political office is held. He has been 
appointed for a fixed term of five years ever since 
the Act of 1773· 

The Executive Council with which he governed 
remained in I 8 58 what it had been in I 8 34· It 
comprised four ordinary members, three of whom 
must have been ten years in the Company's s-ervice, 
and one ·barrister, the Legal Member, with the 
Commander-in-Chief as an extraordinary member. 
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In I 8 6 I, the number of ordinary members was 
raised to five, and in I 874 to six. 'The ordinary 
members then comprised three covenanted servants 
of at least ten years' standing, the Legal Member, 
the Military Member, who was always a soldier 
of high rank, and one other who might or might 
not be a covenanted servant. Ever since the 
Directors' standing order of April, I So I, these 
members have been appointed, like the Governor
General, for a term of five years. As we have 
seen, they were under the Act of I 8 58 appointed 
by· the Secretary of State in Council; but the par
ticipation of the Council of India was abolished in 
I 8 69, and they are now appointed by warrant 
under the Royal Sign Manual. 

In I 8 6o, a project was put forw~rd for the aboli
tion of this Council altogether. It was proposed 
to vest the Government of India solely in the person 
of the Viceroy, and to reduce the existing members 
to the status of secretaries. The origin and 
purpose of this plan still lie buried in the unpublished 
private correspondence of Canning and Wood; 
it appears, however, that it was accepted by a 
Committee of the Council of India, and was to 
have formed part of the Indian Councils Act of 
I 861. 

Instead of this, however, the Council was enlarged 
by one, and, as we shall see, the Viceroy was given 
power to make· rules for the conduct of business. 
To some extent this came to the same thing as the 
original proposal. 

Thus neither the measures of 1 8 58 nor those 
adopted since have materially affected the form of 
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the Government of India. But great changes have 
taken place in its methods of transacting business. 
In the past, with the exception of the Law Member 
appointed under the Act of I 8 3 3, the duties of the 
various members had been in no way specialized. 
They were supposed to work together as a council 
at the business of government, and the Company 
was strongly averse to anything that tended to 
attack the custom of collective deliberation. 

The primitive routine of affairs was as follows: 
The Secretaries sent in circulation, in those 
mahogany boxes which in India correspond with 
the red boxes of the English Cabinet, all the papers 
as they were received. These were supposed to be 
read by each ,member in turn. A paper of any 
moment would probably occasion minutes from 
several if not from all the members, and unless they 
all agreed, which was unlikely, back the papers 
would go in circulation once more, so that each 
member should see what the others had written 
about his opinion. This process obviously might 
go on almost indefinitely, and was indeed a singu- . 
larly ill-chosen _mode of conducting business. Ill
humoured phrases come more readily from the pen 
than from the lips; and caustic replies are produced 
more easily at one's own writing-table than im
promptu in the course of discussion. All this 
minuting not only wasted time and paper, but 
also provoked a frequent tone of bilious acrimony. 
Twice a week from I o in the morning to 3 or 4 
o'clock in the afternoon the members met in 
Council. The secretaries attended in turn, each 
with his mountain of papers, reading them at length, 
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or else giving the abstract endorsed upon them, 
and hurriedly noting the decisions which the Council 
took on each. 

Under this system the business of the Council 
was unending. Three whole days a week, Metcalfe 
reckoned, did not suffice for reading the papers 
that came to him in circulation; two whole days 
were passed in Council; and the remaining week day . 
was not enough for writing minutes and revising 
despatches. What was worse, when business was 
brought before the Council in this undigested mass, 
when an estimate for repairing a barrack-roof 
might be succeeded by a declaration of war, it was 
unlikely that the Council's attention would be 
divided among the cases in due proportion to their 
real consequence. 

Dalhousie did something to check this flow of 
ink· and waste of time by directing that,. where 
members differed on a case, it should always be 
brought into Council and discussed. before being 
sent out again in circulation. The natural conse
quence was that in the great majority of questions 
members came to an agreement instead of exasper
ating each other by pen-and-ink misunderstandings. 

However, as the business of Government con
stantly increased, this reform soon became inadequate; 
and a sweeping change in the methods of business 
was brought in. by Canning, who, in 18 59, on the 
first appointment of a special Finance Member, 
introduced the portfolio system, by assigning the 
business of one or more departments to a specific 
member as his particular charge, the Viceroy 
himself taking the Foreign Department. This 
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division was, however, of uncertain legality; so in 
I 86 I the Indian Councils Act specifically authorized 
him to make rules for the conduct of business, and 
directed all orders made in accordance with such 
rules to be deemed the acts of the Governor-General 
in Council. Under rules thus authorized the 
modern system was introduced. The member 
and the secretary of a department are empowered 
to settle all minot business on their own authority; 
and thus other members, and the Council as a whole, 
are relieved of all •the petty cases which formerly 
choked the progress of public business. Once 
every week each member has a regular meeting with 
the Viceroy, at which the more important matters 
are discussed, and either settled or referred for 
discussion to a full Council. In order to make 
sure that important questions are hot being settle.d 
in the department without reference to the Viceroy, 
each secretary also has a weekly interview, in which 
he has the right of bringing forward any case which 
he considers f demands the Viceroy's attention. 
This has an ugly appearance of going behind the 
member's back; the intention is, however, to give 
the Viceroy the opportunity of hearing the views 
of two experts, and no~ leaving him more or less 
at the mercy of a single one. This principle, it 
will be remembered, was powerfully urged by Lord 
Curzon and the civilian members . of his Council 
against Lord Kitchener's proposal to abolish the 
Military Member of Council. The idea of a dual 
consultation runs through the whole structure of 
the Government of India, the only real breach in it · 
being made when later on in I 907 Lr>rd Morley 
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abolished the Military Supply Member, who ·had 
replaced the Military Member. The Commander
in-Chief thus became the only military adviser to 
the Governor-General m Council. 

The great bulk of Government business is then 
settled either in the department concerned, or by 
the member in consultation with the Viceroy. 
There is, however, a residuum of cases that cannot 
thus be disposed of-either matters of general 
policy which the Viceroy wishes to be discussed 
in Council, or cases which he refers to the Council 
at the request of a member whom he has overruled. 
The Executive Council is usually stated to meet 
thus as a Cabinet once a week. At such meetings 
the decision of the majority prevails, unless the 
Viceroy decides to overrule his Council by the 
use of those powers which he has inherited from 
Lord Cornwallis. But these powers have been 
used very seldom since the Mutiny. Lytton was 
obliged to use them in order to overcome the 
opposition of Council to the exemption from duty 
of imported cotton goods. But ordinarily the 
Canning rules of business provide an easier method 
of avoiding opposition. . 

Whether or not designed to replace the scheme 
for abolishing the Council altogether, Canning's 
rules have undoubtedly reduced the importance of 
the Council, and increased the effective influence 
of the Viceroy over it. However, it must be borne 
in mind that even in his time it was no new thing 
for the Governor-General in his single person to 
exercise all the powers of the Government of Inclia. 
When, in I 790, Lord Cornwallis went down to 
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Madras personally to conduct the war against 
Tipu Sultan, he was given by his Council the 
power of acting with as full authority as if he 
were still sitting with it in Calcutta. Such a 
delegation was held to exceed their powers, and an 
Enabling Act was passed to validate all that 
Cornwallis had done under this defective resolution; 
two years later the defect was specifically made good 
by the Charter Act of 1793, ~hich declared that the 
Governor-General when absent from his Council 
may issue orders " of the same force as if made by 
the Governor-General in Council." Wellesley and 
Lord Hastings both took advantage of this pro
vision. Then Amherst discovered the joys of 
Simla; Auckland paid more than one prolonged 
visit thither; and later Governors-General made a 
practice of quitting the plains of India during the 
hot weather. They went, not as nowadays accom
panied by all their councillors, but merely with 
two or three secretaries-the modern practice was 
only introduced by Lawrence-and while thus 
absent they were supreme in every way. This 
exodus was regarded by the Council with quite as 
much disfavour as that with which Indian politicians 
regard the present custom. During such absences 
the Governor-General was bereaved of their advice, 
and able to bind them without their having the 
least say in the matter. The feeling inspired 
Kaye with those bitter epithets which he cast at 
Simla-" the cradle of more political insanity than 
any place. within the limits of Hindustan." 

We may fairly regard Canning's rules as a 
permanent means of avoiding that Council Govern-
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ment which his predecessors could only escape by 
the expedient of leaving Calcutta; once they h~d ' 
been devised, the members of Council might be 
received up into Simla, and so the onslaughts of 
Kaye no longer find an echo in their hearts. 

Next to these rules, as an element in the Viceroy's 
influence over his Council, must be reckoned a 
change that had taken place in I 8 53. In that 
year membership of the Governor-General's Council 
ceased to be the highest rank to which a covenanted 
servant could aspire; the pay of a councillor was 
reduced to £8,ooo a year, that of a Lieutenant
Governor raised to £ro,ooo. At that time there 
were only two Lieutenant-Governors-· in Bengal 
and in Agra. Since then similar posts have beeri 
created in the Punjab (I859), in Burma (I897), in 
Eastern Bengal (I 90 5). The· fact is important in 
two ways. It has enabled the Viceroy to promote 
those councillors who most actively support his 
policy. But it has also tended in a subtle fashion 
to propagate that theory of the Indian Government 
which certainly underlay the Canning rules. Those 
rules assumed that nothing of importance was done 
by the Government of India without the personal 
consideration and approval of the Viceroy. Under 
them everything tended to be the act, not of the 
Council which legally constituted the Government, 
but of the Viceroy who legally was its president. 
His most important colleagues were therefore not 
those councillors who week by week brought up 
cases for his decision, but the Governors of the 
Presidencies and the Lieutenant-Governors else
where, who directly administered the provinces of 
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India. They, and not the Councillors of India, 
were, in Minto's words, the chief officers of the 
Viceroy. So that the Government of India came, 
during the period we are considering, to present 
this anomaly-that the Council, and. Council form 
of government, while established by law and 
preserved in all external appearance, gradually 
declined, and a system in which all the powers of 
government were centred in the Viceroy, in great 
part silently replaced it, under the influence of the 
rules of business and of the Viceroy's powers of 
reward. 

The tendency was emphasized and strengthened 
by the practice which first emerged so long ago as 
die 'seventies of conducting business by private 
communication between the Secretary of State and 
the Viceroy. Some day it is likely that we shall 
be able to trace out the process in detail, for this 
correspondence must exist in duplicate among the 
private papers of the successive Viceroys and 
Secretaries of State. But though these still lie 
unpublished, clear traces of the practice have 
occasionally cropped up; from the memorandum of 
Lord Cromer which I have already quoted down 
to the Report of the Commission on the 
Mesopotamian scandals in I 9 I 7. 

It is clear, then, that although the Government 
of India has not been changed in its outward form 
since the Mutiny, its inner working has been 
deeply modified. This has not been a legal change. 
No hint of it occurs in Ilbert's abstract of the law 
relating to the Government of India. It is rather 
one of those silent processes which are often going 

E 
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• forward behi'nd the external forms of political 
institutions, and which signify a change in the 
balance of political power. In the present instance 
it was the growth of the English politiczl element 
in the Government of India at the expe'nse of the 
Anglo-Indian official. 

Below the Government of India are the provincial 
governments. All through the period of which I 
am treating they consisted of two types-adminis
tration by a Governor-in-Council and by a 
Lieutenant-Governor. The first was an inheritance 
from the early days of the Company's rule, when 
the Indian factories were grouped under three 
independent presidencies, each governed by a 
President and Governor with the aid of a Council. 
These were the presidencies of Fort St. George, 
of Fort William in Bengal, and of Bombay. As 
Bengal gradually rose in commercial importance, 
and when Clive's victories first established there 
an extensive territorial power, that Government 
took the lead, and developed into the Government 
of India, whose political structure we have just been 
considering. The other two fell into a subordinate 
position, but, owing to undeveloped communica
tions and the great distances of India, retained a 
certain degree of independence along with their 
original form of government. In Madras, which 
was the first of the two to acquire territorial import
ance, the practice of appointing the Governor from 
England appeared earlier even than it did in Bengal; 
the same custom later on was extended to Bombay; 
and although in neither was the rule followed so 
strictly as was the case with th~ mlJr;:h more important 
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office of Governor-General, it was followed in both • 
with tolerable and increasing regularity. In both, 
the Councils were·exclusively recruited from among 
the covenanted servants. 

The third of the original presidencies, Bengal, 
suffered the penalty of its government's becoming 
the supreme Government of British India. For a 
long time it had no separate administration at all, 
and until I 8 3 3 the style of the supreme Government 
was " the Governor-General and Council of Bengal." 
But when British territory had extended in Northern 
India, when to Bengal andBeharwereaddedAgraand 
the Doab, then the Punjab, the Central Provinces, and 
Oudh, the need of relieving the central government 
of the charge of directly administering extensive 
provinces became more and more apparent. In 
I 833 it was intended to expand the presidency 
system, and the Act of that year included provision 
for the establishment of a presidency of Agra; 
instead of that, however, the province was entrusted 
to a Lieutenant-Governor, chosen from among the 
Company's servants. Later on Bengal, the affairs 
of which had been nominally looked after by the 

·senior member of the Governor-General's Council 
in his spare time, was also formed into a Lieutenant
Governorship; and that became the recognized 
form of organizing new provinces when they had 
outgrown the charge of a Chief Commissioner 
under the immediate orders of the Governor
General. In only one case-when Bengal was 
re-organized in r 9 I I -had the system of a Governor
in-Council replaced that of a Lieutenant-Governor. 

At first there had been a considerable degree of 
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difference between the powers exercised by a 
Governor and his Council and by a Lieutenant
Governor. The former were naturally much more 
ready to assert their rights. They possessed what 
the Lieutenant-Governor had never possessed, the 
privilege of communicating their views directly to 
the Home Government. But the difference lay 
rather in custom and prestige than in formal 
rights; and in I 833 the legal powers vested in the 
Government of India became absolute as against 
provincial governments of either type .. All executive 
and all legislative powers were then concentrated 
in the Government of India, which merely allowed 
to its dependent governments such functions as were 
sanctioned by custom or convenience. No· formal 
line had ever been drawn to limit the scope of its 
action, and until the very close of our period the 
central Government leant strongly to the view that 
no such line could be drawn with advantage. 

Until I 8 58 the main protection of the provincial 
governments lay partly in their distance from the 
seat of the Supreme Government, and partly in 
the defective organization which obstructed the 
latter in discharging the enormous duties with 
which it was burdened. When it took a week or 
more for a letter t'o reach Madras or Bombay, a 
considerable amount of discretion must necessarily 
have been allowed; and when the Supreme Govern
ment was vastly overworked, it must often have 
given its assent to proposals which it had never 
duly considered. Thus whatever the legal distri
bution of power, a high degree of centralization 
was impracticable. But this state of things passed 
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away with the extension of the Indian telegraph 
system and the Indian railways. As regards the 
former, in I 8 55 Calcutta was .connected with 
Peshawur and Bombay, and Bombay with Madras 
-some 3,ooo miles of wire; in I 8 6o this had been 
extended to I I ,ooo, and in I 8 8o to 2o,ooo miles. 
Within almost the same period the principal points 
in India were linked up by the railway. The few 
miles of rail existing in I 8 58 had by I 8 80 been 
extended to nearly Io,ooo miles, though even then, 
and for many years afterwards, no line ran direct 
from Calcutta to Madras. This no doubt explains 
why Madras felt the growing pressure less than 
the other provincial governments. 

This development of communications acted in 
India in much the same way as the .laying of the 
cable did on the relations between the Home and 
the Indian authorities. While the rules of business 
enabled the Government to transact business much 
more rapidly, the rail and telegraph brought a 
larger share of public business within their reach. 
The conditions of modern centralization had been 
established. Hence we find the growth of a strong 
tendency to establish one uniform system of 
administration throughout India, to set up universal 
laws, or, where permanent legislation was unsuitable, 
universal regulations. _ 

This attempt was not new in Indian , or even in 
Anglo-Indian, history. The Bengal Government, 
in the first flush of its predominance, had attempted 
to impose on all the territory under the Company's 
dominion the peculiar system evolved by Lord 
Cornwallis and Sir. George Barlow. The attempt" 
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had on the whole been a failure. Even the master
ful spirit of Wellesley could not annihilate time and 
space, or annul the. effects of slow communications; 
and his immediate successors· were not the men to 
solve a problem which had baffled him. So that 
neither the revenue system nor the laws of Bengal 
had been extensively adopted outside that province; 
and indeed during the forty years which preceded 
the Mutiny, the wide territories which had fallen 
to the Company by conquest or annexation had 
tended to develop independent types of adminis
tration. In I 8 58 the various provinces presented 
the widest diversities in district management, in 
the collection of the revenues, in the conduct of 
justice, and in the Jaw itseJf. 

_The most notable of these diversities was offered 
by the. contrast between the Regulation and the 
Non-regulation Provinces. The first group was 
composed of Bengal, Madras, Bombay, and Agra. 
In each of the presidency towns English law was 
administered by a Supreme Court; and in the 
subordinate territories elaborate series of regulations, 
which, although loosely and inaccurately drafted, 
yet were formal pieces of legislation, were admin
istered by the district courts, which, though depend
ent on the Company's government, were completely 
independent, and generally very jealous, of the 
district officials. 

The second group comprised the territories 
acquired by the Company after I 8 I 8-Sind, the 
Punjab, Nagpur, Oudh, Lower Burma. Here 
little formal legislation had taken place. Law still 
remained what it had been under the Indian princes 
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whom the Company had displaced, a mixture of 
ill-defined custom and executive order. In general, 
notably in Oudh and the Punjab, criminal codes 
had been set up which in simplicity, in logic, and in 
suitability, far surpassed the queer compound of 
Quranic injunction and English rules which passed 
for criminal law in the Regulation Provinces. 
In this respect the Non-regulation Provinces were 
the more advanced of the two. But in respect of 
civil law they were much the more backward, for all 
the civil law they had was a mass of standing orders, 
despatches and minutes, where, as Maine said, 
you might be unable to decide whether a paragraph 
was intended to point a sarcasm or to convey an 
injunction. 

In organization, too, the Non-regulation Provinces 
differed widely from the others. In th~ latter, 
while the collector of a district had control of the 
police, and a certain control over the administration 
of criminal justice, the principal criminal courts 
and all the civil courts were not only exempt from 
but also disposed to be jealous of his influence. 
In the Non-regulation Provinces, however, such a 
separation of the executive and judicial duties was 
unknown. The Deputy Commissioner at the head 
of a district, and the Commissioner at the head of 
the group of districts that formed a division, exer
cised as many powers as a subahdar under a Moghul 
or a Maratha prince. He collected the revenue, 
he carried into execution all administrative orders, 
he tried criminals, and he decided civil causes. 
He thus embodied a simple but vigorous type of 
government, depending indeed for its virtues upon 
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the qualities of the individual, but well-adapted 
to the prevailing type of society, and preserving 
the closest possible touch with the people. These 
patriarchal officials spent most of their time under. 
canvas or in the open air, and upon every new-comer, 
as he took his place in the service, was deeply 
impressed the prime duty of accessibility, of knowing 
the people of his district, of always being ready to 
see and hear them, to discuss their grievances, and 
listen to their complaints. 

In this respect, as well as in the union of powers, 
the Punjab Deputy Commissioner offered a complete 
contrast to' the Bengal Collector. The Regulation 
system, of which Bengal was the extreme example, 
was built up upon principles the exact opposite 
of those on which the Lawrences had worked in 
the Punjab. The great object of Cornwallis and 
Barlow had been to establish a rule of law; the 
Lawrences had aimed at a rule of men. The first 
depended on passing detailed regulations and 
establishing courts to punish ·breaches of them; 
the second depended on selecting individuals and 
trusting within certain very general limits to their 
common sense. The first simplified and fixed the 
revenue management so as to bring the revenue· 
collector into contact with as few persons as possible; 
the second aimed at securing for the revenue official 
the widest possible knowledge of the people and <;>f 
their conditions of life. The result was that the 
Deputy Commissioner knew every village, and the 
headman of every village within his jurisdiction; 
while the Magistrate-Collector did not know how 
many villages lay within his district, he did not know 
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what crops they grew, he did not know what rents 
they paid, he only knew that he had to account 
every year with a specific number of zemindars for 
a fixed amount of revenue. The two provinces 
just mentioned offered in I 8 58 the most remarkable 
example to be found in British India of variations in 
administrative systems and ideas. But similar 
variations in a lesser degree existed everywhere. 
You could never infer the methods followed in one 
province from those followed in another. 

By I 9 I 8 much of this elasticity of system, or 
absence of system, had disappeared. A general, 
though still very incomplete process of assimilation 
had been carried out. The Bengal system of admin
istration had in some respects been made to resemble 
that of the Punjab, and the Punjab had been 
brought more into line with Bengal. For example, 
the great difference in law which had marked out 
the Non-regulation from the Regulation Provinces 
had been almost obliterated. This had been 
achieved by a free· use of the general legislative 
powers vested in the Government of India. From 
I 8 61 onwards it displayed a great, sometimes 
almost a feverish, legislative activity, passing many 
general Acts besides the famous codes-the Penal 
Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Civil 
Procedure Code. These constituted great and 
noteworthy reforms. The antiquated laws and 
cumbrous procedure of the Regulation Provinces 
were thus simplified by rational legislation, based 
in great part, so far as criminal law and process 
went, upon the practice of the Non-regulation 
Provinces; while the latter were endowed, after 
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some mistakes and misunderstandings, with positive 
civil laws to replace the executive orders which had 
hitherto served in their stead. And further, 
although under the Act of I 8 6 I the Presidencies of 
Bombay and :Madras, and the Province of Bengal 
were invested with subordinate legislative powers, 
the Government of India remained the sole legis
lative organ for the Non-regulation Provinces, so 
that the particular laws passed for these all tended 
to reflect one common policy. Thus general and 
particular laws alike helped in this process towards 
legislative uniformity. 

This drew on behind it a corresponding tendency 
towards administrative uniformity. The first pro
cess on the whole made the Regulation Provinces 
more nearly resemble the Non-regulation Provinces; 
but the second imposed something like the 
Regulation administrative system on the others. 
This was felt in many ways. For instance, the 
personal rule which had been so marked a feature 
of the Non-regulation system passed away. The 
Deputy Commissioner in his capacity of executive 
officer found his executive conduct limited by 
positive law; and in his capacity of judge he found 
the same limiting and controlling his judgments. 
The change was expressed by Maine with his usual 
lucidity and point. If a Lieutenant-Governor of 
the later period wished to suppress gambling l).e 
would ask the Government of India to pass a law, 
whereas in the earlier days he would merely have 
given instructions to his police. . And with the . 
disappearance of personal . rule went also the 
dissolution of the powers formerly· united in the 
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person of the Deputy Commissioner. Separate 
judges were appointed, separate courts established, 
and though this process was not carried as far as 
in Bengal, the peculiar character of the Non
regulation Provinces was entirely obliterated. 

The administrative department least affected by 
this unifying tendency was that of Revenue. 
The peculiar features of the Bengal Permanent 
Settlement, of the Madras and Bombay ryotwari 
systems, of the village settlements of Northern 
India, suffered no change. These were indeed 
rooted too deeply in the habits and conditions of 
the various regions to be unified by even a reforming 
Government; and the utmost attempted in this 
department by the Government of India was to 
establish rules to limit the amount of the revenue
demand, and the degree in which that demand 
might be enhanced at a resettlement. 

The new departments, however, which sprang 
up to conduct the ever-widening activities of 
Government, served largely to assist the growth of 
a uniform administrative policy. The broad 
tendency has been to entrust branch after branch 
of administration, as each grew to importance, to 
a specialized department, each manned by its own 
separate staff. In 18 58, for instance, the district 
police were under the control of the regular district 
ojficials; but Canning decided to re-organize them 
into a distinct department, under a separate depart
mental chief. Education similarly passed under 
the management of a separate group of officials ; 
so did Agriculture, and so on. All these develop
ments took place in the name of, and were justified 
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by considerations of efficiency. The argument 
can hardly be contested. Specialized departments, 
unless conducted with great corruption, must 
always attain a much higher degree of departmental 
efficiency than can be reached by mere general 
administrators. But the change was accompanied 
by two others, which at the time were not so clearly 
realized. The influence of the district officers 
was reduced, and the influence of the Government 
of India was enlarged. 

For these new departments stood on quite a differ
ent footing from the old Revenue departments. 
The latter had grown up in the old days when 
communication was slow and difficult, and when the 
influence of the Government of India was hampered 
in its exercise, not only by distance, but also by 
that indolence which marks the absence of oublic 
opm10n~ But the new developments had fro'in the 
first been sheltered by the fostering care of the 
central Government, protected by its rules, organized 
according to its instructions, ba:sed upon its policy. 
The activities of these new departments furnished 
the subject of innumerable references, despatches, 
minutes, and resolutions; and their general policy 
was dictated from Calcutta and Simla in a higher 
degree, and was less inspired by the different 
circumstances of the several provinces, than had · 
been the case with the development of the Revenue 
system. This led to the pursuit of uniformity, 
not perhaps for its own sake, but because a specific 
policy had found favour in the Imperial Secretariat. 
It was much easier to require a provincial govern
ment to adopt a scheme already prepared and 
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invested with the sanction of authority than to 
discuss intelligently what alterations in a policy 
approved for one province should be made to 
adapt it to the special circumstances of another. 
Even a single province such as Bengal was too 
large and diverse for its government to pay full 
attention to the individual needs of particular 
localities. Occasionally, and with great reluctance 
it would permit special legislation for the Chota 
Nagpur division with its primitive tribes; but the 
fact proved only the existence, and not the satis
faction of the need. And Bengal, with its I so,ooo 
square miles of territory, and its 70 or 8o millions 
of population, is but a single provinc~ of India. 

Finally when Lord Curzon created Inspectors
General of various departments in order to clinch 
and confirm the control of the central authority 
over the policy of the local governments, the latter 
became very restive indeed. Their views were 
pointedly expressed in a statement sent in by the 
Government of Bombay to the Decentralization 
Commission. " All this is done," they say, " in 
the name of efficiency; but the efficiency is unreal. 
Schemes and systems affecting to est~blish uniform
ity throughout the continent of India may appear 
complete and harmonious on paper .•. but when 
they clash with discordant local conditions, they 
must inevitably lead to inefficiency of administration, 
and to what is · much worse than inefficiency, to 
popular discontent." 

Ever since its first establishment the Government 
of India had lived in chronic controversy with the 
provincial governments. The tendency above 
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described helped to continue and emphasize that 
state of things. Discussions were no longer 
conducted with the external asperity which had 
characterized them in the 18th century, but they 
probably generated almost as much inward warmth. 
" I fear," wrote Sir Bartle Frere to Lord Mayo, 
when the latter was setting out for India, " you 
will find the relations between the Supreme and the 
Local Governments in India very uncomfortable 
and unsatisfactory, to use the mildest term .... It 
will task all your powers to ensure the obedience 
of your own people in the Government of India 
to any orders you may issue with a view to diminish 
the present incessant meddling and interference . 

. The tendency to meddle is almost universal in men 
trained in a departmental secretariat, and irresistible 
by those who are invested with authority nearly 
absolute." . 

The power of the Government of India depended 
legally on the provisions of the Act of I 8 3 J, which 
required the provincial governments to obey the 
orders of the Governor-General in Council, and to 
keep him constantly and punctually informed of 
their proceedings. The practical means employed 
to carry this power into effect was the establishment 
of a singularly stringent control of provincial 
finances-the weapon, it will be observed, that 
proved so powerful in combination with the 
telegraph in altering the relations of the Secretary 
of State and the Governor-GeneraL In India all 
taxes were collected in the name of the Supreme 
Government, though by the agency of the provincial 
_governments; and all expenditure abQve a tiny 
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maximum needed the sanction of the higher 
authorities. The exercise of this control, however, 
before the days of improved communications was 
necessarily irregular and imperfect, vexatious, as a 
critic of those times observed, without being effec
tive, for it imposed on the central authority a detailed 
scrutiny which could not really be carried out. 

Wilson, the first Finance . Member of the 
Viceroy's Council, proposed to modify this. In 
introducing the system of formal budgets, he in
tended to enlarge the provincial liberty of action 
by according leave to vary the detail of a budget 
so long as the amounts assigned to each major head 
of expenditure were not exceeded, and the general 
rules observed. After his death, however, the old 
system was restored, and during Lawrence's 
Vice-royalty the provincial governments were de
barred from varying the smallest detail set down in 
their respective budgets without the express sanction 
of the Government of India. This svstem set a 
premium upon extravagance. It ~reated the 
strongest temptation to budget on so liberal a 
scale as to make sure that Government would not be 
embarrassed by unforeseen events; the central 
Government was in no position to estimate the real 
needs of the various provinces; the more a province 
demanded, the more it was likely to get, irrespective 
of the revenue produced within its limits or of its 
necessities as compared with other provinces. 

The first step to remedy these palpable evils was 
taken by Lord Mayo in I 8 70. He assigned to 
certain budget heads, such as Education, Police, 
Roads and Buildings, lump sums, tQ be expended 
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as the provincial governments deemed best, subject 
to the general rules of· the Civil Account Code, 
but under no circumstances to be increased except 
by savings made under another head, or by the 
proceeds of taxes imposed locally ; and the grants 
thus made ceased automatically to lapse to the 
central Government if not expended within the 
current year. This gave the provincial govern
ments an interest in economy, which they had 
altogether lacked under the old 'system. Between · 
I 877 and I 879 Lytton added to this measure by 
extending it to other heads of expenditure and trans
ferring to the provincial income certain minor 
heads of revenue-excise, for example, and ·the 
licence-tax-under the condition that any increase 
in the production of these heads should be shared 
between the provincial government and the 
Government of India. Ripon in I 8.82· completed 
this classification of revenue heads between the 
central and the provincial authorities; and Lord 
Curzon in I 904 revised the classification so as to 
give the provincial governments a fairer share of 
those sources of revenue which were likely to expand, 
and at the same time declared that this arrangement 
would not be disturbed save in the case of grave 
imperial necessity. 

In respect of financial control, it is clear enough 
that the powers of the provincial governments were 
very considerably increased after I 870. But it is 
also clear that this tendency coincided with a growing 
closeness of control in respect of policy. The two 
movements, in appearance contradictory, were in 
fact· compensatory. The extension of effective 
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power, produced by. improved communications, 
permitted the relaxation of a financial control 
which could only be maintained at the cost of 
financial efficiency ; and further, when the 
Government of India was, under the pressure of 
English ideas, extending the sphere of its activities, 
when it was developing education, sanitation, local 
self-government, statistics, archreology, when it 
was devising· new laws, when it was confronted 
wi.th new currency problems, and engrossed in 
foreign policy, its relaxation of control over pro
vincial finance was more a matter of exhaustion than 
of self-denial. 

In spite then of the measures of financial decen
tralization which were brought into effect, and while 
the Governor-General was complaining· of the 
increasing interference of the Secretary of State, 
the local governments were complaining of the 
increased interference of the Government of India, 
and the heads of districts were ~omplaining of the 
increased interference of the local governments. 
The influence of quick communication was running 
through the whole fabric of the Indian Government. 
The Collector or Deputy Commissioner ceased to 
be the paternal and imposing figure of r8 58. We 
have already seen how the Deputy Commissioner 
had lost much of his judicial power, and how his 
action had been limited by law; but the change went 
further than that, and affected all provinces, 
Regulation and Non-regulation alike. The old 
discretionary power formerly enjoyed by the head 
of a district disappeared. He had to be perpetually 
referring to the local government for orders, just 
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as th~t body had to refer to the Government of 
India, and the latter to the Secretary of State. 
Then, too, the growth of the new departments 
impaired that general control of district adminis
tration which he had exercised; and, most important 
of all, the growth of Government activity involved 
him in a great quantity of correspondence, demand
ing the compilation of returns and statistics, and all 
the apparatus of a modern government, so that the 
nature of his functions was gradually tending to be 
contracted from the administration of a district to 
the management of an office. With the develop
ment of this change disappeared the old personal 
intercourse with the people, the old leisurely tours. 
Everywhere outside the Bombay Presidency, English 
became the current language of the collector's 
office; and so vanished the old familiarity with the 
vernaculars, born of daily use. Ad111inistration 
became more and more regular, more and more 
centralized, more and more an affair of paper, of 
minutes, and returns and precedents. The district 
officer was, in fact, losing his resemblance to the 
subahdars and tarafdars whom he had displaced, 
and becoming a civil servant of the European type. 
Here, too, was a victory of the European over the 
old Indian political elements. 



CHAPTER III 

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY 

lF we turn from the changes that circumstances have 
produced within the forms of Indian institutions, 
to survey the administrative policy that has been 
pursued by the Government, we shall find there 
also constant evidence of the same forces which 
have been silently at work elsewhere. The briefest 
account can hardly fail to display the extent to 
which the policy of Government has been affected 
by the new pressure of the moral, economic, and 
political ideas of the West, and by the new and 
closer contact established by the changed conditions 
of the world. This, be it noted, was a change not 
in kind but in degree. From the first the European 
had carried Eastwards with him his own ideas of 
moral, economic and political conduct. The 
slave trade still flourished in the Empire at large 
after it had been forbidden in India; and slavery 
itself became illegal in India long before the slaves 
of Jamaica were emancipated. Sati and human 
sacrifices were put down, the revenues derived from 
pilgrims, from prostitutes and from gamblers were 
abandoned, the benefits of unshackled commerce 
and free communications within a country were 
perceived and sought after, long before the develop
ment of steam and electricity had brought London 
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.and Calcutta within days and hours of each other. 
But in the days of slower travel, European ideas 
and standards tended to relax eastwards of the Cape. 
They were not, and indeed they could not be, 
pursued with the same energy and continuity of 
effort. 

In later chapters I shall seek to illustrate the way 
in which the shrinkage of the world affected the 
foreign policy of the Government of India, and the 
political views alike of the Government and of the 
people. Here I shall content myself with illustrat
ing its influence in various ways on administrative 
policy. 

(I) Opium.-The most obvious illustration of the 
moral influence of the West is afforded by the case 
of the Opium Revenue. This had lon.g been a 
State monopoly, and from time immemorial had 
contributed to the State finances. Part was con
sumed in India itself, but it had for centuries 
formed a considerable item of Indian exports. 
It met with a ready sale in the Straits, and was 
always welcome in China, where it was valued as of 
finer quality than what could be grown locally. 
The mandarins were naturally anxious to make 
their money of this situation by levying heavy 
duties. Like the English duties on wines and 
spirits in the I 8th century, these led to smuggling 
and reprisals. The Indian opium clippers were 
the fastest vessels in the Eastern seas; but now and 
then one was caught. The seizure of the Lorcha 
led to the Chinese War of I 842, which missionary 
circles attacked as a war to compel the Chinese to 
receive opium. Gradually a party grew up in 
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England which denounced the use of the drug as 
immoral, and demanded the complete suppression 
of its cultivation in India. In 1 8 9 3 a Royal 
Commission was appointed to enquire into the 
matter. It found that opium in the East was very 
much what alcohol was in the West, a good servant, 
but a bad master. This was true.enough, but un
welcome to those who considered that all men should 
be confined because some abuse their liberty; and 
it was the less readily credited because opium has 
the same exaggerated effect on Western men as 
European spirits on Orientals, perhaps in both 
cases attributable to a lack of inherited immunity. 
The whole agitation seemed very ridiculous to men 
who had seen how the Rajput prized old opium of 
a good season with that discerning and appreciative 
moderation with which their own fathers prized a 
vintage port. But nevertheless the party prevailed 
so far as to bring about an agreement with China, 
guaranteeing a decrease in the Indian export from 
1908, and by inference the ultimate extinction of a 
large part of the Opium Revenue. There was too 
much force in the acid comment that Great Britain 
was displaying her benevolence at the expense of 
India. 

( 2) Excise.-Closely allied with this question is 
. that of the Excise policy of Government, for the 
same school of English opinion that would prohibit 
opium would prohibit also alcohol and hemp, 
which like opium raise the question whether it .is 
better to prohibit liquor and thus incur all the dan
gers of illicit consumption, or to tolerate it under 
regulation, while taxing it as a luxury. To judge 
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by the very conflicting reports from the United 
States, the administration of a· prohibitive system 
raises in the early years at least as many problems 
as it solves. 

The Excise Revenue in India is, like the Opium 
Revenue, inherited from past governments, and is 
administered on lines· as severe as those prevailing 
in England, though the varying circumstances of 
the different provinces have necessitated varying 
methods of administration. The general object 
IS to raise as much revenue as possible without 
encouraging illicit traffic. The principal alcoholic 
liquors consumed are spirits, distilled from molasses, 
palm juice, or rice, and toddy, the fermented juice 
of the toddy-palm. As regards the first, two 
methods are in use-the central-distillery system, 
by which manufacture is limited to certain large 
distilleries, while the right of retailing spirits is 
farmed out separately, either for a single shop, or 
for a defined area; and the out-still system, by which 
the rights to manufacture and sell country-spirits 
in a particular area are sold together annually hy 
auction. · 

The object of Government has been similar 
in the case of hemp, the use and effects of which 
were examined by a Commission in .1.893· They 
have sought to regulate and control the use of the 
drug, by the imposition of excise duties and licensing 
the retail trade. In Burma, however, where its use 
has never prevailed, the production and consump-

,tion of hemp have been altogether prohibited. 
These excise revenues are interesting, not only 

to the sociologist, but also to the student of economic 
' 
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conditions, for in India as in England the immediate 
effect of a rise in prosperity among the poorest and 
most ignorant classes is always an increased con
sumption of these popular luxuries. 

(3) Factory Legislation. - The foregoing are 
attempts, entirely in the spirit of English adminis
tration, to improve moral and social conditions· by 
indirect means. But direct measures have also 
been used in many cases-in the regulation of 
factory labour, for example. Attention was first 
drawn to this subject by the condition of the hands 
in the cotton factories of Bombay, where the 
Indian mill-owners were displaying the same dis
regard for their operatives' welfare as had been 
shown by the same class in England before they 
were compelled to mend their ways by legislation. 
In I 8 8 I an Act was passed limiting the employment 
of children. Ten years later a more comprehensive 
measure was brought into force, widening the defini
tion of a factory, limiting the hours of work for 
women as well as children, and giving power to the 
local governments to make rules regarding the 
water-supply, ventilation and cleanliness of factories. 
This was based on the report of a Commission 
which had sat in the previous year. Another 
Commission sat in 1908, with the result that the 
law was further amended. 

(4) Sanitation.-Beside these activities should be 
set down the efforts, though inadequate, made to 
improve the sanitary conditions of It;dian life. 
These date from r 8 6 3, when a Royal Commission, 
investigating the health of the Army in India was 
struck by the influence of the insanitary conditions 
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in which the whole population lived. This led in 
1864 to the appointment of Sanitary Boards in each 
Presidency, primarily to watch over the conditions 
of health of the Presidency Armies, but secondarily 
for the general care of public health. Gradually 
other measures were introduced, and in 1888 
Sanitary Boards were formed in each province to 
superintend the sanitary work of the local self
government authorities. The need of reform, both 
in the towns and rural areas was great, and in most 
places, except the larger cities, remains considerable. 
Sir John Strachey reminds us how, within his 
memory, the sewage of Calcutta was left to rot in, 
pestilential ditches or was thrown into the Hugli 
to float up and down with every tide, along with the 
corpses of the city, while the river, thus polluted, 
afforded the principal supply of water for every 
purpose. At the same period in Rangoon there 
were no lamps, no water-supply except the river, 
no drains except surface drains by the roadside, 
and no system of conservancy. In the great cities 
these evils have fairly been encountered, because 
.in them funds could be raised by local taxation, and 
loans from Government, to carry out the more 
necessary works. But in the lesser towns funds 
for sanitary purposes have usually been lacking; 
and in the villages this problem has been more 
difficult still. There the essential need is education, 
and although primary education includes instruction 
in hygien~, and in many parts special efforts have 
been made by the distribution of leaflets and oral 
instruction, yet in many, probably in nearly all, 
rural areas the villages are still completely indifferent 
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to the advantages of ventilation in their homes, 
and purity in their water-supply, not realizing how 
cholera, malaria and typhoid are promoted by the 
stagnant pools that collect round and in their 
villages, and by the pollution of theirvillage-tanks 
in which they bathe, water their cattle, and draw 
water for their own consumption. 

(5) Famine Policy.-The most serious of the 
social efforts made by Government have been 
directed to alleviating the consequences of famine, 
which periodically attacks India as it has attacked 
every country principally dependent on agriculture· 
and lacking good communications. Here, as in 
other ways, we find Government continuing the 
efforts made in the past, but with higher ideals and 
a higher sense of its responsibilities, evidently 
inspired by the humanitarian character of modern 
political thought, and spurred on by the humani
tarian sympathy displayed in Europe. 

Much of Indian agriculture depends upon the 
periodic rains, which the south-west monsoon bears 
across Western and Northern India in the months 
of June, July and August, and which the north-east 
monsoon carries to the east coast districts of 
Madras in the last quarter of the year. These 
seldom fail altogether; but certain parts of India 
are liable to be severely affected by their partial 
failure or irregular distribution. The Deccan is 
one of the two regions most liable to drought; the 
other is the block of territory formed by Rajputana, 
and the Western and Southern part of the United 
Provinces. 

The effects of an extensive drought in India are 
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comparable to those which follow in an industrial 
country on a wide-spread dislocation of industry, 
such, for instance, as the American Civil War 
produced in the English cotton industry. Great· 
masses of the population may be deprived of the 
means of earning their livelihood, and must either 
starve or be relieved. The traditional measures 
for encountering famine in India were the pro
prohibition of exporting grain, the punishment of 
those who hoarded ·grain, and the distribution of 
relief. Bu~ neither the political organization, nor 
the public resources, nor the state of communica
tions enabled the rulers of India before the middle 
of the I 9th century to take measures at ali adequate 
to control the consequences of prolonged and wide
spread drought. Of the earlier famines we possess • 
little detailed and statistical information; but Muslim 
chroniclers and European observers concur in 
drawing a grievous picture of the roadsides lined . 
with corpses, and of wretches in their despair, like 
shipwrecked men at sea, devouring those weaker 
than themselves. 

It was freely alleged early in the 2oth century, 
at the close of a cycle of famines of great severity, 
that these had become more frequent and severe 
under the British rule; but we possess so much 
exact knowledge of the later famines and so little 
of the early ones, that reasoned comparison is 
impossible; and the whole tendency of economic 
change, in India as in other parts of the world, is 

. clearly to mitigate their consequences. Famine, 
though sometimes wide-spread, is never universal~ 
the development of communications implies the 
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means of carrying supplies where they are required; 
the development of a great export trade in grain 
implies that there is a surplus available when 
needed for other purposes ; and the extension of 
irrigation implies a reduction of the area liable to 
famine. -

In I 8 6o-6 I occurred a famine in the North
West (now the United) Provinces and Rajputana. 
It reached its greatest severity in the region round 
Delhi and Agra, but affected altogether some 
48,ooo square miles, and a population of I 9 million. 
It was met by large relief works combined with the 
issue of food to those who were unable to work. 

This was followed in I 866-67 by a famine on the 
borders of Madras and Bengal, in Orissa and 

' Ganjam. In the latter district it was dealt with 
successfully; but in Orissa it was wholly unexpected. 
Warnings were ignored as mere alarmist reports. 

· The officials had had no experience of dealing with 
famine. When in May, I 8 66, its presence was 
suddenly realized, the south-west monsoon winds 
prevented the sailing vessels at Calcutta from 
reaching the Orissa coast; and land communication 
consisted of a single road broken by unbridged 
rivers. By great efforts Io,ooo tons of rice had 
been thrown in by the following November, but in 
the interval multitudes had died. It was, says the 
great Famine Report, the least efficiently and most 
extravagantly managed famine on record. 

This was almost. immediately followed, in 
I 8 6 8-69, by a famine that affiicted Western India, 
centring in the Rajput states of Udaipur and 
Bikanir1 but stretching also into the North-West 
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Provinces and other British territory adjoining. 
The small British district of Ajmir was crowded 
out with refugees; and the Raj put states possessed 
neither the wealth nor the organization required 
for controlling the famine. This was the occasion 
on which Sir William Muir at Agra issued his 
famous order that " every district officer would be 
held personally responsible that no deaths occurred 
from starvation which could have been avoided by 
any exertion or arrangement on his part or that of 
his subordinates." 

No further severe famine occurred for nearly ten 
years, but in 1 8 7 3-7 4 there was a failure of crops in 
Behar. The Lieutenanf-Governor of Bengal con
sidered that it would be enough if the export of 
rice by sea were restricted; but the Government of 
India, remembering the complete failure of the 
Bengal authorities correctly to gauge the situation 
in Orissa, insisted on a great importation of grain 
from Burma. 48o,ooo tons of rice were thus 
brought into the province, and not three-quarters 
of it was ever used, while the vessels sailing up the 
Hugli with it met vessels carrying Bengal rice 
abroad. The Orissa and the Behar famines both 
illustrated the ·relative weakness of that system of 
district administration bequeathed to the province 
by\ Cornwallis. The district officers, with their 
limited contact with the people, and their lack of 
channels of information afforded elsewhere by the 
lower Revenue officials, were in truth in no position 
to judge the economic condition of their districts, 
or to estimate either the extent or the probable 
effects of a failure of the crops. As the Lieutenant-
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Governor, Sir George Campbell, had observed just 
before the Behar Famine scare : " We do not know 
what districts produce more than they consume, 
what districts hoard food, and what districts export 
food. . . . Less than two years ago . . . the 
revenue officers of Behar were ·reluctantly obliged 
to confess that they could give no statistics of the 
area under the plough, of the irrigated lands, of 
the different kinds of crops." The result was that 
in Orissa a million persons were left to die, while in 
Behar six and a half million pounds sterling-· a sum 
equal to the total previous expenditure on famines 
since I 8oo-was expended on a famine of unusual 

. brevity and lightness. · 
Down to this time famines had been met with a 

growing spirit of responsibility; but no definite 
policy had yet been evolved for their treatment. 
The next visitation-the great Deccan Famine of 
1876-78, which embraced the Deccan districts of 
Bombay, the southern parts of Hyderabad, almost 
the whole of Mysore and considerable regions of 
Madras, covering altogether some 2oo,ooo square 
miles of territory, and threatening a population of 
36 million-revealed too clearly the evils consequent 
on a lack of method and the absence of declared 
plans. Its administration exhibited great variations 
in laxity and strictness. In Bombay great relief
works were set about at once, and close scrutiny 
applied to the grant of gratuitous relief. But in 
M ysore, then under British administration, and in 
Madras, attempts were made to encounter an almost 
overwhelming disaster on the principles that had 
been applied to the scarcity in Behar, until the 
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Viceroy Lytton had visited the scene in person and 
secured the adoption of the methods employed in 
Bombay, which he perceived were less wasteful not 
only of the resources of the State, but also of human 
life. He also resolved that famine conditions 
should be thoroughly investigated and a definite 
policy laid down. 

The result was the Famine Commission which 
sat, with the engineer, General Richard Strachey, 
as President, from I 878 to . I 8 8o, and whose 
recommendations were embodied in the Famine 
Code of I 8 8 3. Three main principles were then 
adopted. In the first place, if the provincial 
governments waited until famine was upon them, 
the hurried search for relief works was unlikely to 
produce schemes of permanent benefit. Instead of 
that schemes were to be thought out beforehand 
and pigeon-holed all cready for use when need 
arose; and on the execution of these schemes able
bodied persons needing relief were to be employed 
at a wage sufficient to maintain them in health. 
In the second place, gratuitous relief should be 
afforded only to the impotent poor. And in the 
third place, since famines had been provet:l. by 
experience to be recurrent dangers of such magnitude 
as to threaten the finances with complete dislocation, 
regular financial provision should be made to meet 
them. This was what was called "Famine Insur· 
ance." Under this scheme the annual budget was 
to include a sum of a crore and a half of rupees, 
to be raised by taxation in addition to the ordinary 
recurring needs of Government; and the sums thus 
raised were to be employed partly in avoiding debt, 
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. so as to conserve Indian credit against a time when 
heavy borrowing might become necessary, and partly 
in the construction of protective works-railways 
and canals-which could not be expected to pay 
well enough to merit construction in the ordinary 
course of things, but which would serve to render 
famine less severe in the regions peculiarly exposed 
to it. • 

Nearly twenty years passed before another great 
famine brought these plans to the test of experience. 
But at last the rains, which had been short in I 8 9 5, 
failed totally in I 8 9 6, and famine once more raged 
in Central India from Rajputana to Western Bengal, 
and from the United Provinces to Madras, to be 
followed in I 8 9 9- I 900 by another over the greater 
part of the same area, but extending more to west 
and north, includi_ng in its sweep the Punjab, 
Gujarat_ and Baroda. .Thi~ affected more than 
twice the area of the· Great Deccan Famine, and 
almost double the population. 

Both these were followed by commissions of 
eriquiry, the first under Sir James< Lyall, the second 
under Sir Anthony Macdonnell. Both on the 
whol~ affirmed the principles of I 8 8 3; but both 
also filled in gaps which had tlien been overlooked., 
The Commission of I 898, for instance, called 
attention to the difficulty that had been experienced 
in the Central Provinces of relieving the primitive 
hill-tribes through their refusal of relief on the 
ordinary terins; and broke new ground in recom
mending that weavers should in future receive relief 
in their own craft. The Commission of I 90 I 

made proposals for preventing the great mortality 
G 
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of cattle which had always accompanied a famine 
and obstructed the recovery of the people. 

The gradual elaboration of these measures 
betrays on all sides the influence of modern ideas 
applied with all the increased resources of the · 
modern state. 

(6) Irrigation.-C1ose1y allied with this is the 
modern extension of those irrigation systems, which 
have been inherited from Hindu India. Such, for 
instance, is that extensive system of tank irrigation 
which still remains in practical use all over the 
Deccan and Southern India, and of which the 
traces still survive in Rajputana and Central India; 
and the indigenous system of canals and reservoirs 
irrigating five million acres in Bengal, and large 
areas in the Punjab and Sind. 

In this direction, however, the Company showed 
little activity or enterprise. Baird Smith was indeed 
allowed to reconstruct the Jamna Canal, and Cotton 
to extend the ancient works at the head of the 
Cauyery delta, and to construct new works on the 
Godavari. But the Company would ·not commit 
itself to any system of state-irrigation. What was 
done had to be done out of revenue; and so the farger 
schemes of modern times were impracticable. 

Attempts were made to enlist private capital in 
the work; and two companies-the Madras Irriga
tion Company and the East India Irrigation and 
Canal Company-were formed, the first to execute 
Cotton's Tangabhadra project, the second to carry 
out the same engineer's Orissa Canal scheme. 
But both proved failures, and brought the policy 
of guaranteed companies to an early end. 
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A new policy, destined to be peculiarly fruitful 
in 'its results, was inaugurated under Lawrence. 
This was to raise loans for irrigation works that 
were likely to pay their own way. It led gradually 
to the accomplishment of great engineering schemes, 
though even yet the limit of profitable expenditure 
is far from having been re;1ched. These have been 
directed mainly to impounding and distributing 
river water; the most noteworthy successes have 
been achieved in the Punjab and in Sind, where yet 
greater schemes are now in progress; and as a 
consequence of these efforts the area irrigated by 
canals increased with great rapidity, rising from 
about six million acres all told in I 8 8o to twelve 
million irrigated by the larger productive works 
alone in I 902, and nearly nineteen million in I 9 I 9· 

(7) Railways.-Modern engineering science has 
not created, but only extended irrigation ; it has 
the sole credit of the railway. Before the Mutiny 
three short lines, leading inland from the three 
Presidency towns were already under experimental 
construction; and the initial railway development 
followed the plan laid down by Dalhousie, for a 
line from Calcutta to Lahore, with a second branch
ing off it to Bombay, a third from Bombay to Madras, 
and a fourth from Madras to the Malabar Coast. 
By the end of I 8 59 private companies had been 
formed to carry out these and other projects involv
ing s,ooo miles of rail, with a state guarantee that, 
if their net profits fell short of 5 per cent., the 
balance should be found out of the,public revenues. 
The other principal conditions were that any surplus 
profits should be shared half-yearly with the Gov~rn-
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ment, that Government should have the right of 
purchasing the railways at a fixed rate at the end of 
2 5 years, and that Government should have the 
right of controlling the management and the 
finance of the lines. 

The early history of these ventures was full of 
mishaps. They were planned on a needless scale 
of solidity, on a broad gauge, with accessorv 
conveniences needless for either safety or efficiency. 
They were constructed in short on the model of the 
English railways, instead of being lightly built like 
the American railways in undeveloped regions. 
The Government officials charged with the duty of 
supervision were unfamiliar with railway construc
tion, and were obsessed alike by their conscious 
ignorance and by the need of a conscientious 
supervision. Progress was slow and costly. Before 
they were finished, these guaranteed lines had cost 
£q,ooo a mile, or nearly double the original 
estimate. Consequently it was a long time before 
they be:gan to earn their guaranteed rate of interest; 
and even then Government found that the half
yearly division of surplus profits involved a bad 
bargain; because in the busy six months of the year, 
when the railways made more than their 5 per cent., 
Government only obtained half the surplus, and in 
the slack six months, when there ·was always a 
deficit, they had to bear the whole of the deficiency; 
so that, even in years when the railways really did 
earn a surplus on the whole, Government had to 
pay more than they received under the agreements. 
By r 86.9 the· charges amounted under this system 
to a million and a half sterling a year. 
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These heavy costs, concurring· with a period of 
financial embarrassments, produced a strong reaction 
against the guaranteed system; and, after repeated 
requests from the Government of India, the 
Secretary of State was induced to assent to a trial 
of State-construction. But famines, war, and the 
need of strategic railways diverted . such large 
funds from ordinary railway extension that recourse 
was had once more to the guarantee system, under 
a new name-State Lines worked by Companies
and on easier terms. More than 4,ooo miles were 
constructed under this system. In I 8 9 3 a further 
plan was tried--of seeking to encourage feeder 
railways, not by a definite guarantee, but by the 
offer of a rebate on the traffic which they brought 
on to the main lines; and after various revisions of 
the terms, a considerable number of light feeder 
railways were promoted on this basis. 

By these various means some J6,ooo miles of 
railway have altogether been constructed, at a 
total capital outlay of about 350 millions sterling. 
Until the beginning of the 2oth century Govern
ment secured no return on its outlays. But as the 
original contracts fell in, Government was able to 
renew them on more favourable terms, and at last 
a Railway Revenue began to appear. 

For a long time the Government's concern in the 
Indian railways was controlled by a branch of the 
Public Works Secretariat with several consulting 
engineers under it. In I 879 a Director-General 
of Railways was created; but this office was still 
a part of the Secretariat, which thus continued in 
control of railway policy until 1905, when, on the 
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principle that the Indian railways should be managed 
by business men on commercial principles, the 
railway branch of the Public Works Secretariat 
was abolished, and the Railway Board established 
in its stead. But this new body still remained 
much under the control of the Department of 
Commerce and Industry to which it was attached. 

(8) Forests.-Another entirely new branch of 
administration is the Forest Department. From 
time immemorial the Indian Governments had 
regarded forests in no other light than as a source of 
revenue. That, too, was the Company's attitude. 
The sandalwood of Malabar and the teak of Burma 
were valuable as Government monopolies, but no 
attention was paid to the conservation of forests 
as a whole. 

Indeed the influence of forests on climate, their 
moderating effects, the way in which they store up 
the heavy tropical rains, preventing them from 
merely rushing destructively down the hill-slopes, 
was little understood; and the fact that on a large 
scale forests constitute ah important climatic influ
ence was for long scarcely realized. The facts 
were known, but the conclusions were not drawn. 
This was even more the case in England than on 
the Continent. The science of forestry was de
veloped in Germany and France; and was ignored 
in England until a comparatively recent date. 

Early forest policy was thus merely one of 
exploitation. The first Forest Officer was Captain 
Watson, appointed Conservator of Forests in 
Malabar in r 8o6, who protected the teak forests 
by declaring, teak a Government monopoly. In 
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I 8 2 7, after the annexation of Tenasserim, the teak 
of Burma attracted attention; but the methods 
adopted merely consisted in the annual sale of so 
many thousand feet to contractors. In I 84 7, 
Dr. Gibson was appointed Conservator of Forests 
in Bombay; in I 8 56 a similar post was created at 
Madras for Dr. Cleghorn; but their protests 
against the policy that was being pursued did not 
succeed in inducing their respective governments 
to modify it. At length, in I 8 64, Dr. Dietrich 
Brandis, who had been procured from Germany in 
I 8 56 to superintend the forests of the newly
annexed province of Pegu, was appointed Inspector
General of Forests by the Government of India. 
His appointment marks a new departure in policy .. 
The Indian For est Act was passed in I 8 6 5, and 
amended in I 878; and later Acts were passed 
applying specially to the forests of Madras and 
Burma. A separate department charged with the 
care and maintenance of the Indian forests has 
come into being, and employs something like 
2o,ooo persons, while in r 878 a special school 
was established for their training at Debra Dun. 

The area thus brought under a special law and 
administered by a separate department is upwards 
of Ioo,ooo square miles, not quite a ninth part of 
British India. It is now far from being equally 
distributed. Bengal and the Punjab include con
siderable areas of waste, but little forest; in the 
Central Provinces and Madras something more and 
something less than a fifth respectively is so classi
fied; in Bombay, less than a tenth. 

In some provinces, such as Burma, where the 
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population is scanty, this has made little difference 
to the people at large. But where the population 
is beginning to press upon the resources of the soil, 
the Forest problem has offered the dilemma of 
restricting the activities of the people or allowing 
them for the sake of present convenience to do 
themselves ultimate certain and preventable harm. 
Few things are so generally unpopular as an 
endeavour to make men prefer a future to a present 
advantage; and in parts of India the Forest policy 
of Government has been persistently misunderstood 
and condemned. 

The protection of forest areas from cattle, for 
example, has been very unpopular, especially where 
cultivation has begun to contract the wide areas of 
waste formerly available for grazing. Yet nothing 
is more ruinous to forestry. Cattle devour the 
seedlings as they spring up ; goats devour the 
young shoots of the maturer trees." Moreover, 
when the Forest Department was formed and the 
forests taken over, they were for the most part .in 
a ruinous condition; the more valuable timber had 
been removed, and the remainder " maltreated hy 
axe and fire." Much improvement, however, has 
been secured in these areas by a com promise between 
the needs of the forests and the needs of the neigh
bouring people, mainly by way of opening and 
closing areas to certain classes of animals. Of 
the Ioo,ooo square miles of forest, a third only
lying mainly in Madras and the Central Provinces
is closed to goats, anq about the same proportion 
to sheep and cattle. In times of famine, however, 
these restrictions are relaxed. 
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Besides the ordinary agricultural population 
residing on the outskirts of the Forest· areas, the 
Forest officers have to deal with a great number of 
primitive tribes residing within the Forest areas 
themselves-the Nagas of Assam, the Karens and 
Kachinis of Burma, the Chodras and Dankhas of 
Bombay, the Santals of Chota Nagpur, the Kondhs 
of Northern Madras. Some of these were pecu
liarly destructive, because in their half-nomad, half
settled mode of life, they would burn down a patch 
of forest for their cultivation, moving on and burning 
down a new patch when the fertility of the former 
was beginning to decline. Such practices have had 
of necessity to be repressed; but even here efforts 
have been made to render the change as little irk
some as may be; and in some of the Burmese forest 
areas shifting cultivation is allowed· on condition 
that teak is sown with the field crop. 

(9) Sa!t.-The Forest Department, like the 
Railways, was a wholly new enterprise. The 
Salt Department, like the Opium and Irrigation, is 
an inheritance from the vast; but like them also has 
undergone new influen~es. It had always been 
taxed, and the revenues had been raised either by 
way of monopoly or by transit dues; and this mixed 
method still survived in I 8 58. In Bengal there was 
a monopoly leased to agencies in the coast districts; 
in Madras it was much the same; in Bombay the 
duty was collected by means of an excise system 
established in I 8 3 7; while along the border of the 
North-West Provinces ran the great Customs Line, 
erected in I 8 34 to replace innumerable small 
customs stations, and designed to collect the duty 
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on the salt from the salt lakes of Rajputana. It was 
a huge cactus hedge, strengthened in parts with 
stone walls, guarded by nearly I 3,ooo me11:, and 
stretching along a distance of over 2,JOO miles. 

The first part of this complicated and antiquated 
system to be reformed was that of Bengal. In 
I 8 6 3 the monopoly was replaced by import duties 
coupled with an internal excise. This was a 
material reform, because the great volumes of fresh 
water pouring into the head of the Bay render it 
unsuitable for salt-evaporation. The manufacture 
ceased at once; and the needs of the population were 
supplied from abroad at half the former prices. 

Elsewhere the Government manufacture has on 
the whole extended. It has been ·reintroduced in 
Bombay, where the salt factories on the Runn of 
Cutch are Government factories; and in the Punjab 
the mines of the Salt Range are worked by Goyern
ment. But the great extension of this system, 
and the main reform of the salt administration, 
consisted in the acquisition by Government of the 
principal Rajputana sources, and the abolition of 
the Customs Line. 

This process began in I 870, when the Govern
ment took a lease of the Sambhar Lake; in I 8 7 4, 
as the salt-trade had by then practically confined 
itself to the railway, 760 miles of the Line were 
abandoned. Then, in I 878, Lytton acquired the 
remaining Rajputana sources, and entered into 
treaties with the Rajput states. In the next year 
the whole Line was abandoned. 

At the same time measures were taken to equalize 
the salt duty throughout India. The duties in the 
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North were lowered, those in Madras and Bombay 
were raised, till in I 882 a uniform rate of two 
rupees a maund had been established in all the 
provinces except Burma. 

With the subsequent variations in the rate of the 
duty we are not here concerned; but the Salt 
Department itself, it is curious to note, still preserves 
evident marks of the old days when the Government 
of Bengal directly ruled the recent conqu~sts in 
upper India though only supervising the adminis
tration of the other pres'idencies; for the Govern
ments of Bombay and Madras administer the salt 
revenue's in their respective provinces; while the 
manufacture and control in Northern India are 
conducted by the Northern India Salt Department 
immediately under the Finance Department of the 
Government of India. -

(10) Army Administration.-Another department 
which long bore the marks of the primitive organiza
tion of British India was the Army. Originally 
each presidency had had its separate military forces 
under its separate commander. Stringer Lawrence 
in 1746 had been appointed' Commander-in-Chief 
of all the Company's forces, but was only empowered 
to exercise his command in person; and as the three 
armies developed in the later part of the I 8th 
century, they developed independently, under their 
three separate commanders-in-chief. They were 
also in the main locally recruited. In spite of the 
traditional belief to the contrary, the great bulk of 
Madras Sepoys were recruited in Southern India; 
the Bombay army found greater difficulty in follow
ing out this practice, but was discouraged from 
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seeking Indian recruits in the North; the Bengal 
Sepoys were from almost the first recruited in 
Behar and Oudh. Each Presidency army included 
European units recruited by the Company; and 
besides these there were always a certain number of 
Royal regiments in the country, to supplement 
the Company's military forces. 

In the course of time, while the Bombay and 
Madras armies remained on the whole under the 
management of their local governments, the Bengal 
army became peculiarly the army of the Central 
Government, and the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Bengal Army was the head of all the military 
forces in British India, thus repeating that faulty 
organization by which central authorities were 
charged alike with general and with local functions; 
and although the Bengal Army was on the whole 
composed of better military material than the other 
two, its organization and discipline steadily deterior
ated in the twenty years preceding the Mutiny. · 
Ill-judged imperial policy reduced the numbers of 
Europeans serving in India. Finally. an ill-judged 
piece of military reform gave occasion for the great 
military revolt, in the course of which almost the 
whole of the Bengal Army was destroyed. 

The military reorganization which followed 
showed how deeply this lesson had been taken to 
heart. The Bengal Sepoys had been almost entirely 
recruited from one region; they had belonged 
almost exclusively to the higher castes; the Europe;m 
forces had been too small to provide an adequate 
balance; the division of the armies had prevented 
the revolt . running right through the military 
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system. Accordingly we find the Presidency 
armies continued, the European element strength
ened, and the greatest care taken to avoid the pre
ponderance <?f any single race or caste. 

Thus by I 8 6 3 the Europeans serving in India 
numbered 6s,ooo, the Sepoys 14o,ooo; the first 
had been increased, the second diminished, by half. 
The proportion then established of something less 
than one to two was roughly maintained right 
down to I 9 I4. Further, the local European units 
which had been maintained by the Company were 
taken over, but their old character disappeared. 
They became liable to serve wherever ordered. 
This caused much dissatisfaction-what was at 
the time called "The White Mutiny "-and 
ro,ooo of the Company's soldiers refused the new 
terms and took their discharge. In the reorganized 
force the artillery was exclusively European. 

As regards the Sepoys, little change at first took 
place in the Madras and Bombay armies; but the 
old predominance of the Upper India Brahman and 
Rajput in the Bengal Army was removed by a 
considerable recruitment of the Sikhs and Gurkhas 
who had fought so well against the Hindustanis 
in the Mutiny campaigns. The Commission 
which had considered the question of Army 
reorganization had recommended that Sepoy 
battalions in future should be recruited on a mixed 
basis, so that every unit, and every company of 
every unit, should include men of all races, castes 
and creeds. This was the system on which the 
earliest Sepoy regiments had been formed and 
recruited; and which Clive had recommended for 
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Bengal. It is also a system to which some ex
perienced officers, as a result of their observations 
during the late war, would like to revert. But in 
India during the period that followed the Mutiny 
opinion strongly ran the other way-in favour of 
what was to be called the " class " system. The 
first mark of this was the drafting of Punjabis out 
of Hindustani regiments and vice versa ; while the 
troops and companies of the Punjab Frontier Force 
were converted from mixed into class organizations. 

Then came the alarm of the Russian advance in 
Central Asia. The independent khanates of that 
region were swallowed up. Russia became con
terminous with Afghanistan; and after the Second 
Afghan War, continued her efforts, pressing on the 
Northern Afghan frontier, building strategic rail
ways, and laying up stores of railway material. 
The Panjdeh crisis, when war seemed imminent 
and a force of 6 s,ooo men was mobilized by the 
Indian Government, led to the immediate increase 
of the Indian Army by IO,ooo Europeans and 
2o,ooo Indians. 

From this time until the negotiation of the 
Convention with Russia in I 907, the problem of 
increasing the efficiency and improving the organiza
tion of the Army was the object of constant thought 
and experiment. In such times, when every rupee 
was needed for practical purposes, and when the 
existence of the Presidency armies evidently impeded 
the concentration of forces in the event of war, it 
was not likely that that expensive and anomalous 
organization would be suffered to continue. It was 
ended by an Act of I 893, which came into force 
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in I 8 9 5. The Indian Army then passed under a 
single control. 

The first organizatiop that was substituted for 
the Presidency armies was a fourfold territorial 
division-the Punjab, Bengal, Madras and Bombay 
commands, each under a lieutenant-general. But 
though this removed the anomaly of the Indian 
Commander-in-Chief's having no authority over 
great masses of troops in India, and· broke up the 
Bengal Army, which wa~ too large and scattered 
over too great an area for a single command, it 
still left the organization in time of peace unrelated 
to the organization in time of war. Under Lord 
Kitchener a further reorganization took place 
intended to remedy this defect. The Indian 
troops were formed into three army corps, and 
nine divisions, so that the generals commanding 
were responsible for training the same units that 
they would command in the field in the event of war. 

This reform of the organization of the army was 
accompanied by a considerable change in its 
composition. The Russian threat made it all the 
more expedient to have the ranks of the army filled 
with the very best military material that could be 
obt,ained in India. Accordingly there began a 
process in I 8 9 3 of replacing races which had shown 
themselves less apt for war by those which had 
displayed greater warlike talent. In general this 
involved the substitution of northern for southern 
races, and of Gurkhas,. Pathans and Sikhs for 
Hindustanis. In this process the regiments raised 
in Madras were the most deeply affected. In I 8 8 I, 

of the eighte~n regiments reduced, eight. had been 
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Madras regiments. In I 8 9 3, Sikhs, Gurkhas and 
other Northerners were substituted for the men in 
the eight Madras units set;ving in Burma. Soon 
after this the recruitment of Telugus was dis
continued; and in the course of the reforms begun 
in I 904, twelve more Madras battalions disappeared, 
leaving only thirteen recruited within the Presidency. 
The Bombay troops underwent a similar, but less 
drastic, process. 

One other very important change took place· to 
which allusion must here be made. From I 86 I 
down to the disappearance of the Presidency armies, 
the officer through whom was exercised the su
preme control of the Government of India over the 
different bodies was the Military .Member of 
Council. He was always an officer of either the 
English or the Indian Army, and he controlled the 
Military Department of the Government of India 
Secretariat. But the Commander-in-Chief was 
always an Extraordinary Member of Council, he 
took precedence next after the Viceroy, and he was 
necessarily superior in rank to the Military Member. 
This somewhat anomalous position was accentuated 
when in I 8 9 5 the Presidency armies disappeared, 
and all the military forces in India were placed under 
the orders of the Commander-in-Chief. There 
were then two great bureaux-the Military Secre
tariat and Army Headquarters-each dealing with 
Army administration as a whole, each corresponding 
with and imp~ding the other; and besides this re
duplication, the system involved the peculiarity 
that when the Commander-in-Chief proposed a 
scheme, it was in the first instance $ent for examina-
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tion and criticism to an officer, the Military Member, 
of lower rank and inferior status. 

When Lord Kitchener became Commander-in
Chief during the Government of Lord Curzon, he 
attacked this system as a military solecism, involving, 
moreover, great expense and delay. The Viceroy 
and his Council defended it, for two rriain reasons. 
In the first place, they argued, the transference of 
the Military Member's functions would involve 
excessive centralization, and would in ~ime of war 
lay upon the Commander-in-Chief duties greater 
than any single man could discharge; in the second 
place, they declared that it would subvert the 
constitution of the Government by making it 
entirely dependent on the Commander-in-Chief for 
military advice, thus imperilling the control of the 
civil over the military authorities. 

It was indeed true that the reform proposed by 
Kitchener would break into that system built up by 
Canning, under which in all matters the Viceroy 
was provided with a double set of technical advisers 
in every department of Government. But this 
argument appealed little to the Secretary of State 
of the day, whose financial control would not be 
impaired, and who in military affairs could always 
consult his military secretary or yet higher military 
opinion in England; while the other argument did 
not seem to counterbalance the economy and 
avoidance of friction and delay on which Kitchener 
dwelt. However on his side it was conceded that 
the Commander-in-Chief should be relieved of 
those branches of Army administration which were 
less directly concerned with military training and 

H 
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operations. Such branches were the supply and 
storage of provisions, clothing and the like; the 
supply and registration of transport, ordnance, 
medical stores, and horses; these, together with 
the control of the large military contracts which 
they involved, were made over to a department 
specially formed for this purpose, called the Military 
Supply Department, and, like the old Military 
Department, under the control of a military ·officer 
of high rank as an ordinary member of Council. 
This compromise was accepted by Lord Curzon; 
but the selection of the officer to control the new 
department involved insuperable difficulties; and 
at last the decision of the Secretary of State was 
conveyed in such unusual terms that the Viceroy 
resigned. 

This took place in I 906; and the compromise 
did not long survive the energetic Governor-General 
who had secured it. In I 907 the new department 
WiiS abolished; and the Commander-in-Chief' re
mained the one responsible authority for Army 
administration under the Government of India. 
Here as elsewhere we find the same tendency 
towards centralization, and the same anxiety for 
efficiency, induced by the growing pressure of the 
external world in every aspect of affairs. 

(I I) Currency.-What Army policy illustrates 
in the field of external politics, currency policy 
illustrates in ·the field of external economics. It 
has been determined by streams of events occurring 
outside India, and it has itself contributed to that 
economic interdependency which characterizes the 
modern world. 
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In the old days India was not economically 
isolated; but the channels of influence were so 
narrow that the forces of action and reaction were 
limited in scope. They were for instance too weak 
to produce any real approximation in the general 
price-levels of Europe and Asia. The points of 
economic contact were too few. And this remainl3d 
very much the case until the great modern expansion 
of Indian foreign trade, which may be dated from· 
the opening of the Suez Canal in I 8 70. · That 
brought Indian agricultural produce in general 
into the European market, thus establishing contact 
between India as a whole and the outside world. 

But that contact was still counteracted bv the 
lac~ of a common currency standard. The cur~ency 
of India in the I.8th century had been mixed gold 
and silver, with a preponderance of silver in the 
North, of gold in the South. But early in the I 9th 
century gold, being undervalued, passed out of 
effective circulation, and the currency then consisted 
essentially of the rupee. Anyone possessing silver 
could carry it to the mints for coinage. The 
discoveries of gold in the middle of the century 
at first tended to reverse this state of things. With 
the decline in the value of gold, gold coins began 
once more to appear in India, and in the 'sixties 
half-hearted attempts were made to encourage its 
circulation. But this position was speedily reversed. 
The production of silver suddenly rose. The 
annual value of the produce of the silver mines, 
which in the 'fifties had only averaged seven 
million sterling, and in the 'sixties ten million, 
increased in the 'seventies to seventeen million. 
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Its price therefore dropped; the fall was accentuated 
by a decrease in its use as currency in Europe; 
and the gold which had begun to circulate in India 
disappeared again. And so, at the moment when 
Indian commerce first came· into effective touch 
with European commerce, the standard of value 
in India was silver, and in England was gold. 

Two important consequences followed from this 
position. The last quarter of the I 9th century was 
marked in Europe by an almost continuous fall in 
general prices; but at the beginning of the period 
the general level of Indian prices was far below that 
prevailing in Europe. The ordi.nary result of 
economic contact would have been two-fold-in 
the first place the Indian price-level would have 
been dragged up towards that established in Europe, 
and in the second place it would have followed it 
in the later part of its. fall. But the difference in 
the standards of value seems to have permitted the 
adjustment between the two price-levels to take 
place with much less disturbance of Indian con
ditions. Th€ gold-price of commodities and the 
gold-price of silver were falling simultaneously. 
So that wheat from Karachi or cotton from Bombay, 
or jute and rice from Calcutta might exchange 
for much less gold than they had formerly done, 
but the gold which they fetched procured much more 
silver than formerly; thus Indian produce tended 
all the time to remain at an approximately even 
value as measured in rupees, liable only to those 
internal causes of variation to which it would in any 
circumstances have been exposed. By these means 
the adjustment of the Indian and European price-
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levels brought about by the swiftly developing 
contact between the two regions, was accomplished 
with a minimum of disturbance in Indian conditions. 
Indeed it passed almost. unnoticed. 

The case was very different with the other con
sequence flowing from the same source. As the 
value of silver fell, the gold-value of the rupee 
necessarily fell with it; the payments annually made 
in England by the Indian Government for pensions 
and leave-allowances, for the maintenance of the 
India Office, for the purchase of stores, for the 
discharge of interest in sterling loans, and so on, 
were increased proportionately. In I 8 7 3 you could 
sell rupee bills in London at Is. 1 o£d.; in I 8 8 3 
you could only get Is. ?!d.; and in I 8 9 3 only 
Is. 2!d., while shortly afterwards the rate actually 
fell for a brief time below Is. The Home charges 
therefore came to cost the Indian tax-payer 
nearly twice as much as they had done before. 
The fall of a penny in the exchange meant that 
about a crore of rupees had to be found to meet 
the difference. Nor was additional taxation the 
only disadvantage. These perpetual changes dis
organized Indian finance, because they could not 
be foreseen or estimated, while they reduced the 
benefits of sterling loans by automatically increasing 
the cost of the interest that had to be paid on them. 

After having in vain sought to persuade . the 
statesmen, and financiers .of Europe to agree to a 
universal policy of bimetallism, which it was thought 
might secure stability in the relative values of gold 
and silver, it was at last decided in I 8 9 3, after the 
matter had been investigated by the Herschell 
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Committee, to establish the gold standard in India, 
so .as to bring these fluctuations to an end. It was 
at first intended to bring this into effect by means of 
circulating gold in India; but it was gradually 
perceived that by controlling the coinage of rupees, 
and by a process of selling sterling when the exchange 
fell, and by selling rupees when it rose, the gold
value of the rupee could in all ordinary circumstances 
be maintained within a variation of !d. This 
system was gradually developed between r 893 al)d 
r 907; and worked effectively until the war occa
sioned such a violent dislocation of the economic 
framework that the delicate poise of the mechanism 
was for the time being destroyed. 

But from the close.of.the 19th century, when the 
rate of r s. 4d. had been established, there was a 
free interplay between Indian and European prices. 
By this time the movement which had been steadily 
lowering the European price-level had spent its 
force, and was succeeded by another of an e:Xactly 
opposite direction. This at once made itself felt 
in India, where a period of stable was followed by 
one of rising prices, with all the results of uneasiness 
and discontent that such movements always generate 
among wage-earners and the classes that live on 
fixed salaries. It was surely no accident -that it 
coincided with a time of swiftly gathering political 
unrest. 

( r 2) General Remarks.-The foregoing hasty sur
vey of the tendencies of administrative policy in 
India shows in how many directions the activities 
of the Government were influenced from without. 
The rising standards of governmental responsibility 
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threatened and reduced the Opium Revenue, 
affected Excise administration, brought about inter
ference with the conditions of .factory labour, 
promoted attempts to improve the sanitary condition 
of the people, and stimulated the endeavours to 
render famine less terrible. The same influences, 
coupled with the development of engineering skill 
and modern tendencies of economic ,thought, led 
to that material activity in digging canals and build
ing railways which have transformed great areas 
of the country, and intimately affected the social 
and political conditions of life. The last remnants 
of the system by which India was qivided out 
among a thousand conflicting interests were abo!- · 
ished. The near approach of a foreign enemy 
remodelled the Army. The near approach of the 
foreign merchant revolutionized the currency. 

It is for the politician rather than for the historian 
to attempt to strike the balance of good and evil 
in the tendency of which all these are varying 
manifestations. But it was clearly broad, deep, and 
powerful, stretching from one end of India to the 
other, and leaving no class untouched. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE POLICY OF MASTERLY INACTIVITY 

THE general effect of the changes noted in the 
previous chapters was to produce a progressive 
increase in the effective influence exercised by 
European conditions and ideas over Indian policy. 
It is shown alike in domestic affairs, in the relations 
with the Indian princes, and in the foreign policy 
properly so called of the Government of India. 
I propose in this and the two following chapters to 
illustrate the way in which the last of these heads 
reflects this external influence, and then to consider 
its effects u'pon the relations with the Native 
Princes.· 

(1) Central Asia.-For over a century India had 
been a stake in the European game ; but till the 
I 9th century it had been a stake that could only 
be played for at sea. Napoleon first conceived the 
idea of approaching the East overland, and thus 
evading the irresistible force of the British fleets ; 
and this conception long floated vaguely before 
the eyes of Russian statesmen. Russia was indeed 
the only European power well situated for such an 
attempt ; but even in her case it was evidently a 
complicated business. It involved. the occupation 
of great tracts in themselves scarcely worth occupy
ing, and the creation of means of transport which 
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probably would never pay. However, considerable 
political advantages were offered by aprocess which 
involved, not necessarily the conquest of, but the 
approach to India. The British Empire had been 
vulnerable only by sea routes ; but the establish
ment of a European power within striking distance 
of India would change all this and bring England 
within reach of the blows of a merely military 
state. In other words it would enable Russia to 
influence English policy in Europe by threats in 
Asia. 

This was a danger to which England was 
peculiarly sensitive. It had been shown so early 
as I 809 by Minto's embassies to the Sikhs, the 
Afghans, and the Persians ; a generation later the 
same apprehensions had led to the First Afghan War. 
It is noteworthy that this foolish business affords the 
one supreme example of Home influence on Indian 
foreign policy in the days before the Mutiny. 
It was followed by a lull in English anxieties. The 
Emperor Nicholas had visited Queen Victoria in 
I 844 ; and this visit had been the occasion of an 
entente between the two powers. It was then 
agreed to leave the Khanates of Central Asia as a 
zone of neutrality between the two empires. The 
struggle between Russian and English diplomatists 
at Teheran was stayed ; and nothing more was 
heard of Russian agents at Kabul. But the events 
which led to the Crimean War in I 8 54 once more 
set English and Russian policy at cross purposes. 
The Russians, thwarted at Constantinople, took 
their revenge by resuming their advance through 
Central Asia. The great portent of the Mutiny 
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made the plan appe'ar more promising to them, more 
alarming in English eyes ; and the North-West 
frontier question became less a matter of adminis
tration than one of high policy. 

Beyond the narrow plain which forms the western 
portion of the Indus Valley lies the rriaze of hills 
separating India from Afghanistan. They often 
rise to I 5,ooo or q,ooo feet, and are intersected 
by deep, narrow tortuous valleys, overhung by 
ptecipitous heights. Their climate is severe, passing 
from the extremes of cold to the extremes of heat ; 
but in spring the valleys abound in scents and 
flowers which have recalled his English home to 
many an English officer. These are pierced by two 
main passes besides many lesser ones-on the 
north the Khyber, leading to Peshawur, and over 
300 miles southward the stony passages of the 
Kohjak and the Bolan, with Quetta perched 
between them. 

These hills had long formed a no-man's land 
between Afghan and British territory, inhabited by 
Muslim tribes with a formidable history of maraud
ing independence. They had beset Moghul armies 
marching without avail to defend Qandahar from 
Persian attack or to repress the turbulence of the 
Governors of Kabul. When Sikh replaced Moghul 
in the Punjab, tribal independence was reinforced 
by religious animosity ; and. the history of Sikh 
rule beyond the Indus had been one of incessant 
forays and revenge. 

In a military sense the existence of this indepen
dent tract offered many disadvantages, although 
military opinion was much divided as to the best 
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policy to be adopted. All the passes were in the 
hands of the tribes. If, then, the Government of 
India were faced with a prospect of serious attack 
from the North-\Vest, it would be placed in a 
grave dilemma. Either its armies would have to 
force dangerous passes and advance far from their 
base in order to meet the enemy beyond the Indian 
frontiers, or they would have to run the political 
danger of allowing Indian soil to be invaded while 
they awaited attack, with a great river in their 
rear, attempting to guard a line a thousand miles 
long, open at points too numerous and far apart 
to be effectively defended. 

Beyond these hills lay Afghanistan, a sort of 
Asiatic Switzerland, with fertile plains intersected 
by great masses of hills-easy to overrun but very 
difficult to hold, and very difficult to influence, 
although it was always threatened with dynastic 
upheavals and Persian intrigue. 

Beyond Afghanistan again you come to the 
valleys of the Oxus and the Jaxartes, which flow 
North-West towards the Sea of Aral. The wide 
infertile plains, broken here and there by patches 
of cultivation where water is to be had, were in
habited by Turkoman ·tribes, as savage and fanatic 
as those of the Indian frontier, but yet m9re primi
tive, for they were still principally nomads_. " A 
Turkoman on horseback knows neither father nor 

h ., 'd b " Wh H . mot er, sa1 one prover : ere t ere 1s a 
city there are no wolves, where there are Turkomans 
there is no peace," said another. Here also were 
dismemb~red fragments of old empires-the 
khanates of Khiva, of Bokhara, of Samarqand-
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once famous centres of Muslim learning and 
greatness. Liberal statesmen loved to describe 
how their misgovernment had turned once flourish
ing regions into sand and desert. But this was 
unjust. In no other part of the Islamic world were 
there so many schools, such troops of students. 
And their decay was due, not to the misconduct of 
their rulers, but to the inexorable processes of nature 
-the dessication of Central Asia . 

. Beyond these again lay the power of Russia. 
She was in many ways well formed for Asiatic 
conquest, alike in manners, organization, ideas, and 
policy. The Emperor in extent of power and mode 
of using it was indistinguishable from an Asiatic 
monarch ; in Russia, as in Moghul India, the 
great mass of society was divided between the 
village-community and the court-nobles ; the 
Orthodox ritual bore evident kinship to Eastern 
rites ; so that a Russian invader bore with him 
none of those startling contrasts in modes of thought 
and political ideas which marked the progress of 
·the Englishman in the East. 

(2) The Afghan Succession.-In Afghanistan was 
reigning Dost 'Ali who had· been driven from his 
throne by Auckland and restored to it by Ellen
borough. Since then the relations between Afghan- , 
istan and England had notably improved. A treaty 
of friendship had been made in I 8 55 ; and two 
years later help in arms and money had been given 
the Dost against Persia at the same time that an 
expedition under Outram was sent to the Persian 
Gulf. At last in I 8 6 3 Dost 'Ali died. a few days 
after he had conquered Herat from the independent 

I 
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chief who had held it. The Afghan succession was 
normally regulated by war. In the present case 
twelve out of the Amir's sixteen sons took part in 
the struggle which was prolonged and doubtful. 
For four years alternate princes divided in various 
proportions the provinces of Afghanistan, until at 
last in I 8 6 8 Sher 'Ali, the late Amir's third son and 
chosen heir, succeeded in slaying or driving away 
all his rivals, and established himself as Amir of 
all Afghanistan. 

Every Afghan prince must needs share the 
primitive nature of his people, and indeed requires 
a vein of ferocity capable of daunting a singularly 
ferocious race. Sher 'Ali was no exception. In 
him the vein of ferocity lay very near the surface, 
and had been developed by the fraternal wars from 
which he had just emerged. On one occasion in 
I 8 6 5, when a rival brother had been killed in 

· battle, he ordered his servants to " Cast away the 
body of this dog," and to summon his favourite 
son to offer his congratulations on the victory. 
Then, seeing another corpse being borne towards 
him, " Who is this other dog ? " he asked. And · 
when he saw it was the body of the son whose 
presence he had just demanded, he rent his clothes 

• and cast dust upon his head. He was indeed a 
man destined to the sport of ironical circumstance, 
to be first rebuffed and then betrayed by the powers 
to whom he offered his alliance. 

(3) Masterly lnactivity.-While all this was going 
forward the Indian Government had pursued that 
policy of ddft which an imprudent admirer christened 
the "Policy of Masterly Inactivity "-a description 
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ironically adopted by its opponents. In I 8 62, 
when Dost 'Ali had attacked Herat, Lord ~lgin 
wrote : " I am very much averse to any mter
ference on our part in the quarrel which is now 
on foot in Afghanistan ; and indeed I do not 
very well see my way as to how such inter
ference can be managed without entailing re
sponsibilities which we may regret at a later 
period. . . . I own that I am strongly of opinion 
that our true policy is to leave these kinds of neigh
bours as much as possible alone. . . . We should 
only speak when we have a case of self-interest so 
clear that we can speak with determination, and 
follow up our talk if necessary with a blow." He 
therefor_e limited the expression of his displeasure 
to recalling our agent -stationed at Kabul. This, 
he said, would commit us to nothing while sufficient
ly marking our disapproval. " It is very desirable," 
he added, " that we should be free to accept the 
status in quo, whatever it may be." But the measure 
had its disadvantages also. The Government of 
India became dependent on the gossip of the 
frontier bazaars for all its knowledge of what was 
going forward. Unable to forecast the probable 
event of the contest, it not imprudently clung to 
the strictest neutrality. In I 8 6 6 the decision was 
announced in the following words : " My Friend;· 
the relations of this Government are· with the 
actual rulers of Afghanistan. If Y Ciur Highness 
is able to consolidate Your Highne~s 's power in 
Kabul, and is sincerely desirous of being a _friend 
and ally of the British Government, I shall be 
ready to accept Your Highness as such." Accord_, 
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ingly in the following year one brother was recog
nized as Amir of Kabul, and another of Herat ; 
and when in I 8 6 8 Sher 'Ali was really undisputed 
master of the whole country, the Government of 
India lent him the support of its recognition, sent 
him money, and promised him more. The cynical 
policy, of flying to the help of the victor had often 
been pursued with great success ; but never before 
had it been announced as a principle of public 
conduct. 

These proceedings, which are associated with 
the career of Lord Lawrence, were bitterly attacked 
and fiercely defended. The defence may briefly 
be stated as follows: That we were bound by treaty 
not to interfere ; that every reasonable object was 
secured by doing nothing ; and that interference 
would simply throw the Afghans into the arms of 
Persia or Russia. As against this it was urged 
with much force that abstention was not really 
practicable. Even Lawrence himself was prepared 
to intervene when there was a possibility of inter
vention by Persia or Russia. In I 867 the principal 
rivals both applied to Russia for help, and one made 
offers to Persia. On this news Lawrence considered 
that if there were any likelihood of Herat being 
delivered over to Persia, ".we should openly assist 
the party at Kabul, if at the time being that party 
should appear to be in a condition likely, with 
such assistance, to hold its position." In I 868 he 
himself did interfere by the despatch of material 
aid to Sher 'Ali. Nor did it in any way secure 
our objects-if we really wanted a strong and 
friendly Afghanistan-to look on while rivals tore 
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their patrimony to pieces and contracted friend
ships with foreign powers in default of the aid 
which we refused, for the weaker side was sure 
to seek foreign aid, whether we interfered or 
not. 

The blunt fact was that Lawrence, being unable 
to decide which horse would win, abstained from 
betting and denounced it as immoral. The real 
fault lay with his lack of information and lack of 
insight. His critics urged with force that he was a 
poor reader of the future ; and recalled how, on 
the day that the Sikhs crossed the Satlej, in 
December, I 84 5, he had recorded his opinion 
that they never would attack the British ; how sure 
in I 8 55 he had · been that Persia would never 
attack Herat ; how confidently ·in I 8 57 he had 
anticipated no resistance at Delhi ; and how a 
little later he had been prepared to hand Peshawur 
over to Afghanistan. · 

(4) The Russian Advance.-Meanwhile the 
Russians had been steadily creeping towards the 
Northern Afghan frontier. In I 864 they touched 
the fringe of Khokand, Bokhara, and Khiva ; in 
I 866 they reduced Bokhara to the position of a 
tributary ally ; in r 867 they formed the new 
Russian province of Russian Turkestan, and moved 
their base forward a thousand miles from Orenburg 
to Tashkend ; in I 868 they, swallowed Samar
qand, and in I 872 they swallowed Khiva. There 
was no apparent reason why this process should 
stop before they reached the outposts of British 
India. · 

In that case they would have controlled the 
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. entire trade of Central Asia, for the overland Indo
Persian trade passed by wa-y of Herat. But more 
important than this was the ease with which such 
close contact would have enabled the Russians 
to influence British policy. A divergence of public 
interests in Europe would have been the sign for 
the despatch of Russian agents into India, to 
promote frontier troubles and tribal risings, and 
foment intrigues at the courts of Native states. 
In the event of war large detachments of the 
English army must have lain along the Indian 
frontier to await the coming of a foe who might 
invade in force or more probably attempt raids 
which if successful would throw India into con
fusion, disorganize the administration, and destroy 
the Government's prestige on which the quiet 
conduct of Indian affairs has always depended. 
As Lord Curzon remarked, Russia would be able 
to keep England quiet in Europe by finding 
occupation for her in Asia. 

The Russian advance affords a striking illus
tration of the way in· which public· policy and 
individual ambition sometimes work together. 
Russian Turkestan was a military province, under 
the command of military officers under the control 
of the \Var Office. The Governors and their 
subordinates desired promotion, orders, and rewards, 
which they could secure by brilliant actions against 
the Turkoman tribes ; so that motives were never 
lacking for an advance. At the same time this 
military control enabled the Russian Foreign 
Office to deny, to delay, to explain away, to utilize 
such achievements, according to circumstances, in 
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a manner evidently prophetic of the Soviet Govern
ment and the Third International. 

About I 870 the political positions of the English 
and the Russian Governments in Central Asia 
were, as Rawlinson observed, strikingly similar. 
The extreme Russian military post, Samarqand, 
beyond the Jaxartes, corresponded with the extreme 
English military post, Peshawur, beyond the Indus ; 
the allied state of Bokhara corresponded with the 
allied state of Afghanistan ; and the first had semi
dependent neighbours on the north bank of the Oxus, 
while the latter had similar dependencies on the 
south bank of that river. The English therefore 
proposed that a neutral zone should be established 
between the two powers. This meant in effect the 
revival of the terms agreed on in I 844. The 
Emperor at once declared himself highly gratified ; 
but his pleasure must have been due to a mis
apprehension, real or assumed. The Russian 
conception of a neutral zone had. greatly changed 
since the Nesselrode memorandum had lapsed. 
The English proposed to neutralize the region 
lying on either side of the Oxus between Bokhara 
and Afghanistan ; the Russians proposed Afghan
istan itself. As this would have meant a retrocession 
on the part of England with further scope for 
advance on the part of Russia, the proposal bore 
no fruit save an illusory declaration on the part of 
Russia_ that Afghanistan lay outside the sphere of 
her influence. 

Indeed the settlement of Anglo-Russian relations 
in Asia depended on the settlement of Anglo
Russian differences in Europe, a fact whichLawrence 
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overlooked in demanding that the Central Asian 
question should be settled in Europe, and which 
the Home Government overlooked in expecting 
its problems to be solved for it in India. 

To what extent this Russian advance constituted 
a serious threat to India long remained a question 
of severe controversy. It still remains a question 
of much more than academic interest. Ever since 
the question first emerged, there have always been·,· 
and there are still, those who dwell on the greatness ·' 
of Rl,lssian preparations which can have no other 
object, on the assemblage of their troops, the 
accumulation of their material of war ; while on 
the contrary others have urged the greatness of the 
distances to be traversed, the natural obstacles they 
offer, the enormous difficulties of the operations. 
But two things amid all these matters of uncertainty 
are fairly clear. One is that the belief in the reality 
of the Russian threat has been and still remains 
wide-spread. Half a century ago it was a common 
topic of conversation, as Frere observed, in every 
assemblage of chiefs from Tabriz to Peshawur ; 
and such speculations . as these, whether well
founded or ill, have their influence and consequences. 
The other is that in I 86o, as later, the Russian 
organization was scarcely adequate for any distant 
blow. Always mined (as Salisbury wrote) by 
revolution, always on the brink of bankruptcy, a 
campaign in Afghanistan was as likely to end in 
disaster as one in Manchuria. The Russians have 
never yet scored any great military success except 
against an invader in the heart of their country. 
With an unwarlike population, and corrupt officials, 
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.they were not, and probably still are not, powerful 
in a military sense, but nevertheless a most dangerous· 
en~my, in the way of stirring up discontent by 
intrigue at the courts of princes or propaganda 
among the body of the people. 



CHAPTER V 

THE SECOND AFGHAN WAR 

(I) Alienation of Sher 'A/i.-While the English 
Cabinet was making futile attempts to reach an 
understanding with Russia, the Government of 
India was making equally futile attempts to make 
friends with Sher 'Ali in Afghanistan. Between 
I 8 6 3 and I 8 7 6 the situation had in fact been 
transformed-Russia had advanced within striking 
distance of the Amir, and the Amir had slipped 
through our fingers. We have seen how the pro
ceedings of Lawrence during the Afghan struggle 
for succession could scarcely have predisposed the 
new Amir to view our conduct with favour. The 
acutest Afghan observer of these events preferred 
seeking shelter with the Russians when he was 
driven out· of Afghanistan, for, as lie said : " I 
had never seen the benefit of English friendship." 
Sher 'Ali himself declared that the English had 
looked to nothing but their own interests. " Whose
soever side they see strongest for the time being," 
said he, " they turn to him as their friend." It 
was the Afghan translati-on of Lawrence's letters 
and despatches. But once Sher 'Ali had established 
himself, numerous attempts were made to secure 
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his goodwill. Lawrence gave him a subsiqy ; 
Mayo continued the subsidy and gave him a 
meeting at Ambala. 

The meeting at Ambala in 1869 is usually 
represented as having won over Sher 'Ali to our 
side, at all events for the moment. But oriental 
potentates are usually hard to judge ; and it is 
possible that Sher 'Ali was less pleased than he was 
believed to be, and thought he had secured more 
than was intended. He had been disposed, in his 
fear of Russian aggression, to admit British officers 
to parts of Afghanistan, though not into Kabul ; 
and he had asked for two promises--one that the 
Government of India would recognize no other 
person as Amir, and the other that they would 
help him in case of any foreign -i.e., Russian
attack. What he got was a letter which was intended 
to quiet his. apprehensions without going to these 
lengths. It declared that the attempts of any rivals 
would be viewed " with severe displeasure "_ and 
that Government would endeavour to strengthen 
the Amir's position. )'his letter was drafted in 

. English, but it had to be translated into the diplo
matic language of Afghanistan-into Persian. Now 
in Persian, words <l:re very apt to carry a somewhat 
vague and ill-defined significance ; and it is hard 
to be plain without at the same time being dis
courteous. It ·is therefore better adapted for a 
diplomacy where the negotiators are bent on over
reaching each other than where they desire to 
formulate a document which can be strictly inter
preted according to European diplomatic usage: 
It is likely that the Persian version of Mayo's letter 
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was capable of a wider interpretation than had been 
intended. 

The Russian occupation of Khiva in I 8 72 
renewed the Amir's alarm, and in the following 
year he sent one of his ministers to Simla to secure 
an unequivocal guarantee against Russian attack. 
Lord Northbrook was in favour of giving this, on 
the condition of the Amir's binding himself to 
follow our advice ; but the English Cabinet refused. 
At~-that time Mr. Gladstone was Prime Minister, 
and the Duke of Argyll Secretary of State for 
India. They were not prepared to go so far. In
spired by Lawrence they replied that there was no 
need for any formal guarantee, but that, Sher 'Ali 
might be told we would abide by our settled policy. 
Sher 'Ali must be forgiven if he reflected that this 
settled policy was to decline help u~til it was no 
longer needed. 

About the same time other causes of offence 
arose. The English were so ill-advised as to arbitrate 
between Afghanistan and Persia in the matter of 
their boundaries in Seistan. This was undertaken 
with the excellent design of bringing about peace 
between two neighbours ; but the result of .the 
arbitration was to convince Sher 'Ali that he could 
not expect partiality from the British. Then 
Northbrook sent a letter and presents direct to the 
chief of Wakhan instead of through the medium 
of the Amir. This was not, of course, so intended, 
but it bore a strong appearance of a desire to with
draw the chief from his dependence on Afghanistan. 
Again the same Viceroy addressed a letter to Sher 
'Ali on behalf of the son, Y akub, whom he had 
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imprisoned ; it was interpreted as showing a desire 
to interfere in the internal affairs of Afghanistan. 
Worst of all, when Sher 'Ali announced his son 
'Abdullah Jan as his chosen heir, Northbrook 
refused to recognize him as such. And the answer 
was " designedly couched," as the Viceroy wrote, 
" as nearly as circumstances admit in the same 
language as that in which in I 8 58 the Punjab 
Government were instructed to reply to the letter 
from Dost Mahomed Khan intimating the selection 
of Shere 'Ali as heir apparent." The Amir was 
not unlikely to understand the identity of language 
as covering an identity of intention, and signifying 
that 'Abdullah Jan would receive no more assistance 
from the English in securing his succession to the 
throne of Afghanistan than he himself had. All 
these things were done with the best intentions 
in the world ; but good intentions are no satisfactory 
substitute for intelligence. 

Meanwhile the Russian authorities had been 
displaying a much more accurate sense of the 
situation. They had admitted that Afghanistan 
was beyond their sphere of influence, but that had 
not prevented the Governor-General of Russian 
Turkestan from opening a correspondence with 
the Amir. In I 870 General Kaufmann wrote to 
say that 'Abd-ur-rahman, the Amir's nephew, who 
had taken refuge at Tashkend, would not receive 
any assistance against the Amir. Sher 'Ali was at 
first not a little perturbed by receiving such a 
letter from those he had ever regarded as enemies. 
He sent it to India for translation and advice. 
;Mayo, however, assured him that such l~tters 
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rightly viewed were a source of satisfaction and 
confidence. Other letters followed, also submitted 
to the Government of India until Northbrook 
informed the Amir that he did not share the other's 
dissatisfaction at their growing frequency. . After 
this there were no more references. In I 8 7 4, 
when Northbrook refused to recognize 'Abdullah 
Jan as heir, Kaufmann did so at once. When the 
Duke of Edinburgh married a Russian princess, 
Kaufmann seized the occasion to dwell on this 
alliance between the two Roval Families, and 
declare that it would strengthe~ and confirm the 
friendship between the Emperor and the Amir. 
In I 87 5 not only was there a frequent exchange of 

· letters, but also agents began to appear ; and it 
was stated that during that year there was always 
some agent at Kabul recognized by the Amir as 
an agent of Russia. When the British Ambassador 
remonstrated at St. Petersburg, he was encountered 
first with blank denials, and then with excuses
the letters were not letters of business, but merely 
letters of compliment. What, one wonders, would 
St. Petersburg have thought of letters of compliment 
exchanged between the Governor-General of India 
and the Khan of Bokhara ? 

In Europe indeed more than one attempt had 
been made to reach an understanding ; but they 
had all been unfortunate. For instance, in I 87 3, 
Count Schuvaloff, a prominent advocate of friend
ship between the two powers, visited England with 
special assurances from the Emperor that he was 
not going to retain possession of Khiva ; it became 
a Russian province under the thinnest of disguises, 
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In I 8 7 4 the Foreign Minister declared that the 
Emperor had forbidden in the most peremptory 
terms any enterprise directed against the Tekke 
Turkomans ; but in the same year was constituted 
a trans-Caspian Goverpment under General Lomakin 
who busied himself with intrigue among the 
Turko man tribes, and of whom the English Govern
ment were induced to complain. 

Perhaps the most curious and illuminating of 
the diplomatic conversations of this period was 
that which took place between Lytton and Schuva
loff, just before the former's departure to take up 
office as Viceroy. Schuvaloff dwelt upon the advan
tages that would result from direct communication 
between the Governors-General of Russian Turkes
tan and British India, and from the development of 
a friendlier spirit between the two powers, who, if 
united, could easily crush their Muslim enemies. 
The real foe of both Russia aqd England, he 
declared, was Islam. In summing up his con
clusions to Salisbury, Lytton wrote : "The Russian 
Government has established those means of direct, 
convenient and safe communication which Sher 
'Ali refuses to us, and which we are afraid of pro
posing to him, although we openly subsidize His 
Highness. At the same time the Russian Chan
cellor holds us responsible as a matter of course 
for the exercise of an authority over the Amir 
which we neither possess nor know how to acquire." 
Affairs -were evidently moving towards a crisis. 
Both sides were convinced that the other sooner or 
later would attempt to absorb Afghanistan, and 
both sides were resolved not to be caught napping. 

I 
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(2) The European Crisis~-Al1 this Russian 
activity in Afghanistan was in the first instance an 
intelligent anticipation of a future when the ,friend
ship of Sher 'Ali might be worth having. But 
it soon assumed a much more serious aspect, for 
circumstances began to arise in Europe which at 
one time threatened to create the very situation 
contemplated. In I 8 7 5 the troubles long. brewing 
between the Sultan and his Christian subjects 
produced the rebellion of Bosnia and Hertzgovina. 
On May 13th, 1876, Russia ·and Germany 
signed the Berlin Memorandum proposing common 
intervention by the European powers. The Con
servatives had then come into office in England ; 
Disraeli refused to accept the Berlin Memorandum, 
so this project for settling the Near Eastern question 
came to nothing. As the situation developed it 
became more threatening, and at one time in the 
following autumn the Cabinet thought it was 
within three weeks of a declaration of war. How
ever, that crisis passed, and a new attempt was 
made at the close of the year, when Lord Salisbury 
(who had quitted the India Office for the Foreign 
Office) went to Constantinople, where, after con
ferring with the Russian Ambassador, he came to 
an agreement, which this time the Turks refused 
to accept. This Salisbury thought a great pity, 
from the. Indian point of view, for at the moment 
the Russians seemed disposed to concede the . 
point for which we had long striven. ~'I was 
proceeding,'' he writes, "on these bases-abandon
ment of all claim to political influence in Kashgar, 
promise on both sides not to communicate without 
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leave with Bockara on the one hand and Kabul on 
the other-neutralization of Merve with regulated 
systems of chastisement of Turkomans when 
necessary. . . . If peace could have been made 
here (he concludes), I think the Emperor would 
have been very anxious to make everything secure 
by settling all difficulties on our Indian frontier." 
But it was not to be ; and on the breakdown of 
negotiations the Russians prepared for separate 
action. War followed on May 2 Ist, I 877, between 
Russia and Turkey ; the Russian successes aroused 
the liveliest fears in London for the fate of Con
stantinople ; and whatever division of opinion 
might exist as to the degree of danger involved in 
the Russian advance in Central Asia, it was univer
sally agreed that Constantinople in Russian hand's 
would give that power predominance in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, and so command over the shortest 
sea-route to India, Australia and the Far East. 
As Bismarck truly said, the Suez Canal was the 
neck of the British Empire. A vote of six millions 
was obtained, .a fleet was sent to Constantinople, 
and Indian troops brought tq Malta. When 
Russia forced upon the Turks the Treaty of San 
Stephano the British Government issued a circular 
criticizing its terms. ·But now the tone of the 
English Cabinet was much more pacific than it 
had been in I 876. It was agreed. on May 3oth, 
1878, to refer the matter to a European conference. 
The €ongress of Berlin accordingly sat from 
June I 3th to July I 3th, and at last achieved a 
temporary solution of the European question. 

(3) The Forward Policy.-Thus from I 87 5 down 
K 
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to the middle of I 878 Anglo-Russian relations 
were in a progressive state of tension. The Russians 
were naturally anxious to secure the best possible 
position for either putting pressure on or engaging 
in actual hostilities against England. Kaufmann's 
activities in Afghanistan had been based at first 
on an intelligent anticipation, and later on the evident 
possibility of war. 

Meanwhile the English had been busily con
sidering how best to counteract the Russian moves. 
At this time the Indian Government had an Indian 
agent at Kabul, but nowhere else ; his reports to 
the Indian Government on the one hand and his 
representations to the Amir on the other, did not 
seem satisfactory to Lord Salisbury, the Secretary 
of State for India in I 8 7 5. His reports neither 
confirmed nor denied various information from 
other Central Asian sources ; and although the 
Secretary of State was strongly disposed to make 
little of the danger of a Russian invasion of India, 
he was exceedingly anxious to have full and early 
accounts of Afghan affairs. The evil, he wrote, 
was not merely .formal ; it placed " upon our 
frontier a thick covert behind which any amount 
of hostile intrigue and conspiracy might be masked." 
He regarded the danger as likely to take one of 
three forms. Either the Russians might secure an 
ascendancy over the Amir, or internal disorder
never very remote in Afghanistan-might enable 
the Russians to establish an influence over success
ful and rebellious chiefs, or the Afghans might 
come into collision with the frontier forces of Russia. 
Of these the last two he reckoned as very possible 
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indeed ; and in any of these cases early information 
was a matter of great importance. " The case is 
quite conceivable in which Her Majesty's Govern
ment may be able by early diplomatic action to 
arrest proceedings which a few weeks or even days 
later will have passed beyond the power of even 
the Government of St. Petersburg to control." 
Therefore, he argued, the Government should take 
immediate steps to secure the reception by the 
Amir of a British agent to be stationed preferably 
at Herat, and to serve as the channel of speedy 
and accurate information. 

The proposal evoked much opposition in India. 
Lord Northbrook and most of his Council con
sidered-quite rightly as the event showed-that 
such proposals were certain of rejection and should 
not· be made. But if in this respect they proved 
wiser than the Secretary of State, they ignored, as 
men usually will ignore, the inconvenient fact that 
this situation had been brought about by the clumsy 
and unintelligent way in which they and their 
predecessors had handled 'the matter. It was, as 
Lytton said with much truth, not a question of 
letting well alone, but of letting bad filone. Lord 
Salisbury insisted on his view being adopted ; 
Lord Northbrook came home for the benefit of his 
health ; and Lord Lytton was sent out expressly 
to carry into effect the foreign policy of the Home 
Government. It was the first emergent instance 
of the transfer of power brought about by the Red 
Sea cable. 

The new Government was authorized to offer 
terms which Sher 'Ali had formerly showed to be 
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dear in his eyes. His subsidy was to be increased, 
'Abdullah Jan recognized as his heir, and his 

·territory guaranteed against foreign attack, if only 
he would accept the proffered envoy. Had such 
an offer only been made earlier, it would almost · 
certainly have been accepted. It conceded the 
essentiat demands made at the Simla Conference 
in I 8 7 3, and it avoided two of the blunders which 
in the time of Northbrook had raised Sher 'Ali's 
anger. But it was now too late. Sher 'Ali declined, 
declaring that the English were already bound, to 
protect him against Russia, and that if he accepted 
an English envoy, he would have to accept a 
Russian too. A conference between one of his 
Ministers and the British Commissioner ofPeshawur 
came to nothing. Either the Amir was already 
leaning to the Russian side, or the developing 
situation in Europe, with its latent possibility of 
an Anglo-Russian war, disposed him to imitate 
Lawrence's behaviour during his own dynastic 
struggle, and to wait and see. He forgot how 
great dexterity is needed to maintain that attitude 
in the face of stronger and resolute powers ; and 
indeed the Government of India had hitherto 
shown few signs of resolution. 

(4) Quetta.-The attempts to negotiate with the 
Afghans thus failed ; but, even if Government 
could do nothing there, there was still no obstacle 
to action on the frontier. The weakness of the 
position was that Government's authority ceased 
at the entrance to all the passes. This situation at 
all events was to be brought to a close. 

Quetta, it will be remembered, stands between 
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the Bolan and the Kohjak Passes, which lead into 
the open country south of Qandahar. It possesses 
two great features of importance. It blocks one 
of the two main avenues into India, and it offers 
an easy advance on to the flank of an attack pro
ceeding by the Khyber, the other main gate of the 
North-West frontier. It was in the possession 
of the Khan of Khelat, a chieftain who, by the 
treaty of 1 8 54, had agreed to allow the British to 
place cantonments in his country when and where 
they deemed necessary. As the Afghan situation 
developed, more and more attention was paid to 
Quetta. Its occupation had been strongly urged 
by General John Jacob-the eponym of Jacobabad 
-in I 8 s6. Ten years later the idea had been 
revived by Sir Bartle Frere, and rejected by Lawrence. 
Ten years later still it was accepted by Salisbury 
and Lytton, as a countercheck to Russian move
ments and a warning to Sher 'Ali that the Govern
ment of India if not regarded as a friend; might 
act as an enemy. ·The occupation was bitterly 
opposed by the Council of India. The _more 
excitable members inflicted long visits on the 
Secretary of State and positively stamped about 
the room in their endeavours to dissuade him. 
But their teeth had long been drawn. The occupa
tion was ordered and executed. Lord Salisbury 
regarded it as " the father of the Central Asian 
Mission of the future." The English agent there 
was intended to collect information, and if need 
were to try conclusions with English rupees against 
Russian roubles in the diwan and zanana. 

As against this view it was declared that the 
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occupation of Quetta was a plain threat to the 
Amir, and that it would infallibly throw him intci 
the arms of Russia. When the Afghan war actually 
broke out, the friends of Lawrence and the political 
opponents of Lytton and Salisbury would have 
been more than human had they not joined in a 
chorus of " I told you so." The historian, however, 
may take a quieter view. He will remember that 
the situation in the Near East was in no way affected 
by the occupation of Quetta, and that the Afghan 
war really sprang out of the clash of interests
real or supposed-of the English and the Russians 
at Constantinople. 

(S) The Russian Mission.-In the course of the 
diplomatic struggle in Europe, the attitude of the 
two powers chiefly concerned had undergone a 
marked revolution. At first the English were the 
more bellicose. As we have seen, in th~ autumn of 
I 876 the Cabinet thought itself within three weeks 
of war, and enquired of Lytton whether in that case 
he could undertake a campaign in Central Asia. 
Contrary to the opinions of the Indian Commander
in-Chief and the Military Member, the Viceroy 
contemplated a move " from Peshawur to Balk 
straight upon Tashkend." But it was not this that 
led to war with Sher 'Ali. So long as war with 
Russia continued likely, hostilities with Afghanistan 
were the last thing Lytton wished for. " An 
Afghan war," he wrote, "is precisely what Russia 
would wish to see us engaged in, and ... by en
gaging in it we should only be playing her game for 
her." Moreover, in I 877 the English attitude 
became much more peaceable. Even when the 
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likelihood of an attack by Russia on Turkey became 
apparent, and it was thought that the Russians 
would proceed along the Asiatic rather than the 
European side of the Black Sea, this fact was not 
allowed to .constitute an argument for war. It 
did not really matter to us, Salisbury wrote, whether 
Erzerum or Kizil Arvat were held by Hottentots 
or Esquimaux. In I 877 the only contingency on 
that side which the Cabinet regarded as requiring 
action in Central Asia was the case of the Russians 
occupying Merv ; this was to be countered by an 
advance to Qandahar or Herat. But the case did 
not arise ; and the crisis of I 8 7 8 was produced by 
the threat to Constantinople, not to India. This 
time it was the Russians who prepared to support 
their designs in Europe by action in the Middle 
East. When therefore in the early summer of 
I 878, English and Russian relations were almost 
at breaking point, when the· British flag in the 
Golden Horn defied the Russians to advance, and 
when· the armies of the Queen were assembling to 
meet them if they did, Sher 'Ali, possibly much 
against his will, received that Russian mission 
fear of which he had used as an excuse for not 
receiving an envoy of the Government of India. 
The Russian War Office prepared its rejoinder to 
the movement of the English fleets and the assem
blage of British troops. From Tashkend there 
marched one column of zo,ooo men towards the 
Afghan frontier, and another towards the Pamirs 
and Kashmir. At the same time, and on the very 
day that the Congress of Berlin met, Colonel 
Stolietoff was despatched to Kabul bearing a letter 
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from Kaufmann. " Be it known to you," wrote 
the Governor-General to the Amir, " that in these 
days the relations between the British Government 
and ours with regard to . your kingdom require 
deep consideration. As I am unable to communicate 
my opinion verbally to you, I have deputed my 
agent, Major-General Stolietoff .... He will inform 
you of all that is hidden in my mind. I hope you 
will ... believe him as you would myself." It was 
the regular Eastern gambit in the game of intrigue. 

This was in exact accordance with the plan 
formulated by Skobeleff in the previous year. In 
the first place the Amir was to be won over or 
replaced by his nephew 'Abd-ur-rahman, then a 
refugee at Tashkend, and whom Kaufmann did 
actually invite to accompany the Russian columns. 
The invading forces would halt at Kabul, and 
there organize (in Skobeleff's words) "masses of 
Asiatic cavalry which to a cry of blood and booty 
might be launched into India as a vanguard, thus 
renewing the times of Timur .... " 

While then the statesmen of Europe were 
reluctantly coming to a settlement at Berlin, the 
Russians were actively preparing for the event of 
war. It is very possible that Kaufmann, Governor
General of Turkestan, acted on instructions in 
which the Russian Foreign Office had .little share ; 
and indeed Russian policy in Europe and Asia at 
that moment betrayed the same lack of co-ordination 
as our own was to do in the following months. The 
envoy, Stolietoff, proceeded to Kabul, which he 
reached on July 22nd, brushing aside the half
hearted protests of Sher 'Ali, and at Kabul he 
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negotiated a treaty to which the Amir refers as 
follows in a letter which on August 2 3rd, he 
addressed to Kaufmann : ". . . He (Stolietoff) has 
reduced to writing the verbal representations the 
object of which was to strengthen the friendly 
relations between the illustrious Government of 
His Imperial Majesty the Emperor and the God
granted Government of Afghanistan, and made it 
over to me." He seems to have re.ceived a guarantee 
against foreign. attack, but not to have been asked 
to participate in the projected attack on India, 
because in the interval between the envoy's des
patch and his entrance into Kabul, the latter had 
received orders from Tashkend not to go so far 
in his promises.and measures as had been originally 
intended. Could Kaufmann have foreseen the 
issue of the Berlin Congress, he would no doubt, 
never have sent Stolietoff. Luck, indeed, ran against 
the Russians at this time. The envoy once on 
Afghan soil could not be recalled without visible 
humiliation ; but once there his promises, moder
ated as they were, encouraged Sher 'Ali to reject 
the English. overtures ; and so a prince who had 
been alienated from the English by their own 
errors was at a moment when help was impossible, 
brought into conflict with them by the errors of 
the Russians. 

(6) The Chamberlain Mission.-Now, 1f ever, was· 
the time for bringing Afghanistan to book, when 
the European crisis was past, when Russia no 
longer desired to see English resources involved 
in an Afghan war, when Russian help was no longer 
available for Sher 'Ali, when he might be taught 
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how far he could rely upon Russian promises, and 
when the Russians themselves had provided an 
excellent excuse, for the Stolietoff mission had cut 
away Sher 'Ali's ground for declining to receive 
an English envoy. Lytton, with the approval of 
the Home authorities, at once repeated the former 
demand. His letter reached Kabul on August I 7th, 
the day on which died the Amir's. favourite son, 
'Abdullah Jan. This event was seized on as a 
pretext for putting off the answer. But Stolietoff 
was still in Kabul ; and the paternal grief which 
delayed .the answer to Lord Lytton did not pre
clude the Amir from conferring in Durbar with 
the Russian envoy. Yakub afterwards informed 
Roberts that Stolietoff with great unwisdom urged 

· the Amir to do everything in his power to keep the 
proposed mission at a distance, while he himself 
proceeded to Tashkend to secure official inter
vention by the Cabinet of St. Petersburg. Thus 
encouraged Sher 'Ali returned no answer. In 
order to bring matters to a definite issue Lytton 
sent Neville Chamberlain with a small escort 
through the Khyber. ~e was stopped at 'Ali 
Masjid. Sher 'Ali.had acted on Stolietoff's advice ; 
and, as Lytton said, it was no longer possible to 
describe him as an honoured but capricious friend. 

In the long tangle of error and miscalculation 
which makes up the history of the Central Asia 
question, either Lytton or Kauf!J1ann has usually 
been chosen out as the villain of the piece. Both 
blundered ; but both blundered because their 
instructions did not sufficiently represent · the 
European situation, and the swift changes of 
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European policy. Lytton's main mistake lay in 
sending Chamberlain with ·a small escort into the 
Khyber, where he was likely to be opposed, instead 
of with a large one from Quetta, whence he could 
much more easily have circumvented opposition ; 
and the Viceroy made the further error of taking 
diplomatic action before he was ready to support 
his policy by force. Competent observers thought 
that Chamberlain's mission would have had much 
more chance of being received if it had been sup
ported by an assemblage of troops on the frontier 
than it had when backed only by moral influences. 
Sher ·'Ali was misled by the apparent absence of 
preparation to compel compliance ; and the English 
Cabinet had, it seems, taken it for granted that the 
mission would be accompanied by an effective force. 

The net result was a situation which the English 
Cabinet found vastly embarrassing. Their foreign 
policy had on the whole been very unpopular. 
Public feeling had been roused to a great pitch 
of indignation at the idea of supporting the Turks, 
guilty of Bulgarian atrocities ; and Mr. Gladstone's 
moral fervour had enabled him fully to exploit 
this vein of sentiment. Beaconsfield 'and Salisbury 
had indeed succeeded in avoiding the war that at 
one moment had seemed so likely, both in London 
and St. Petersburg, in Tashkend and Calcutta ; 
but the Russians still had not evacuated the Balkans, 
in accordance with the Treaty of Berlin, and it was 
most inconvenient to see another war looming up 
in so sensitive a region as Central Asia. Both 
Beaconsfield and Salisbury felt this strongly. Both 
would have been satisfied for the moment with the 
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Russian explanation that the Stolietoff m1sston 
had been a measure only adopted on the near view 

·of war, and both were highly indignant with Lytton 
for sending his envoy before the discussions still 
proceeding with Russia had been completed. 
Indeed, Beaconsfield in a later conversation with 
Count Schuvaloff, informed him that he had wished 
to temporize with Sher 'Ali, but that his hand had 
been forced " by the inopportune haste of the 
Indian Government." The remark made future 
answer more, difficult to the point which the Russians 
had always put forward in defence of their 
own indiscretions-that they were the unauthorized 
actions of local officials. 

(7) The War.-Meanwhile Lytton assembled 
troops and recommended action. Long and stormy 
meetings of the Cabinet took place on October 
25th and 3oth. Lord Cairns and others objected 
that they could see no casus belli. Lord Salisbury 
complained that Lytton was forcing Government's 

, hand. Beaconsfield proposed a plan that had been 
suggested to him by Salisbury, namely, the occupa
tion of the Khurram Valley, as a "material guaran
tee," not as an act of war, which would have 
required th~ immediate assemblage of Parliament. 
This plan would perhaps have been adopted, but 
for the Secretary of State for India, Lord Cranbrook, 
who declared that this proposal would look more 
like timidity than moderation, that war was inevit
able, that it ~ould be best to meet it without delay, 
and that he would not take the responsibility for 
any other course. This declaration carriea the 
Cabinet, not so much because Lord Cranbrook 
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was indispensable, but because his resignation 
would produce a bad effect outside and betray 
dissensions in a Government already uncertain of· 
popular support. It was therefore decided to 
strengthen the English position by giving the 
Amir one more chance. Accordingly, in a letter 
dated November 2nd, Lytton.demanded an apology 
and an answer accepting the proposed mission by 
the 2oth. No answer came ; and two British 
columns entered Afghanistan by the Khurram 
and the Kohjak Passes. 

All this time Sher 'Ali had been waiting for the 
expected Russian help. At last, in October, he 
addressed a letter to Kaufmann enclosing another 
for the Emperor pointing out what was in fact the 
case, that the growth of friendly relations between 
Afghanistan and Russia had angered the English, 
and that since the Russian Mission had " strung 
the pearls of friendly sentiments on the thread of 
statement " they had become more hostile than 
ever, and at last were attacking him. Kaufmann 
replied that Sher 'Ali had better make the best 
terms he could. The letter, so different in tone 
from what he had hoped, reached Sher 'Ali shortly 
before the English ultimatum expired ; but annoy
ance only led him ·to address Lytton in a tone of 
complaint. He was now to pay the penalty for the 
miscalculations of the Russian War Office, and its 
anxiety to have all things ready to move the instant 
the diplomatists asked for their passports. 

The campaign, which opened in November, 
r878; was short and brilliant. Roberts forced the 
Khurram Pass ; Stewart occupied Qandahar ; 
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Sher 'Ali fled into Turkestan and died ; his son, 
Y akub, opened negotiations ; and on May 26th, 
r 879, was signed the Treaty of Gandamak, which 
placed Afghan foreign relations under British 
control, ·admitted a British envoy to Kabul, and 
assigned to the British the district of Pishin as a 
bridgehead beyond the passes in consideration of a 
subsidy of six lakhs a year. The English seemed 
to have secured all they had desired. The peace 
was as moderate as the war had been successful. 
The Cabinet was delighted. Even Salisbury, who 
had been Lytton's severest critic, declared that his 
conduct had much facilitated the negotiations 
with Russia. Soldiers, however, doubted whether 
these negotiations had not been premature, and 
whether the Afghans really felt that they had been 
beaten. If that were so, the more brilliant the 
treaty, the Jess likely its faithful observance ; ~nd 
the choice of Kabul as the residence of the English 
agent was dubious and ill-omened. Lytton had 
intended to propose some other place, such as 
Herat ; but when Y akub himself expressly chose 
Kabul, no satisfactory ground was discovered for 
opposing his wishes. 

In itself the settlement was good and might 
perhaps have proved permanent but for the personal 
qualities of the Amir and the envoy. They were 
not the right men for their respective posts. Y akub 
had made some military reputation for himself by 
his defence of Herat during the wars of Sher 
'Ali. But those. who met him regarded him as 
shifty, unstable, lacking in character. " Sometimes," 
wrote Cavagnari, who had negotiated the treaty, 
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" I fancy that his intellect is weak, and he certainly 
is of a changeable temperament. . . . Some of 
[his] proposals indicate such a want of knowledge 
of state business that it is impossible not to feel 
anxious about his ability to manage the affairs of 
his kingdom in future." The defects of the envoy, 
Major Cavagnari, were just the opposite. He was 
a clever, energetic, imperious man, more fitted 
for war than diplomacy, more likely to do well in 
a position requiring action than in one demanding 
a high degree of tact and delicacy. 

He reached Kabul on July 24th, I 879, and was 
well received ; the Amir's band even tried to play 
"God save the Queen." But he soon found him
self regarded with suspicion. Y akub feared he 
would intrigue with the discontented nobles of 
whom there were plenty. Visitors to the Embassy 
were discouraged. The Afghan guard had orders 
to report the names of all who went thither. The 
envoy procured its removal, and urged Lytton to 
sanction the establishment of a dispensary, which 
would afford a decent excuse for those who came to 
see him. His activity led him to dictate, or at all 
events to appear to dictate, to the Amir. Early on 
September 3rd he was massacred by riotous troops. 
The degree of Yakub's complicity was never 
ascertained ; the Amir can neither be acquitted 
of complicity nor convicted of design ; but if it 
was not he who brought about the murder in 
quick disgust at the situation in which he found 
himself, it was instigated by ·dynastic enemies 
eager to see him hopelessly embroiled with his 
English protectors. 
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This disaster threw Afghan affairs once more into 
confusion. "The web of policy," wrote Lytton, 
"has been rudely shattered." Roberts once more 
marched to Kabul at the head of his troops and 
maintained himself there, despite Afghan attacks ; 
and in June of the next year he effected his famous 
march to relieve Qandahar, thought to be endangered 
by the disaster of Maiwand. But though British 
military predominance was thus maintained, it 
seemed that the policy of Gandamak must be aban
doned. Lytton had hoped to consolidate Afghan
istan under an Amir strong in British support ; 
Yakub lpd failed ; and there was at the moment 
no other eligible candidate. The alternative policy 
was that of disintegration. The region in which 
we were most interested was Qandahar, control of 
which meant at all times easy access to the Hindu 
Kush and its passes along the line of the Helmund. 
It was decided, therefore, to recognize a chief who 
seemed to have some prospect of establishing him
self at Qandahar, and to support him by establishing 
·a cantonment at Pishin. 

(8) The Settlement ·With 'Abd-ur-rahman.-How
ever, after this decision had been taken, but before 
Roberts' march to Oandahar, there returned to 
Afghanistan Sher 'Alii's long-exiled nephew, 'Abd
ur-rahman. He was at this time about 40 ; and as 
a young man he had.taken an active though thank
less part in the dynastic wars of 1864-68. He was 
decidedly the most able man whom the Barukzai 
family had produced since Dost 'Ali. Throughout 
his long exile of twelve years he had from his 
residence at ·Samarqand kept a close watch on the 
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progress of Afghan affairs. In r 878 Kaufmann had 
meant to establish him as Amir in case Sher 'Ali 
proved intractable ; and now, after the ruin of his 
plans, the Russian Governor-General saw no better 
scheme than to allow the refugee's return. 'Accord
ingly 'Abd-ur-rahman borrowed 2,ooo sovereigns, 

. bought roo horses, and set out on a Friday. The 
day after he was favoured with a sign. As he rode 
along, he heard the sound of a multitude of horse
men following him, who presently joined his ranks 
and then passed on ahead. "By this," he said, 
" I reasoned that God had cleared my way for me," 
and would either overthrow the English, or turn 
their hearts. He quickly got into touch with the 
English authorities, and was negotiating for his 
recognition as Amir when Lytton was replaced by 
a new Viceroy. 

The Beaconsfield Government had fallen on 
April 28th, r88o; and Cranbrook and Lytton 
had been replaced by Hartington as ·Secretary of 
State and Ripon ;J.S Viceroy. The change had 
turned much on foreign policy. On reaching India 
Ripon ransacked the records of his predecessor 
in the hope of finding something discreditable ; 
he believed Lytton had been sent out with the 
deliberate intention of annexing Afghanistan ; 
nothing was too wild for him to credit ; but his 
own policy was such as Lytton himself would have 
recommended. He came to terms with 'Abd-ur
rahman; he secured control of the foreign relations 
of Afghanistan ; he retained Pishin. It is true 
that'he abandoned the demand for a British envoy, 
but the control of foreign relations made that the 

L 
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less necessary. Ripon's own party was loud in 
denunciation. The. Queen's Speech in I 88 I 
formally announced the speedy retrocession of 
Pishin. But Ripon was able to persuade the Secretary 
of State of the need of keeping it. Like Lytton, he 
held that it was necessary to be able either to 
support or control the Amir ; like Lytton he held 
that a strong position at Pishin was the best vantage
ground from which the observance and mainten
ance of any treaty with the Amir could be secured ; 
and that the "abandonment of Pishin would in all 
probability be followed in ten years' time by another 
Afghan .war. He even gave a strong hint that he 
would rather resign his office than overrule his 
Council in such a cause. At last, therefore, the matter 
was qui'etly dropped. 

The Second Afghan War has frequently been 
condemned as a war of aggression, and as a .war 
that failed of its object. But as we recede from 
party strife•and the desirability of a party triumph, 
it becomes possible to survey the matter more 
judicially than either Gladstone or Beaconsfield 
could do. It was clearly a war to which many had 
contributed. As a background we have the anxiety 
of both England and Russia fot predominance in 
Afghanistan, ·based in England on Imperial, in 
Russia on European considerations. We have 
Lawrence and Northbrook making little of that 
anxiety, and directing their policy as though the 
conditions were those of the previous century ; we 
have Kaufmann eagerly taking advantage of the 
opening offered ; we have Salisbury and Lytton 
striving to recover the lost ground. All this evidently 
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pointed to a time when a crisis in Europe would 
cause more active Russian interference, and when 
England would have to fight unless she was content 
to see Afghanistan fall into the condition of Bokhara 
and Khiva. Nor was the war fruitless, though it 
was marked by misfortune. The Russianized Amir 
was expelled ; the new Amir had lived long enough 
in Turkestan to have learnt to prefer his less active 
neighbour ; further, the war indicated what should 
never have been in doubt, that there were limits to 
our patience ; and it secured the Afghan alliance 
for more than a generation. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE REVOLUTION OF ALLIANCES 

THE later history of Indian foreign policy is much 
more complicated than the episodes which we have 
hitherto been considering, and reflects more closely 
than ever the European political situation. Until 
the Second Afghan War Russia was the antagonist 
on whom our eyes were fixed ; but in the 'eighties 
France, under the restless guidance of Jules Ferry, 
resumed for a while her ancient role of rival in the 
colonial world, while German ambitions too, made 
themselves felt, though, 'so far as India was con
cerned, rather through their influence on Russian 
and French and Turkish policy than as a direct 
force. The Government of India thus was com
pelled to look to the safety not only of the North
West frontier towards Afghanistan, but also to 
that of the South-East towards Burma and Indo
China, and to that of the North towards Tibet, 
until in the early years of the 2oth century, England, 
France and Russia agreed to sink their remoter 
differences in preparation for the struggle of I 9 I 4· 
So that, though the ensuing years down to the 
outbreak of the Anglo-German war were character
ized bv a lull not unlike that which followed on the 
Afgha~ War of I 8 3 9, they formed but a preparatory 
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period for the threat of Germany in Europe and of 
Pan-Islam in Asia. 

The events of the period from I 8 8o to I 9 I 8 
group themselves round four major episodes. 
The first series includes the events in Central 
Asia leading up to the Panjdeh crisis, and the 
delimitation of the Russo-Afghan frontier ; the 
second, the growth of Anglo-French dissensions 
leading to the annexation of Upper Burma ; the 
third, the resumption of the forward policy on the 
North and North-West leading to the Tibet 
expedition ; and the fourth, the resolution of these 
particular difficulties, first by an understanding 
with France, and then by an understanding with 
Russia, but involving the appearance of another • 
source of external danger. 

I. The European Situation.-The first two of 
these series of events were almost simultaneous, 
and in part related, for the crisis in each developed 
out of European rather than Asiatic causes. At 
this time Europe was peculiarly full of cross
currents. Germany was uncertain of the friendship 
of Austria, and certain of the hostility of France ; 
while both. France and Germany were eager to 
secure as much of Africa as possible, and Germany 
was casting covetous eyes over the Pacific, so that 
England, already at feud with Russia over Con
stantinople and Central Asia, found herself involved 
in difficulties with the other two great European 
powers as well. Of the three opponents, the most 
astute was Germany, up.der the masterful control 
of Bismarck ; and although he valued colonies 
lighter than the bones of a single :Pomeranian 
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grenadier, he had no scruples in encouraging both_ 
France and Russia to keep England busy so as to 
secure greater freedom of action for himself. 
France under Jules Ferry needed little encourage
ment ; and Russia was reassured as to her European 
frontiers by the secret treaty concluded with 
Bismarck in I 8 84, while British policy was em
barrassed by emergent questions in New Guinea, 
at Angra Pequena, in Madagascar, and above all 
in Egypt, where it had to encounter not only 
French counteraction, but also the formidable 
Mahdist movement. These circumstances formed 
the background alike of the events leading to the 
Panjdeh crisis, and of those leading to the Third 

• Burmese War. 
2. Merv.-In Central Asia the Russians were 

acutely conscious of the set-back they had received 
owing to the precipitancy of Stolietoff's negotiations 
at Kabul with their promises or u!lderstandings 
that could not be fulfilled ; and the Government at 
Tashkend continued to increase its expenditure, 
and to push forward its frontiers until at last it 
began to encroach on what had till then been 
regarded as Afghan territory. The method of pro
gress continued to be the same as before. Russian 
measures always professed to be inspired by the 
need of protecting and developing trade, although 
the Government of Turkestan was purely military, 
and though Russian generals were never dis
tinguished for their interest in commerce ; and 
their advances were always due to pure accident, 
always unforeseen by those who carried them into 
effect, always explicable as the natural result of 
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the neighbourhood of nomadic tribes, and the 
consequent impossibility of a fixed frontier, always 
innocent of political motive though usually co
inciding with a political crisis. 

The occupation of Merv notably illustrates these 
peculiar features. Merv is an oasis lying some 
hundred and fifty miles south-west of the Oxus, 
and about . the same distance from the Zvlfiqar 
Pass on the way to Herat. In former days it had 
been a place of importance, where Alp Arslan had 
set up his capital and J enghiz Khan had pillaged. 
The dessication of Central Asia had diminished its 
extent and fertility, but it was g.enerally regarded 
as a stage on the way towards Herat, therefore 
still deemed of great political importance. The 
English made more than one representation on the 
subject at St. Petersburg ; and the Russians gave 
more than one assurance. In I 8 8 I, Sir Charles 
Dilke announced that Kaufmann had been replaced 
as Governor-General of Turkestan by a less pro
gressive general ; and in the following year D~ 
Giers assured the British Ambassador that Russia 
had no intention whatever at present of advancing 
towards Sarakhs or Merv. " •.. The influence of 
Russia was entirely devoted," he said, " to. the 
establishment of a firm and permanent peace in 
that region." However, in curious contradiction 
to the statements of the Russian Foreign Office, 
the authorities of Tashkend were already in com
munication with the chiefs of Merv. On December 
2 2nd, I 8 8 I, had been signed a treaty by which 
Persia handed over to Russian control territory 
lying westward of. the oasis, which thus was threat-
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erie.d with. encirclement ; and at the very moment 
of De Giers' assurances, a Russian agent, Alikanoff, 
was at Merv, with a merchant's caravan conducting 
secret negotiations ... In 1 8 84, when Sudan affairs 
were attracting great attention and the treaty with 
Germany had been signed, His Imperial Majesty 
resolved to' accept the allegiance which the chiefs 
of: Merv were said to have offered him. The offer 
was described as unsolicited ; and the whole business 
as an act of the local administration brought about 
by circumstances without any political premeditation. 
Gladstone's Government protested. It felt that 
these overmastering circumstances must have been 
brought about by the local administration. But 
its protests met the fate that empty protests have 
always encountered. In Lord Curzon's words, 
"The flame of diplomatic protest blazed fiercely 
forth in England, but after a momentary combustion 
was, as usual, extinguished by a flood of excuses 
from the inexhaustible reservoirs of the Neva." 
When the Russian War Office produced a map 
showing the Russian frontier in close proximity to 
Herat, the Russian Foreign Office surpassed itself 
in innocent disclaimers. 

3· Panjdeh.-However, our anxiety and rep
resentations about Central Asia were not wholly 
fruitless, though in truth the fruit was small and 
sour. Ripon as Governor-General had urged on 
the Cabinet the importance of obtaining a formal 
treaty with Russia securing Afghanistan from the 
influence of its intrigues. The Cabinet did not 
agree, probably because it recognized the difficulty 
of composing English and Russian policy in 
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Europe, and suggested as an alternative encouraging 
Persia to occupy Merv. Ripon had small difficulty 
in showing that this expedient was worthless. 
Hartington rejoined from the India Office, then 
why not occupy and fortify Herat ourselves ? It is 
not a little curious to find such a proposal flowing 
from the pen of a statesman who, if he had found a 
letter of Lytton's advocating such a course, would 
have demanded the head of that unfortunate Viceroy 
on a charger. Hartington himself realized the 
inconsistency, and hastily withdrew his proposal 
by the next mail ; but in the end the discussions 
led to conversations between Granville, the Foreign 
Secretary, and Lobanoff, the Russian Ambassador. 
The general principle of delimiting the Russo
Afghan boundaries was admitted without difficulty. 
Lumsden and Zelenoi were named respectively as 
chiefs of the two commissions ; but considerable 
differences emerged as to what was and what was 
not Afghan territory, and what territorial rights 
had been gained by the Russians in virtue of 
occupying Merv. They claimed all the territory 
over which the Sarik Turkomans,had been wont to 
graze their flocks. This would have given them 
Shugnan, Maimena and Panjdeh. The Turkomans 
had been accustomed to pay tribute to. Kabul, 
but were very willing to deny it ; the Russians 
claimed that the Afghans were demanding territory 
which they might perhaps have held a couple of 
centuries earlier ; and as soon as Lumsden had set 
out for his post, the Russians announced that their 
Commissioner was too ill to proceed, that the idea 
of leaving the Commission to enquire into large 
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differences was preposterous, and that before any
thing could be done on the spot, a narrower zone 
must be defined in Europe to form the limit of the 
Commissions' enquiries. While the English Com
missioner was waiting in North Afghanistan for 
his . Russian colleague, Russian officers were 
pushing forward to convert their claims into 
realities. They occupied the Zulfiqar Pass, and 
were close. to Panjdeh when it was occupied by 
Afghan troops. 

Thus in the early part of I 8 8 5 Russian and 
Afghan troops were actually facing each other. 
The Russian military party was highly indignant 
at the idea of submitting Russian claims to a 
Boundary Commission ; and the General on the 
spot, Romanoff, was keenly looking out for a pretext 
for attacking the Afghans. On March 30th a 
collision took place ; the Afghans were expelled 
from Panjdeh with some loss, and the telegraph 
line from Meshed to Teheran was interrupted
by an odd coincidence-at this very moment, 
so that the English reports on the occurrence were 
materially delayed . 

.At this time the Amir, 'Abd-ur-rahman, was at 
Rawul-pindi conferring with the new Viceroy, Lord 
Dufferin. He showed less emotion than Lord 
Dufferin' had expected ; but though the Viceroy 
was an experienced and skilful diplomatist, he failed 
in this case to divine what was passing in the other's 
mind. The great refusal of the English Government 
to appeal from this insult to arms greatly lowered 
English character in the Amir's mind, but it would
evidently have been madness to fight without 
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English aid, and, as the Amir said, " I was not a 
man to get excited, and therefore took the matter 
calmly as a lesson for the future." Never, perhaps, 
was Mr. Gladstone's peculiar talent for getting out 
of a difficulty more evidently displayed than in his 
management of the crisis. The aggressive, and, 
indeed, studiously insolent nature of the Russian 
conduct, roused deep feeling in England, while in 
Russia the military party had the ear of the Emperor. 
But Gladstone placated the British war-party by 
asking for a vote of eleven million pounds ; he 
placated the Emperor by proposing to refer the 
question to the arbitration of the King of Denmark. 
The credit lapsed ; the Emperor agreed to the 
arbitration on condition (it is said) that it should 
never be held ; Panjdeh was forgotten in the horrors 
of Khartoum; and the Russians agreed to retire 
from the Zultiqar Pass where they had no business on 
condition of retaining Panjdeh to which they had no 
right. After this the Boundary Commission was 
allowed to meet, and the Northern boundary of 
Afghanistan was laid down. Thus, as 'Abd-ur
rahman wrote with polite irony, " The knots that 
were tied with regard to the Afghan frontier were 
untied with the tips of the 'fingers of excellent 
measures." 

4· The Annexation of Upper Burma.-Probably 
both the admirer and the critic of Gladstone would 
agree in saying (each with his different inflection) 
that his policy in this affair was not glorious but safe. 
The troubles ending with the annexation of Upper 
Burma came to a head during the ministry of his 
successor, Lord Salisbury, while Lord Randolph 
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Churchill was Secretary of State for India ; and 
perhaps the same epithets may be applied here also. 
There were, besides, other and much closer resem
blances. The definite idea underlying the whole of 
the British foreign policy in India, ever since the 
British first attained a predominance in that region, 
has been to keep other European powers at arm's 
length ; and this was the motive that came into 
play in Burma as well as in Afghanistan in the 
mid 'eighties of the last century. 

Our earlier difficulties on the South-East had 
been of an entirely different nature. Amherst and 
Dalhousie, in their respective wars with the Bur
mese Kingdom, had been driven on by Burmese 
attempts to encroach on British rights or on the rights 
of British allies. The Golden Foot in his barbaric 
seclusion had no means of estimating the relative 
powers of his own State and that which he attacked ~ 
and while the Government of India could at all times 
have afforded to smile at his impotent attempts, 
it had not seemed wise to allow an exaggerated idea 
of its patience to spread abroad. Thus the Burmese 
King had lost the districts of Tenasserim and Aracan 
in I 8 2 6, and of Pegu thirty years later. He had, 
however, never condescended to recognize the 
second loss; and even when in I862 hehad entered 
into a treaty of friendship with the Government of 
India, no reference had been made to the territory 
recently transferred by force of arms. About this 
time, however, another event had occurred, destined 
to invest Burma with greater political importance 
than it intrinsically possessed. In I 8 58 the French 
and Spanish had entered on a war with the so-called 
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Emperor of Annam on account of the ill-treatment 
of Christians and missionaries in his dominions. The 
French thus acquired provinces which have grown 
into Indo-China ; the gradual extension of their 
influence brought them into ultimate proximity to 
Upper Burma, as the independent kingdom was 
called ; and this led to attempts on the part of the 
French to develop further relations. When a treaty 
had been negotiated at Paris in I873, the agent, sent 
to Mandalay in I 8 7 4 to secure the ratification of 
the Golden Foot, took upon himself to sign a new 
convention of so objectionable a character that the 
English Government at once intervened and secured 
tts drsavowal.. -

For the moment this alarm led to nothing further. 
But several difficulties emerged with the Burmese 
themselves. For instance, there were troubles over 
the trade monopolies which the King established, 
greatly to the injury of English traders at Rangoon ; 
and though a treaty was made in 1 8 67 l::iy which the 
King promised to abolish them all, save those in 
kerosine-earth-oil, as it was then called-teak 
and gems, yet another cause of difference appeared. 
The English Resident at Mandalay had always 
been required to take off his shoes and sit in the 
Royal presence, with his feet behind him. In I 8 7 5 
orders were given to discontinue this practice, 
and thereafter the Resident was never admitted to 
the Palace, and had to transact all his business 
through the Ministers. In· I 8 7 8, when King Thibaw 
succeeded to the throne, the accession was celebrated 
by the violent removal of all likely rivals ; and the 
English expressions of displeasure at this primitive 
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conduct led shortly after to the withdrawal of the 
Resident altogether from Mandalay. Thibaw was 
not even a vigorous king, as his conduct on his 
accession would have suggested. H_is Gov~rnment 
fell into confusion. The old Royal monopolies were 
revived and extended. Negotiations were more 
than once attempted at Mandalay and by means 
of missions to Calcutta ; but. all attempts to rett..ch an 
understanding broke against the adamantine self
conceit of the Golden Foot. 

In these circumstances, the idea of seeking French 
help, and of playing off the Eastern against the 
Western neighbour was obvious and inevitable. 
Burmese missions proceeded to France in I 8 7 8 and 
I 8 8 3, and the latter concluded a new treaty. The 
English Cabinet made representations at Paris. 
We had special interest's in Upper Burma whiclt 
we could not allow to be jeopardized. The French 
answer was polite but unconvincing. Our relations 
with France were at this time embittered by 
numerous colonial differences. The· two nations 
were, in fact, quarrelling about the Upper Niger, 
and the administration of Egypt. In Madagascar 
in 1 8 8 3 a series of unfortunate incidents had taken 
place, the French admiral ordering the British flag 
to be hauled down, boarding a British vessel, and 
confining a British missionary. The encouragement 
given to Burmese intrigue was therefore regarded 
as another illustration of the same aggressive spirit. 
In I 8 8 s-the coincidence with the Russian troubles 
is striking-rumours spread abroad of French 
concessions in Burma. There was to be a railway 
built from Mandalay into French territory ; there 
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was to be a French bank, intended it would seem, 
for the profitless business of lending money to King 
Thibaw ; there was to be a fleet of French steamers 
on the Ira waddy. Some concessions had undoubtedly 
been made to French citizens with the active, though 
possibly unauthorized, concurrence of the French 
Consul. The English view of all this was that " the 
establishment by France of a dominant and ex
clusive influence in Upper Burma would involve 
such serious consequences to our own Burmese 
possessions and to· India, that it should be pre
vented even at the risk of hostilities'with Manda-
lay." / 

Just at this time, when the Government of India 
was regarding his conduct with such strong disfavour, 
Thibaw (like Sher 'Ali in like circumstances) felt 
strong enough to give his powerful neighbour 
material cause of offence. He imposed a fine of ten 
lakhs .on the Bombay-Burma Trading Corporation 
-a punishment attributed to an offer made by or 
through the French Consul to take over the Cor
poration lease of the teak forests. Dufferin, the 
Viceroy, demanded a~ enquiry. The demand was 
refused. An ultimatum was issued which expired 
on November roth, I 8 86 ; on the 28th of that 
month Thibaw surrendered himself to the English 
troops, and the Kingdom of Burma was merged in 
the Indian Empire. 

5. Frontier Polic_y.-Thus British India had been 
threatened on both sides with inconveniently near 
European neighbours. However, to tell the truth, 
the South-Eastern threat had been rather in the 
nature of a temporary annoyance than a permanent 
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danger ; but the North-Western threat was an 
undoubted menace that needed constant attention 
and was not susceptible of the simple remedy that 
Dufferin and Churchill applied in Burma. The 
Conservative administrations that determined British 
policy in the last decade of the nineteenth century 
were well aware of this ; and their management of 
affairs, as might have been anticipated from the 

. fate of Burma, was characterized by a much firmer 
tone than that of the Gladstonian administration. 
They displayed much anxiety, for instance, to secure 
the best attainable position from which to repel any 
attack by Russia, and to reduce the importance of 
Russian intrigues in Afghanistan orelsewhere. This 
meant a complete transformation of front.ier policy, 
such as Lytton had contemplated but been unable to 
carry out. Hitherto the only forward move had been 
the occupation of Quetta, and there still remained 
a belt of some 25,ooo square miles of tribal lands 
controlled by neither the Amir nor the Government 
of -India, and touching at its Northern end on 
Russian territory. A forward policy involved a 
definite settlement of the Afghan boundaries on the 
side of India, the reduction of the tribal lands 
(so far as possible) to order, and the construction of 
strategic railways. This new policy was defined and 
introduced, thol!gh not completed, by Lord 
Lansdowne who was Governor-General from I 8 8 8 
to I 8 9 3, and Lord Roberts, the Commander-in
Chief of the Bengal Army at that time. 

The first of their objects-the settlement of the 
Afghan frontier-was not immediately secured. The 
Amir, 'Abd-ur-rahman regarded British activity 
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on the frontier with suspicion ; and he was besides 
much engaged with a rebellion on. the part of his 
son, Ishaq Khan ; so that the first proposal, made in 
I 8 8 8, fell through. lt was then proposed to send 
Lord Roberts, in I 892 ; but in this case the Amir 

.regarded the envoy with suspicion, and contrived 
to evade his reception. In the following year, 
however, the mission of Sir Mortimer Durand 
succeeded in ~aying down a line to separate Afghan~ 
and Indian influence ; the concession was bought 
by raising the Amir's subsidy from twelve to 
eighteen lakhs a year, and the Amir agreed not to 
interfere with the tribes on the Indian side of the 
line-notably the Afridis in the Khyber, the 
W aziris, and the tribes in the regions of Swat, 
Bajaur, Dir and Chitral running up to the Russian 
territory in the ~amirs. In the same year a formal 
protectorate was declar~d over Gilgit and Chitral 
in order to block the attempts at Russian penetration 
which seemed probable. 

At first this ·activity led to. several frontier 
campaigns-in I 895 there was the Chitral affair, and 
in 1897 the serious outbreak which involved the 
operations of the Malakand Field Force against 
the Mohmands and the Tirah compaign against the 
Afridis. But gradually the situation quieted down. 
This process was much assisted by an improved 
distribution of the regular military forces. These 
had been scattered about somewhat at haphazard, 
frequently in small detachments in isolated or almost 
isolated posts. Under Lord Curzon's Government 
these were concentrated in reserve, while the ad
vanced posts were occ~pied by tribal levies. This 
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was a great improvement, though, in fact, it was 
scarcely the complete success that it was claimed 
to be ; and when the tribal levies failed to per
~orm their duties, or the Khyber Rifles developed 
a habit of shooting their Adjutant, the outside world 
heard nothing of it. " There is a great deal to be 
said," Minto wrote to the Secretary of State, "for 
the system [Lord Curzon J inaugurated, which was 

• a substitution of tribal levies for regular trooops, in 
the hope of interesting the tribes themselves in the 
defence of the frontier. But neither the border 
police nor the levies have been capable of filling 
the position from which the troops were with
drawn "; and he goes on to point out that when a 
large force of troops had had to be employed against 
the Mahsuds, the campaign had been called, not 
an expedition, but a blockade. 

The improved distribution of forces was accom
panied and facilitated by the construction of 
strategic railways-to Dargai at the foot of the 
Malakand, to Jamrud at the entrance to the Khyber ; 
and to Thai, at the mouth of the Khurram Valley, 

. though these by no means exhausted the demands of 
the military authorities. 

And, lastly, the trans-Indus districts were , 
separated from the Punjab and formed into the 
North-West Frontier Province administered by a 
Chief Commissioner immediately under the orders 
of the Governor-General. This, like so much else 
that· was done on the frontier, was based on projects 
originally· devised by Jacob, Frere, Green and · 
Lytton. Lytton's plan had had a much wider 
scope, and would have involved placing both sections 
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of the frontier-Pathan and Baluch-under one 
authority. Lord Curzon's scheme was limited to 
the northern section. In itself it was an excellent 
measure. While the administration of the Punjab 
was rapidly assuming the regular, formal and report
ridden character of the older British provinces, it 
was but wise to exempt from these changes the 
exposed districts where a . vigorous executive re
mained an essential need, and where the personality 
of the administrator counted for much more than 
laws and regulations. 

6. Tibet.-While the North-West was being 
prepared against a Russian attack, the same insidious 
danger was scented from a· line farther to the East, 
where the territory of Buddhist Tibet marched with 
the Indian border among the hills. Under the 
nominal suzerainty of China, the country was 
really a theocracy. The Government was supposed 
to reside in the principal religious functionary called 
the Dalai Lama, whose soul at death was believed to 
be instantly reincarnate irt the body of some child 
born at that time. Thus the death of a Dalai Lama 
was always the signal for a regency,'· conducted by a 
council of principal Lamas. Such a system, on the 
whole, much reduced the young Dalai Lama's 
chances of ever growing up ; and throughout the 
nineteenth century his soul was almost entirely 
restricted to animating the bodies of the very young. 
About I 898, however, the existing vehicle of the 
Dalai Lama's soul succeeded in overthrowing the 
council and growing up. This must be mainly 
attributed to the fact that ne'had fallen under the 
influence of Dorjieff, a Russian Buddhist, to whom 
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his protege's survival was an evident condition of 
his own power. 

The revolution, for it was no less; was followed by 
Tibetan missions to Russia .. These were sent in 
I 89 8, in I 900, in I 90 I. About the same time it was 
alleged that the Russians had entered into a secret 
convention with China on the subject of Tibet. 
Diplomatic enquiries elicited diplomatic denials of all 
political action. It is indeed conceivable that the 
Russian statements were true. But it was entirely 
consistent with experience elsewhere to regard them 
as something less than the whole truth. 

These suspicions, natural in themselves, could 
not be cleared. away by information from Tibet, for 
we had no agents there, and all intercourse was 
sedulously declined. Attempts were made to reach an 
understanding directly; attempts were made through 
the Chinese officials at Lhasa ; attempts were made 
through the Chinese Government at Pekin. A trade 
agreement was made, and a place selected as a mart 
Of exchange between the two countries ; but the 
Tibetans forbade their people to go near it. Boundary 
pillars were set up ; the Tibetans threw them down. 
At last Lord Curzon considered that the situation 
only could be met by sending a mission with a 
sufficient escort to 'Lhasa. After prolonged discus
sion it was sent under Colonel Y ounghusband in 
.1904. At one point the Tibetans attempted to stop 
its progress ; they were repulsed with heavy and 
regrettable loss ; the mission entered Lhasa on 
August 3rd, and a treaty was made under which a 
commercial agent was to be maintained at Lhasa, an 
indemnity of seventy-five lakhs paid at the rate of 
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one 1akh a year, and the Chumbi Valley occupied' 
till the payments had been completed. In making 
these terms Colonel Y ounghusband exceeded his 
instructions, though the error lay far more in the 
ignorance with which the instructions had been 
drawn than in the solution he had adopted. This 
was recognized in India more clearly than in 
England, and produced a lively dispute between the 
Governor-General and the Secretary of State) in 

. which the Secretary of State had the last word. 
7· The German Menace.-The expedition to 

Tibet marks the temporary disappearance of this 
particular phase of Indian foreign policy, for about 
this time the German menace began to overshadow 
Europe. In India it seemed remote ; and it was 
some time before political opinions could adjust 
themselves to the new circumstances. Indeed, it 
took a long time in London, where the pressure of 
events was much closer. But even in India there 
were signs and portents.. There was, for exampl_e, 
the Baghdad Railway scheme, towards which neither 
party could really define its policy. In India itself _ 
it was odd to find the German Consul-General, 
belm;ging, not to the consular, but to the diplomatic 
service, with an establishment like that of a great 
embassy, with its attaches, military and otherwise, 
not at all in keeping with the humble role of a 
Consul. 

Already in I 893 we ,had begun to clear up our 
differences with France, for that year marks the 
opening of the discussions which succeeded in I 896 
in terminating our disputes in Further India. But 
1904, the year of Y ounghusband's appearance in 
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Lhasa, was the turning ~ear of the new policy. 
England and France in that year renewed their 
declarations of amity ; and King Edward met 
M. Isvolsky at Copenhagen. The attainment of an 
understanding with Russia was a long and difficult 
process, and was not completed until the Convention 
of August 31st, 1907,.by which Persia was divided 
into zones of interest, England agreed not to change 
the status of the Amir and Russia to communicate 
with him through English channels, and both 
countries promised to refrain from interference in 
Tibet. 

The attainment of the object had been so far as 
possible resisted by German diplomacy. It was also 
a matter on which the English and Indian authorities 
had held very different views and failed to convince 
or persuade one another. In 1906, when the matter 
first reached the stage of formal negotiations, the 
Indian view was that Russia should explicitly 
recognize Afghanistan as outside her sphere of 
interests, and agree to conduct all her relations with . 
that country through British channels ; that she 
should agree to make no further extensions of her 
strategic railways, already felt to be so directly 
menacing ; that she should promise to abstain 
from all interference in Tibet ; and that she should 
recognize our preponderating interests in Southern 
Persia and the Persian Gulf. Minto further pointed 
out that unless he was authorized to discuss the 
pr~ject with the Amir, Habib-ul-lah, who had 
succeeded his father, 'Abd-ur-rahman in I 90 I, 

the proceedings would almost certainly arouse 
Afghan suspicion and perhaps Afghan hostility. 
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The last suggestion was wholly rejected, as likely 
to delay and perhaps :to ruin negotiations that in 
any case were certain to be long and difficult ; and 
other English proposals also aroused outspoken 
criticisms in the Indian Foreign Department. For 
instance, it was proposed, and no efforts in India 
could get rid of the clause, that the Russian and 
Afghan frontier authorities should discuss and 
settle local and non-political matters. The history 
of the recent past strongly suggested that this was 
opening a very dangerous door to political intrigue. 
Who would guarantee that the intercourse would 
be limited to non-poli~ical subjects ? And besides, 
such a proposal was contrary to the declared wishes 
of the Amir. He might, as Minto said, be quite 
willing to wink at such communications when really 
necessary, but that was a very different thing from 
his sanctioning them in accordance with an agree
ment between Russia and Great Britain, in which 
he had never been consulted. 

Then again there was a proposal that neither 
England nor Russia should extend their strategic 
railways for a period of ten years. Even if observed 
with the utmost fidelity it was disadvantageous, 
because the Russian scheme was practically com
plete, the English one was not, and so the Russians 
were getting something for nothing, whfle the agree
menf would obstruct the development of frontier 
railways with all 'their civilizing influences,. and 
hinder the formation of protection not only against 
Russian, but also against Pan-Islamic schemes. 

This. was dropped ; : and a still more astonishing 
clause, to the effect that, in the event of any change 
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in the political status of Afghanistan, the two 
Governments would enter into a friendly interchange 
of views, greatly modified. Such a proposal bore 
evident marks of having been framed in Europe. 
Its adoption must have been fatal to English 
friendship with the Amir, to whom it could have 
borne no other meaning than that his two great 
neighbours at a convenient season would unite to 
despoil him. Instead of this was adopted the much 
less harmful declaration that England had no 
intention of changing the political status of her 
ally. 

Even so, Minto had a great, and in a narrow sense, 
·a justified distrust of the Convention and the policy 
which underlay it. " I do not believe," he wrote, 
" that she (Russia) is capable of controlling the 
movements of her frontier officers in those regions 
. . . and whatever bargain she may enter into with 
us, I have no doubt that her officers will continue 
to perfect their variqus forms of advance on the 
frontiers of India." And again, " I wouldn't 
bargain with Russia in Central Asia on any account 
-she has too many opportunities of getting the 
best of us, and the risks of a mistake are too great." 
At the very time the negotiations were going for
ward,. the Russian authorities at Tashkend were 
demanding of the Amir the reason of his recent 
visit to India. It is true that Minto looked at the 
matter in that narrower aspect 'which alone was 
visible in Asia at the time. " This country cannot 
have two foreign policies," Morley replied ; bu':. 
the latter seems himself neither to. have explained 
nor jndeed to have under~tood the meaning of the 
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alternative policy which he forced upon the Govern
ment of India, and which was founded on European 
and not Asiatic conditions. He repeats again and 
again that he is not member of the Potsdam Party ; 
but he sneers at men who suspected Germany of 
designs on the Persian Gulf and at the Foreign 
Office for seeing the German finger in every pie. · 
All this is entirely in keeping with that attitude of 
mind which dictated his resignation of office in I 9 I 4; 
but it illustrates also the curious manner in which 
eveL1 Cabinet Ministers with the best and latest 

· information before them, may misapprehend alike 
the meaning of the circumstances around them, and 
the meaning of their own conduct. 

Even the most skilful foreign policy is more 
usually a choice of evils than the selection of advan
tages. In the present case the prospective need of a 
European coalition involved Indian policy in new 
difficulties. The Muslim peoples had felt the 
influence of telegraph and railway like other sections 
of the world. They had steadily been growing more 
and more conscious of their religion as a bond of 
union against the progress of the Western powers ; 
and had inclined more and more to regard the Sultan 
of Turkey as their leader, as the Shadow of God and 
Khalif of the age.. The hostility between Russia 
and the Turks was unabated ; and thus the growing 
differences between the old allies England and 
Turkey, arising out of the vehement and possibly 
one-sided humanitarianism of Mr. Gladstone and 
the lat~r Radicals, were confined arid strengthened. 
German influence replaced British at Constantinople. 
India's Muslim neighbours, especially the Afghans, 
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were inclined in the same direction. The Amir 
had not been con~ulted before the Convention of 
I 907 had been settled ; and he regarded this 
union of his two great neighbours with a natural 
suspicion. This was not the fault of the Government 
of India, which had put forward his claim to be 
consulted. It was not the fault of the Foreign Office 
which had been willing that the Amir should be 
consulted before the final seal was put to the treaty . 

. It was the fault of the Secretary of State for India, 
who, with characteristic narrowness, insisted that 
there was no need because the Russian Convention· 
involved no departure fr9m the treaty which the 
Amir had accepted in I 90 5. He seems to have 
overlooked the fact that the Convention introduced 
a new and unexpected element into the conditions 
under which the Amir's treaty had been signed. 

This aspect of affairs was an ever-growing source 
of anxiety to the Government of India. At the very 
time that the Home Government were contem
plating a proposal to Russia to suspend the con
struction of strategic railways, and when a little 
later Morley was 'refusing funds for their con
struction, Pan-Islam was peculiarly active ; emis
saries were passing between the Sultan and Afghan
istan, and the Amir was preparing not only to 
re-arm his forces with the latest rifles· but also to 
develop the local facilities for the manufacture of 
artillery. 

Further, in Afghanistan, the position of the Amir 
was not too secure. Habib-ul-lah, though he 
imitated his father's severity of administration, had 
nothing of 'Abq-ur-rahman's talent for government. 
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He was, like many another inferior Eastern prince, 
deeply bitten by the craze of Western modernism. 
He even tried to dress the ladies of his zan ana in the 
fashions he had seen in Calcutta. This kind of thing 
gave him great unpopularity, especially when it 
contrasted with the bitter fanaticism and violent 
anti-British sentiments of his brother, Nasr-ul-lah. 
So the Amir's authority in his own country was 
always liable to come into conflict with a force over 
which he had ·little influence. The plot which ended 
his life in I 9 I 9 was not the first to be framed with 
that intention ; and there was a growing tendency 
in Afghanistan to identify the Amir with the 
English alliance, and the English alliance with 
religious laxity. 

The tendency thus set up was accentuated by the 
events of the German War. Open hostilities with 
Turkey necessarily deepened the, rising feeling of 
opposition between the British Empire and the 
Muslims ; the support given to the family of the 
Sharif of Mecca marked out Great Britain as the 
special friend of those who were regarded by most 
Muslim pilgrims as their .enemies, oppressors, and 
plunderers ; the revolution in Russia destroyed 
the alliance for which the friendship of Islam had 
been bartered ; and so the period closes with a 
foreign situation far more complicated and difficult 
than the Government of India had ever had to 
face before, supported by neither Russia nor Islam, 
and threatened with internal reactions in sympathy 
with the new Islamic fervour. 



jCHAPTER VII 

~THE NATIVE STATES 

THE Foreign ... DepartrnenC of the Government of 
India is not exclusively concerned with what we now 
regard as foreign affairs. It also manages the rela
tions between the Government of India and the 
Native States. This union of essentially different 
functions points back to the time when the Native 
States really were external powers, and the relations 
with Hyderabad really were of the same nature as the 

,,..:-relations with the Sikhs or with Afghanistan. The 
/ transformation of their .. former into their present 

status began, like -much else in .. Anglo-Indian 
history, with the administration of Lord Hastings ; 
but in great part it has been the work of the last 
two generations. In no branch of affairs has the 
development of policy been more evident. It was 
much less anomalous in I 8 58 to class the Indian 
princes with foreign states than it is to-day ; and 
indeed the anomaly has at last been officially 
recognized, for the department has now been sub
divided, with separate·. secretaries for each of the 
two great branches of the Viceroy's special and 
personal duties as Foreign Member of Council. 

In 18 58 the Native States were still isolated units. 
Their duties and the reciprocal obligations of the 
Government of India towards them were recorded in 

qo 
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separate treaties, of which one party claimed and 
the other exacted the most literal and precise inter
pretation. Where no treaty existed, no rights could 
be presumed. So late as I 869 a Parliamentary 
Under-Secretary could describe the attitude of a 
chief, the Nawab of Janjira, with whom the only 
treaty was an obsolete agreement to make joint 
war on pirates, as " partly courteous, partly appre
hensive, partly repellent. This attitude (he went on) 
our authorities respect, never interfering except 
when absolutely forced to do so. Although Jungera 
is so near Bombay, its rude independence is not 
tempered by the presence of a British resident." 
Some of the more important states, such as Oudh 
and Nagpore, had recently been absorbed in British 
India. Their future was ill-assured, their loyalty 
doubted, the policy pursued towards them uncertain, 
and at times almost capricious. But since I 8 58 no 
native states have been absorbed ; mapy of them 
have afforded ready help against external enemies ; 
and although the relations between them and the 
Government of India are still invested with great 
secrecy, it is clear that the course of policy has 
become niore orderly and regular. 

( 1) The San ads of Adoption.-In no respect is this 
clearer than in the question of succession. The 
Company's practice had varied widely. In the early 
19th century, when the Company's power was new, 
the generally recognized principle was that the 
succession was an internal matter which in itself 
did not interest the Company. The writings of the 
generation of Munro and Elphinstone show how 
general this idea was. In the words of the latter, 

N 
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" The succession, I conceive, was an internal affair 
in which the British Government.could _not interfere 
unless in a case which might affect the foreign 
relations of the state, or the general tranquillity 
of the country." When in I 8 2 5 Metcalfe recorded a 
minute expressing incidentally an opinion that it 
was the business of the Government of India to 
regulate the successions to Native States, the 
Company promptly disavowed the- principle. The 
Directors denied alike the right or the duty of 
judging the validity of princes' titles to succeed. 
But gradually a change set in~ In 18 34•the Company 
was ordering that on the failure of naturalfr heirs, 
consent should be given to the adoption of an heir 
only "as a special mark of approbation." Later on 
Dalhousie at once narrowed the application and 
intensified the employment of this principle by 
formulating the Doctrine of Lapse, under which 
chiefs specially dependent on the Company, as for 
example those who had been restored to their 
thrones after conquest, like Nagpur, or those created 
by an act of the British Government, like Mysore 
or Satara, were not entitled to make good by 
adoption the lack of sons to carry on their rule. 

But much criticism, to which the Mutiny was 
thought to add point, was aroused by,the vigour with 
which in the latter days of the Company's rule state 
after state-some under this doctrine, others for 
different reasons-was swept away, Moreover, from 
the first the Queen was greatly interested in the 
Princes of India. The Proclamation of I 8 58, drawn 
and redrawn under her particular directions, con
t(lined a clause declaring that the ~overeign desired 
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no further annexations of Indian te'rritory. But it 
was felt that this was not enough. In the past self
denying principles had-been laid down with the 
utmost formality-. by the .act of I 7 84, for instance 
-. but had been br9ken through by the strong force 
of circumstances. Something more was thought 
needful to allay the anxiety of Indian princes 
~egarding the matter of successions ; and finally 
the device of issuing special sanads-the Indian 
Jquivalent of letters patent-. was-adopted. These 
were issued to certain selected states, about qo in all. 
They were drafted in two forms-one for Hindu, 
and the other for Muslim princes. The· first 
sanctioned the practice of adoption by the Prince 
himself-· -thus excluding the legitimacy of adoption 
by a widow after ·her husband's death-where 
necessary to secure a successor. The second recog
nized any succession that "may be legitimate 
according to Muhammadan law." Both forms, 
however, declared these boons conditional on the 
loyalty of the Princes to the Crown and to their 
treaty engagements. It was not even then resolved 
that annexation was to be a thing of the past. 

But while Government thus forwent the claims 
that had formerly been put forward to escheatment 
under certain conditions, it "'has··asserted its para
mount authority in the matter .of. successions in 
no uncertain way. On that point, as we have seen, 
the Company in its earlier days put forward no 
pretensions. Later on, however, notably in the 
B.Q!k~§.UC~~W.ll~.§;,tJ,".th~ .doctx:ine was firmly 
declared that where ·a prince died without a son,.real 
or- adoptive, only the Government of India~could 
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select and appoint his successor. Und<;::r tge Crown 
the principle has_ been expounded in ."\Vider terms. 
" The succession to a Native State is _invalid," 
wrote the G~.vernment.._,of,,.Jn.,gi~ .... iD:{ .. J .. ~"~-4., '' until 
it receives in some form the sanction of the British 
authorities." Almost the same terms were used by 
the..Sec.teta:xr--..Qf,S.t;l.t~ .• iv,,~_." Every succession," 
he wrote, " must be recognized by the British 
Government, and no succession is valid . until 
recognition has been given." The Government of 
the Crown has then relaxed the practice but devel
oped and strengthened the theory of the Company's 
Government. It no longer supersedes a Native 
State on default of heirs ; but apparently even the 
most regular descent does not by itself constitute 
more than a claim to the most favourable con
sideration of the Government, and in theory an 
interregnum occurs on each demise, and lasts until 
the decision of Government has been expressed. 

(2) Annexation.-But failure of natural heirs had 
not constituted the only occasion on which native 
states had lapsed. Rulers had been deposed for mis
conduct-either the persistent misgovernment of 
their subjects or breach of their obligations to the 
paramount power. An example of the first is afforded 
by Oudh, of the second by Sind. 

The deposition of Indian princes for such reasons 
had provoked nearly as much comment as the Doctrine 
of Lapse itself, and the Queen· was-especially 
anxious that her Government should not be the 
occasion of controversies such as had marked the 
past. In 18 59 she was demanding of the Secretary 
of State whether means could not be found for 
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dealing in a more judicial manner with cases in 
which a native state was threatened with seques
tration, in order to " secure the Queen from acts 
being done in her name which might not be entirely 
justifiable, moraUy-·as .. welL.as. legally." In the 
following year, when Canning objected to the 
measures which Sir Charles Wood proposed with 
this object, she suggested that Canning himself 
should be asked to indicate a more suitable plan. 

I do not know what answer was returned ; but 
it seems reasonable to suppose ,that the .procedure 

~ollo1wedf. inh. t~~ 1,9-;j~~l)~~r4:~~~s the 
resu t o t 1s correspon ence. · t a events 1t was 
the first illustration of judicial methods being 
applied to these political cases. 

The Gaikwar' s case was briefly as follows : 
The ruling-prince, Mulhar •. Rao,. was incompetent. 
if not (as is more likely) insane. His state, mis
governed by his predecessors as well as by himself, 
was rapidly falling into great disorder. ij.. Com
mission of inquiry held in .1 874"found him guilty 
of ill-treating his late brother's relatives, of torturing 
women, and of extorting money from the wealthy 
merchants of his state. In the following year he 
was accused of attempting to poison the Resident, 
Colonel Phayre. A mixed court was then con
stituted to try him on this charge. It consisted of 
three British officials along with the Maharajahs 
of Gwalior and Jaipur, Sir Dinkar Rao and Sir 
Salar Jang. This court could not reach a unanimous 
decision ; but the Gaikwar was deposed on the 
charge of misgovernment. 

Nor was the novel type of procedure the only 
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departure from precedent afforded by the case. 
Under the Company Baroda would probably have 
been annexed like the Carnatic in I 8 o I .. or Oudh 
in I 8 s6. But Baroda was not. annexed; 'instead_ of 
that the Governmen~ of India selected a young ·. 
kinsman of the Gaikwar, declared him to be the 
successor of the deposed prince, and chose Sir 
Madhava Rao to administer the ,state during the 
boy's_mif!p..rity. This was a most significant depar-

, ture, and one well calculated to earn the gratitude 
of every Indian chief. As Holkar said to Daly 
when discussing this very episode before Govern
ment had declared its intentions, " The person for 
the time being is little ; the state with its rights is 
the point for consideration." The Gaikwar's case 
suggests that even in a case of flagrant misgovern
ment, the individual may be punished for his 
faults, but the state will not be extinguished. 
. The-matter_ is .put .in a.stilLmore striking light 

by t1tr..J)iJ.fl,i&~r z~?eJl~: ol!lf~i·~~$ .. Manipur ish' a 
sma an ummportant state, ymg up among t e 
hills of Assam.· The chief was expelled from his 
territory by a rebellion. The Commissioner of 
Assam was sent with a small escort to enquire and 
to arrest the principal rebel. In the course of this 
duty he was murdered. The rebellion was thus 
extended against the Paramount Power itself. In 
earlier days annexation would have followed as a 
matter of course. It was the penalty inflicted on 
the Rajah of Coorg and the Nawab of Kurnool 
for the like offence. But in I 8 90 circumstances 
and policy were different. The chief who had been 
expelled was deposed as unfit to rule ; the Senapati 
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who had headed the re~els was hanged f<;>r the murder 
of the Commissioner.; and the chief's son was 
established in his father's, room. 

Again, once the Company laid its hands upon 
territory it seldom relinquished it. Territory 
assigned for the payment of subsidiary forces, in 
commutation of tribute, in settlement of a long
accumulating debt, passed for ever into the Com
pany's hands. But there was one state which _stood 
in a unique condition. The Hindu state of Mysore. 
{vas a standing monument to the moderation of the 
Company and the c9mplications, of policy at a 
moment of triumph, when Wellesley overthrew 
Tipu Sultan. The treaty which the Governor
General imposed upon the young ruler whom he 
set up in r 799 was unlike any others, marking 
Wellesley's peculiar and entirely justified abhorrence 
of the situation in which he found himself in regard 
to those two legacies of early British policy, Oudh 
and the Carnatic. He was not going to create a 
new state only to widen the area of misrule under 
English protection. Therefore he not only required 
the young Rajah to accept a subsidiary force, and 
in case of war to contdbute such a sum as should 
appear reasonable to: the Governor-General in 
Council of Fort William, but he also decreed that 
the Company should retain a right of re-entry into 
Mysore if its finances fell into disorder, and that 
His Highness should " pay at all times the utmost 
attention to such advice as the Company's Govern
ment shall occasionally judge it necessary to offer 
to him." 

The anticipated case arose. The Rajah's mis-
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conduct drove his subjects to rebellion. In I 8 3 I 
administration. of his state was assumed . and con
ducted by Cubbon with a success like that of 
Malcolm in Central India, or of Jenkins in Nagpur. 
In I 868. the errant Rajah died, leaving behind him 
no natural son, but a boy whom he had adopted in 
spite of the firm refusal of Government to sanction 
such adoption. Had he died at any time between 
I 840 and the Mutiny, his state would certainly 
hav~ lapsed, and become an additional group of 
districts in the Presidency of Madras. That was 
the clear significance of the Governor-General's 
refusal to permit' adoption. But in I 868 Northcote 
and Lawrence decided that the state should be 
preserved ; the unauthorized adoption was approved 
and Government undertook to establish the boy 
as Rajah if, when he reached manhood, he were 
found competent for the duties. Finally, in I 8 8 I, 
Hartington and Ripon carried this promise into 
effect. Both the great English parties thus con
curred in the rendition of Mysore. 

In short, the practice of Government since I 8 58 
furnishes a body of precedent showing that the 
policy of annexation has become practicaiiy obsolete. 
It no longer follows on the failure of natural heirs, 
for the Doctrine of Lapse has been expressly 
abandoned in the Sanads of Adoption. It no longer 
follows on a course of misconduct, for the precedent 
of Oudh is cancelled by the case of Baroda. It no 

.longer follows automatically on prolonged occupa-
tion of state territory, nor is it even the penalty 
exacted for rebellion. The promise of the Queen's 
Proclamation has been fulfilled to the letter .. "We 
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desire," she said,. " no extension of our territorial 
possessions; and while we will permit no aggression 
upon our dominions or our rights to be attempted 
with impunity, we shall sanction no encroachment 
upon those of others." While the Amir of Kabul 
and the King of Burma have suffered in various 
degree3 the penalty of war, no Indian state has 
been abolished. 

(3). lntern_qll_ntetjer.,ence.-.This change of policy 
was regarded by the Indian Princes with deserved 
gratitude. " Now that annexation is at an end," 
said Sindia, " we breathe freely, . even when our 
failings are probed and our shortcomings dis
cussed." But as Sindia's remark suggests, freedom 
from the danger of. annexation was not obtained 
without payment ; and the change of policy was 
double. 

Since the Mutiny the system of Native States 
has been so constant, so little touched by the 
violent effects of war, that we ha;.e few of those 
landmarks of policy which the treaties of the earlier 
period offer. We have indeed only one document 

. at all comparable with the treaties of Wellesley 
and Lord Hastings. That is the Instrument . of 
Transfer in which Ripon decl::~,red the conditions 
under which he restored Mysore to the Maha~~jah 
in.I.8 8 I. 

A comparison- of.thisdocument, .which the. reader 
wilLfind .printed at length in Le;e-<vVarne,r.'s~admir
able :work on the. Native. States~of ·India, ·with 
Wellesley's treaty of Seringapatam by which the 
Hindu dynasty was re-established, is peculiarly 
instructive. Iri both we find the native state sub-
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jected to a tribute, in the earlier case for the main
tenance of a subsidiary force, in the later for the 
general military purposes of the Indian Govern
ment. In both interference with other states is 
prohibited. In both the Maharajah is restricted 
from employing Europeans without the sanction 
of the Supreme Government. In both the Supreme 
Government is authorized to establish its military 
forces in any part of the state it thinks proper. 
Both reserve a right of re-entry to the Supreme 
Government. Both require the Maharajah to 
conform to the advice which the Governor-Gener~l 
in Council may offer him in respect to the adminis
tration of his state. But whereas Wellesley required 
that " the friends and enemies of either of the 
contracting parties should be considered as the 
friends and enemies of both," Ripon demanded 
that the Maharajah should "at ail times remain 
faithful in all~giance and subordination to Her 
Majesty" ; We11esley's right of re-entry was 
intended to secure the financial stability of the 
state and the regular payment of the tribute ; 
Ripon's was designed to cover not only that but 
also " the good government of the people of 
Mysore "; Ripon specifically declared no succession 
to be valid until it had been recognized by the 
Governor-General in Council ; Wellesley never 
mentioned the question of succession. Ripon 
defined the purpose of the Maharajah's forces 
as the maintenance of internal order, and limited 
them to the strength declared by the Governor
General in Council to be sufficient for that purpose ; 
Wellesley laid down neither criterion nor limit. 
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And besides these differences we find a whole new 
series of provisions in the later document designed 
to secure the co-operation of the dependent state 
with the Supreme Government in many matters 
of administration-telegraphs and railways, the 
manufacture of salt and opium, the extradition of 
criminals, the use of the currency of British India. 

We must return to other aspects of this interesting 
document on a later page. But the immediate 
point to note is the fact that.although .. ,both.We11esley 
and.Ripon asserted-·a•right ,to advise -on -matters of 
ip.ternal administration, .the. stipulations of the two 
Governors-General bore .very different relations to 
general policy. We11esley was strongly in favour 
of a right to intervene ; but he was, only able to 
give effect to his wishes in the special cases of 
Mysore and Oudh ; his successors pursued a 
different policy, and most of the subsequent 
treaties contain a specific clause dec:laring that the 
Company and its ~fficers should not interfere in 
matters of internal administration. The general 
policy was to avoid interference as much as possible ; 
and though circumstances frequently rendered the 
policy impracticable, as when ruling princes were 
reduced to desiring help against insubordinate 
chiefs or rebe11ious. subjects, or again when the 
Company's Government was desired ,to guarantee 
a loan because a Prince's credit did not stand high 
enough by itself, these departures from a recog
nized policy were viewed with disfavour and 
limited as much as possible. Wellesley's provision 
regarding the internal administration of Mysore 
was thus abnormal. !he Company's practice was 
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to annex a state when its administration had fallen 
into complete disorder, rather than to insist on 
amendment at an earlier stage. 

Under th~ Crown the policy has been reversed. 
On the abandonment of annexation as a remedy 
for extreme mismanagement has followed the 

/ 1" o,bligation of preventing extreme mismanagement 
I' from occurring. In this sense Ripon's Instrument 

'Of Transfer, with its careful provisions to secure 
the maintenance of a British standard of adminis
-tration, is much more characteristic of policy 
since I 8 58 than Wellesleis-treaty was of.the earlier 
policy. The change must not be exaggerated. In 
both periods needless interference was regarded as 
an evil to be avoided. But the conception of what 
w·ould justify interference has changed. There 
are many acts which would have been viewed with 
strong disapproval by the Company's Government, 
but which that Government would never" have 
taken overt action to prevent. The Rajput state of 
Ud.aipur, for example, long dung to the practice 
of Sati; and the Company did nothing. Traditional 
methods of punishment, such as the mutilation of 
thieves, or the trampling out of a Brahman's life 
by an elephant were permitted to continue un
checked. Such things would not be tolerated to-day ; 
and the chief who encouraged or directed such 
practices would certainly be deposed. Before I 8 58 
the principal demand made on the. Native States 

· \vas that they should. not_ cop.spire against the 
~ .. ~ompany ; since 18 58 they have been required 

as well not to fall .. too far. below. the standards of 
~dministration m British India. In short, inter-, 
\ 
I. 
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ference in internal administration of Native States 
has come to be undertaken with less reluctance, on 
less extreme grounds, and with the object of 
avoiding more severe measures. 

In this respect it is clear that the policy of 
Government has responded to the changed condition 
of affairs. In the first place the annexations of the 
earlier period resulted in establishing British power 
over some two-thirds of India. So that whereas; 
in the earlier period, the old traditional methods of 
administration still bore sway over the greater part 
of the country, and formed the normal mode of 
Government, in the later period the opposite 
position was established, and British Government 
became the rule, the Native States the exception. 
Consequently at first it was no easy matter to main
tain British ideas of government within British 
territory, to say nothing of extending them outside 

/the limits of our direct responsibility. But--after- ' 
;··wards ,tP.~.hl~a~~~J£ .. ,. 

~simiJat.¥ tbf!< Natl¥e4State§ t.R..~.t:\ti~~~~~ 
~q-~this m11~t ,_be added,,tl~.( unifyi~g influences 1 

of-the railway, "the,telegraph,,.and.t4e pre_ss. ~-When 
communications were slow and~undeveloped, many 
things might be done that became impossible after 
the advent of tQQSJ! ~x_gJpt~onar.y_!l!~tuen"ces. Other 
forces besides that· of Government' policy have 
combined to bririg the Native States into line with 
British territories. 

(4)_ d!~~mifation of. the 9tates.-. Along with this 
should be set another modification of policy. 
Before the Mutiny each state. was a s~par~te _!l.Qit, 
with its own speci~c rights and its own specific 
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duties. What was done in one state was no necessary 
criterion of what might be done in another. 
Dalhousie's Doctrine of Lapse, for instance was 
based on a careful discrimination between the 
positions of the various princes. It was not a general 
doctrine, but only a doctrine applicable to particular 
states. There can be no doubt that in .later years 

t. ndividual rights a. n·d. duti. e .. s· ha. ve.. m. ore or l.·es. s gi. ven 
lace ~o ~~~kYA-~~~~~ti~-~~ that 

b
hat IS done m one state IS a .. precedent f'or what 
ay be done in another, and thaL the provisions 

. f each separate treaty have in course of time lost 
i certain amount of their original force. Each treaty 
. was necessarily somewhat modified by the modern 

. · fpractice,. in Lee-Warner's phrase, of .reading the 
; 'treaties all ,together. This is what _,LpJ;.d~Q.Q ~ 
, :meant when_he observed .. ~ .. P-ah.,~~gJ,...,~ 

that the political system. of India " represents a 
_ series of relationships that have grown up between 

the Crown and the Indian Princes under widely 

~diffe:ing historical conditio. ns, I? . .Pt.· whi·c .. -.h .in~P.t?c·e·· ss. 
r~L:~.~e. =~1~~fo:,~~~~ 
~=·-~m"Cliange has borne fruit in a variety of ways. 

On the one side privileges secured by treaty" have 
been weakened ; . but privileges resting upon 
precedent and policy have been extended. The 
Government of India may feel itself entitled to 
interfere in a matter in which interference seems 
completely barred by a specific treaty ; but it 
cannot hold itself free to refuse a privilege, such as 
the privilege of adoption, because a particular 
chief did not receive one of Canning's sanads. 
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r ·The relations between the paramount. power and 
the. dependent states hav:e responded to the change 
in the circumstances of the ;nodern world, and 
treaties .. signedr. a ... c~n.tE.tY.,._.~g~ _no .;c.lo.pger,_furnish 
the only or even ,a cert.ai!l };>~,sis of..~.<:tion. 

To some extent in the present century ... a...ui'!&!i9.n 
Sy~tg.Jl.~~!~:U;;JP.J.!l:s~..-against.,this·"conception 

~and the pohcy 1t mvolved. They seem to have. 
!' r~ached their c;,Li~Ji .• , . .l.!U.<i~-~YJ..?~OP ; Lord · 

Minto,. his successor, laid down different prin
ciples, involving a more elastic policy. In his 
speech at the ..st~l~ .. 1)2.1J"V.S~"~t~JJ~~}l~ he said : 
" I have ... made it a rule to' avoid as far as possible 
the issue of general instructions, and have en
deavoured to deal with questions as they arose with 
reference to existing treaties, the merits of each 
case, local conditions, antecedent circumstances, 
and .the particular stage of development, feudal 
and constitutional, of individual principalities.,, 

But though the ·rigidity of relations may have 
been relaxed, and Procrustean. excess.)opped. off, 
the tendency itself p~rsists in a milqer ~form. A How
ever much interferertce is reduced if is sHU in the 
majority of cases altogether precluded by the strict 
letter •of the treaties ; and nothing could. restore 
in I 9 I 8 the conditions under ,which they..,had been 
framed, or limit the obligations of a. modern state 
to t]lose which had been agreed on a century before. 

•(S) XheJnfi}te.nce.o/.Jh~ C:ro'lf.!..n.-One of the great 
disturbing influences has been the_e~}:tQ!i~.flment 
qf_Crown~Government, which-intimately- affected 
the_ relations between .the Indian -Princes. and .. the 
Government of India. The former could~ not 
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conceivably feel any loyalty to the Company. It 
was a great, and, on the whole, beneficent insti
tution ; many of the smaller states owed their 
continued existence to the intervention of its 
Governors-General ; but political feelings have 
<~;lways been, and will always be, .determined less by 
remembrances of the past than by consideration!> 
cif the future. These were on the whole not encour
aging. The chiefs who reflected on the future of 
their families can have seen little at the end of the 
vista but the extinction of their political rank, and 
an ultimate descent into the ordinary paths of human 
existence down a steeply graduated pension. The 
prospect held little to encourage active loyalty ; 
and their passive attitude revealed little save their 
conscious inability to oppose ·men who had displayed 
such vigour in policy and arms. Politically, too, 
the Governors-General walked warily with them. 
They were isolated units, separated one from 
another by the pride of race, by the· teachings of 
religion, by the memory of leagues that had failed 
and intrigues that had been betrayed, and cam
paigns in which one ally had been left by another 
to bear all the brunt of defeat in battle. It was the 
!!Jll~~S~bordinat~J:i>&-.!9 ... borrow • Lee
Warner.s'jTh.~etret messages no doubt passed 
from state to state ; but no intriguer succeeded in 
breaking down that mutual distrust or that belief 
in the Company's superior fortune which were the 
lessons severely inculcated by the past. 

< But th~ assumpti()n of Gover?-ment by the Crown 
"-~h:ing.ed .alluJ:\Vs .iirk .two ~£-~-··· Jn the. first place it 

established at thetr~_no.mere tradmg company 
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developing into a rul~r by accident, but.~one of the 
greatest monarchs of: the world, of rank so high 
that they could submit to her without humiliation, 
and of word so gracious that they could regard her . 
without distrust. Their loyaLrespect.:was.enhanced 
by distance, .undimnjed by. familiarity. Their 
passive acquiescence. in the . rule of Company 
became an active support of the dominion of the 
Cmwn. 

This transformation led to another equally 
profound. The-states .. ceased .to be i~olated units, 
and. be_came lltemb.er:s '*OT1ori~Gi~9~t::t~~s"'""' 
~~""~th~ ct~ection of uni
formity of treatment, __ the. establishment of rules, 
and the formulation of a policy that at times 
threatened to become over:-rigid. But even this 
had--another aspect. The princes had become 
joint partners in the Empire. Even,,..two. most 

/'di.ssimilarH:Viceroys, .... whose, words have just been 

I 
quoted, agre'ed in th.is. '' T:h~ .. ~."kti~~~CP.ie£,;: .... said 
Curzont'~~'"'"~~~Jip,;,;,.,~.p,,"'.:J:o~9·9,_,~.:.,has become by our 
policy an integral fac,tor in the .Imperial organization 
of India. He is concerned not less than the Viceroy 
or the Lieutenant-Governor in the administration 
of the country. I claim him as my colleague and 
partner." "The foundation. stoner of~the ,w.hple 
system,'' s~j.J.:!J;g"""':: is the recognition of _the 
identity of interests. between .the Imperial ~Govern
ment and the Durbars .... I trust that the ruling 
chiefs of India will ever bear in mind that the interests 
of themselves and their people are identical with 
those of the Supreme Government." _ 

The proof of this is the many matters in which 
Q 
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"' the Princeshave joined hands with the Government 
qf India-to repress smuggling, to promote free
dom of trade within India itself, to build railways 
~nd telegraphs and canals, to preserve forests, to 
extradite criminals. But the most striking examples 
were afforded, perhaps, by the visit of Edward VII 
as-fJ:il{s.;,~f~J~~J-~,}'Y~hen .chiefs n:et on 
friendly terms wlios~families had never prev10usly 
encountered. each other .save on .the field of battle, 
and by ~J,gi~~~!Jl~.~~~~~xk~~'tfoops. 
The latter, mdeea;offer the most complete ant1thes1s 
to the policy of Wellesley and Hastings. The 
subsidiary forces established by them were garrisons 
installed at a hostile capital ; the Imperial Service 
Troops are maintained by the States. for the pro
tection of the common country. The first were 
established and maintained by the use of pressure 
and coercion ; the second sprang from a spontaneous 
offer. The first marked the mistrust of the Para
mount Power ; the second the union of interests 

/.~betwe~n the ~tates and the E:npire.. Indeed, the 
/hnpenal Serv1ce Troops mark m a h1gh· degree the 

growing sense of solidarity-,-. in the Princes by their. 
desire to make their states a more effective portion 
ofthe Empire, and in the Empire il). its new willing
ness to take the Princes into partnership. 

But, just as annexation and non-interference, or 
the abandonment of the first and the extension of 
the second, were necessary correlatives of policy, 
so· too the policy of union and c;o-op~ration which 
_was qev.eloped under the Crown, was accompanied 
,by a clearly n;l,<lf~Si~t.~Q.O.~ of st~~~··· The 
'Company and its officials had ne~tbeen able to 
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decide_ what .the Native States_really, were. The 
confusion of ideas regarding them is clearly illus
trated by \V ellesley.'s Treaty"'of Seringapatam. On 
every side he invaded the sovereignty of the state. 
He imposed on it a ·subsidjary force ; he exacted 
tribute ; he denied its right to ally itself elsewhere ; 
he denied its right tb garrison or rebuild its own 
fortresses ; he insisted on his right to advise in 
authoritative fashion on its internal administration. 
But the document in which .he 1aiq _ do~n this 
doctrine was a treaty, an international document, 
entered into by two parties, and which, one pre
sumes, the Maharajah had the right, though he 
never had the power, to denounce. So it was all 
through in .the Company's days. The-forms· of 
international, .law .• were ,!JlaJntaiR-eq . though the 
conditions which alone could give validity to those 
forms had disappeared. In the time of Dalhousie 
the Company still affected the status it h~d h~1.9- in 
the days of'W arren. Hastings. The .inconsistency 
had long been glaring .. So early as I 814 Lord 
Hastings wrote : " In, our treaties with them we 
recognize them as independent sovereigns. Then 
we send a resident to their courts. Instead of 
acting in the character of an ambassador, he 
assumes the functions of a dictator .... " And 

~long with this fiction of international status went 
tp.e infliction of the penalties of international war. 

("Lord .. W!Jliap J?.enti11c~ declared,._war.., against the 
Rajah ofCoorg and annexed his territories. Sindia's 

1 Government in the time of Ellenborough was not 
! accused of rebellion. Qne.independent state _cannot 
'rebel against another. · -
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.But this fiction disappeared in I 8 58. The 
:erJn,c;;,~s_pi.,. .• l~~~~~,y~~ .. bigh~.in ra;k; 
indeed, but still the subjects of the Queen, in~tb..e. 

s~::lne ... §$ic~d.£~~~wz~~t~~£ 
l\1~J.l~~~~;p,, . .,.Tb$J,L.!.!U~rn.a,t:.£n,~!!~on 
dl.~,:m~Jii~P::~~'Tney were no longer m danger of a 
declaration of war, nor of annexation of territory. 
Their authority was the deputed authority of the 
Queen, and they could not be at once loyal subjects 
of hers and frivolous or irresponsible despots. 
Hence the pressure that appeared in the later 
period on their systems of administration, and the 
co-operation that has been established between 
their governments and the Government of India. 
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CHAPTER VII I 

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT 

'(I) The English Syste1'1'J of Education.-While 
India was being more and more intimately affected 
by European political influences, while her foreign 
policy was being mpre and more determined by 
European conditions, her administration more and 
more inspired by European ideas and standards, 
and her government more and more controlled 
from London, the system of English education 
established by the Whigs began also to bear fruit, 
although its fruit was not precisely what had been 
anticipated. The system had indeed been planted 
under the influence of a false psychology. Macaulay 
and his brother Whigs had inherited the generous 
if inaccurate ideas of the I 8th century. They still 
believed in the perfectibility of man and the omnipo
tence of education. In accordance with the teaching 
of Helvetius and Cabanis, Liberal opinion had come 
to regard the difference between the races of man
kind as due to upbringing and not to history, to 
individual, not to age-long environment. The 
early French revolutionary leaders had thought it 
sufficient to strike off the fetters of the slave in order 
to transform him into a good citizen. In like 

\

manner Macaulay and Bentinck believed th~t the 
study 9f 'E.nglish wo.uld transform the Indian into 
~n Englishman, .and, as Macaulay . said, create a 

1 93 
. ' 
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?"class, " Indian in blood and colour, but En,gli~~ in 
. '\ta~tes, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect." 

In spite of the development of psychology and the 
change in educational ideas, much of this seems 
to have survived, and educated Indians are still 
criticized for not having fulfilled the ridiculous 
prophecy of the Whigs. 

It is !_l~,_Jl<?~~':_er, _ge!l~~ally agrs_eq. __ that_the 

'

abandonment of the endeavour to develop Western 
learning through the Eastern languages was a 
profound mistake. It is at least_ certai~ th~t _the 
excessive use of-English as the medium of instruc-
1tion has rendered the educational sy~te_m -less 
effective than it should have been. The mere fact 
~ . . -
that the language of the schools 1s not t~e language 
of the home, cannot but have produced its necessary 
consequences. The boy lives in two worlds-one 
the world of books, dim, abstract, rarely touching 
his own experience; the other _the world of life, 
warm and coloured and concrete, but rarely related 
to his books. Nor has he been taught to build a 
bridge from one to the other by the habit of transla
tion. Our educationalists in India seem to have 
regarded the practice of translation from one tongue 
to another as vicious, probably because few of them 
have been sufficiently masters of two tongues to 
make the process instructive. In offering this. 
criticism I may seem to commit an educational 
heresy and to ignore the advantages attendant on 
the " direct method " of language-teaching. But 
the truth is that, firstly, " direct method " as 
understood in Europe and as practised in India 
are very different things, and, secondly, " direct 

'. 
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methods " are wholly inapplicable to the more 
advanced studies. The result of instruction in 
English and the neglect of translation has been the 
lack of correlation between the boy's actual life 
and his studies in school. Consequently the latter 
have failed to influence the former as much as they 
might have done. 

In no case could it be expected that the system 
of education established in India should be in 
advance of that practised in England. As a matter 
of fact it was much worse. The principal merit 
possessed by English education in the mid-19th 
century was the social and moral training provided 
in the great public schools and universities, in 
which the young taught themselves the necessity 
of compromise, obedience to public opinion, the 
art of leadership, the advantages of team-work. 
Under the influence of this vigorous training, 
well-adapted to benefit and brace the average 
individual, has been produced the sort of men who 
have made and upheld the Empire, who have 
created British · commerce, who have made . and 
continued English political life. But their training 
has been much more moral than intellectual, and 
better calculated to produce the practical virtues 
than the fine flower of scholarship. This indeed 
requires delicate faculties and easy circumstances, 
which the average person neither inherits from his 
parents nor acquires for himself. But the English 
system of ~ducation in India reproduced the 
defective English methods of intellectual instruction 
and omitted the vigorous system of training char
acter and morals. In India neither schools nor 
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colleges were restdential; the universities were mere 
examining bodies ; the students remained in
dividuals, they did not become members of a 
corporate body, they were not subjected to the 
intin:ate and manifold influences of the English 
public school and university. 

/(2) The Development of the Indian Universities.
Education in India since the Mutiny has run very 
much on the lines already laid down by the 
Company's government aJ]d the assumption of 
government by the Crown scarcely marks so clear 
an epoch as in other departments of policy:.~ In 
this respect the_l).ew Charter Act Qfl? 54/and. the 

\educatiol).al de~patch of that year was 't!ie point of 
ldep-arture for a new 12olicr- which the Minis-6~rs of 
ltD:~~ .C:ro!n,~~~c~pt~d. -~ - T~at_ q-~;,E~h ~~n~nci~ted 
the great pnnctple of populanzmg Western eauca
~ion in India. Till then, the Directors ·said, the 
efforts of Government had been too- narrowly 
testricted-there had been " too exclusive a direc
t}on ofthe efforts of Government towards providing 
the means of acquiring a very htgh degree of 
education for a small number of the natives of 
India, drawn for the most part from what we should 
here call the higher classes." · The despatch 
accordingly directed the establishment of univer
sities, the expansion of secondary education, the 
.~reation of normal schools, and the encouragement 
bf missionary and -other educational ,enterp_r-is-e by 
the establishment of a system of grants in aid. 

,)' :. ' Yf e ar~ desirous," it declared, •.• of. e_xtendi[\g-far 
~~ more wrdely the me.ans of acqumng general 
' ~_uropean know_ledge." -
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The first step taken under this despatch was the 
establishment of Educational departments in place 
of those amateu-r committees to whiCh the n~"inage
nient or education had been confided at each 
Presidency. At first, however, the departments 
were nearly as amateur as the committees had been. 
The new Directors of Public Instruction were 
almost as likely to be soldiers or civil servants as 
educationalists. The main difference was that 
the new bodies were ll).Ore officialized; the officials 
on the old committees had acted -in their unofficial 
capacity; the men in charge of the Educational 
Departments, as Directors of Public Instruction at 
Calcutta, Ma2ras;" and Bo:rhbay were primarily 
aCiministrators, and education therefore tended .to 
become a matter of administration and routine. 
At the same time the new departments were- more 
liberally supplied with funds, they were provided 
with_ office establishments, inspectors were appointed, 
ru1es laid down. 

-~1~ E<?_~~~~~llP~~~e~~- I~ ~ 

t
lSlS . lie . . . . _ n tlie latter part of I 8 5}, ~' 

. 

lien the minds of every man in India were centred • 
n Delhi, and Cawnpore and Lucknow, when the 
yalty of the Native chiefs seemed to hang on a 

!\bread, and the foundations of the Empire shook 
~eneath the blow it had received, Canning- could 
still find time to assemble his Legislative Council 
and pass Acts for the furtherance of education. 
Universities were established at Calcutta, Bombay 
and~Madras. 'They were rpodelled on _t.Q.e Univer
s.ity of· Londo~--~nd ~~1r;ijor~ not ·teaching ·but 
exarp.j~ing.bodies: They~liad no particular powers· 

7r ~p;.-ft; tn-t"·v~v~-t~ wo4' ~te·r;L~ (/0 

lt..eJ_ j2 J.i ~ q ~ h~-q:j_, (~~'f. t' v e. -rc::< 
~'( 6 'v to/<-/ v.S.J .. ~T!tJ -# v;:/; ",J. ~ • 
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of control o~er the institutions affiliated to them. 
Control of examinations would, it was thought, give 
them all the means of influence that was required. 
Nor was a v.ery exacting standard of examination 
adopted. The Directors had laid down a formula 
in r 8 54· The degrees of the universities were to 
be such as to command respect without being so 
difficult as to discourage the student. The great 
principle of the despatch was, as has been shown, . 

. to popularize English education. The ideal was 
on the whole faithfully followed. The University 
of Calcutta, in spite of Canning's reluctance, 
prescribed no minimum for the attainments which 
would be deemed worthy of a degree. The U niver
sity of Madras prescribed small text-books or a 
chapter or two of more substantial works. The 
only person in India at that time to foresee the 
evils likely to result from this was the Governor 
of Bombay, Lord Elphinstone, nephew of the great 
Anglo-Indian administrator and historian. He had 
from the first advocated the establishment of the 
same standard as that of the University of London. 
" The evil of inadequate general education," he 
said, "can only be averted by Gove~nment, and can 
be fully averted only at the very outset." To the 
objection that the adoption of the London standard 
would seriously diminish the size of the new 
universities, he rejoined: " Such a statement, if 
demonstrated, might be a very good argument for 
delaying the foundation of a university, but . can 
never be accepted as a reason for deteriorating the 
quahty of its degrees." And from the first there 
was a marked tendency to relax not very exacting 
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requirements. In I 8 57, · at Calcutta, when I 3 
candidates only. secured two degrees, and only 
I I I candidates were thought fit for admission out 
of 464, it was decided to lower the demand on the 
ground that the tests of degrees. as or-iginally fixed 
were too high to be compatible with the object of 
the university entrance and degree examinations, 
which was " to pass. every student of ordinary 
ability who had fairly profited by the curriculum 
of school and college study which he had passed 
through." 

From that time_onwards,_the_ Indian_ universities 
have"'Blenthe~·'fielliof a ""6"ittle o(the standardS:" 
Cfiticsso-early as~8"6j aecl;r~~"tliahiuniversity 
which merely examined was "an academical 
solecism." When the establishment of a Punjab 
University was under discussion in the following 
year, the Punjab authorities " hope that we shall 
avoid the error of modelling the university after 
that of Calcutta and constituting it a mere examining 
body. The main object of a university is not so 
much to test what students know as to guide them 
in their studies and to train them in proper methods 
of learning. . . . A university that shall be a mere 
examining body is . . . quite unsuited to the 
requirements of this country, where scientific 
method in study is almost unknown." These 
remarks offer a fair sample of what has been per
petually contended ever since the establishment of 
universities in India .down to the time of Lord 
Curzon's Commission in I 902 and the Calcutta 
University Commission in I 9 I 6. 

Much of this was due to a complete failure on the 
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part of everyone concerned to appreciate the 
distinction between a pass. and an.honours _standard, 
a distinction, in fact, which only became consciously 
recognized in England itself in the course of the 
period in question. A~pass_degree .in England 
was nothing but an indication.ofJimited attainments. 
It represented the amount of knowledge which a 
man who need not earn his,own living required in 
order to move without too much discomfort in 
refined society; professionally it was the minimum 
social and intellectual qualification for the man who 
intended to take holy orders, or to become a school
master. It was then ,the academic label you would 
expect to find attached to the country squire or the 
country parson; but the man who was content with 
that was unlikely to find himself promoted to the 
bench of bishops or even invited to stand for 
Parliament. It was the mark of ordinary intelli
gence and ordinary application. The_HQ_nours 
degree was something different in nature. That 
was the mark of a man who had ambition beyond 
the ordinary-who desired a college fellowship, 
who looked to a political career, who after the 
establishment of competitive examinations hoped 
for admission into the higher Civi] Service, in short, 
it was the mark of everyone who had his own way 
to make, and good brains to make it with. Now 
that became more and more the case with the 
Indian undergraduates. They were almost all poor, 
almost all desired to do the best they could for 
themselves with Government service as their first 
choice. In other words, they aJl belonged to the 
type which in England would have attempted to 
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take honours. In England many of them would 
have been weeded out before they 'entered a univer
sity, and many more before they had been in 
residence a twelve-month; but in India they had 
only to encounter pass standards ·and a pass 
examination. 

It is perhaps regrettable that the University of 
London, which offerec;l. the first example for the 
Universities of India, was not allowed a more active 
share in their management, and that its papers and 
standards were not adopted as well as its organiza
tion. For in India there was no educational 
public, no educational criticism worth having, no 
public opinion to guide either the Government or 
the Universities themselves, no external standard 
by which Indian educational achievements could 
be measured. The adoption of the London papers 
would have brought the results of Indian education 
within the view of experienced English education
alists, woultL have elicited a more advised criticism 
than was anywhere available in India, and would 
perhaps have remedied errors before they had 
become too deep-seated for easy removal. 

Meanwhile secondary education had been de
veloping, too, though not nearly at the rate of 
university education. In r 8 6 5 there were only 
390 boys at school for every undergraduate; ·but 
in I 8 8 6 the proportion had sunk to 3 I 4· There 
are now as many undergraduates in Bengal as in 
Great Britain and Ireland. The population of 
the two regions is approximately equal, but the 
openings for higher education in the latter are 
evidently much more numerous than in the former, 
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and, as only one-tenth of the population of Bengal 
is literate, the ratio of undergraduates to schoolboys 
is ten times what it is in England. The inference 
is that in England the undergraduate is more care
fully picked, more intellectually select, than in 
Bengal. In India, uni,rersities have developed far 
more rapidly than any other branch of educati.on. 
In this sense, and as compared with education in 
England, Indian education has been ·top-heavy. 

(3) The Edt~cational Serdce.-Nor was the intel
lectual training which was provided equal even to 
the defective pattern on which it was moulded. 
At the time when English education was established 
in India the study of English was still in its infancy.· 
There were scores of men trained in and familiar with 
the languages and literatures of Greece and Rome 
for every one who possessed an equal familiarity 
with his own literature and language. They were 
not taught. Scholars in English of that day had 
to train themselves. They were few ~in number, 
and averse to abandoning their libraries in order to 
undertake the drudgery of teaching. Thus from 
the first the average schoolmaster and lecturer in 
India tended to be a second-rate man. There has 
never yet been gathered together under any Indian 
university the expert knowledge which is to be 
found within the walls of a single college at Oxford 
or Cambridge. Indeed Indian education only 
secured first-class men by accident. The number 
of those who have risen to any sort of eminence from 
the ranks of the educational service is curiously 
small, and educationalists of real talent have been 
much more frequent in missionary schools and 
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colleges than in Government institutions. · The 
Englishmen who governed India were picked and 
well-paid men, those who taught India were not . 

. The ultimate blame for this must restuupon the 
shoulders of Government. Its educational policy 
has been distracted by incompatible objeds. It 
proclaimed the need of educating India, but it tried 
to do so on the cheap. This comes out in many 
ways. It is shown by the way in which educational 
equipment was starved. It is shown by the expecca
tion that a schoolmaster paid like a casual labourer 
could teach anything to anybody. It is shown by 
the recognition of secondary schools before pro
vision· had been made to staff them with efficient 
teachers. It is shown by the policy adopted towards 
the educational service which ·was supposed to be 
charged with the grave and vastly important duty 
of conducting education in India. Government in 
short declared war on ignorance without counting 
the cost. · · 

The history of the Educational Service aptly 
illustrates the point, and goes some way towards 
accounting for the failure of the policy. ln-l..a.54, 
th~ ~irector,.;..~ad o~r,x.~.£W:.!J.a..t.aat first ~er~~s. the 
heads of'flie ne~artment ~fefineatrom 
the ranks' otthe~Go~1-;iJ*S~tCe;'·u but 
we desire that neither these offices nor any others 
connected with education shall be considered as · 
necessarily to be filled with members of that service 
to the exclusion of others, Europeans or natives, 

·who may be better fitted for t~em; and that in any 
case the scale of their remuneration shall be so 
fi~~d as p\lblicly to recognize the important duties 

f 
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they will have to perform." But the Government 
of India was more eager to show progress than to 
lay solid foundations. At Bombay it was proposed 
to establish two normal schools, one at .Ahmedabad 
and the other at Poona, with six Europeans on the 
staffs on an average salary of 500 rupees a month. 
The Government of India pompously objected that 
this was " a scale . . . not inferior to the most 
elaborate European seminaries of that class." 
The proposal .was supported by the opinion of 
Temple-then Headmaster of Rugby-who con
sidered that the rates should be raised if able men 
were required. But cheaper men could be had 
for normal schools, and were recruited from the 
ranks of elementary school teachers; so that men 
like Mr. Paul Bradley, of Our Mutual Friend, were 
responsible for the training of Indian teachers. 
It was an egregious blunder. Such men, however 
competent in a narrow way, had neither the educa
tion nor the imagination needed to train Indian 
teachers. They proved a complete failure. When 
good men were secured, they were likely, as at 
Madras in 1868, to be promptly drafted off 
elsewhere. 
N~r was the recruitment of the other educational 

posts satisfactory. In the early days a certain 
number of civilians were appointed not only as 
directors, but also occasionally as inspectors. 
But we may be fairly confident that the latter repre
sented the bad bargains of the service, and under 
the Crown such appointments were definitely 
discouraged, along with those of officials of other 
departments, such as chaplains and the like. 
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Meanwhile appointments were made t~ haphazard. 
Sometimes a man ·of parts was sf'l~ ,ed, as when 

. . ' y /t 
Edwm Arnold was appomted hea~ .. A>f the Deccan 
College at Poona; but the general tendency was to 
prefer the cheaper and less qualified individual. 
Government as a whole was probably under the 
influence of the Philistinism dominant at home, 
and could not see why a mere educationalist should 
be well paid. Everywhere departmental conveni
ence has been preferred, until very recent times, to 
educational interests; and the sort of man whom 
the departments really liked was one who was 
willing to be transferred from the teaching of 
history to the teaching of physics, and from that 
to the inspection of schools. Such a system neces
sarily destroyed all a man's interest in his work, 
and long rendered the higher instruction in a 
Government college decidedly inferior to that in 
a well-conducted missionary institution. Lastly, 
neither Government nor the departments realized 
the need of the teacher for leisure in which to collect 
his ideas and increase his knowledge. Such a thing 
was regarded by sturdy administrators as mere 
slackness. 

Many causes thus contributed to emphasize and 
exaggerate the defects which would in any case 
have resulted from the careless and unsatisfactory 
recruitment to educational posts. But in few 
respects were these consequences more evident or 
more noxious than in the matter of the vernaculars. 
On the hypothesis which underlay the whole 
system of English education in India the members 
of the Educational Service should have acquired 
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a much more profound and literary knowledge of 
the history, customs and languages of the province 
in which they served than was required of the 
covenanted civilian who had merely to transact 
business. It. is a comparatively ea§y matter to 
acquire sufficient conversational knowledge· of a 
language to conduct the ordinary business of an 
office, and to understand the complaints and 
petitions of the ordinary inhabitants. But to learn 
enough to discuss in the vernacular with a cultivated 
Indian problems of history or antiquities or philo
sophy is a much more exacting matter. Yet the 
fact has been that the educational official has seldom 
acquired even the practical acquaintance with the 
vernacular . possessed by the ordinary covenanted 
civilian._ The tests prescribed by Government 
were ridiculous, mainly because Government could 
not make up its mind to give the educationalist 
the leisure necessary for successful linguistic studies; 
and the educationalist, dealing almost entirely with 
Indians already acquainted with English, lay under 
no personal necessity of acquiring the knowledge 
for himself. 

The general policy of Government thus subjected 
Indian university education to many defects. It 
only requited men of parts by accident; it gave 
them small chance of becoming proficient in any 
branch of learning; the wqrk required of them was 
elementary, for until recent years it never rose 
above a pass standard, and exhausting, for their 
classes swelled to a great size. Who can be 
Nrprised if in such circumstances their work was 
p'e'rfunctory or that the Indians who em(!rged out 
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of such a system into eminence felt they owed their 
success to their own talents, and had secured it in 
spite of, rather than by means of, the English 
system of Indian education ? 

(4) The Professional Clt1SSes.-In these conditions 
there sprang up in India what is usually described 
as the " educated class " of Indians. In some 
respect the term is a misnomer, for it seems to ex
clude from the honour of education those who have 
not been educated on the Western model. In 
many ways thi5 class corresponds with our middle
classes here in England, for it includes the lawyers 
and 'doctors, the journalists and Government ser
vants; but this term is too wide, for the class in 
India includes only a few of the great body of 
traders and bankers who form so large, powerful 
and wealthy a section of the class in England. 
Again, in England the middle-classes are closely 
linked up both with the aristocracy and with the 
working-classes; transition from one to another is 
gradual, inter-marriage unrestricted, and the defin
ition of boundaries uncertain; this is not the case in 
India, where the influence of caste has hindered a 
classification of society based in the main on the 
continued possession of certain degrees of wealth 
which involve corresponding types of manners and 
culture. In India the educated class is character
ized more by occupation than by a specific degree · 
of wealth. It is much narrower than the English 
middle-class in that it does not include the occupa
tion of commerce; and that it is not linked up with 
the other broad sections by intercourse and inter
marnage. It" forms a professional· class, originally 
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limited to members of certain. castes with traditions 
of literary occupation, and even now only gradually 
extending its recruitment to the other castes of 
Hinduism, together with a certain Muslim leaven. 

This professional class, as it may best be called, 
has long possessed a feeling of unity incomparably 
greater than that existent in any other section of the 
Indian population. The trader, the landowner and 
the cultivator of the different provinces, and even 
of different parts of the same province, have been 
conscious of class and individual. interests, but have 
had little general, little national sentiment. Their 
patriotism was severely localized; it was limited by 
caste, by creed, by language. The professional 
class has been the first to transcend this particular
ism, though even there the narrowness of outlook 
still survives to animate the Maratha and the Sikh. 
But with allowance made for this survival, the 
professional class has a sense of solidarity to be 
found nowhere else in India. Its members are 
consciously Indian. They have in English a 
common language; from their education and their 
press they have drawn a common stock of ideas; 
by occupation they lead similar lives and are 
inspired by similar interests and similar ambitions, 
from Karachi to Calcutta, and from Madura to 
Lahore. In I 8 58 they were few in number; but 
with the establishment of the universities they 
began to grow, and in the latter part of the period 
they have grown with great and ever-increasing 
rapidity. 

(5) The Employment of Indians.-This illustrates 
the success which attended the Company's desire 
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" of extending far more widely the means of 
acquiring general European knowledge." But the 
success was chequered, for the policy framed to give 
effect to the Company's pious desires was curiously 
lacking in provision for the future; it was not 
consistent with itself. Government set to work 
to develop education, but neglected to encourage an 
expansion of employment corresponding to the 
growth of _the professional class. It should have 
realized that there was a limit, imposed by the exist
ing economic condition of India, to the extent to 
which doctors and lawyers, press-men and school
masters could be maintained. There were two 
other avenues of employment-one the service of 
Government, the other the service of industry. 
The first was not capable of indefinite expansion, 
the second was. A wise Government would have 
sought to do what Lord Reay attempted at Bombay 
towards the close of the century-~ndeavoured 
seriously to establish and expand technical educa
t~on, both higher and lower. Had this been' accom
panied by a measure of protection, and a limit 
imposed on the expansion of merely literary 
education, forces might have been set at work to 
absorb the professional classes as fast as they were 
produced. Such a• policy was, however, incon
ceivable. Free-trade ideas, English interests and 
traditional ideas of education alike forbade it; 
and so the only provision made by Government 
to meet the needs of the new class of Indians was 
their slow and reluctant admission into the upper 
grades of the Government departments. 

The history of the employment of Indians under 
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the Government of India is indeed singular. In 
order thoroughly to anglicize the administration, 
Cornwallis began by filling all the higher adminis
trative posts with Europeans, His executive orders 
were invested with legislative permanence by the 
~Charter Act of I79J,.which forbade the employment 
,of any but a covenanted servant of the Company 
1in all but a few specified posts bearing more than 
£8oo a year. This was not vice on the Company's 
part. It was on the contrary the result of a strong 
desire to improve the administration of the 
Company's territories. The exclusion of all but cov
enanted servants was aimed far more at European 
adventurers and political jobbery than at Indians . 

.,tf.\The_h,c:;t oLJ..aJJ was conceived on more liberal 
rrJins.i~.u;.w~m~ition 

for nommatton as the means of recrmtmg 'the 
,Covenanted Service, and it contained the famous 
dause declaring that no one should be debarred 
/from holding any post by reason of race or religion. 
The Directors succeeded in evading the first; the 
second coul4 produce no practical effect so long as 
the higher posts remained the close preserve of a 
nominated service. Bentinck raised the pay· and 
position of the Indians employed in the 'Judicial 
Department. Dalhousie endeavoured to find new 
posts for them. , But in spite of the views of Munro, 
Malcolm and Elphinstone, the higher Government 
officials formed a closer caste than had even the 
mansabdars of Akbar. 

~ 
The beginning of the change. c~me in I 8 54, 

wli'en the principle of competitive entr'ii\ce into the 
Covenanted Service was forced upo.n the:Co~pany, 

' 
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and in I 8 58, when the government was assumed 
by the Crown. It then became possible for the 

·first time since I7 9 3 for Indians to enter the 
higher ranks of Government service in their own 
country. But though legally possible, it was still 
almost impracticable. The competitive examina
tions were based upon European education and 
could only be taken at London. Indians were thus 
required to possess a relatively high degree of 
European knowledge. For this they needed to 
study in England, and therefore not only to under
take the voyage to England, which the condition 
of examination prescribed in any case, but also to 
make a prolonged stay in England. The Muslim 
in this respect was faced by no religious difficulty, 
but he had never taken to Western education, and 
was altogether out of the running. The Hindu, 
and especially the Brahman, had shown the greatest 
willingness to absorb Western knowledge, but could 
not make the long voyage or live in Europe without 
violating long-established rules of caste. In time 
the effort was made, the caste-rules were ignored, 
Indians began to come to England, aud_th~)1rst 
to succeed .. in-breaking _into the, Covenanted, Civil 
Service was Satyendra. Nath. Tagore in .. I 863. 
From that 1 ~tregan 
to trickle into the ranks of the Indiaq Civil Service. 
By the High Courts Act of I 8 6 I, Indians became 
eligible for the highest judicial posts. The oft
quoted pledge of the Queen's proclamation
" That as far as may be, our subjects of whatever 
race or creed, be freely and impartially admitted to 
offices in our service, the duties of which they may 
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be qualified by their education, ability and integrity 
duly to discharge "-had been more or less fulfilled. 
At least the bar had been removed. 

(6) The Statutory Civil Ser·vice.-But no one could 
seriously expect the Indian to remain content with 
this; and Gov~rnment can hardly be acquitted of 
a singular failure to observe the tendency of the 
times. When flood-waters have to be carried off, the 
prudent engineer does not wait to see the point 
of least resistance determined by the breaking of 
the dam; on the contrary he builds sluices at the 
points where the surplus water can be best carried 
off. It seems to me that the policy which has 
actually been followed-that of admitting Indians 
to the .Indian Civil Service when they had met and 
overcome difficulties greater than those which the 
English candidates had to meet-was one calculated 
to foster jealousy on the one side, and discontent 
on the other, and much more likely to promote 
than to soothe racial jealousy, as may indeed be 
seen from the embittered controversies still pro
ceeding about the composition, recruitment, pay 
and privileges of the Indian services. 

With one exception the policy followed has been 
that of nominally admitting Englishman and Indian 
on equal terms. That was the idea underlying the 
proposals made by Lawrence, when Governor
General, to establish scholarships which would make 
it less difficult for Indians to compete successfully 
in the open examinations. These proposals were 
suddenly shelved, almost before they had come into 
operation, in favour of a scheme that was to be 
talked over for ten years, and seriously tried for 
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two. In I 8 70 the Duke of Argyll carried a Civil 
Service Act through Parliament enabling Indians 
to be appointed to listed posts even though they had 
not fulfilled the conditions of the Act of I 8 58, i.e., 
entered the Indian Civil Service by competition. 
This \vas to come into force under rules to be 
arranged by the Secretary of State and Governor
General in Council. But the discussion lasted from 
I 870 until I 878, when at last it terminated in 
Lytton's Statutory Civil Service. 

Lytton_ is oge qf_those Goy:ernors-GS!nera) who 
have~i'ieldo!ll received the refogp.iti~n-_t~ey~ des~rved. 
His-superficial defects, ~his sharp pen, his uncon
ventional ways, made him many enemies. But for 
all that he was a man of deep insight. It is curious 
to note how in more than one instance his political 
enemies were compelled to adopt measures very 
similar to those which they had unreservedly 
condemned when proceeding from him. We have 
already seen Lord Ripon, after ransacking the 
records of his predecessor in, the expectation of 
finding schemes for the conquest of the moon, 
adopt Lytton's policy in his final settlement with 
Afghanistan, and find it very difficult to induce the 
Liberal Government to concur. Lytton's Vernacu
lar Press Act was repealed by Ripon, but in later years 
another Liberal, Lord Morley, was induced by cir
cumstances to consent to a Press Act. And though 
Lytton's Statutory Civil Servicehasfoundfewfriends, 
it was based on ideas which if they had been consis
tently followed would have anticipated and avoided 
many of the later difficulties that have emerged. 

Already he found established that cult of efficiency 
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which, paradoxical as it may seem, has been the 
bane of Indian administrators under the Crown. 
The problem of Indian government, as they have 
been apt to view it, has been how to establish and 
maintain a Western system of administration, 
with all its complex departments and elaborate 
activities, in a poor Eastern country, mainly 

' · devoted to agriculture, and not producing a tithe 
(per head of population) of what is produced in a 
Western manufacturing country. So they tended 
to lose sight of the broad fact that India ceuld not 
afford more than a good cheap despotism. Various 
concurrent causes led them into this error. One 
was the. influence, enormously reinforced after 
I 8 58, of ideas from England, leading to an attempt 
to do everything as it was done at home; another 
was the criticism directed at Government by the 
newly educated class and their organs in the press, 
which tended to attack the simpler, old-fashioned 
methods of India; a third was the influence of 
communications which strengthened the central 
Government and enabled it to interfere with much 
greater vigour than in the past. This cult of 
efficiency has been the stumbling-block in the way 
of the increased employment of Indians under 
Government, and has thus not only imposed an 
unduly expensive system of government on the 
country, but also fostered discontent among those 
who have watched post after post created 
and filled by Englishmen. As Lord Minto observed 
with great truth, " Efficiency goes too far if it 
carries with it a sense of injustice, and less efficiency 
may well mean a happier administration." 
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. It was much to Lytton's credit that he discerned 
this fact a generation earlier. " I am convinced," 
he wrote to Salisbury in 1877, "that the fundamen
tal political mistake of able and experienced Indian 
officials is a belief that we can hold India securely 
by what they call good government. . . . Politi
cally speaking, the Indian peasantry is an inert 
mass. If it ever moves at all, it will move in · 
obedience not to its British benefactors, but to its 
native chiefs and princes. . . . Look at the mistake 
which Austria made in the government of her 
Italian provinces. They were the best-governed 
portions of Italy; she studied and protected the 
interests of the native peasantry; but ... the 
peasantry either remained passive or else followed 
th~ lead of its national superiors in attacking its 
alien benefactor." Efficiency then was not enough 
to keep India contented. Lytton then went on to 
lay his finger on the weakest point of the British 
case-the failure to employ Indians, more particu
larly at and down to this time, the Indians of the old 
ru]jng or wealthy families. " Under the present 
system," he wrote in I 879, "'we are practically 
bound by law and custom to appoint Europeans 
to all the higher posts. To appoint a native to 
any such post is an altogether exceptional act for 
which we are obliged to show very special reasons 
or obtain special authority. What I say is-shift 
this condition, at least in regard to a certain number 
of high appointments .... In regard to these 
particular appointments let the general rule be laid 
down that prima facie natives only are to hold them. 

Define more dearly the promises which have 
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been given so vaguely-indeed so rashly. 
Cautiously circumscribe them, but then make them 
realities within their necessary limits." 

His proposals ultimately led to his Sta~1tory 
Civil Service-so called because based upon the 
Act of I 8 70. Under rules at last drawn up in 
I 879, 20 per cent. of the recruitment for the 
superior Civil Service in any one year might be 
made from Indians selected by the Local Govern
ments. This was followed by a resolution directing 
the Local Governments generally to confine their 
selection to young men of good family and social 
position to whom employment in the uncovenanted 
service had not offered sufficient attractions. 

The working of the scheme did not realize 
Lytton's expectations. The young men of good 
family and social position preferred living at ease 
to undertaking the burdens of official duty, the 
regularity of employment, the rules and subordina
tion imposed on even the superior civil servant. 
It was not surprising. It might even have been 
predicted from the experience of Europe. The 
class from which the civil services of Europe are 
nominally drawn is · not the aristocracy, but the 

, middle-class. · The same thing happened in India. 
The Statutory Civil Service in a few years became 
a mode of promotion out of the old uncovenanted 
service. The arrangement was confirmed by the 
Public Services Commission of I 886, and .so the 
Lytton plan .came to an end. Its net result had 
been to open an averiue of promotion for the 
Indians of the Uncovenanted Service into the 
higher range of posts. 
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~The Expansion of the Government Services and 
the ~pettiive S.Y'iiem.-Th:e main criticism to 
wlilCh Englisli poli-cyis open -regarding the employ
ment of Indians in the Indian Services lies in this-· -
that while expansion of the services went on, the 
European element was allowed perpetually to grow. 
Thus in Mysote under British administration a 
vasteliange tooK"p_faq;'"after I 8 6o. Cub bon ":'"ho 
Ilad ~ _it for 2 6 years _ ::;~~ged tnewhole 
country witli no more than ei_glit Europ,ean assist
ants, anamanagecnraamirably; but his successors 
swiftiy-expanded-tll'e-Europeans employed-in 
Mysore until they numbered more than ten times 
as many as Cubbon had required. As a critic 
observed, a new department of Public Works was 
created, to build jails instead of irrigation dams. 
This was an extreme case, even for India under 
Crown administration; but between I 8 6 7 and I 90 3 
the number of Europeans receiving over I,ooo 
rupees a month rose from 638 to 1,278. 

This was not a mere wanton increase. It is 
probable that a good case was made out for every 
augmentation, and what was done was the resultant 
of two main ideas--one, which goes back to the 
time of Cornwallis, that the Government is British, 
and must be conducted on British lines; the other 
reflecting the closer connection between the policies 
of London and Calcutta since the Mutiny, requiring 
the Indian Government to imitate all the activities 
of a modern European Government. But for the 
first, the swelling cadres might have been filled with 
Indians; but for the second the cadres-need not have 
swollen. 
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In this respect the English Government has 
suffered from the defects of its qualities. Its 
intentions have been benevolent; but the benevo
lence has been displayed rather in providing India 
with a good and efficient government than in training 
Indian administrators. A less efficient Government 
more largely staffed with well-paid Indians, would 
not have been exposed in India to nearly as much 
criticism, always tending to pass into hostility; 
but it would probably have been exposed to much 
more constant attack in, London by advanced 
Liberal opinion. At the moment it was easier to 
ignore the first than to oppose the second. Successive 
Secretaries of State have preferred the line· of least 
resistance, especially as it coincided with their 
own natural inclinations. 

Moreover, the existence of the competitive 
system as the source of recruitment of the dominant 
service in itself tended to strengthen the cult of 
efficiency, while at the same time it tended to 
facilitate the extension of the activities of Govern
ment. For on the whole it encouraged men of 
the type of Macaulay at the expense of men of the 
type of Munro. Macaulay would have headed the 
Jist; Munro might possibly have ~rept in at the 
bottom. It certainly raised the intellectual level 
of'the Civil Service. So far it was all to the good. 
But administrative talent is a different thing, and 
in that respect the new service was less clearly an 
improvement on the old, for such talent may 
easily be possessed in a high degree by a man who 
is not facile with the pen. As a means of recruiting 
a civil service such as that of En~li\P.<:i~ competition 
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is unsurpassed. The civil servant here has one 
function; he is a subordinate carrying out the 
orders of Parliamentary Ministers and seldom 
invited to give his opinion in matters of 
policy. Political functions ar.e limited to Parliament 
or the popularly elected organs of local govern
ment. But in India the subordinate and the 
political functions were performed by the same 
service. A member of the Civil. Service might 
begin his career by performing the functions not 
only of magistrate, but also of head-constable, 
County Surveyor and County Council; he might 
end it by holding an office not unlike that of Home 
Secretary or Chancellor of the Exchequer. While 
competition affords an admirable criterion of a man's 
qualities as an efficient servant, it affords no criterion 
at all of his qualities as a wise leader. 

Furthermore, it broke down the traditional 
relation between a certain group of families and the 
administration of India. On all democratic theory 
such a relation is indefensible; but none the less 
such aristocratic principles have had their use as 
a· stage of development in human history, and it 
is, I think, open to doubt whether this Anglo-Indian 
aristocracy was not swept away too early. It did 
not guarantee a high degree of cleverness; but it 
did secure a reasonable standard of ability, and it 
provided men whose early breeding inspired them 
with an affection for India, an inclination to study 
Indian ways and origins, a habit of considering 
Indian languages, religions and customs, of which 
they had heard from their earliest childhood, as 
subjects meriting the closest attention and regard 

Q 
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and study, not merely as a means of professional 
advancement, but as an end in itself. They were 
to use the cant word of modern times, more naturally 
sympathetic than the successful passer of examina
tions. Perhaps Frere was prejudiced against the 
Competition Wallahs, but he wrote : "Some of 
our most useless and unpopular men among the 
natives are the very men whose intellectual powers 
are of a very high order." 

The degree in which the introquction of the 
competitive system broke down the connection 
between certain families and the Covenanted Service 
is remarkable. Of the successful candidates 
between I 8 55 and I 8 7 4 only 7 per cent. were sons 
of members of the Service. For a while the old 
Anglo-Indian families were able to maintain the 
connection by sending their sons into the English 
Army, where they secured commissions in regiments 
stationed in or about to proceed to India, and so, 
by way of the Staff Corps, secured appointments 
in the Non-Regulation Provinces. But gradually 
this avenue too was narrowed down, so that the 
Indian administration tended more and more to 
pass out of the hands of those whose interests in 
India were a matter of family pride and tradition. 
From the point of view of efficiency it was no doubt 
a gain; from the point of view of racial relations it 
was a loss which has never been made good. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL SENTIMENT 

THE various attempts to open out employment for 
Indians in the higher ranks of the bureaucracy came 
to little, partly owing to the natural reluctance of 
the Covenanted Service to share its power, partly 
owing to the laudable desire of maintaining a high 
standard of Government efficiency according to 
Western standards. But success in this matter, 
however gratifying to individual Indians and their 
families would have left one great question un
touched. Even if the recruitment of Englishmen to 
the services had ceased altogether, the Government 
would still have been despotic in the most complete 
sense. It would still have been exposed to the 
attacks of those Indians who did not form part 
of the ruling services, for at the most liber~l estimate 
they could not have found employment for the whole 
of the educated class. It was natural therefore for 
reformers, whether English or Indian, to -look for 
some method of gradually changing the system of 
government, so as to modify it in the direction of 
current political ideals. Reform indeed was becom
ing inevitable. The rule of law, which the English 
Government had succeeded in establishing, was 
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bearing its fruit. Indians, as Maine said, in the 
constant presence of courts and lawyers, were 
every day becoming less disposed to regard an 
executive order as a decree of Providence, and more 
conscious of positive rights, not dependent on 
opinion or custom, but capable of being actively 
enforced. The notion that · a modification of 
Government was inevitable became common. In 
I 86 I, the Financial Member in the Legislative 
Council alluded to a future when India would be a 
nation with active political life; the Lieutenant
Governor of Bengal, Sir George Campbell, told a 
large Bengali audience in Calcutta that he looked 
forward to the day when a Bengali House of 
Commons would be sitting in the very chamber 
where he spoke. Efforts in this direction followed 
two main lines-one, the association of Indians 
with the business of local government; the other, 
their association with the business of legislation. 

(I) Local Selj-Government.-Both of these, it 
will be observed, involved radical departures in 
political principle. The essential basis of the 
Government of India was a centralized despotism, 
under which, however much might be done for the 
people, nothing was done by them ; and in India 
circumstances made the Central Government more 
than usually jealous of sub-dividing its power. 
Its finance depended upon the land, and upon the 
land cultivated by peasants in small holdings; 
industry was decayed; and commerce, though 
considerable in itself, was small when compared 
with the area of the country and the density of the 
population. But such economic conditions militate 
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against any easy political transition. The extension 
of political power takes place most easily when 
class merges into class by imperceptible stages, 
and when the new claimants to power already 
possess economic weight. Political development in 
India would have proceeded with least friction and 
difficulty if the bureaucracy had called into its 
councils, and invested with a partnership in its 
power, first the great land-holders, and then the 
great merchants of India. Perhaps the severest 
criticism that should be passed on the educational 
system is that it failed to catch these obvious 
partners in British rule, while it catered for those 
who lacked wealth or lands with which to back 
their political pretensions. This disjunction of 
property and education impeded every attempt to 
widen the basis of British rule. 

The idea of political development in India is 
neither recent nor Indian in origin. The views of 
that great man, Sir Thomas, Munro, are familiar, 
and have been ofteri quoted of late years. In r 8 24, 
he lookeq forward to the.time.when." it.,.wilJ probably 
be best for both coun~tie.s Jh,at the British (:Ontrol 
over India should be grr.dually.-. withdrawn." He 
did not stand alone. His contemporary, Elphinstone, 
though regarding the end of the Empire as more 
likely to be brought about by foreign attack or 
military mutiny, considered that if those dangers 
were avoided British rule might b.e. teqnina~~d by 
Indian progress reaching " such_ a p:itc,h _as ..... would 
render it impossible for a foreign nation to retain 
the Government." Lord-Hastings, usually remem
bered only as the military Governor-:-Gener.al who 
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overthrew the Marathas, declared : " A time not 
{rery remote will arrive when Englan9. will on sound 
principles of policy wish to relinquish the domina
tion which she has gradually and unintentionally 
assumed over this country, and from which she 
cannot at present recede." This was in I 8 I 8. 

These_vie~SJepresent _the best, aspect of British 
policy in India, nor need we be surprised if ideas 
which ran counter to personal interests took some 
time .before they emerged into the sphere of practice. 
We find examples of such delay in every country 
and every age. We may follow the ideas of Munro 
and Elphinstone and Lord Hastings down through 
the best Indian administrators to the time of 
Dalhousie and Canning. The great difficulty was 
how to begin; and the problem seemed much more 
difficult to men of the early and middle I 9th century 
than to their successors, whose political thought 
has been deeply affected by the idea of evolution. 
The first experiments were naturally made in the 
sphere of local government, and were based on 
English experience. In England local government 
had on the whole tended to remain in the hands of 
local persons, rather than the paid agents of the 
monarchy. In Saxon times the affairs of the shire ' 
were managed by the Earl and folk-moot ; as the 
monarchy g1ew in power, the change was reflected 
in the powers of the Sheriff who came more and 
more closely to resemble the collector of an Indian 
district. But his preponderance was not of long 
duration. Justices of the peace, local magnates 
appointed to maintain order and administer the 
criminal law; rapidly grew in ·importance after 
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their first appearance ; their functions spread to 
every branch of local administration, and from 
the sixte~nth to the nineteenth century affairs 
were almost entirely under their control. In 
England then there had been three stages-the 
first popular ; the second bureaucratic ; the third 
aristocratic ; and the last of these was that with 
which Englishmen in the nineteenth century were 
familiar, and which they first attempted to introduce 
in India. In this their political instinct was sound, 
not, of course, because aristocratic institutions are 
the best in themselves, but because political stability 
is best secured by the union of political and economic 
influence in the same hands. 

The first definite attempts to associate Indians 
with the government of their country, apart from 
subordinate positions in the various services, were 
made by Canning. Like fl. g:ood Whig, he was 
aghast to 'm'Cl_.'great-fandlorct~' .. whoffy without 
political influence or functions of any kind, and 
taking example from the local administration with 
which he was familiar at home, he began the 
experiment of entrusting landlords in various 
provinces-taluqdars, zemindars, and jagirdars
with magisterial functions. In this he encountered 
much support and much opposition in the Coven
anted service. Frere, for instance, warmly approved. 
" I am convinced," he wrote to Sir Charles Wood, 
the Secretary of State, " that it is the greatest and 
most urgently needed of all improvements on this 
side of India, and I cannot imagine how society and 
the administration have kept together so long 
without it." And again in an official minute of 
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I 8 6 I : " It often afterwards occurred to me as a 
fact of almost portentous significance, that from 
the borders of Oudh back to Calcutta ... I might 
travel for a whole day through many an estate of 
princely extent yielding a vast income and immense 
influence to its owner, but that no one of these 
owners could exercise the legal authority of a parish 
constable ... unless he happened to be one of the 
few dozen of honorary magistrates who have 
within the last few months and at the instance of 
the Government of India been _appointed -in 
Bengal." 

On the other hand, the move was sharply 
· criticized by the Fevenue officials, who favoured 

the recognition of peasant proprietors or village 
joint-proprietors rather than that of great landlords. 
These objected that the newly-made magistrates 
would use their power to enforce their own rent 
demands. But, on the whole, so long as Canning 
remained in India, the step was regarded with 
favour. Canning himself believed it a great thing, 
urging it upon his correspondents in England as a 
de~elopment that should be Closely watched. In 
a letter to Lord Granville he dwells on the visible 
change that had take'n place in the demeanour of , 
the taluqdars of Oudh. On a recent visit to Lucknow 
he had met sixteen or seventeen who had displayed 
particular activity as magistrates, and found the 
sullen hang-dog look. they had worn 1 8 months 
before replaced by one of confidence and self
possession. "The feeling ... that they are trusted," 
he wrote, " and that it is intended ... that their 
authority shall be treated with respect by English· 
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as well as natives of all classes -has made men of ' 
them." 

Yet the plan came to little enough. It led no 
further. It neither introduced the Indian aristocracy 
to political life nor brought about their active co
operation with the Government. The reason 
may be found in a curiously prophetic letter 
written by Canning himself in 1 8 6o discussing 
the selection of his successor. "Who is to be my 
successor . . ? " he asks. " If John Lawrence, 
he will go far towards upsetting in a year or two all 
that I hope to have accomplished in my last three 
years, both in Oudh and in the Punjab. He will 
not do it by direct means-! can make that very 
difficult for any man-but by giving a cold shoulder 
to all measures for increasing the consequence of 
and placing trust in the native chiefs and gentry 
generally .... A sneer or a shrug from the incoming 
Governor-General pointed at some unhappy Sirdar 
or Talookdar who had blundered in his duties, 
would be a signal for consigning the whole class 
once more to snubs and obstructions, although the 
system might remain undisturbed on paper, so 
far as the Home Government knew anything about 
it." 

This seems very much what actually happened. 
Honorary magistrates continued to exist and to be 
appointed ; but the idea never developed. Canning 
planted, but his successors neither watered nor 
reaped, and the attempt marks a lost opportunity 
of bringing the Indian land-holders into political 
life. 
· Odd as it seems, the Indian Government of a 
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later date preferred institutions of a more democratic 
pattern. Laws had been passed in I 842 and I 8 so 
permitting municipalities to be established in the 
larger centres of population, and from much earlier 
times the three Presidency towns had had municipal 
organizations of their own. The period following 
Canning's administration was marked by the rapid 
development of municipal policy. Special Acts were 
passed for the main provinces of British India 
except Bombay which preferred continuing under 
the old Act of I 8 so; and many municipalities were. 
set up by the provincial governments. These were 
mainly in the hands of nominated commissioners, 
and were instituted principally with a, view to 
improving urban sanitation. Under Lord Mayo 
their sphere of activity was enlarged. The Reso'
lution on Provincial Finance in I 870 declared that 
" local interest, supervision and care are necessary 
to success in the management of funds devoted 
to education, sanitation, medical, charity and local 
public works." A new group of municipal Acts 
was therefore passed, to enable these bodies to 
undertake the functions thus defined, and the system 
of election, which till then had been limited in law 
to Bengal, the North-West Provinces and the 
Punjab, and in fact to the last two, was extended, 
though the Central Provinces is said to have been 
the one province where it was introduced with "' 
success. Finally, under Lord Ripon a third series 
of Acts was passed in I 8 8 3-84, extending the 
elective system, and introducing the election' of 
private persons instead of officials as chairmen. 
While these changes were in progress the con- · 
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stitutions of the three great Presidency towns were 
more than once revised and enlarged. In I 8 56 all 
three were under the conduct of pa,id commissioners ; 
but elected councillors gradually took their places, 
and especially in Bombay the Corporation dis
played considerable activity and interest. 

In rural areas local self-government has been of 
later and slower growth. This dates from I 8 6 5, 
but only began effectually with Lord Mayo's 
measure of financial decentralization, which in
cluded the development of local self-government 
as part of the policy ; this led to the appointment 
of committees to administer funds available for 
local purposes in rural areas. They were principally 
concerned with roads. These beginnings were 
much developed under Ripon's resolution, which 
led to legislation in various provinces establishing 
a Local Board in each district, with subordinate 
boards, commonly representing the revenue sub
divisions. In some provinces panchayats, represent
ing groups of villages, were also set up. The minor 
boards were commonly nominated, but normally 
a considerable proportion of the district boards 
were elected by the members of the minor boards. 
The chairman was almost everywhere nominated ; 
and in the district boards he was almost invariably 
the collector of the district. 

These admirably intentioned proposals were on 
the whole cast too much in the mould of Western 
ideas ; and it is interesting to compare what was 
actually done by Lord Mayo and Lord Ripon with 
what was advised by Sir Bartle Frere, the mid
Victorian administrator who perhaps most recalls 
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. the type of Munro and Malcolm. The true despot, 
he observed, is the ruler who most needs to know 
public opinion. He therefore advocated village 
councils, comprising the chief people of the village-

, thus basing his system, as Government failed to do, 
on a natural unit. These village councils were 
intended (1) to make presentments on all matters 
touching the village itself, and ( 2) to provide an 
electorate for the choice of members of the councils 
which should be set up in each district. These 
district councils should comprise not only the 
members deputed from the villages, but also the 
principal land-holders-jagirdars, inamdars, etc.
who should have seats of right, and who would be 
allowed a precedence in seat and debate. Here we 
notice three departures from the scheme finally 
adopted. The first is the absence of the minor sub
divisional boards, which actually represented an 
area too wide to admit the local patriotism of the 
village, and too narrow to deal with matters of any 
weight ; in fact these minor boards are said to have 
worked worse than the district boards. The second 
is the specific recognition accorded to the large 
landowner as such. It may be said that Ripon's 
scheme left plenty of room for them among the 
nominated members ; but there. was in India a 
good deal of difference between sitting on equal 
seats all round a table and holding a position pro
portioned to traditional rank in a public durbar. 
The landowner would probably have attended 
Frere's district council ; he cared nothing for 
membership, elective or nominative, of the District 
Boards. The third point of difference is that the 
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District Board was meant to be a body dealing with 
specific matters and exercising specific powers ; it 
administered the· affairs of the local funds. But 
Frere's District Council would have been quite 
a different kind of body. It must have been deliber
ative rather than executive ; it was designed as 
an organ of public opinion rather than adminis
tration ; it was to be consulted on all matters 
touching the district ; it was to express the rural 
needs in the rural vernacular ; wisely and patiently 
managed it might have gradually acquired a pre
scriptive right of determination, and the collector 
have been gradually transformed from its master 
into its expert adviser. Such a possibility was ruled 
out in the case of Ripon's district boards by their 
narrow functions, their limited powers, their in
completely representative character. 

All these experiments in local self-government 
were intended to form part of the political education 
of the people. Mayo said : " The operation of 
this resolution . . . will afford opportunity for the 
development of self-governmc;nt . . . and for the 
as£ociation of Natives and Europeans to a greater 
extent than heretofore in the administration of 
affairs." Ripon ~as even more emphatic. "It 
is not primarily," he said, "with a view to improve
ment in administration that this measure is put 
forward and supported. It is chiefly desirable as 
a measure of political and popular education." 
It cannot, however, be claimed that the measure 
succeeded in this respect ; and the principal 
discussions have consisted in controversy over the 
cause of this disappointing conclusion. On the 
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whole the official view has been that Indians were 
not ripe for self-government ; the Indian view, 
on the contrary, is that these institutions were never 
given powers sufficient to arouse interest in their 
duties, or liberty to do as they deemed best. The 
evidence recorded before the Decentralization Com
mission contains many statements on the two sides. 
The truth seems to be that the official ideals of 
efficiency were not sufficiently relaxed to tolerate 
the inevitable errors of popular experiment, and that 
the scheme in itself was too artificial and Wester
nized to attract any but those possessed of Western 
education, and too limited in its operation to fulfil 
the educative functions that were expected frorri it. 

(2)-Develop.ment ofJhe Legislative. Councils.
llntiL.I.833· legislation in India .had no special 
9rgan. The-same bodies _made.Jaws and_is_sued 
executiv~-~~qr_d_ers. Laws were only differenti
ated from the latter in form ; nor indeed was 
there apart from the British Parliament any body 
capable of legislating for British India as a 
whole. The Government of Bengal could 
control the executive action of the other Presi
dency Governments, and indirectly, through its 
control of their executive governments, it could 
control their legislation also ; but it was formally 
empowered to pass laws only for the territories 
under its immediate management ; and the laws 
that were passed were binding only on Indians, 
not on Europeans, unless registered in the Supreme 
Court, an indignity to which Government never 
submitted. 

The first change in this position was made by 
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t~_e....A£t--P.f~ 8 33· The Company's monopoly of 
the Indiantrade, attacked in 1793, had been 
abolished in 1 8 I 3 ; and now its trading functions 
disappeared altogether. "The Company of mer
chants trading into the East Indies" now definitely 
ceased to be a commercial body. That meant that 
the conduct of trade with India would in future be 
entirely conducted by private persons. Hitherto 
such private traders had required the Company's 
licence to proceed to India, and had been liable 
to immediate deportation for misconduct.. It was 
felt that this system was too much at variance with 
English customs to continue ; but at the same 
time there was a general agreement that the 
population of India could not be handed over to the 
commercial exploitation of Europeans. Hence a 
decision to strengthen the Government in India, 
and to empower it to make laws equally binding on 
Indians and Europeans alike ; and, as Englishmen 
were accustomed only to legislatures popularly 
elected, special precautions were needed before 
such powers could be given to a despotic govern
ment like that of India. Therefore .in I 833. all 
legislative power was confined to the Government 
of Bengal, henceforth.known as. the Government of. 
India, and, as a further safeguard, a Legal Member 
was added to the Government, to examine and advise 
on all legislative projects. As this new member's 

.. [duties were confined to legislation, his appointment 
lmarks the first differentiation of the Legislative 
:From the .Executive Council. 

A further step was taken by the Act of r8 53. 
The centralized legislature had not known very 
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much about the subordinate presidencies of Bombay 
and Madras, and now each government was author
ized to depute a member each to sit in the new 
Legislative Council, which comprised the four 
E-xecutive Councillors (including the Law Member, 
who now became an ordinary member of Executive 
Council), the representatives of Bombay, Madras, 
Bengal and the North-WestPr~)Vinces, and the Chief 
Justice and another Judge of the Supreme Court 
of Calcutta. Differentiation was .. thus advanced 
a long step, and the change was emphasized by 
the rules for the conduct of business ,introduced 
by Dalhousie. These were modelled on the 
English procedure. Bills were read the first time 
without debate ; on the second ;:-eading the general 
principle was .debated ; · the ·details were then. 
referred to a committee for report within three 
months ; on report the Bill was considered in a 
committee of the whole house ; and fi·nally read 
a third time and passed. The Madras member 
proposed that speeches might be read ; but this was 
rejected without a division. 

• It is curious to observe that as soon as this body 
had been constituted, official as it was, it began to 
display a marked tendency towards independence. 
The Pr~sident ... of,the ,Board, ,Sir, Charles Wood, 
demanded that it should submit to him all legislative 
projects before they were introduced. Dalhousie 
replied that he was sure they would do nothing of 
the sort. Wood rejoined plaintively that he had 
never meant to invest them with any independent 
powers at all. " I do not look upon it," .said he, 
" as some .. of the young·-Indians do, at5 the nucleus 
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and beginning of a constitutio~al, parliament in 
India." " I am unable to see," answered the 
Governor-General, " that I have conceded to the 
Legislative Council any greater power than the_ law 
clearly confers upon it." When the Council and 
the Court fell out over the trivial question as to 
whether the Administrator-General should receive 
3 or 5 per cent. on the estates he wound up, and'the 
Court directed "an Act to be amended in accordance 
with their wishes, the Legislative Council bluntly 
resolved that the Court had not the power to require 

. the Council to enact any law it pleased. W:ood 
was much disturbed at the undutiful ,though legal 
conduct qf, his offspring. He repeated again 
and again-as though repetition would invest his 
words with more authority-that he had never 
meant anything of the sort, that he had introduced 
the Bill himself, and that he had never understood 
it as conferring such powers. He was neither 
the first nor the last legislator to fail in limiting 
the consequences of a Bill to his intentions. 

This ridiculous ,.position.,.,continueq un.til I 8 6 I~ 
When the Indian Councils Act was passed by the 
Imperial Parliament, Wood,, .firmly. resolved. not 

, to r~peat.hj§ f9~mpr. mis~~l).e; 1:;~~clu.~~£i,J~e Chief 
J ustlce and P.lll~ .. J,l!qge. wgo ._!ia~, occup1e~ ._seats 
ex ·oJJicjo, and who, though in the forefront of 
revolt, had therefore been irremovable ; moreover 
he abolished the nominees. of the . subordinate 
governments. The new Council was ;to- consist 
of the Governor-General's Executive Council 
together with not less than six or more than twelve 
persons, of whom not more than half might b~ 

R 
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officials, nominated by the Governor-General for 
two years. Moreover the functions ofthis Council 
were explicitly_ restricted to legislation. It could 
not therefore call for papers, or receive and discuss 
petitions, as the- former Council had dared. to_ do. 
These precautions must have seemed ample to 
secure the proper subordination of the Legislative 
Council to the wishes of the Executive. The 
Governor-General could always command a majority; 
he could get rid of a troublesome councillor within 
two years at longest, and the Council could do 
nothing except discuss Bills which had afterwards 
twice to run the risk of veto, first by the Governor
General and then by the Secretary of State. It was 

. perhaps significant of the spirit of the new legis
lature that - it tolerated that practice of reading 
speeches-so indicative of calm, mature, and 
possibly futile deliberation-which the former 

/ Council had rejected from the very first . 
.Into _an assembly thus sedulously. protected from 

misusing- its little powers, it was thought possible 
t<? _in~roduce . Indian member,s. This _was what 
Dalhou_sie, .to .• whom .. symp,gthy;""i~ith.)n~~ia!?: desires 
is seldom attributed,,had wished to d9 in theformer 
CounCil. Now it ·was allowed~· thotigli you might 
search every clause of the Act in vain for · any 
specific reference to Indian members. This was 
very much in accordance with what has come to be a 
rule for Imperial Acts relating to India. They 
must be examined quite as much for the restrictions 
which they omit as for the positive directions which 
they include. The High Courts Act of the same 
year permitted the appointment of Indian judges, 
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one of the earliest large steps forward, without 
specific ment" on. The_.Act .. oLr R92_admitted of 
but nowher_e, C0111ll1a11<:J~~l .. ·J:_he,.._in.tq;>qucti~:m_,of the 
elective principle in _to th~ ,..lpdian .. .legislatures ; 
the Acts of I 908 and I 9 I 9 can hardly be understood 
without reference to the circumstances in which 
they were passed, and the rules which the Govern
ment of India was authorized by them to make. 
In like manner in I 86 I Ca,nning was empowered 
to nominate Indian members to his Legislative 
Council because the Act contained no definition 
of any kind regarding the half-dozen non-officials 
whom he might name. 

I do not know with whom this proposal actually 
·originated ; but it had been_urged~l,lpon .. the.,Home 
Government .by ,Dttlhousie,..in.,. the .. course .. of the 
discussions, preceding""the, q:lat.:~er,.,.Act _.of_,I 8 53· 
The Mutiny probably explains why a m~asure 
that was rejected in I 8 53 was conceded in . I 8 6 I. 
No doubt many besides th,; :J;s~ ~~~- .>f 
§a\lli~=~~.~ .. ~.}~m~li otthattrreparab!e 

1 

mtsfortune to a complete fatlure to gauge pubhc 
feeling in India, and thought with him tb.at_ GQyesn
ment's task .would be much easier if it could t!lke 

,...~regular couns~l with leading Indians. _That .idea 

(\:~ra,s no~ reahzed .. I·n-r 862c:.~ere n.omtnated the 
Maharaph oL::ra~~t.ala,. th~ .R..a.J~~ of B~~ares, and 
Sir Dinkar Jho. All three, it will .be .9bserved, 
knew much . mo~e .about . the Native. than .. -about 
British systems .qf admi~istr~tio~ .. ''flie."fii~'~t was 
the Sikh chief who af the .time of' the Mutiny had 
taken so resolute a line in favour of the English 
Government ; the second quasi-master of a zemin-: 
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dari of almost princely rank ; and.~the_third the 
minister whose wise and uncorrupt management 

' had restored Holkar's dominions to a state of 
prosperity. The next group of nominations con
sisted of three great zemindars. Presently these 
and their like were reinforc,ed by retired officials 
like,.,§itw~ii;;~~~~g.,._;_. •. !~Pd in the 'eighties we 
begin to· finer ·merchants, editors and lawyers 
represented in the Council. . 

The Legislative Council established in I 8 6 I was, 
as we have seen, too narrowly hedged round with re
strictions of various kinds to be able of itself to assert 
the least shadow of independence. It is therefore 
the more remarkable to find the Executive Council 
taking up the cudgels on behalf of its legislative 
sister. More than once do we find the former 
endeavouring to reassert the claim of the peccant 
Council of I 8 53 to be something more than the 
mere mouth-piece of the Home Government. So 
early. as I865 Lawrence's Government attempted 
to protest against Wood's claim to dictate what 
laws should be passed in India ; Wood indeed 

. rejoined that he had never presumed to dictate 
to the non-official members ; but as he admittedly 
dictated to the Executive Government which 
commanded a majority of voices in the Council, his 
disclaimer did not amount to much. 

He had indeed signified in the plainest way his 
opinion of the Indian legislature by setting up in 
'L.ondon in. the. very year_ of_ its creation_the body 
known as the Indian Law Commission. A~. usual 
there were excellent reasons for the step. It was a 
time of great legislative activity. Indian law was 
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in a state of great confusion. It urgently required 
to be examined and codified. The Jormer Law 
Commission which had sat in India had .produced 
no_ tangible results. The work to be done was 
complicated and difficult ; it demanded the services 
of the most skilled jurists .and draftsmen. Wood's 
decision can thus be defended on every ground of 
efficiency. Nor were the members appointed un
worthy of their task. The work was done by such 
men as Lord Justice James~ Mr. Justice Romilly, 
Mr. Justice Willes. It was undoubtedly well done. 
But the whole procedure recalls the frequent 
attempts of an earlier age to regulate the legislation 
of distant dependencies, and like them it provoked 
opposition. 

Indeed, unless the Act substituting the new 
Legislative Council of I 8 6 I for the old Legislative 
Council of I 8 s'3 was to be regarded as a mere 
farce, void of all significance, it must be admitted 
that the ~stablishment of the, Law· Commission 
entirely. violated its spirit. Draft Acts prepared 
by the Commission, the Duke of Argyll wrote 
in I 869, were to be considered by the Governor
General in Council and, if doubts arose, returned 
to him for further consultation with the Com
mission, after which he would send the Act out in 
the form in which he desired it should be introduced 

('1 into and passed by the Legislative Council. ~u_ch 
f,_·~n extreme declaration oLtheJegislative_.supremacy 

of the. Secretary. of State,_.though. _unassailable in 
law, was manifestly open .to .attack.in policy ; and 
after some delay Mayo _and his Executive Council 
returned a crushing rejoinder. They pointed out 
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that such a method of legislation would cast on the 
Executive Council the burden of examining such 
Bills clause by clause, as though they were a Select 
Committee ; secondly, such a doctrine would 
reduce the Legislative Council to a shadow although 
invested by the Act of I 8 6 I with sole power to 
_pass laws ; and thirdly, the provisions of.the Act, 
;which enabled the Secretary of. State to __ disallow 
laws passed by the Legislative, Council, evidently 
1did not contemplate his assuming. the character of 
sole _legislator for British India. The Duke re
joined by affirming the right of supreme control 

;1 vested in the Home Government ; but the point 
~-~,was in effect conceded by the disappearance. of the 
· Commission. in -I 8 70. 

On at least two later occasions in the I 9th 
century claims to something like independence in 
legislative matters were preferred by the Govern
ment of India against the Secretary of State. The 
first was in I 8 7 6, when the Government was 
required to abolish the duty on imported cottons. 
The second occurred in the 'nineties during Elgin's 
government. These latter papers, so far as I know, 
have never been published, nor have I seen them ; 
-but references to them in other documents show 
that the Secretary of State-Sir Henry Fowler
then laid down in the most uncompromising 
language the doctrine that the members of the 
Government of India are bound, even against their 
own conscience, to support and carry through such 
legislation as the Secretary of State requires. 

These disputes suggest two reflections. One is, 
how strong must be the centrifugal forces in an 
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empire like the British, when even a strictly official 
government, such as that of India, is moved so 
frequently to endeavour to assert its l,egislative 
independence, and in this respect to claim that the 
Secretary of State possesses no other power than 
that of veto. The second is that this tendency in 
the period we have been considering must have 
owed much of its force to the presence in the Legis
lative Council of unofficial Indian and European 
members. The Government of India was thus 
enabled to speak, not only with the authority of the 
man on the spot, but also as representing an Indian 
public opinion with which the Home Government 
was nQt in contact ; and the importance of Canning's 
introduction of Indian members into the Legis
lative Council lay not ,only in its being one of the 
earliest recognitions of the Indian right to par
ticipate in the government of their own country, 
not only in its affording to the Indian Government 
specific advisers regarding Indian opinion, but 
also in encouraging it to assume, at all events in 
legislative matters, some degree of independence 
of the Home Government. 

In this respect we may perhaps regard the claims 
put forward by Lord Elgin's Executive Council 
as having been encouraged by the development 
of the Legislative Council under the Act of 1892. 
In tlie course oftlle.preceClirig tliirty years there 
had been a great extension of education, of the 
number of persons taking an interest in the political 
affairs of their country, of the number ofjournals 
devoting much space to the political conduct of the 
Government. On the whole the process had 
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resulted in directing a constant stream of criti
cism ·against the policy pursued. Often this 
was ill-informed or perverse. But the student 
of politics will seldom find the question of the 
hour debated in a spirit of right reason. The 
condition of interesting the ordinary man in. great 
political questions is to persuade him that his 
personal interests are concerned ; and we find 
political interest active or stagnant pretty nearly 
in proportion to the extent to which the machinery 
of such persuasion has been developed. 

In the present instance the machinery for 
persuading the people that Government was ruining 
them in mind, body and estate, in this world and the 
next, had developed great activity, while the 
corresponding machinery for persuading people 
that their material and moral welfare depended 
on the maintenance of the Government did not 
exist. It was thought that a development of the 
Legislative Council might enable Government 
to state its views and purposes in a manner more 
likely to reach the people than that provided by its 
blue-books and reports. If for instance, Dufferin 
argued, the members of the Legislative Council 
had the right to ask questions of Government on 
matters of domestic interest, Government would 
have the means of stating its policy and objects, 
of removing misconceptions, of making the facts 
of a case publicly known. . 

The proposals made in the time of Dufferin came 
to fruition in the time of Lansdowne. The Act 
of 1892 raised the number of additional members 
from the old minimum of 6 to 10, and from the old 
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maximum of I 2 to I 6 ; it enabled the Governor
General in Council to make rules under which the 
annual budget might be discussed and questions 
asked, thus abolishing the narrow · limitations 
within which the Council had formerly worked ; 
and it further empowered the Governor-General 
in Council to make rules under which future 
nominations should be made. Under this last 
clause lurked the introduction of a new principle in 
Indian politics. Till then non-officials had found 
a place in the Legislative Councils exclusively as 
nominees of the Governor-General, or (in the 
provincial councils) of the Governors and Lieutenant
Governors of provinces. Now Indians themselves 
were to have a say in their selection. The rules 
made under the Act provided that while 'the 
Governor-General should nominate ten additional 
members on his own responsibility, he would 
nominate one on the recommendation of the 
Calcutta Chamber of Commerce, and four more on 
the recommendation of the non-officials in the 
Provincial Councils, themselves largely selected b.y 
municipalities, university senates, and commercial 
bodies ; and as regards his other nominations he 
was to be guided by the principle of making his 
selection as representative as possible. 

It is easy to belittle these cautious and much
restricted advances of I 8 6 I and I 8 92 ; but in 
judging them we should remember the times in 
which they were made. . In respect of the first 
there was no Indian demand for constitutional 
advance except from a few isolated individuals. 
The change was inspired purely with the desire 
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of securing a more accurate and.· closer view of 
Indian feelings, so as if possible to avoid the 
blunders which had brought about the Mutiny. 
In respect of the second a demand had arisen, but 
it was new, it was relatively feeble, it had not 
been generally adopted even by the class of Indians 
from which it came. In both cases there was in 
many quarters a wide-spread disinclination to do 
anything. "Let well alone," was the common 
motto. In such circumstances no one can reason
ably expect radical reform ; and even the mildest 
reform (unsupported by political force) demands 
a good deal more altruism and willingness to take 
trouble for the sake of an idea than is altogether 
common among mankind. 

While these changes were being made in the 
Legislative Council of the Government of India, . 
provincial legislatures had also been called into 
existence and developed on similar lines. Under 
the Act of I 8 6 I, Legislative Councils were estab
lished in the provinces of Bengal, Bombay and 
Madras. But these provincial bodies, thc;:mgh 
important in including Indian nominees, were in a 
legislative sense of much less consequence than the 
Imperial Council. This was partly due to the 
restrictions naturally imposed by their territorial 
limits ; but still more to other causes. In the 
first place the Imperial Council dealt with a great 
mass of general legislation, such as the Codes, 
to take the most conspicuous example. These 
naturally fell within the competence of a central 
legislature ; but some of the Acts passed by the 
Imperial Council lay less certainly within its scope. 
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Such for instance as the Cattle Trespass Act, 
laying down, as Sir George Campbell said, the fine 
to. be paid by an old woman whose cattle strayed 
anywhere between the Himalayas and Cape Comorin. 
Then alongside of the restrictions imposed by this 
legitimate and illegitimate activity, lay the juris
diction of the High Courts, which could not be 
touched ,by any save the superior legislature. As 
this was a wide and far-reaching matter, many Bills 
of really local interest had to be sent up from 
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay to be dealt with in 
the Imperial Council. A third reason lay in special 
restrictions, such as that prohibiting the introduction 
of any Bill affecting religious interests until it had 
been approved by the Governor-General in Council. 
The jurisdiction of the High Courts is wide, 
but religious interests are wider still. 

The provincial legislatures thus remained very 
subordinate, probably more so than the provincial 
governments were to the Government of India. 
However, they too shared in the extension of 
powers in I 892. The maximum number in Bengal, 
and the two presidencies, was raised to 20 ; under 
the rules made by the Governor-General in Council 
provision was made in certain provinces for the 
choice of non-official members by the municipal 
councils and district boards, the local commercial 
organizations, and the senates of the universities. 
And finally the Legislative Councils which in 1 8 6 I 
were formed only in Bengal, Madras· and Bombay, 
were extended gradually to other provinces-such 
as the North-West Provinces (now the United 
Provinces of Agra and Oudh) in 1886, the ~unjab 
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1n I 897, Burma and Eastern Bengal later on. On 
the whole in view of these voluntary changes and· 
reforms, it is not unfair to conclude that British 
rule in India has been decidedly less obscurantist 
than has usually been the case in the rule of one 
people over another. . 

(3) 7J:.e J!;.gi'!!fi'!_$~l_!ndian Politi~s.---:U~til the 
Mutmy tne Enghsli Govem.mfnt,;_,mocl~cita had 
at§r.~e~~owga!}i~p ~y__a~gr~at shoF~qf...forc.e. 
You woula have found troops everywhere, not m 
great masses, of course, but scattered over the face 
of the country in small detachments, providing 
treasury guards at every district head-quarters, 
and escorts for the remittances of coin that were 
always passing from outlying stations to district 
head-quarters; and from district head-quarters to the 
Presidency town. The· sight of troops on the 
march was common .. One might suppose that this 
was brought about by the insecurity that would 
naturally be felt by a foreign dominion amid a large 
alien population ; and the general feeling of the 
overwhelming superiority of the British Government 
was a large and undoubted element in the ready 
submission which was paid to it. But much more 
than this, the military character of the Company's 
Government was imposed on it as an inheritance 
from the past. The progressive anarchy of the 
I 8th· century had broken down the traditional 
respect for Government and the automatic obedience 
to the law. Towards its close it would have been 
hard to find a territory outside the Company's 
boundaries where the collection of the· revenues 
was not accompanied by a show of military force ; 
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the chronic warfare and perpetual fluctuations of 
state limits broke down the custom of · paying 
taxes to one unvarying authority ; and taxes them-

, selves came to be a sort of blackmail paid to avoid 
plunder rather than the regular levies paid as the 
price of order and protection. In these circum
stances no Government could exist save on condition 
not only of being effectively prepared for war and re
bellion, but also of being generally so reckoned. The 
maintenance of military strength and the propagation 
of a belief in it, were necessary conditions of 
Government. How ingrained the conception was 
is indicated by the curious fact that so late as 1869, 
when the trunk road from Mhow to Nasirabad 
was being made, it was popularly known as the 
" Gun Road," as though the · only purpose of 
opening out the country was to make easy the 
transport of artillery. 

Since the Mutiny, however, this conception of 
Government has steadily decayed. India was at 
peace in a way which had scarcely been known for 
two centuries. Dalhousie had overthrown the 
Sikhs ; and then when the Sepoy had thought to 
try the Company's strength, it had been manifested 
as never before. Sindia in the late 'sixties expressed 
the fact to the Resident, Henry Daly, in striking 
words : " Your prestige," he said, " fills men's 
minds to an extent which, to men who know how 
things were carried on scarce fifty years ago, seems 
beyond belief. Within that period, when Mah
rattas went from time to time from Gwalior 
to the Deccan, small parties were not safe. • • • 
Their friends parted from them knowing that they 
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had set out on a journey of danger-perils through 
Thugs, robbers, spoliation and blackmail levied 
on them by the states through which they must 
pass ; these things men, not old, still speak of. 
Now all pass to and fro without let and without 
hindrance. . . . I never put myself on a mail-cart, 
unattended and perhaps unknown, without 
appreciating the strength of your rule." 

Then again the Mutiny had given point and 
substance to the criticisms of soldiers such as Charles 
Napier wlio had declared the system of dispersing 
military forces all over the country ruinous of 
military discipline ; and at the same time the 
development of the railways permitted alike the 
reduction and the concentration of the army. 
Hence the policy steadily pursued with the develop
ment of communications, of maintaining the army 
in large cantonments at strategic points, so that 
regions which had been accustomed to the constant 
appearance of troops; now rarely saw a soldier. 
Even the practice of changing stations by route 
marches fell into disuse ; so that though the 
Government was stronger in a military sense than 
it had ever been, its military power fell more and 
more into the background of the popular con
sciousness. Obedience to its orders became less 
and less dependent on a show of power ; and the 
rule of law seemed to be replacing the rule of force 
as the basis of the state. 

So far the Mutiny may be regarded as a mis
fortune not wholly without its compensations . 
. But in another wav it has never ceased to exercise 
an influence wholly for the worse, in strengthening 
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and ·emphasizing the tendency of other causes to 
weaken and render more difficult the relations 
between the two races of Indian and Englishman. 
That had always offered a difficult problem, which 
had only been fully solved by exceptional individuals 
placed in favouring circumstances: And from 
causes unconnected with the Mutiny the circum
stances were less favourable after it than they had 
been before. The fact is well illustrated by the 
careers of such men as Munro or Meadows Taylor, 
who, different as they were in talent, character, 
and career, both attained a deep knowledge of the 
Indian world. The readers of Taylor's auto
biography will remember how many years he spent 
in a remote district of the Nizam's dominions, with 
no other European within call. His society and 
friends were necessarily the Indians among whom 
he lived. We see his mind taking on a romantic 
Indian colour. He comes to believe in dreams, 
visions, and prophecies. He falls sick on the road, 
and the stranger who takes him in ·and in 'Yhose 
house he is nursed back to health, is the Muslim 
taluqdar of'Pargi. Munro was familiar with the 
same isblation, the same Indian friendship. His 
letters show him, all through his Revenue d~ys, 
as usually alone, living with and among Indians, 
at Salem, in South Canara, in the ceded districts. 
He it is who points out that the judge sees Indians 
only at their worst, angrily litigiou·s, undermining a 
good case with false evidence, either falsely accusing 
another or themselves justly convicted of crime ; 
whereas the revenue official, who, like Muntb, 
spend.s his life among the villagers instead of sitti11g 

s 
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in his cutchery, like the Bengal civilian, wattlng 
for the zemindars to bring in the revenue, sees all 
sides, public and private, virtues as well as faults, 
and so learns understanding. 

But since the Mutiny the conditions under which 
Taylor and Munro and their fellows acquired their 
knowledgeable sympathy with the people have been 
steadily growing more uncommon. The old lack 
of European society has disappeared. Not only 
have the officials multiplied, but so also have the 

· missionaries and the men of business. The 
development of Government has tied men every
where more closely to their desks. Personal rule 
has given pla~e to a rule of system. The efficacy 
of Government has increased, but Government 
itself has become more mechanical. Hill-stations 
have become easy instead of difficult of access. 
Easier communications with Europe have meant 
easier and more frequent absences on leave. The 
vernacular, formerly the main vehicle of official 
work, comes less fluently to the tongue, and the 
increasing isolation of the official world has been 
only in part disguised by the Indian adoption of 
the English language. 

And over these changes has hung the baleful 
recollection of the Mutiny. This first mainly 
affected the European. In the early years that 
followed, Frere wrote to Sir Charles Wood, the 
old sympathy with India changed to a feeling of 
repugnance ; the old spirit of content with life 
and work in India, the old inclination to regard 
things in an Indian rather than an English light, 
gave place to a reluctance to stay in India longer 
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than needs must, and a disposition to judge things 
by an emphatically English standard. This neces
sarily had its reaction in the Indian mind ; and 
later on, as the memories of the horrors of the 
Mutiny grew fainter· in the Englishman, a con
sciousness of the .severity with which it had been 
repressed developed in the Indian. We find an 
inclination to seek a justification for its outbreak, 
and to express approval of its motives. At the same 
time the external evidence of the material force 
of Government was, a~ we have seen, less promin
ently displayed. We . find developing a pre
disposition to doubt at once the power and the 
benevolence of English rule. 

There had always been undercurrents of dis
affection-it would have been very extraordinary 
had there · not. Whole classes of men are not 

· deprived of power without resenting the depriva.:. 
tion ; and we may take it for granted that there 
always were men in some corner or other plotting 
the overthrow of the British rule. The .most 
obvious._ mals()ntents . were tMuslim. There are 
always a certain number of Indian followers of that 
most militant faith who must feel it a religious 
duty to shake off the infidel dominion ; and with 
them the religious motive is naturally stimulated by 
recollections of former greatness. Besides this, 
in the period immediately following the Mutiny, 
the British rule ofrered fewer compensations to the 
Muslim than to his Hindu fellow-countryman. 
A larger proportion of the Muslim than of the 
Hindu Government servants had elected to join the 
cause of the mutineers ; and the former were looked 
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on with suspicion. The official use of Persian had 
long disappeared. The school system made but 
the slightest provision for the study of Arabic, 
their sacred and legal language ; and even when 
they had mastered it, it had ceased to be of ad
ministrative value, for reform had swept away the 
last vestiges of Muhammadan law, and none now 
needed men skilled in interpreting the works in 
which it was expounded. 

Accordingly we find the earliest dissatisfaction 
that went beyond a mere attitude of mind was 
principally, though, as we shall see, not wholly, 
Muhammadan. For instance, in I 8 59 the Muslims · 
in the Educational Department were said to be 
discussing the lawfulness of serving the British 
Government, and a faqir was hanged for dis
tributing seditious papers in the Punjab. He was 
no doubt an emissary of the Wahab is. In I 8 6 3 
occurred the Ambeyla Campaign, in which Neville 
Chamberlain ·attacked their fastnesses at Sitana, and 
then it became known that they were being supplied 
with men and money from India. The discovery 
had been made by the devotion of a Muhammadan 
sergeant of the police. He arrested four men 

. whom he had by chance discovered to be on their 
way back from the frontier to make arrangements 
for further supplies. The magistrate before whom 
they were carried refused to commit them on the 
sergeant's bare word. He then sent his son to 
join the Wahabis and find out what was actually 
going forward ; as a result of which in I 8 64-6 5 
eleven persons were punished with transportation. 
A few years later their renewed activities became 
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apparent. In I 8 7 I a considerable number of 
jw ahabis ~~&:~lacea:Pn_tlieiUri;l_aL£atna, and 
it apEeared th<!_t a whole n~t~;:.k..,..oJ_tr.easonable 
pr'i'5'£aganaaliad-been established, with sw_::~.rms of 
preacliers in every aiiliictin Bengal, each of whom 
had been carefully trained. While the prisoners 
were under trial, the judge engaged on the case was 
murdered ; and Lord Mayo's murder in I873 
was believed by many to be not unconnected with 
the Wahabi agitation. B':lt the centre of the 
conspiracy had apparently been broken up by the 
vigorous enquiries of I 8 6 9~7 I, and this, coupled 
with the reforms of Lord Mayo in giving Urdu · 
and Persian and Arabic a larger place in education, 
in giving aid to Muhammadan schools and estab
lishing scholarships for Muhammadans, seems to 
have brought this particular phase of the matter to 
an end. Much personal discontent remained ; 
witness the Maulvi who (Wilfrid Blunt relates) 
hoped in I 8 8 3 that the MihCii would.Cirive the 
English out of Egypt. But organized hostility 
·seems for the time to have ceased. 

If the Wahabis at Patna offered one centre of 
smouldering hostility to the Governmen_t, the 
Maratha Brahmans at Poona offered another. 
Their recollections of independent power were even 
fresher than those of the Muslim ; and though 
they were not fired by an equally fanatical religion, 
that lack was made good by the feeling of nationality 
engendered by Maratha history. Conspiracies were 
discovered in 1862. The movement, Bartle Frere 
wrote to Canning, " is an evident offshoot of the 
discontent which lost its chosen leaders in the Nana, 
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Tantia Topee, etc., and which still smoulders in 
Central India and the Mahratta country. From 
all I can learn, any spark, such as •a war in Europe 
or with America would have been followed by a 
number of concerted but separate insurrections in 
all parts of India between the Vindya. Mountains 
and the Towchundra." The movement was de
tected too early to become dangerous, but it 
evidently did not die out. In 1 8 79 a similar spirit 
led to an outbreak of dacoities in the Deccan, 
brought about, it was believed, by the excitement 
of the Afghan War. The leader of the movement 
issued proclamations against Government. How
ever he was put down in a few weeks, and the 
only tangible success he secured was the burning 
of the fambus teak-built palace of the Peshwas at 
Poona. 

These and one or two other efforts were all of. 
much the same kind-essentially efforts of the old 
India to expel the Western intruders. But dis
content was already finding another mode of ex
pression, which was to give rise to movements of 
quite another kind, showing even when most 
antagonistic to British rule deep marks of its 
influence. The first political fruit of the progress 
of education was the birth and development of the 
Indian press. Under the Company, when the 
Anglo-Indian press alone was of importance, the 
policy of Government had swung from severe 
censorship to the extreme of liberty. In the early 
days, when these Anglo-Indian journals were as 
often as not conducted by some Free Merchant who 
had failed ~n ·his commercial calling, criticism had 
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shown a marked tendency towards personalities and 
abuse. The long-standing feud between the Civil 
Service and the Free Merchants had betrayed 
itself on the one side in vituperation and on the other 
in repression. Editors were summarily deported, 
not only from Calcutta but also from Bombay. 
But this was a matter in which the autocratic system 
of India and the responsible system of Great 
Britain were in violent contrast. Where propaganda 
is the ordinary weapon of both Government and 
Opposition, liberty of the press is natural and indeed 
inevitable ; but where the Government can only be 
removed by revolution, and where the propaganda 
will be all against the Government, liberty of the 
press has usually meant that the autocrat distrusts 
his ability to keep it muzzled. It . is scarcely 
compatible with the continuation of his rule. If 
this is the case where a people is ruled by an autocrat 
of the same race as themselves, still more 'is it so 
where he represents the domination of a foreign 
race. "A free press," said Munro, with his usual 
insight, " and the dominion of strangers are things 
which are quite incompatible and cannot long exist 
together ; for what is the first duty of a free press ? 
it is to deliver the country from a foreign yoke."· 

This, however, was doctrine which the Company 
scarcely appreciated. The censorship of the press 
was the sort of thing which the Anglo-Indian 
editors and their friends might use to stir up untold 
trouble in England, to bring the Company into 
public disfavour, and so perhaps contribute to its 
downfall. The Directors were therefore disposed, 
as men \USually are, to prefer present convenience 

• 
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to future security, and to let the European jour
tJ.alists criticize· Government as much as they 
pleased, which indeed hurt no one seriously, for 
as yet there were no Indian journalists to teach 
their fellow-countrymen to distrust an alien Govern
ment. So when Metcalfe in 1835 was acting as 
Governor-General until the authorities at home 
could agree on a successor to Bentinck, he introduced 
a new Press Act, merely requiring every book and 
paper to-bear the name of its printer and publisher. 

In the fulness of time, however, an Indian press 
grew up, both English and vernacular, which set 
to work, as Munro had foreseen, to make the 
country uneasy under its foreign yoke. It uniformly 
attacked the G<ivernment, sometimes with great 
bitterness. At first this was in itself of small 
importance. The Indian journals were f-or the 
niost part unsuccessful experiments. The public 
was too small and poor to make journalism profitable; 
and the commerci:d value of the advertisement was 
as yet llttle recognized. Consequently the Indian 
journalists were, like their Anglo-Indian predeces
sors of an earlier age, men who could find nothing 
else to do or boys who intoxicated themselves with 
their own eloquence· of abuse. Their organs were 
with few exceptions short-lived and little read. 

These journalistic attacks became prominent 
during the Government of Lord Northbrook ; and 
Lytton, his sucessor, resolved to modify the law 
which .had remained unchanged since the time of 
Metcalfe. As the English-reading Indians were 
still few in number, and as the English violence of 
Indian journals might be more or less counteracted 

• 
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by the Anglo-Indian papers, some of which had a 
considerable Indian circulation, he decided to leave 
them alone but to impose restrictions on the papers 
published in the vernaculars, firstly because their 
readers would probably be relatively uneducated 
and so specially liable to be deceived ; secondly, 
because they would not have the Anglo-Indian 
papers as an antidote ; and thirdly, because the 
vernacular papers appealed or threatened to appeal 
to the great mass of the people on whose acquiescence 
rested the stability of .Government. Accordingly, 
Lytton's Act-the Vernacular Press Act, passed 
in 1878-empowered a collector or a magistrate to 
require the editor of any paper written in an 
oriental language either to give a bond not to publish 
objectionable matter or to sub~it his proof-sheets 
before publication. 

The Act can hardly have been oppressive because 
it was only put into operation against one news
paper-the Bengali Som Prakash. This fact was 
proclaimed by Lytton and his supporters as proof 
of its efficacy, and by his opponents as proof of its 
needlessness. It was no doubt much disliked by 
Indian journalists ; it was contrary to the doctrines 
of Liberalism ; and accordingly it was repealed 
by Ripon. 

His condl.).ct in this respect has usually been 
approved by all but reactionaries ; but, as it seems 
to me, it is a matter which cannot be judged in 
isolation; we must ask ourselves whether it accorded 
well with his policy as a whole. Now while his 
policy as a whole was liberal and progressive, his 

. decision in· this particular case was fa~ in advance 
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of the rest, for it was inconsistent with the nature 
of Government as it was, and as he meant it to 
continue. The period at which the Indian press 
should have been accorded the liberty to say 
whatever it pleased, within the limits of the law of 
libel, should have been not the time when the only 
constitutional advance consisted in the nomination 
of a dozen or so Indians to the various legislative 
councils and the very limited beginnings of local 
self-government, but the time, still awaited forty 
years later, when the Indi~n consfitution ceased 
to be a despotism and became a responsible Govern
ment. Ripon's premature abandonment of press 
restrictions has involved two inconvenient con
sequences. In the first place it legalised a propa
ganda certain to be directed towards weakening 
the foundations. of Government, and to which 
Government had no means of answer untainted by 
officialism ; and this was the more important 
because that foundation consisted in the acquies
cence, not in the definite loyalty, of the people at 
large, a feeling therefore likely to be worn away with 
comparative ease. It may well be doubted whether 
so yielding a substance should have been exposed 
to the corrosive of propaganda at a stage when (in 
Ripon's view) the possibility of self-government 
was still indefinitely remote. It was exposing one 
fo.rm of government to an unnecessary strain before 
another form (in his opinion) could be established. 
In the second place this tacit encouragement of 
anti-government agitation, readily spreading from 
the printed to the spoken word, facilitated the 
amalgamation of two distinct political tendencies 
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which a wise Government would have sought to keep 
separate. . From the earliest days of British rule 
in India those Indians who have reflected on the 
political condition of their country have fallen into 
two main classes-those who have desired to turn 
the English out at any cost, and those who at first 
accepted their rule as the lesser of two evils, and who 
later accepted it in the hope of gradually developing 
responsible government in India. The democratic 
privilege of a free press and free speech not only 
made it easier for the extremists to spread their 
views at the expense of the moderates, but also 
facilitated co-operation between the two classes, 
each hoping to use the other for its own purposes. 
Thus the subterranean party of violence has been 
enabled to come into the open to influence and at 
times to deflect moderate policy, and on occasion 
to supply the moderates not only with ideas but 
also with leaders. The policy of free speech and. 
press has thus tended to develop moderate opinion 
at a more rapid rate than that at which Government 
was prepared to move. Ripon's policy in this 
respect. was thus far in advance of his policy in 
others. It tended to widen the natural cleavage 
between Government policy and moderate Indian 
opinion. It was ill-timed, for it presupposed a 
stage of political progress which neither Ripon nor 
his successors were prepared to recognize. • 

(4) The Political Situation I88S-I90S.-Mean
while i'i'noeTRipon 'sGovemmentoccurrea-the-

~astonis~i~~ _ _E~~~~er,.;:f, !?-_e}~~~ert :BP1'7'a. matter 
fQ._r whtdi no one lias ever !Seen"~wdlmg-to-accept 
responsibility. At this time outside the Presidency 
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towns no European could be tried for a criminal 
offence except by another European. In earlier 
days this distinction had made small practical 
difference bec~use the sessions judges who tried 
all serious accusations of crime were members of 
the Covenanted Service and so invariably Europeans. 
But in the 'eighties the Indians who had entered 
that service by competition, and. who had preferred 
judicial to executive duties, were becoming suffi.:.. 
ciently senior to look for promotion to the rank of 
district and sessions judge ; so that if the law stood 
unaltered they would be liable to the invidious 
distinction of being unable to try a class of prisoner 
who could be tried by their European fellows in the 
service. When these circumstances brought the 
question· under the consideration of Government, 
it· was resolved to do _away with this racial dis
crimination, and a Bill was accordinglY. drafte<J 
~y.JlTb~e£!,_ Jh.~.J~g~~-Memoes 2rc~cil._!!_ ~as 
consiaerea in Council, and only one member raised 
objections to it, recommending that its operation 
should be limited to Indians who had risen to the 
rank of district magistrate and sessions judge. 
Ripon brushed this aside-unwisely as the event 
showed-as a mere crotchet ; and when it went 
home for consideration, ·and Maine in the India 
Council 'Yrote a minute supporting- the 'proposed 
limitation and criticizing the Bill as likely to produce 
an uproar; the. Secretary of State, Lord,HartiP:gton, 
put )t in his pocket and forgot all, about it. But 
when this measure was introduced into the Legis
lative Council in 18 8 3 the uproar~ which. Maine 
had predicted rose indeed. Every class joined in, 
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especially in Bengal. The merchants at Calcutta, 
who were not personally interested, were as violent 
as the planters of Behar who were. Ripon's 
entertainments were boycotted, as Clive's had been 
before him. He himself was insulted, as none had 
ever ventured to insult Clive. The attitude assumed 
was disagreeably reminiscent of the " colonial " 
spirit-of a West Indian Assembly desired to accord 
legal privileges to their slaves or South Africans 
discussing missionary teaching among the natives. 
At last a· compromise was reached. A European 
on~trial before a district magistrate or sessions judge 
was to be entitled to claim _trial by jury, of which 
half were to be Europeans. With that the agitation 
smouldered out. 

But it was only in accord with the fitness of 
things that this deplorable exhibition of ill-feeling 
should not end there. It was both a lesson and a . . . . 
warmng to the Indian. Here was an ag1tat10n 
which moved Government from its purpose, the 
sort of thing of which he had· only read in books
the agitation of Wilkes or tHe Corn Law League. 
Evidently the methods of agitation were as applic
able in India as they were in England. And 
secondly, all this violent language and racial 
antipathy-in a sense the agitation was the last 
echo of feelings aroused by the Mutiny-evoked 
and emphasized corresponding ra,cial feelings on 
the other side. The passionate claim of the 
European to predominance was to be answered by 
the passionate claim of the Indian to equality. · 

Indeed for some time past a change might have 
been noted in the course of ·Indian studies and 
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enthusiasms. The study of ancient India had 
developed into a cult of the past. Swami Dayanand, 
the founder of the body known as the Arya Samaj, 
taught that India had been degraded by the corrup
tion of her primitive faith and the intrusive tyranny 
of foreigners. The early Theosophists, Colonel 
Olcott and Madame Blavatsky, the latter of whom 
claimed to have been a Hindu in a previous incar
nation, aided in this movement ; Olcott went about 
lecturing on the ancient greatness and the modern 
degradation of India ; and gradually the belief 
spread that India of old had been united, great and 
prosperous; the achievements of Asoka and Chand
ragupta were quoted in proof; the shadows of 
ancient dynasties, of which we know in, fact little 
more than their names, were transformed by 
enthusiasm into the solid figures of great heroes 
who attested the vigour of India in the past and 
prefigured her revival in the future. This un
critical habit of. reading a good deal more into 
ancient documents than was ever in them is a 
common phenomenon among a people attempting 
renascence ; and though we must accept their 
history with caution, we find in it at least certain 
evidence of a rising spirit of nationalism and the 
revival of ideals. " Back to the Vedas " became 
one of the cries of Young India ; and as the Vedas 
offer but slight or no support for many Inqian 

• customs which seem most reprehensible in \V estern 
eyes-the exclusiveness of caste, infant marriages, 
and the status of widows-the movement which 
it represents has inevitable leanings towards social 
reform. 
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The idealization of the Indian past was one 
element of the new Indian movement ; the other 
was the study of .Western political thought, more 
particularly of its Whig and Radical exponents. 
The political struggles in England in the I 7th 
century, the intellectual movement leading to the 
French Revolution, and the nationalist move.ments 
of the I 9th century, were favourite subjects of study 
and reflection. Bradlaugh ·was a champion in the 
House of Commons ; and Tom Paine a favourite 
political philosopher. 

The necessary result of spinning po!itical aspira
tions out of such strongly contrasted strands was a 
good deal of inconsistency.· Aristocratic ideals 
and democratic aspirations do not mingle easily ; 
and it was easy to criticize the Brahman, believing 
himself sacrosanct and performing ceremonies of 
purification after sitting in the same railway
carriage as members of the lower castes, and yet 
fervidly orating on the rights of man. But such 
intellectual inconsistencies do not really affect the 
cogency of a political creed. That is much more a 
matter of feeling and sentiment than one of reason. 
Political like religious argument normally convinces 
only those who are convinced·already ; and effective 
political appeal is to the heart, not to the head. 

Such a synthesis of contradictions cannot .of 
course form the basis of a sound political system. 
But its defects only became palpable in the world 
of experience, not in that of argument ; and Indian 

_political progress was still a matter of talk. In 
~-~. 8_~ 5J_he inward_chaug~ ... fu.l!!ld its,o~tw_yd.e_!rre!;sion 
in tlie foundation of the Indian National Cong~ess. 
~--=--_:-, .,,-- """;"..l...:~~-
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Before this, associations had been formed to represent 
and advance Indian views, such as the British Indian 
Association at Calcutta, the Anjuman at Lahore, 
or the Sar·va Janik Sabha at Bombay. These 
had been local organizations. It was now thought 
that a body which would speak for educated Indian 
opinion as a whole would carry more weight. 
The objects of the Congress, as described in the 
prospectus drafted by a retired Convenanted 
Servant, A. 0. Hume, were to make fellow-workers 
in different parts of India known to. one another, 
and to arrange a common programme of action. 
" Indirectly," the prospectus stated, " this Con
ference will form the germ of a native Parliamen~, 
and if properly conducted will constitute in a few 
years an unanswerable reply to the assertion that 
India is still wholly unfit for any fotm of repre-. 
sentative institutions." · 

~ The first. meeting of this body; was held at 
/'Bombafat •. iheen~d~ i(·n-ec:~~~[,~5 . __ Here 

t~e only qualification for membership was the 
payment of a small fee ; and any member might 
attend. It was not therefore a representative body 
for its delegates chose themselves; but in 1886 the 
delegates were chosen by public meetings and 
various bodies. They were almost exclusively 
lawyers, schoolmasters and journalists. At first 
the enthusiasts of political progress were few in 
number. The attendance comprised only 70 

members, who had been collected with difficulty. 
But the second Conference was attended by nearly 
4 50, the third by over 6oo, the fourth by over 
1, 200. Its early tone was strongly appreciative 
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of the benefits of British rule. ·rt was in fact 
composed of men eager to co-operate and not to 
overthrow. The establishment of British rule was a 
merciful dispensation of providence ; it had been 
better in its results and direction than any other ; 
it had brought new light to India, and set up a 
lamp amid the darkness of Asiatic despotism
such were a few of the sentiments occurring in the 
first two presidential addresses, and listened to with 
enthusiasm. 

The programme of reform put forward in its 
early resolutions was however extensive. At its 
first meeting it resolved th~! the abolition of the 
Council of India was an ess'ential preliminary to all 
reforms. At the same meeting it declared for the 
establishment of simultaneous examinations in 
England and India for a~mission into the Indian 
Civil Service. It demanded enquiry into the 
increasing poverty of the country, attacked military 
expenditure, and the administration of the Excise 
Department, and the Salt Tax. It proposed the 
formation of a body of Indian volunteers, criticized 
the Arms Act, and demanded the training of 
Indians for admission into the commissioned ranks 
of the Indian Army. In the more narrowly 
constitutional field it advocated the separation of 
judicial and executive functions, so that the same 
individual should never at the same time exercise 
both ; and while at the first meeting it was content 
with demanding the enlargement of the Legislative 
Councils, with the introduction of the elective 
principle, and a right of criticizing the budget and 
asking questions of Government, this was in the 

T 
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following year given more precise form by proposals 
which would have reduced the official element to a 
quart,er and required at least half the members to be 
elected. While conceding to the Government 
a power of overruling a resolution of the Legislative 
Council on condition of publicly recording its 
reasons for so doing, it proposed that a Royal 
Commission should be appointed to ascertain the 
best way of introducing representative institutions 
into India. 

These proposals had not the faintest chance of 
adoption. At that time the educated class still 
formed a very insignificant number of individuals. 
Education was expanding, but it had not nearly 
attained the volume it has since. Higher educa
tion, as Sir Verney Lovett points out, has increased 
threefold since the days of Dufferin. And further, 
the class which was represented by the Congress 
included hardly any Muhammadans, it included 
no agriculturists, it included none of those castes 
and races who flocked into the Indian Army, and 
who in the past had flocked to the standards of any 
military adventurer who would pay them. It 
might represent intellect : but it did not represent 
either wealth or power. But if the presumption 
on which representative government ultimately 
rests is that the party which commands a majority 
of voters is that which would win in an appeal to 
force, thus securing an approximate identity of 
material and political power, such basis was lacking 
in India. The party which carried most heads 
to the poll was not necessarily that which would 
command most sword-arms in the field ; and . 
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representative institutions were as likely to need 
the support of the foreign troops as did a foreign 
despotism itself. 

The effect of this attitude on the part of the 
Government was necessarily to throw the Congress 
into stronger and more definite opposition. Its 
orators gathered fire and heat. Its scope of 
criticism widened and deepened. The emphasis 
laid at first on the benefits of British rule grew 
perceptibly lighter and the allusions to them more 
perfunctory. Indeed, no wise person will found a 
political system upon gratitude alone. It is every
where the shortest-lived of political feelings, and 
can only be kept alive by a sense of favours to come. 
In India the feeling that the favours of the future 
were unduly delayed gathered strength and volume. 

The ·more acute minds in the Congress began to 
perceive that reforms were not likely to be secured 
by mere talk. A party of action began to emerge, 
with affiliations both to the public agitation of the 
Congress party, and to the secret activities of the 
old forces of violent discontent, and to the plots 
of anarchist societies outside India. At first this 
party of action centred at Poona ; later it spread to 
Bengal and the Punjab. 

In the first instance the movement was related to 
that stream of feeling displayed by the Marathas in 
1862 and 1879. l!;.foy~~~its le:a~n a man of 

,l~t.~~~;.~~~t~l:q,~, .. ~~£~4gfldhar=Tjlak. .By 
01,.rth lie_l:ielonged to the ChltQavans, the sectwn 
~f~"'f~C'§.ill.}l~~li~wliicli:h"ii"s[i~roducea the 
great Pesli.wi:!.s_of_the __ I,8th_c~ntury:. H~ was a 
Sariskritscholar of eminence, a str~odO:x ... 
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Brahman, and in Congress circles belonged to that 
side which was actuated more by hopes of a Hindu 
revival than by· aspirations after Western political 
ideas. He first emerged into political prominence 
as the champion of Hindu orthodoxy. In I 890, 
when Government brought forward a Bill to raise 
from ten to twelve the age at which Hindu marri
ages might be consummated, Tilak led the Hindu 
opposition in the face of the approval of such men 
as Telang and Bandarkar, not, it may be presumed, · 
because he was blind to the social evils of the 
caus.e which he defended, but because he discerned 
in religious zeal a political force of the first magni
tude, to ·be employed in securing the objects which 
he as well as the Moderate congressmen had at 
heart. His pap~r, ~h ... e ~ Kesa!i_ the .. L.ion--:-;:;-:attacked 
the Gov~rnmenfBill whdle-heartediY,alld.deno~nced 
ali'itsHindu supporters as traitors to their country's 
cause. In I 8 9 3 in order further to reinforce the 
political effect of religious feelings he founded the 
Anti-cow Killing Society, directed against Muslims, 
who sacrifice cattle at their great festival of Bakr-'Id, 
and Europeans who devour beef at all seasons. 
He too sought to turn the worship of Ganpati to 
political ends, and set up as a political model for his 
countrymen the figure of Sivaji, the hero of the 
struggle against the Moghuls. 

In 1 8 9 5 was organized a series of annual festivals 
to commemorate the cwronation of the great 
Maratha king. Tilak seized the occasion to refer 
to an incident which has usually been condemned by 
English writers as an act of treachery-the killing 
by Sivaji of Afzul Khan at an interview. In 
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itself the act can only be classed with the murder 
by Bruce of the Red Comyn or Cesare Borgia's 
conduct at Sinigaglia which drew the applause of 
Machiavelli. The usual Mara:tha defence of Sivaji 
is that the Muslim began it first. But Tilak 
disregarding this defence declared Sivaji justified 
even if he had planned the murder beforehand, since 
the Bhagavagita declares, " we may kill even our 
teachers and our kinsmen, and no blame attaches 
if we are not actuated by selfish desires.'' 

At a later time Tilak denied emphatically that 
he had ever intended to countenance or encourage 
political assassination. Be that as it may, the fact 
remains that his language was so understood by 
some of his fellow-countrymen ; and he could 
hardly complain if Englishmen took the same view. 
Indeed it seems very doubtful if his denial was 
really so serious as it was meant to sound. His cold 
clear mind cannot have missed the implication of his 
words. On the other hand he did not seek the 
violent overthrow of the British. Government. 
He reckoned too accurately its material strength 
to waste his efforts in seeking to organize revolt. 
But he may well have calculated that a political 
assassination or two would attract more attention 
to Indian demands than all the speeches ever made 
at the National Congress. Such ideas would have 
won the approval both of his national hero and of 
ancient Hindu political •theorists. In any case 
amid the panic which followed the appearance of 
plague at Bombay in 1896, and the ineffeCtual and 
desperately unpopular measures adopted by the 
Bombay Government to arrest it, a civilian and a 
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military officer were murdered in I 8 97 at Poona. 
The Maratha-also a Chitpavan Brahman-who 
murdered Jackson at Nasik in I908, admitted that 
he had been influenced by the Kesari and other 
newspapers ; and Tilak himself was imprisoned in 
I 908 for his comments on the murder by a bomb 
of two Englishwomen in Bengal. 

In the latter province the movement towards 
violence differed from that in 'Western India in 
that it was more spontaneous, less dependent on 
encouragement from on high. It developed into 
a network of murder-clubs and dacoit-societies, 
with slenderer connections than in Western India 
with the open and professed politician. As at 
Poona, however, it also was associated with a 
definite religious revival-a Neo-Hinduism of not 
too respectable a nature. 

In Bengal circumstances were more favourable 
to such development than elsewhere. The admin
istrative system, based on the Permanent Settlement, 
rendered needless in that province those numerous 
mixed revenue and administrative servants who 
elsewhere formed so valuable a link between the 
people and the district officer. So that Govern
ment was in a much worse position than elsewhere 
to know what was going forward. The same 
reason brought it about that Government service did 
not absorb so large a proportion of the educated 
classes as elsewhere where administration was more 
elaborately constructed and more detailed in its 
supervision. Then again the Bengali had taken 
to English education with peculiar vigour. Private 
schools and colleges had sprung up, following on 
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the Education Commission of 1 8 8 2, on whose 
advice Government had unwisely allowed aided 
schools and colleges to lower their fees ; and so 
education was not only more prevalent but cheaper 
and less' successful than elsewhere. On the whole 
the educated Bengali was worse off than the 
educated Indian of other provinces, but particularly 
resented Lord Curzon's efforts to raise the educa
tional level. Further, the Bengali is more 
emotional by nature than other Indian races. 

From these conditions a whole crop of political 
crimes might easily spring, once popular excitement 
had been generated ; and the occasion for this was 
the partition of Bengal, which took place in 1 90 5. 
Till that year all Bengal had been the administrative 
charge of one Lieutenant-Governor. Until 1871, 
the year of the first census, no one had known how 
vast was the population of the province. It then 
turned out to be 66 million, more than half as much 
again as any one had supposed. In the course of 
the following 30 years it rose by I 2 millions.· It 
had long been recognized ·that this was more than 
one man could manage. The eastern districts 
particularly, with their wilderness of waterways, 
evidently needed much closer supervision. The 
landlords were all absentee landlords ; and the 
police worse than in the other districts of Bengal. 
The region is said to have been the scene of habitual 
outrage and undetected . crime. Lord Curzon's 
Government, therefore, after considerable discussion 
resolved to create the new province of Eastern 
Bengal, comprising Assam, Chittagong, and I 5 
other districts, with an area of IOI,ooo square 
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miles, and a population of 3 I million. Dacca was 
the new capital ; and the population within the 
new boundaries was predominantly Muslim. 

This change was made the occasion of a violent 
agitation. Eight million and a half of Hindus 
were included in this Muslim province ; so the cry 
arose that the Bengali nation was being divided ; 
the affair was represented as an attack upon their 
tradition~ and their language, as an attempt to rule 
by division. So far the grievance was mainly 
'sentimental. But the Indian journalists and lawyers 
of Calcutta no doubt feared that the establishment 
of a new provincial capital might lead to the estab
lishment of journals and lawyers of its own. Hence 
the agitation was carried on with hearty goodwill. 
A boycott of British goods was declared ; and the 
movement was placed under the special protection 
of the goddess Kali. 

This deity affords one of the most striking 
instances of the catholic nature of Hinduism, 
which can accommodate with an appropriate god 
or goddess every occupation from the most elevated 
to the most criminal. Kali, the wife of Siva, is 
identical' with Bhawani, the patron goddess of 
Sivaji and the deity who guided and protected 
the Thags in their murderous enterprises. .She was 
now invoked by the politicians as the patron of the 
boycott. Hecatombs of goats were sacrificed in· 
her temple at Calcutta. Not for a century had her 
court run with such streams of blood ; and at the 
same time as the public leaders of the movement 
invoked her aid, groups of boys still at school, and 
youths still at college bound themselves before her 
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image into confederacies of murder, vowing to offer 
her the blood, not of goats but of every European 
in Bengal. The English Government was to be 
overthrown by terrorism. 

Thus both in· Western and Eastern India 
political agitation was doubled by criminal con
spiracy, and emphasized by occasional murder, 
sometimes of an Indian policeman who had done 
his duty, sometimes Of an official who had dis:.. 
tinguished himself for his sympathy with Indian 
progress, sometimes of women. 

Such manifestations, embracing on the one side 
constitutional demands backed by examples and 
argument drawn from British history) and on the 
other revolutionary violence imitated from Con
tinental secret societies, were not well adapted to 
encourage the advocates of Indian claims to press 
them on the English Parliament, for they seemed 
to confirm the opinions of those who declared all 
attempts to engraft Western institutions on Eastern 
societies inevitably doomed to failure. It was one 
thing to encourage enlightened leaders who desired 
to take their place in the administration of the 
Empire ; it was quite another to encourage men 
who would use any power they could obtain to 
promote the overthrow of' British rule in India. 
Political assassination was a thing peculiarly repug
nant to English ways of thought ; and this feeling 
was heightened when those singled out for death 
were known to be men particularly sympathetic 
towards Indian views, or when the criminals 
were such blunderers as to mistake women for their 
chosen· victim. Nor again could the disclaimer 
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of the political leaders sound convincing so long 
as they and their organs continued to use language 
plainly provocattve of such passions as lead naturally 
to the crimes they professed to reprobate. So that 
though political crime undoubtedly called attention 
to the c:omplaints of the Congress, it weakened 
opinion in favour of granting Indian demands, 
gave· occasion for suspecting some of the leaders 
of approving in secret what they condemned in 
public, and strengthened the influence of those 
who opposed advance of any kind. 

Many causes, .economic-and political, evidently 
concurred to produce the general condition of 
unrest which prevailed about the conclusion of Lord 
Curzon's.term o£. office .. Plague' and famine had 
ravaged the country ; the growth of population 
and the accompanying extension of agriculture 
had involved the progressive cultivation in the 
previous 30 or 40 years of ever poorer and poorer 
soils, so that the cultivator had to work harder for 
a more uncertain living, while the consequent 
increase in the rental value of land had been largely 
absorbed by the landlords, or, where no landlord 
existed, by Government. It is perhaps note
worthy that the greatest discontent prevailed in 
Bengal where landlordism was most complete. 
The same increase of cultivation had contracted 
the old pasture grounds, so that the rules designed 
to protect the forests of India came to be felt more 
and more as a grievance. Then too an enforced 
free trade policy, twice carried by the insistent 
orders of the Secretary of State against the strong 
opposition of the Governor-General's Council 
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alienated the industrialists. The rise in the general 
level of Indian prices had grievously affected the 
educated classes of whom by far the greater part 

. lived on fixed salaries which they could not augment 
as the cost of living rose. So that throughout the 
large class of agriculturists there was a general 
feeling of discontent, such as emerges, not when 
people have been long ground down by misery, for 
then the daily effort to live wears out all other 
volitions, but when people pass from a cycle of 
prosperity to one of hardship ; and among the 
industrial and educated class strong hostility to 
Government measures as hindering their way to 
wealth. These causes formed the background of 
the Indian political movement, predisposing men to 
discontent and opening their minds to the sugges
tions of those who accused the Government of 
causing these conditions. 

Such economic causes affected all the interests 
of the country-agricultural, industrial and pro
fessional. The political causes directly affected 
only the latter, and were sentimental in essence. 
There was for instance the treatment of Indians in 
South Africa ; the··attempts of -Lord Curzon to 
improve the educational system, interpreted as an 
attack on Indian education itself.; and. the excite
ment caused by bitter journalistic comment and 
provocative speeches on the Government~s. attitude 
towards Congress demands. And then, while the 
educated Indian was loudly claiming equality with 
the Englishman, demanding to be trained in arms, 
and protesting his right to constitutional instead of 
despotic government, the resounding successes of 
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Japanese arms against the Russians seemed a proof 
that-the Asiatic was after all in the essential matter 
of war as good as the European ; and the effect 
on Indian opinion was the greater since the foreign 
peril which had engrossed Government for the 
previous generation and more had come from 
Russia. All these concurred to render classes, till 
then reasonably contented with their lot in life and 
mode of government, peculiarly susceptible to the 
influence of that irreconcilable hostility, which from 
being endemic was fast becoming epidemic. 



CHAPTER X 

THE POLICY OF REFORM 

(I) MinJg_.-MOJ"ll!J. __ Reforms .-At this time the 
control of the Government fell into the hands of 
two men differing entirely in type, in experience, 
and in political party. In I 90 5 Lord Minto had 
been appointed by the Conservative Government to 
succeed Lord Curzon, when the latter resigned owing 
to his difference with the Secretary of State over the 
appointment of the Army Supply Member. At 
the close of the year the Conservatives were suc
ceeded in office by the Liberals, and Mr. Morley 
replaced Mr. Brodrick ,_at the_I_ndia, Office. 

The new Governor-General was no politician, 
but had enjoyed a wide and varied experience of men. 
He had always been a keen sportsman ; he had 
served for many years in the Army, had fought in 
the Second Afghan War, and in Egypt ; h.e had 
taken an active part in local administration according 
to the admirable tradition of English aristocracy ; 
and he had occupied the high administrative post 
of the Governor-Generalship of Canada. He 
had therefore seen men from many angles, and his 
vision der_ived from this experience a solidity which 
is denied to those who only watch life from the study 
window, or confuse the problems of statesmanship 
with the fluctuations of party-debate. In ~ddition 
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to these advantages he had acquired in his entirely 
practical career the art of managing men, the knack 
of getting his own way, or as much of it as circum
stances permitted, without domineering over or 
irritating those with whom he worked. 

M!,:, JYig.rle.y was very much the reverse of all 
this. He was essentially a first-class man in the 
academic, but not in the broad sense of the term. 
Had he been a little less clever, or his parents a 
little less well-to-do, he might quite easily have 
become·a member ofthe Indian Civil Service, where 
he would have gravitated naturally to the Secretariat, 
and at last returned inordinately proud of his 
K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., after ruling in most unpopular 
fashion one of the lesser Indian provinces.' He had 
a keen logical mind, a sharp tongue, and a sharper 
pen. With these, and the most uncompromising 
Liberal principles, he had made no small name for 
himself, at first in history and journalism, and later 
in the House of Commons ; but .his outlook on 
life·was:tnarrow. He could appraise a book better 
than a man, and a man's brains better than his 
character. He had spent his days in a world where 
what was said and written counted for more than 
what was done. As compared with Minto, he was 
more intellectual and less intelligent. His adminis
trative experience was small for so prominent a 
politician. With a great gift of charm which he 
could use when he pleased, he had always been 
irritable ; and with advancing 'ears he had be
come capricious, dogmatic and domineering ; like 
Macaulay he was too merely clever to attain serenity 
of view. 
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Neither he nor Minto knew much about Indian 
administration when they assumed their respective 
offices ; but what they did know was singularly 
characteristic of the two men. Morley had read 
enough-probably a few pages of Burke's inter
minable speeches on Warren Hastings-< -«to enable 
him to pass a superficial judgment on the most 
complicated historical problem of Anglo-Indian 
history ; . whereas Minto had himself seen the 
country, though from the angle of the subaltern, 
had himself fought on the frontier, and knew 
personally the famous passes which to Morley were 
nothing but names upon a map. Further, he was 
much quicker in taking stock of the situation. 
So it came to pass that ",early ,il} }~9?~ ))~~?: ~ere 
inclined to ,political reform-.<-the one from~pohtical 
conviction, the other from a personal judgment 

/fof the situation. 
~ . It has usually been believed th;at in this matter 

of political reform the Secretary of State was the 
propelling force, while the Government of India 
was reluctantly. draggesLin,,his" t.r~in· <,B.~t ~h."~ _facts 
appe~Loth.,er .. 'Y~se. The~ reforms ",spr~qgJrom the 
Government of "lndia~the, -proposals , originated 
with Minto,, by: whom<.the .officiaL,part of the 
Government was won over to much larger changes 
than it was of itselfprepared to face,; f1.11d Morley's 
contribution scarcely exceeded approval and sup
port. It would indeed have been impossible for the 
Governor-General to have initiated and carried 
through such changes without a sympathizing 
Secretary of State in England to back him, for 
otherwise the weight of official opinion WQ\lld have 
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alarmed the Cabinet into inactivity ; but in the 
work of positive construction the Secretary of State 
seems to have played little part. Indeed it is curious 
to note how in his action the authoritarian pierces 
through the doctrinaire. Nothing must be done to 
impair the sacred authority of the India Office, 
or to limit the proud tone of command which it 
inh.erited from the Company addressing its servants 
in the East. The Hobhouse Commission might 
be sent'. to ascertain how far the Government of 
India might limit its powers of control over the 
provincial Governments, but not to consider whether 
the Secretary of State might limit the extent of his 
interference with the Government of India. If 
self-government was to be developed in India, .it 
was difficult for any Englishman to imagine how 'it 
could be done except through ·parliamentary in
stitutions ; every increase of power or influence 
conceded to the Legislative Councils plainly tended 
to that conclusion ; but Morley with curious and 
indeed characteristic blindness refused to admit 
that he had sanctioned a single step in a direction 
which would infallibly render the Government of 
India less dependent on Whitehall. 

This peculiarity in fact rendered the aims of 
Minto and Morley less divergent than they other
wise would have been. Minto desired to secure two 
~mainmbjeets. One was .to break.gown,the monopoly 
of high office whic}l had mar~e4,the British Govern
ment in India ever since the Company had ordered 
Warren Hastings to remove Muhammad Reza 

""' Khan from his post of Naib Diwan. }:h_e.other was 
( ·to bring into political activity. those force~ of Indian 
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opinion which could not be supposed to lean towards 
the_ advanc~g.,.,ps>Ji~ic::~l ,~~'Y~ <;>f~ th~ .. 9oDgress. The 
ag.ricl!iJ:gr~l .... &L"!:lss;.§,,.Jrom the ·ryots to the great 
landlords, had at the time no mouth-piece by which 
they could make known their views and desires ; 
~th~ ... w,es~n&Is:~f;~!:i~P:gii<~.q,sses~were politically 

""quiescent ; tbL: M;w®Jjm~ad taken no part in the 
I'_ recent agitations. These classes must have opinions 

probably different from those of the orators of the 
Congress ; and it was clearly desirable that they 
should have the power of expressing them, quite 
apart from the fact that .tb._ey-w.~~E§.tiJ:."Y.;t~.c. a 
C?!J8WfB9:~S~;~~~~.i£lX~~~notJ?...s4ti£k~EJ.: These 
v1ews wh1ch to Mmto were merely a matter of 
common-sense, fell in aptly with Morley's peculiar 
situation-that of a Liberal desirous of putting 
Liberal principles into practice without incurring 

_/;the obvious consequence of releasing India from 
f). the tutelage of London. So-we find a Liberal 
I ''statesman.intimately,,concerned.in §CP.emes iptended 

~o invest with political in~uence ~._class more pre
aisposed.to. Conser;:vaJism,th~n:~l!Yot~er il}Jh~_world. 
· Minto's plans, as they: developed,-fell into three 

.JJ¥ts .. , The)irst.was intenaea to-createda .... special 
organ through which Indian magnates could express 
their political views ; the,,, se,cond was to render 
the -~xisting Legislative Councils more representa
tive and more influential than they had been ; and 
the thjr~,. which was fram~d quite as early as the 
other two, though the discussions regarding it 
were long kept secret, !Vas.to admit IpdiaQS to the 
Executive .. Councils. · ··- · · . 

The first of these was the development of an 
v 
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idea which had long floated before the eyes of Indian 
statesmen. Ly~ton ha4 wished to create an Indian 
Privy Council . which the Governor-General could 
assemble and consult ; buf the proposal had been 
whittled down to the empty title of " Councillors 
to the Empress" bestowed on a few of the Indian 
princes. Lord Curzon had suggested a Council of 
Princes to discuss matters of common interest. 
This- proposal had been . still under .consideration 
when Minto arrived in India ; and though 'the plan 
was abandoned in the form in which he found it, 
for some time he hoped it would be possible to 

/reviveLytton:s ideaand.expand it by including other 
/ ~ig me.n;.as,well,.as .ruling.,chiefs. ''We should get 

14~ 4ifferent. !.deas from·_th()se of Congre~s,~'. he wrote, 
r::' 0 / "emanating from men already possessing. a great 
.tft\ ' interest-inthe.good government of India." AccordV \#" ingly the plan was, set out in the Reforms ;circular 

t'· . of 1907. ~· It has long been felt," the Government 

1
. of India said, "that considerable advantages m. ight 

be expected from any measures which, without 
impeding the free action of the executive Govern
ment ... would in some degree associate the great 
ruling chiefs and the territorial magnates of British 
India with the.Governor-General in. the_guardian
ship of commop, an4 I!Ilperial inter.ests." In the 
course, however, of the discussions which followed 
these proposals, it appeared that the ruling chiefs 
themselves were averse, and that they would be 
unwilling to sit with persons of inferior status to 
their own, while their single advice regarding the 
affairs of British India would be regarded with 
suspicion. As an alternative, an Advisory Council 
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of notables was suggested in England, but Minto 
disliked this alternative ; so~ at .. last,.~by..,.,common 
con.s~n~, it ~a,s ~ropp.ed: The times were perhaps 
past when it could have been tried with advantage. 
But indeed we must presuppose an entire change of 
policy since· I 8 58 to have rendered it workable 
except perhaps under the government of Canning. 

_.. The.serond .. p~tt>,.,ci>f'll:-l.'4iAt9;§, .. ~l.aB;?M-'W~$. to increase 
-' the influence and representative character of the 

Legislative Councils. The old rules prepared under 
the Act of I 892 had resulted in the choice by the 
Various nominating bodies of a.~~~skt~pce 
~f~.,..th~_.p~,:pi~§~j,£!1~1.._~~~;, .. ~ho ~hough forming 
pot two per cent. of the populatwn had secured 

.forty per cent. of the seats on the Governor-General's 
Legislative Council. It was admitted that they were 
entitled to representation proportionally, not to 
their numbers but to their influence ; but that 
scarcely entitled them to a virtual monopoly of the 
quasi-elected seats.. o~~gfe::tt~q~~~·tiQ~:.'i.W:;;!~.JlOw 
this~·situat-ioR:.,.·EOuld .. "b~ ... '!l~.ed.;,.a.n.9.~~$1l.P.tetpqise 
intt:educed., Ever since the introduction of the 
elective system had been first discussed, Government 
had held the view that representation by classes and 
interests was the only practicable way of giving 
effect to the elective principle ; and this conception 
was strongly emphasized in the Reforms proposals 
of • I 907. The widest representation should be 

~given, the . Government of India sa~~' to .. dass~s, 
1 r::;tces, and mterests. To anyone fa~:ul_lat only_w1th 

the territorial constituencies c;>f .,th,e,..,~~ ~~t,_.Jhis 
conception seems peculiar .. But then it was easy to 
show that in India the number of possible voters 
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was so small, while the number of rigid divisions 
formed by races or occupations crystallizing into 
castes so numerous, that general territ~rial rep
resentation would be an infinitely more hazardous 
matter than it could possibly be among the more 
homogeneous populations of the West. In accord
ance with these views the Government directed 
attention to a tentative scheme, assigning seats to 
each race, caste and religion. The proposal met with 
much criticism and little support. Indeed, being 
directed against the monopoly of the professional 
classes, it was certain of attack by the only section 
of the community at all vocal. In the long run it 
was abandoned. No doubt that was as well, although 
the theoretical objections expressed both by Indian 
writers and later on by Mr. Montagu and Lord 
Chelmsford were perhaps less weighty than th~ 
fact that so complicated a scheme was unlikely to 
work. In the end the idea prevailed so far as to 

/"obtain special representation for ~9-A~lt~c!~_rs r of each province, for ~~et,<::e, and for t,h('! 
M~~a.dans. Tb~§eu.it*)Xe~,..l;w~.e4,~9-H~g,.£prm 
tl\~,di~h~.£ii9£~&.0~f~>F9i~-tg-th~~l-9ft~~~-RJR.Dal 
vlasses.c 

The second point was the question of the official 
majority. Hitherto provision had been made to 
secure a majority of officials on the Legislative 
Councils, and repeated rulings of the Secretary 
of State declared even members of Executive 
Council to have no more independence in their 
legislative than in their executive capacity. When, 
therefore, the Councils were enlarged in I 892, that 

· measure enlarged the circle of opinion that tnight 
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be expressed in Council, but in no way modified 
the legislative power. The Secretary of State had 
the last word in every branch of government except 
the administration of justice ; he could order a 
Bill to be introduced and passed in the same way as 
he could order an official to be dismissed; or a 
bridge to be built. To some extent this fact had 
been obscured by the differentiation in form of 
the Legislative and Executive organs of Govern
ment, as is shown by the repeated claims on legis
lative independence preferred from India. But 
such a method of veiling autocracy behind an 
artificial majority was on the whole unfortunate. 
The Legislative Councils had been. really advisory 
committees summoned by the Government for the 
consideration of legislative projects_; and the 
decisions ostensibly taken by them had actually 
been taken elsewhere. Such divisions of the form 
and the substance of power, common enough in 
our own constitutional history, form a practice 
little adapted for employment in cases where the 
devolution of power is consciously intended, for 
they are· intensely provocative of strife ; and further, 
it will be observed that such division in India is 
exactly the opposite of our English process. Here 
the form has remained with the monarchy while 
the substance has been engrossed by the legis:.. 
lature and its agents ; in India the form was con
ceded to the legislature while the substance was 
retained by the executive. The process was easily 
capable of being represented as giving with one 
hand what you took away with the other. It would 
have been wiser to create advisory committees, and. 
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in practice to allow them more influence than was 
legally theirs, than to create a formal legislature 
with no real power at all ; and further, the informal 
discussions of a committee develop far less heat 
and unreason than the formal debates of an assembly 
which can finally determine nothing. 

These criticisms are offered, not in condemnation 
of those who established and expanded the Legis
lative Councils, because· nothing is more difficult 
or rarer than a just estimation of the way in which a 
proposal will turn out in practice ; but in explana
tion of the failure of these experiments to conciliate 
educated Indian opinion, or to bring the represen
tatives of the major Indian interests into the active 
political arena. Further such a system might have 
been introduced in I 892, when no one thought of 
it, butfu.I,9o6, 'Yhen Minto.was,consideril}gthe new 
reforms, ·would have worn such an.appearance of 
reaCtion as would,have condemned i! ~}:1tjrely. The 
official majority, as the means of maintaining control 
of legislation, was the accepted principle, which, 
though productive enough of evil, was not seriously 
attacked ; and the abandonment of power to pass 
any laws that were thought desirable or necessary 
was not entertained either by the Government of 
India or by the Secretary of State. The retention 
of the official majority in some shape or other was 
therefore inevitable. But Minto was .. anxious if 
P9!.Si~e to avoid _its 1se~ Under the '.I 892 As:t the 
Bombay Government had for some time dropped it 
altogether ; and it was agreed to propose that the 
various Governments, while retaining the power 
to create an official majority if necessary, should 
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normally act without one. Morl~y-i.D ..... !=...~Y.ising the 
scheme decided thatit rgig~t b~ d.~fi.n!!.~ly.ad,andoned 
in the case of -the -provincial (;pyeri),m~pts, but 
insisted . on its , equally de fin it~ _reteh!iop. . in the 

~ Imperial Legislative.,..Goun.cil.. " The Governor
r General's Council," he wrote, "in its legislative as 

well as its executive character, should continue to 
be so constituted as to ensure its constant and un
interrupted power to fulfil the constitutional obliga
tions that it owes and must always owe to His 
Majesty's Government and to the Imperial Parlia
ment." Whatever else happened, the authority 
of the Secretary of State for India was not to be 
impaired. 

The third point was the extension of the Legis
lative Council's influence over the action of the 
Executive. This was provided for in two ways. 
In 1892 the restrictions in the Council had been 
so far relaxed as to allow it to discuss the budget ; 
proposals were now made to render the discussion 
more detailed and prolonged, and the Council 
was authorized to pass resolutions on the subject. 
The right of asking questions had already been 
conceded to members ; but it is not always easy 
.to frame a question which will elicit precisely the 
information desired, and so this right was now 
extended to include supplementary questions as 

-'/ well. · 
1 , On the whole the reforms of the Legislative 

Councils carried out by Minto may fairly be 
described as a sincere attempt to render Indian 
opinion more accessible to, and more influential 
with the Government, and that over a wider field 
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of administration. They did not indeed alter the 
mistaken basis on which political reform had been 
erected ; they did not escape bitter criticism as 
being utterly inadequate ; but they did mark an 
increasing association of the non-official with the 
Government. The power of moving resolutions 
was employed frequently, and in a very considerable 
proportion of cases with effect. The right of asking 

/'supplementary questions was used actively. And 
/ probably these concessions were much_ more impor

tant than the creation of-electorates, and the attempt 
to secure representation of all types of Indian 
opinion which engrossed so much public attention 
at the time when the reforms were under dis
cussion. 

Minto himself certainly did not rank very highly 
these attempts to improve the Legislative Councils. • 
They: were concessions to educated. opinion ; but 
they were. not- t:.lle real thing._·-_ That'"Iiy; .in his 
opinion, in ~P.~_f.lil_2K.!.~J;..Qigh%aJli~~:Pf~G9..,x~lHB(!!lt 
l&.,:W.~~!!.~'"'A~nT'his particular branch of reform has 
usually been especially ascribed to Morley, and 
indeed his " Recollections " do little to dis
courage the idea ; but this in particular seems to 
have originated with Minto. He was from the first, 
as he wrote to Morley, " all for giving the native 
population of India as large a share in the govern
ment and the public employment of their country 

,..-:";a; .~e can give." 4l~S~~Xfl>i~~~J' J~<?~.S..-~as 
'f+wntmg to- Morley of ~he _poss1b1h~ppomtmg _ 

an.Jndian.._member. of his Executiv~,-~ouncil, and 
discussing· .it ·.with, his councillors. The proposal 
startled some of them, like a pistol pointed suddenly 
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~ JheiE._h~~<is,; and.after..,six ... rnon ths ~ciiscussion 
¥into had only~ managecl. t<;>. ~-ec!lr~_.;t~e.,~~l}P.POrt of 
~ .~jngle member. In-spi-te-of_this,Jw.wever,. he 
resolved· to recommend_th~,. _ll:RHs.>i.!?Jrn~P.t. The 
reasons alleged by those opposed to the scheme 
seemed very narrow, as compared with the impor
tance of rallying to Gpvernment the loyal and 
moderate educated class, entitled on every ground 
to a greater share in the conduct of affairs. But 
when Minto's proposals were considered in.England, 
the opposition in the Council of India was equally 

has strong as in the Governor-General's Executive 
f': Gouncil ; and,.sQ..wjlep._,,1~1od_ey:t!:~ise4~tlte;.·~ql1estion ?(t./1~;1-J.A 

in. Cabinet,,it~.wa~1r~jef!ec!. It-was·in.these ... circum- v,f. -,... 
stances, as a sorkof·.second:;;~~~-~'~S,h.~t.,.""Morley/ - 1 

decided no longer to press the,rttat!er .b. utt9. fOntent • ?-If· 
himself with appointing two Indians to the Council 
of India, admitting .that he,.would.never.have done 
so but for Minto's stubborn fight for an Indian on :l.~J-,2_~ 
his Executive Council. Minto was defeated for O • 

the moment, but he still felt strongly that nothing 
would so clearly prove the sincerity of the reforms 
as the appointment. In this he was emphatically 

' right. It was the most significant step that could 
be taken. Morley, therefore, returned to the charge. 
The Executive Councils of the Presidencies were 
enlarged by the Act, so as to include Indian mem-

, hers ; and after it had passed, in Man;h, ~I 909, 
l an'Indian, Mr .. Sinha, ')V~S appointe<;l.Legal. Mel!lber 

of the Governor";'General's .. Council. .~IL.was the 
.most significant. step that. had"be:~n . .taken,jin.ce the 
!assumption .of government., by.., t!?-~·"''"Cr~~t:?-· 

(2) Re'Uolutionary Mo'Uement, 1906-q.-The 
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Minto-Morley Reforms were neither calculated nor 
expected to end the activities of the party of violence; 
they were intended to strengthen the hands of 
Government in dealing with it, and in that they 
succeeded. They made it much easier, for instance, 
for the Moderates, under the leadership of Gokhale, 
to resist the Extremists, under the influence of 
Tilak, in the Congress. At Surat at the end of 
1907, Extremist violence broke up the meetings, 
and for the next ten years the Moderates retained 
complete control of the organization. Further, 
the reforms rallied the Moderates to the Govern
ment, not of course in the sense of making them 
supporters of the existing form of government, but 
by convincing them that constitutional progress 
could best be secured by constitutional means, that 
the comparative slowness of such methods was more 
than counterbalanced by the dangers of revolution
ary violence, and that secret societies and political 
terrorism were dangers really demanding special 
measures of counteraction. 

Of this there was no lack of evidence by way of 
politi~al crime. This, it will be remembered, made 
its first appearance at Poona, and thence spread to 
Bengal. But it never attained in the former that 
degree of support which it secured in Bengal a!!lidst 
the excitement of the Partition Agitation. Sporadic 
conspiracies evinced themselves by occasional 
murder or murderous attempt ; but Tilak, the 
head of the Maratha extremist movement, was in 
jail ; and though others might be more violent than 
he, they lacked his power of exciting public opinion. 

In Bengal, however, it was much the reverse. 
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There the cult of the bomb under the special 
protection of Kali had attained considerable pro
portions. In I 908 there were 20 cases of outrage, 
in the course of which nearly 4o,ooo rupees were 
stolen, I I persons killed, and I4 injured by the 
conspirators. During the following years their 
operations were somewhat less successful ; in the 
six years I909-I4 they only killed 20 of their 
unfortunate fellow-countrymen. Their great diffi
culty was the supply of arms. They succeeded in 
obtaining a few through the French settlement of 
Chandern~gore, but this was quite incommensurate 
with their desires. The matter became the more . 
important as their activities turned in the direction 
of robbery by force ; and the bomb, however. 
excellent as the means of destroying an active 
policeman or official, was less adapted to the purposes 
of dacoity. It was awkward to carry on long 
journeys, and troublesomely impartial in its effects 
within the narrow limits of a house. They needed 
something at once portable, inconspicuous, and 
capable of being definitely directed away from the 
user. When in I 9 I 4 they succeeded in stealing 
fifty Mauser pistols, their activities were at once 
enlarged. In the three years I 9 I 5- I7 their loot 
amounted to four lakhs of rupees and a half, 
and· their victims-mainly inoffensive Indians
numbered 36 killed and 40 wounded. The campaign 
while still directed ostensibly towards overthrowing 
the foreign Government, was in fact turned against 
societ'y at large. The persons concerned in these 
crimes were mainly youths belonging to professional 
families. Two-thirds of those convicted were 
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under 2 5, more than a quarter were not over 20 ; 

and over three-quarters were Brahmans or Kayasths 
-the castes whose hereditary vocations are learning 
and writing. The whole movement was plainly 
an unfortunate by-product of English education in 
Bengal, intensified by unlucky political circum
stances. 

But it was more than that. Nationalist as it was, 
it betrayed deep marks of foreign influences, brought 
into effective touch with the people of India by that 
contraction of the world which is the outstanding 
feature of the period as a whole. Commerce and 
markets and prices were dominated by world-wide 
tendencies ; wars would stretch out to the limits 
of the habitable earth ; and political currents .would 
carry ideas hatched at Paris or Seattle to Delhi and 
Pekin. Just as the conduct and desires of the 
Indian Moderates were on the whole coloured by 
English example, so also the conduct and ideas 
of the Indian anarchists were coloured by the example 
of Continental revolutionaries. 

Though deplorable, this was natural enough ; 
and the Indian anarchists found in the writings 
of Mazzini and the Nihilists much that seemed 
very apt to their purposes, and which they believed 
with the ardour with which we are all disposed to 
believe what we greatly desire to be true. At first 
the chief agent for supplying them with this welcome, 
though windy literature, was Krishnavarma, who 
had fled from India because he feared arrest in 
connection with the Rand murder in I 8 97. After 
a time he started the journal called the Indian 
Sociologist, and founded the India House in London, 
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as a centre for discontented Indians. After a while 
he thought it prudent to migrate to Paris, and was 
later obliged to transfer thither the printing of his 
paper as well. He furnished one channel of foreign 
influence. Another centre of propaganda was in 
the United States, whither a considerable number of 
Indians went to study. A certain number of these 
were influenced in their choice by a desire to avoid 
England and English institutions, and may therefore 
be regarded as predisposed to listen to doctrines of 
violence. Gradually a definite group of Indian 
anarchists formed themselves there, with the en
couragement, and probably also the financial support 
of the Clan-na-Gael. This eventually led to the 
formation in that country of "the Ghadr party under 
Hardayal, a Hindu of Delhi, who strove his utmost 
by the constant despatch of emissaries and news
papers to bring about a revolution in India. He 
constantly preached to all Indians in America the 
paramount duty of returning to India to expel the 
English, and in I 9 1 3 was already foretelling the 
outbreak of the German war as a heaven-sent 
opportunity. 

That event naturally led to a great increase in 
revolutionary activity. So far as the Bengal 
anarchists went, their zeal was doubtless fanned 
by their hopes of the British overthrow, but 
their lucky theft of Mauser pistols counted for a 
good deal more. But the war led to at least three 
definite conspiracies, in each of which influences 
from abroad allied themselves with native discontent 
with the object of bringing about a revolution in 
India. These were the Ghadr conspiracy for revolt 
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· in the Punjab, the German scheme to land arms in 
Bengal, and the Pan-Islamic plot. 

The first had been heralded in I 9 I 3 by the 
arrival in India of three Sikh missionaries of the 
Ghadr party, who had endeavoured to kindle a 
flame of discontent regarding the grievances of 
Indians in British Columbia, where a considerable 
number of Punjabis had settled. Early in the 
following year, by way of emphasizing the matter, 
a party of nearly 400 Sikhs and other Punjabis were 
shipped from various Eastern ports and carried to 
Vancouver, where they were refused admission for 
not having complied with the immigration rules ; 
they were then carrie~ back to India, and on their 
landing at Baj-baj in September they again refused 
to comply with the orders of Government, and, 
many of the returned immigrants being armed with 
revolvers, lives were lost on both sides when an 
attempt was made to enforce them. Ultimately 
31 were interned, but 29 others, including the 
organizer of the business, disappeared. In the 
next three months several vessels reached India, 
bringing some thousands of returning immigrants, 
many of whom were Punjabis inspired by the ideas 
of the Ghadr party. Those against whom inform
ation had been received were interned under the 
war measure known as the Ingress Ordinance ; 
and this certainly disconcerted the plans of the 
leaders, who had divided their followers into sections, 
to each of whom special areas of the Punjab had 
been allotted. But even as it was, secret meetings 
began to be held, revolutionary agents spread through 
the villages, there was an outburst of daco~ties,, 
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loyal gentlemen were murdered, and a rebellion, 
with its head-quarters at ·Lahore, was planned for 
February 2Ist, I9I5, with subsidiary risings at 
Benares, Jabulpur and Dacca. This abortive 
attempt was followed by the Defence of India Act, 
under the pressure of which the movement col
lapsed. 

To what extent material German assistance was 
accorded to this movement does not appear. That 
it enjoyed their sympathy is self-evident, and that 
its principal leader, Hardayal, received encourage
ment from German agents is almost certain. 
Hardayal himself took refuge in Berlin, where he, 
Barkatullah and others were attached to the German 
General Staff, which employeCl them in much the 
same manner as they did the revolutionary Russian 
agents. Early in I 9 I 5 the Bengal revolutionaries 
got into touch with the German~ through the 
German consuls at Batavia and Shanghai ; and a 
cargo of arms, intended at first to be landed at 
Karachi for the use of the Punjab conspirators, 
was to have been diverted to Bengal. The scheme, 
however, broke down, as did another German 
attempt to ship arms from America to India. On 
the whole they do not seem to have known what 
they were about. A curious illustration of their 
ignorance is afforded by the letter addressed to the 
Maharajah of Nepaul calling upon him to attack 
British India ; it was dire~ted to the ruling 
Maharajah's father who had been dead six years. 

They were scarcely better advised in their 
attempts at Muslim rebellion in India. The policy 
of the attempt W<!S obvious. · The state of war 
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between Great Britain and the Sultan necessarily 
made Indian Muslims uneasy ; and the alliance 
with the Sharif of Mecca, traditionally regarded by 
all pilgrims as their hereditary oppressor, was, 
whatever its political merits, an evident aid to 
hostile propaganda. Inspired by the idea of creating 
an anti-British Islamic league in order to overthrow 
the British Empire in India with the help of an 
Indian-Muslim rebellion, and with Afghan assis
tance, a Turco-German mission visited Kabul in 
the latter part of I 9 I 5. At Kabul they met 0 beidulla, 
Muhammad 'Ali, and some of their friends, rep
resenting the irreconcilable section of the Indian 
Muslims. There, in anticipation of the downfall 
of Government, they framed one of those pro
visional Governments in which conspirators seem 
peculiarly to delight. The German part of the 
mission, perceiving that little more was likely to 
come out of it, left Kabul early in I 9 I 6 ; but 
Obeidullah remained. He invited the Emperor 
Nicholas and the Russian Governor of Turkestan 
to assist in turning the English out of Indi:t! He 
asked aid of the Turks. He framed a plan for 
f0rming an' " army of God " on the Indian frontier 
-evidently the revival on a more ambitious scale 
of the old designs of the Wahabis. But conspirators 
can seldom keep their own counsel. This plan, 
like the others, took air. Some of Obeidullah's 
letters fell into the hands of the Government of 
India, and his provisional Government remained 
provisional. 

The revolutionary movements thus failed alto
gether in doing more than cre~te local alarm and 
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personal injury. This success, however, was not 
achieved by Government without resort to excep
tional methods and special powers. Even before 
Minto and Morley had been able to proceed with 
their measures of reform beyond the stage of private 
discussion, they had recourse to an old Company's 
regulation-No. III, of I 8 I 8-which had been 
seldom used since I 8 58, and not frequently before 
that time. This empowered Government to deport 
persons whose activities were considered dangerous, 
but against whom specific evidence of crime was 
wanting. The leaders of the agitation against the 
Partition of Bengal were deported with others under 
this authority. Morley was very nervous about its 
use-less however, in regard to its effect in India 
than in regard to the effect it might have on the 
Ministry's position in the House of Commons. 
He repeatedly urged on the Governor-General th~ 
necessity of releasing the deportees, and on one 
occasion at least threatened him with the unanimous 
opinion of the Cabinet. That body, however, 
was little more able to impose its will on India 
than on Ireland. Minto replied ·that obedience 
to their wish would almost certainly lead to dis
order, and that he . was not prepared to take 
the risk. The release of these political prisoners 
was, therefore, put off until he considered it safe 
to do so-until, that was, the Government had 
been armed with further powers against political 
agitation. When his measures had passed, he rose 
in the Legislative Council and announced their 
release, which produced a considerable effect on 
Moderate, though little on Extremist, feeling. 

X 
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The principal repressive measure introduced by 
Minto and sanctioned by Morley was the Press 
Act of I9IO. Since Ripon had repealed Lytton's 

• Act, the Indian Press had been limited bv the law 
of libel and sedition ; and the limita"don had 
scarcely proved effective. Many papers had been · 
busy blowing up a flame of discontent. The new 
Act empowered magistrates to require security from 
the owners of presses, where there was reason to 
suppose they were likely to print seditious matter, 
;nd in the last resort, subject to an appeal in the 
H~gh Court, Government could declare offending 
presses forfeited. The Act . was not peculiarly 
successful in its operation, being unskilfully, and 
at times unintelligently administered ; and. its 
main result was to drive seditious matter to secret 
presses. Apart from this the criminal law proved 
very difficult of application, particularly under the 
head of evidence. In a case of political murder, five 
persons arrested at different times each admitted 
that he and the four others committed the murder ; 
t.here was a good deal of concurrent information 
regarding some of their accomp.lices ; but still 
there was no evidence that would have been accepted 
in an ordinary court. Consequently it was not until 
the Defence of India Act was passed in I 9 1 5, and 
rules framed under it, that the authorities were able 
to get on terms with the revolutionists. In I 9 I 6- I 7 
in Bengal the revolutionary conspirators were 
fairly hunted down, once th~ Act was ·put seriously 
into operation. . . 

(3) The Mont!}gy~9_hil'!!:'.b!:l_lJ:efor:!!z.!.~-We __ have 
just ~eenh"''W"tne--Gefriian -war -tended- to· increase 
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revolutionary activity in India. The Ghadr plot in 
the Pupjab, the political dacoities and murders in 
Bengal, and the provisional Government of Obei-. 
dullah bear melancholy witness. But besides this 
the war heightened and exaggerated almost ev~ry 
other element in the Indian question, so that a 
problem already full of opposing factors became 
more urgent without becoming easier of· solu
tion. 

The most obvious· illustration of this was the 
way in which the ideas of the followers,of Hardayal 
and Barkatullah were off-set by the sentiments 
displayed by other Indians. For the first two years 
of the war the Moderate Indian politician sho,ved 
great enthusiasm for the British cause. Instead of 
that general collapse of the British power anticipated 
in Germany, the Government was able to take active 
measures for the furtherance of British success. 
It sent troops abroad, to France, to East Africa, to 
Mesopotamia, to Palestine ; it undertook the 
provision of munitions on a considerable scale ; it 
raised loans greater than it had ever before been 
able to raise, and it levied troops in larger numbers 
than it had ever before dreamt of levying. The 
princes of India offered all their resources ; the 
Imperial Service Troops were employed on the 
purpose for which they had been called into exis
tence. 

And all this was done under great difficulties, 
brought about by the operation of various tendencies 
in the p~riod just before the outbreak of war. The 
whole influence of the Moderate leaders in ·the 
Legislative Council had been directed to secure a 
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reduction in military expenditure, in order to release 
funds for education and sanitation ; and at the 
same time the Liberal Ministry in England was 
busy making " moral gestures," as the cant of the 
day has it, to an entirely unresponsive Germany ; 
so that under these combined influences military 
expenditure in India had been pared. to the quick. 
The nine divisions which, under Kitchener's re·
organization, ·had been available for active service 
were cut down to seven ; the field artillery was 
reduced ; no heavy artillery was provided, and the 
scheme which Haig had prepared when chief of the 
Indian Staff in I 9 I I for the co-operation of the 

· Indian and English armies in the event of a great 
war peremptorily rejected. India, and especially 
Indian troops we~e to pay dear for this combination 
of good motives and lack of foresight in the Govern
ment of India and the Government at home. 
The two divisions sent to France in ·I9I4 could 
only be equipped with field artillery by drawing on 
that attached to other divisions ; and when other 
troops were despatched to Basra they encountered 
enemy troops better provided with material thah 
themselves. Worse still, the organization of reserves 
was so ineffective that in the early years of the war 
the details sent to make good the losses of the units 
on campaign were largely useless for the purpose, 
and consequently the fighting efficiency of the 
Indian troops abroad rapidly declined. Nor were 
the subsidiary services-medical and the like-in 
any way adequate. In France this defect came at 
once to light and was made good ; but in Mesopo
tamia it long remained unknown, and was not 
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remedied until great harm had been done. Added 
to these evils were the existence in Afghanistan of 
a strong war-party which might at any moment 
have secured the upper, hand, and from time to 
time raids on the part of the frontier tribes. So that 
the military activities of the Indian Government 
were hampered by defective equipment and organ
ization, a constant possibility of invasion, and a 
disturbed frontier. . 
• In the face of these difficulties, a great effort 
was made by Government. and well supported by 
Indians in general. Over a million and a quarter 
men were raised during the four years of the war, 
two-thirds b~ing combatants. Before the war the 
average annual recruitment had been only about 

. 1 s,ooo ~en. These were all raised on a voluntary 
basis, although a certain amount of official pressure 
was used, especially in 1 9 I 8, after the collapse of 
Russia, and at the time of the great German offen
sives both East and West. Between June 1st and 
November I Ith in that year, no less than 2o,ooo 
recruits were raised. 1 

The financial effort was equally great, though the 
circumstances of the country rendered it necessarily 
less fruitful. Until I 9 I 6 no new taxation was 
imposed ; but in that year the import duties were 
increased, export duties levied on jute and tea, and 
the income-tax increased and graduated ; and in 
the next year a super-tax on incomes was intro
duced, the jute duty raised, and railway rates 
increased. These resources of increased taxation 
were supplemented by the issue of War Loans,. 
accompanied by an active propaganda. The success 
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of these was remarkable. Up till that time internal 
loans had played bl;lt a small part in Indian finance. 
The policy of raising money, so far as possible, in 
India had always been recognized, but had been 
off-set by the equally undeniable advantage of 
raising money cheap. Besides Indian banking was 
undeveloped-a central bank was still wanting, and 
was not actually established until the union of the 
three Presidency banks in · I 9 I 9-so that no 
adequate means· existed of mobilising Indiali 
capital. In these circumstances the success of the 
War Loans of I 9 I 7 and I 9 I 8 which brought in 
over 7 3 million pounds, was very remarkable. 
Moreover, they were raised from among the 
people. The subscribers to the first exceeded 
I so,ooo, and to the second 22 s,ooo, whereas the 
largest rupee loan of recent years before· the war· 
had produced but three million pounds from about 
I,ooo investors. In part these War Loans were 
favoured by fortune. The war had cut off the old 
supplies of gold in which the Indian had always 
been accustomed to· sink his savings, so that the 
Government's offer met a popular requirement. 
But none the less the success of the loans marked a 

.long step in the direction of financikl.l independence, 
at the same ,time as they enabled the Government 
to undertake war expenditure on behalf of the 
Imperial Government to be repaid at a later date. 
Besides these measures, the Legislative Council 
voted a free gift of one hundred million pounds 
to the Imperial Exchequer ; this meant approxi
,mately the cost to Great Britain of the war for a 
month-a substantial mark of sympathy from a 
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country so poor in proportion to its size and 
population. · 

The third type of activity in which India took a 
considerable share was the manufacture and supply 
of munitions. Early in I 9 I 5, when the shortage 
of shells became known, the railway workshops 
and chief engineering firms undertook the manu
facture of shell-cases ; later on the need of supplying 
the troops in Mesopotamia and other Eastern 
theatres of war led to a multifarious activity, which 
in I 9 I 7 the Indian Munitions Board undertook 
to co-ordinate ; at the ,same time Indian manu
facturing resources were developed until the country 
was transformed into an adequate ~base of supply 
for most of the articles required, while wolfram, 

. manganese, mica, railway material, leather and food
stuffs were sent abroad in great quantities, for the 
use of the Imperial forces or for the allied countries, 
or for both. A ready answer was thus provided for 
politicians still haunted by the old enquiry, origin
ating in the earliest days of the Company, and 
repeated whenever Indian affairs closely attracted 
the attention of Parliament-whether India was 
wor.th keeping. Everyone agreed that Indian 
assistance in the great struggle must be recognized 
and her position in the Empire acknowledged in .. a 
fuller manner than had ever been done before. 

Evidence of this feeling was given by the cordial 
acceptance; of the Indian claim, put forward in 
I 9 I 5, to representation at the Imperial Conference ; 
the War Conference of I 9 I 7 was attended by an 
Indian prince, a Lieutenant-Governor, and an 
Indian who had sat on lhe ·Governor.!.General's 
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Executive Council ; these shared, as Mr. Montagu 
and Lord Chelmsford said grandiloquently, " in 
the innermost deliberations of the Government of 
the Empire." It was a just return of honest help ; 
and indeed for a while the political future of India 
wore a more hopeful aspect than it had done for 
many years. Gokhale's conception of India as a 
self-governing dominion within the Empire. took, 
under the pressure of the war, a firmer hold than 
ever before on the politically minded classes. The 
dominions accepted the principle of reciprocity of 
treatment of immigrants ; King's commissions 
were granted to Indian officers ; and the cotton 
excise, that for a generation had been regarded as 
a badge of servitude, was at last allowed by the 
Secretary of State to be taken off. These portents 
were accompanied by the knowledge that Lord 
Chelmsford, who succeeded Lord Hardinge as 
Governor-General in 1 9 I 6, was considering schemes 
of constitutional advance. 

But already at the close of I 9 I 6 the Congress 
which met at Lucknow showed that the Extremists, 
then led by Tilak and Mrs. Besant, were )n a 
majority. The fact marked a veering of Indian 
political opinion. The first enthusiasm for the war 
had begun to wane. The need of vigorous action 
against the revolutionaries under the Defence of 
India Act was insufficiently realized ; and Moderate 
circles found themselves in the awkward predicament 
of Morley some years earlier-of having either to 
approve methods of repression which they had 
been attacking all their political life or to abandon 
support of the Government. Morley had adopted 
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the ·former because he was responsible for the 
carrying on of the administration ; the Moderates 
inclined to the latter (though reluctantly) because 
they were not. Their position was the more difficult 
because the recognition of Indian status to which 
I 'have just alluded had not yet been manifested, 
nor had any specific declaration been made regarding 
the future of India.. All they had to comfort them 
were loose generalities which might mean much or 
little when they came to be translated into fact. 
In the light of after-events it is clear that a Royal 
Proclamation in the terms of the announcement of 
I 9 I 7, accompanied by a statement that political 
reform could not be taken up until the war had been 
won, would have done much to strengthen the 
hands of the Moderates in their unequal struggle. 
But the Government at home and in India were 
probably too engrossed with the great military 
conflict to make up their minds on so difficult a 
problem, on which so much might be said on both 
sides, so that they shran~ from committing them
selves until they were forced to ; when that time 
came, the value of their announcement had been 
heavily discounted. It is the penalty of waiting 

4 

upon events. 
Its effects were the more unfortunate because 

the war had brought forward the question of 
reorganizing the Empire and the more formal 
recognitjon of the self-governing dominions as 
partners with Great Britain. In some quarters 
it was feared that this would mean the transfer of 
the guardianship of India from England to the 
anticipated partnership ; and the idea was pro-
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foundly disquieting to Indians of all shades of 
thought. They were utterly unwilling to pass under 
the control of those who refused them admission 
to Australia, and dealt with them as inferiors in 
South Africa. 

The Moderates, distracted by these considera
tions,_ and weakened by the deaths of two of their 
most influential leaders, Gokhale and Pherozeshah 
Mehta, visibly lost ground to the Extreme party 
in the Congress. Before the Lucknow Congress 
nineteen members of the Imperial Legislative Council 
had published a scheme for constitutional advance. 
Its essential feature was the abolition of the control 
of the Executive over the Legislature, but without 
establishing the control of the Legislature over the 
Executive. In other words, it sought to develop 
the Minto-Morley constitution into a parliamentary 
form of government, for which it had never been 
intended. This scheme under Extremist pressure 
was adopted after some revision by the Lucknow 
Congress as the minimum which Indian politicians 
were prepared to accept ; and the Congress for..: 
mally approved the project of establishing a Home 
Rule propaganda by means of local leagues and 
committees. 

A further development lay in the simultaneous 
acceptance ·of the scheme by the Mus lim League 
on condition of heavy Muhammadan. representation 
in the Councils of certain provinces. Till then the 
Muslim League had in the main concerned itself 
with the problem of protecting the Muhammadan 
minority against the Hindu predominance which 
the Muslims foresaw and feared .. But the drift of 
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Mus.lim opinion away from Government, which had 
first become apparen:t in the course of the Balkan 
War of I 9 I 2, had been intensified by the war of 
I 9 I 4 ; so that an alliance of the most advanced 
leaders of the two religions became possible ; and 
though experienced observers recognized that the 
union was neither deep nor permanent, its achieve
ment was represented as an imposing success and a 
guarantee of the ripeness of India for the con
stitution which both the Congress and the League 
demanded. 

The immediate result was the wide-spread 
agitation of I 9 I 7, directed by Mrs. Besant in Madras 
and by Tilak in Bombay, for the immediate grant 
of Home Rule. Every grievance was unearthed 
and emphasized by unsparing criticism. The 
recommendations of the Public Services Com
mission published at this time, were thought not 
nearly adequate to Indian claims for employment 
in the higher posts of Government. Government 
was attacked for not acceding without delay or 
discussion to the demands of the Congress and the 
League: Passive resistance was advocated, and 
adopted, at a special meeting of the Congress, as a 
weapon for bringing the Government to its knees. 
What was much more serious, the propaganda 
began to work in the rural districts. A Home Rule 
flag was invented and carried .about ; the villagers 
were told that it would shortly supersede the British 
flag ; and promises of lighter taxes and the golden 
age-the common stock-in-trade of .all political 
enthusiasts-were thrown out as a lure to win 
popular support. As has usually happened th~ 
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agitation spread to the schools and colleges. ·One 
aspect of the movement was a strenuous attack on 
the whole system of British administration with the 
projected substitution of a " National " system, and 
the boycott of the English institutions. All these 
were visible premonitions of that later reaction 
against British influences commonly called the 
Non-Co-operation Movement. 

Meanwhile this agitation was most disquieting. 
The war was going ill in Europe. The Report of 
the Mesopotamia Commission showed that whatever 
the relative efficiency of Government might be, its 
absolute efficiency was liable to strange oversights ; 
it was revealed as a very human institution, liable 
to error, hesitating in the choice of evils, and at last 
choosing the greater. And now, distracted amid 
their various aims-of repressing revolution, of 
showing a sympathetic front to political progress, 
and of maintaining and augmenting the Indian 
war-effort-they paralleled their principal mistake 
abroad by a mistake of corresponding magnitude 
at home. After allowing the Home Rule agitation 
to gather speed and force, they resolved to inter
vene to check its progress. Mrs. Besant and two 
others were required to abstain from political 
agitation, and to reside within one of six prescribed 
areas. They chose, as was acidly observed, the 
pleasant hill-station of Ootacamund. 

This measure proved to be fruitful of nothing 
save misfortune. It was too late to stop the ball 
which Mrs. Besant had set rolling ; it was too 
gentle to deter any of her followers from imitating 
her vehemence ; no one seriously minds being 
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interned in a hill-station at the hottest season of 
the year. The only result of the action was inten
sified excitement, coupled with loud and unceasing 
demands for the release of Mrs. Besant. Mrs. 
Besant was interned on June I 6th ; and on August 
2oth, Mr. Montagu, who had accepted the seals 
as Secretary of"~tafe- Tor·-"n1aiainJiily, mane his 
famous annO'iiilcemen"t'inthe~HouseofTommons ; 
arl_ci:}l ~in:c[f!fg~l~er ag-ain,_~ptemoeri8Hi, Mr-s~ 
Besanf was- let loose once more upon the Indian 
world. She should, in fact, have been interned the 
instant she began. her popular crusade, or she 
should not have been interned at all. To invite 
her to live from June to September in Ootacamund 
was to secure all the opprobrium without any of the 
advantages of repressive measures. 

The incident in itself was small. Its significance 
lies in the fact that it helped to obscure the impor
tance of the announcement which had just been 
made, and facilitated the growth of discontent 
with the reforms later elaborated, and·· which, 
though coinciding with Mr. Montagu's advent to 
office, was essentially independent of that event, 
for the policy it declared had been developed and 
elaborated in long previous discussions. As with 
the reforms of I 908, so also with those outlined 
in the Report of I 9 I 8, the current belief has been 
that they were imposed upon the Government of 
India from without ; and in the latter case as in 
the former it appears that the belief is not justified. 
Ever since I 908 thoughtful Englishmen had been 
considering how the despotic Government of India 
could be developed into popular goyernment without 
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falling into that impasse where you had a powerful 
representative body on the one hand, and an ir
removable government on the other, and which in 
the I 8th century had brought down the old empire 
with such a resounding crash. · In I 91 5 it occurred 
to Mr. Curtis, when studying the Indian problem 
in connection with the reorganization of the Empire, 
that the difficulty might be overcome by dividing 
the powers of Government between the existing 
executives responsible to the Secretary ·of State, 
and through him to the British Parliament, and new 
executives to be made and unmade by represen
tative bodies in India. Early in I 9 I 6 a rough scheme 
was prepared by Sir William Duke, then retired 
from Indian service but a member of the Council 
of India, showing how the idea might be applied 
to the Government of Bengal. When Lord Chelms
ford was appointed Governor-General in I 9 I 6, he 
was already convinced that responsible government 
should be declared as the goal of Indian progress ; 
and shortly after his arrival in India, the Duke 
Memorandum was sent out to him for his considera
tion. Already, at the first Executive Council over 
which he presided, he had propounded two questions 
-what was the goal of British rule in India, and 
by what stages was it to be reached ? The answers 
which were formulated were in substance those 
which Mr. Montagu announced in the following 
year. "Th~_policy<?f lj:is Majesty's Government," 
he said, ''witl:lwhicli the Government of"India-are 
in comPle!e-accorct,}Sthatof'the increasing associa- . 
fion of Indians in every bra~ch()fthe aaministrafion, 
andtlie gra3ilaf(fevggp}p~nt . o(seff ... gqy~rning 
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institutions with a view to the progressive realiz_ation 
o_f .E~P~~~~~nme~in}Pd~~-as an integral 
p_a:.!.,of tlie Jiq~ts.fi_,~~ptre. . . . At last, two 
generations after the Crown had assumed the 
Government of India, the goal of Indian progress 
hafi been f9rmally defined. Till then Parliament 
had been content with desiring to secure good 
government ; the further object of self-govern
ment was at last declared with authority. 

This announcement included a statement of the 
Secretary of State's forthcoming visit to India. 
We know that the original proposal to this effect 
had come from Lord Chelmsford to Mr. Chamber
lain, who probably was delaying the announcement 
of policy until he had visited India. Mr. Montagu 
decided to make his announcement first and visit 
India afterwards. This he did in the following cold 
weather, receiving addresses from bodies of every 
description, and discussing the problems of con
sti.tutional advance with politicians of every shade. 
The whole business naturally kindle.,d great excite
ment, and was not welcomed by quiet men who 
wanted at the moment to get on with their particular 
jobs. The tone was set by Mrs. Besant, chosen 
chairman of the Congress which met that year at 
Calcutta. It resolved that the Leagl}e-Congress 
scheme should be conceded immediately and 
f<;>Ilowed by complete Home Rule within five or 
ten years. 

On JulL§.th, I 9 I 8, was _p~~~~Jled the joint 
reporcoftlie Viceroy ana Secretary: of St"at'e.--That 
docum:ent etri:oo-diedutlie principle-'-cfevised-byMi-. 
Curtis three y~.ars earlier, elaborated l?y the Du,ke 
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Memorandum, and studied by Lord Chelmsford 
since I 9 I 6. This principle, which we have learnt 
to call Dyarchy, was to be applied immediately to 
the provinces, and further progress was to be 
decided by decennial commissions of enquiry. The 
principle itself was confessedly no more than an 
expedient, evidently imperfect, but framed to avoid 
greater evils. It was a bold experiment ; and if it 
lacked the sanction of experience, it was to be 
applied to a situation without a parallel. It is no 
easy thing to implant the political institutions which 
have been developed by one people in an entirely 

·different environment, amid a society fundamentally 
unlike; in economic circumstances utterly dis
similar, and with an historic background offering 
no resemblance to that of Great Britain. But if, as· 
Englishmen believe, representative institq,tions and 
responsible government offer the least ·defective 
method of conducting the complicated business 
of public affairs, dyarchy with all its risks was worth 
a trial. In any.case, whether it succeed or whether 
it fail, the Report of I 9 I 8 marks a decisive epoch 
in the modern history of India. It is comparable with 
the Company's decision of I 77 I to " stand forth 
as Diwan," which Mill truly recognized as marking. 
a revolution. That signified the resolve to establish 
government on English lines within the English 
territory. Let us remember how it led at 'first 
to dismal enough results, and Warren Hastings 
was scarcely more confident in the possibility of 
firmly establishing British rule than " AI Carthill " 
is of its continuance to-day. 

In any case the new policy, which has certainly 
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brought its own difficulties and dangers, marks the 
end of the three principal errors with which our 
past administrative policy may fairly be charged·. 
As I have already pointed out, these were (I) a 
failure to recognize the direction in which the 
forces of political growth were moving, and to 
define the goal towards wh}ch those forces· should 
be directed ; ( 2) the growing inclination of the 
Secretary of State, not indeed to govern India, but 
to interfere with the Government of India ; and 
(3) the failure to enlist Indian support by associating 
Indians more nearly with the higher forms of 
Government coupled with a tendency to prefer the, 
employment of English to Indians in the name of 
efficiency. 

The first has explicitly been ended, and Imperial 
policy defined. In the back of the English mind 
the idea had long been present. Everyone was 
agreed that the ideals of Munro and Elphinstone 
were those towards which we should be, and in 
fact were working ; for long the existing system 
of Government ran so smoothly that the need of a 
formal definition of our objects, and a conscious 
adaptation of means to ends, went unperceived. 
But while we should regret that this went on so 
long, the history of other dependencies, alike 
British and foreign,· presents the matter in a different 
light and makes us rather wonder that the need 
has been perceived at all. 

The second has not explicitly been ended. The, 
. Secretary of State still remains the master of the 

Government of India ; but the Government of 
India no longer speaks mere)y in the nar:ne of a 

y 
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bureaucracy. Morley's excuse for interference
" We are already in pretty deep waters in respect 
of our self-governing colonies, and if the Govern
ment are to advance the same sort of claims, founded 
not on the principles of free government, but on 
the arbitrary decisions or views of a close body of 
officials-then we shall indeed be in a scrape"-·
is ceasing to be applicable. The reforms visibly 
strengthen the Government of India as against the 
Secretary of State. Here again we may notice that 
undue interference has in the main been due less 
to defects than to the defects of qualities. It was 
Morley's high political ideals and great desire for 
the welfare of India that made him so difficult 
a task-master. The. fault lay in the system into 
which we had blundered, and which made a zealous 
active and high-minded Secretary of State an 
obstruction, and at times a danger. · 

Our third error has formally been recognized. 
The exclusion of Indians is at an end, and the only 
question that remains to be decided is the rate of 
their admission. This is doubtless the thorniest 
pf all questions ; and the transformation of the 
]Indian ~ivil Service from a body of servants· 
(obed~nt to the S~cretary of State into a body of 
,adv:is,ers to li~sponsib.Le .Mjn,ist~rs) will c~rta,inly 
iinvolve man¥ diffiqt]!lties ;gnd man_r d.is~dv:~nt~tge§ 
,in the process.. ' 

Into the form;adopted or the ~11rly-working of;th~ 
rnew constitution, I do not propose to enter; It 
belongs to the period now opening, rather than to 
that which has just closed. But one aspect of the· 
m.~u~r m:ust be no.t~d. J'h~ qms.ti.tvtipn _q.d.:u.m"' 
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bra ted in the Report of I 9 I 8 not only marks the 
close of a period, and the end of a form of adminis
tration ; it also marks a definite stage in a larger 
process-the influence and penetration of European 
ideas. The process began five centuries ago. For 
long its effects were negligible. Even after the 
administration fell into European hands, European 
influences on the lives. of the people seemed so 
slight that the legend of the unchanging East . 
sprang up, and was generally believed. But Orien
tals are no more unchanging than the European 
races. Neither change so long as the circumstances 
in which they .live are constant ; both respond to 
changes in environment ; and if Oriental society 
is rigid as compared with the more fluid nature of 
European society, it is because the former was 
developed . amid an environment, and especially 
under economic conditions, which over long periods 
of time had hardly changed at all. When new 
influences began to work, when the environment 
underwent modification, it was long before these 
forces could overcome the inertia of so great a mass 
of humanity as inhabits the sub-continent of India. 
Even then the great mass has always tended power
fully to relapse into its old posture, like a rock which 
you try to lift with levers. Being human material 
and not inert, this reactive force has not been con
stant , but spasmodic. One of its great reactions 
was the Mutiny, when the old strove so. fiercely to 
destroy the n:ew. And what followed ? The forces 
of change, the swift transport, the lightning mes
sages, the touch of foreign minds and thought, 
were not relaxed but redoubled. The year which 
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saw the massacres of Delhi and Cawnpore saw the 
foundation of the Indian universities. The noble 
fortitude of the men who lay, month after month, 
upon the Delhi Ridge faced by ten times their 
number till at last the imperial city could be stormed 
was fairly matched by the noble fortitude of the 
Governor-General who, amid those bloody and 
alarming scenes, could unfalteringly pursue the 
course of policy. This high patience led directly 
to the point from which the progressive realization 
of responsible government was clearly viewed as 
the ultimate purpose of British rule in India. This 
recognition has been swiftly followed by another 
crisis of reaction ; and here too the remedy lies, 
not in retracing our steps but in strengthening the 
bonds, physical, moral, and political, which bind 
India and the Empire· together, and in steadily 
cutting away that race-discrimination which forms 
the worst inheritance of the period tpat has closed. 

' 
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